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Abstract 
 
Incomplete data in the analysis of longitudinal survey information is a pervasive problem in social 
science research. Popularly employed techniques for the analysis of partially observed datasets rely 
on the assumption of an underlying normal distribution governing the incomplete variables. 
However, variables in the social science research which are prone to missing observations are often 
highly skewed and possess thick distributional tails. When the assumptions of the adopted 
imputation technique do not accurately represent the underlying behaviour of the variable being 
imputed, data imputation can introduce further biases in the resulting statistical analysis. As the 
usage and availability of complex social survey datasets expand, the need to develop more flexible 
imputation and modelling techniques that accurately capture the behaviours of the variables being 
analysed becomes imperative.  
This study is motivated by the recent digitisation and availability of the East Laguna Village cross-
sectional surveys from the Philippines. The dataset is a collection of cross-sectional household 
surveys of an agricultural village that has been ongoing since the 1960s. The survey information has 
not been previously connected and analysed as a long panel dataset and became publicly available 
only recently. As with most household surveys, the dataset also suffers from the common problem 
of missing data when analysed jointly over time. This research has improved the useability of the 
East Laguna Village survey information through the formation of a longitudinal dataset and the 
simultaneous management of the resulting missing data through imputation. The study focused both 
on improving existing modelling and imputation techniques for incomplete non-normal continuous 
variables with two-level hierarchical structure, and using these for the analysis of the newly 
constructed longitudinal dataset.  
This thesis developed three improvements in existing modelling and imputation techniques for 
incomplete and non-normal continuous variables with hierarchical data structure. First, an extension 
of the two-level hierarchical linear model technique is proposed where the error and random terms 
are modified to be skew-t distributed. This modification allowed for the direct modelling of non-
normal continuous dependent variables directly. Second, this model is further expanded to be used 
as a flexible technique to generate multiple imputation through joint modelling. The flexible 
multiple imputation proposal enabled several non-normal continuous incomplete variables with 
two-level hierarchical structure to be imputed directly without the need for variable transformation 
or modification. Third, an alternative imputation proposal is developed using the two-level 
hierarchical extension of the Seemingly Unrelated Regression with flexible skew-t distribution. This 
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imputation model facilitated simultaneous modelling of multiple incomplete variables while 
imposing cross-equation parameter restrictions which allowed faster and more pragmatic 
implementation. These methodological improvements provided further generality to the imputation 
of missing variables in a dataset and lifted the restriction usually imposed by the commonly 
assumed normal distribution. 
The East Laguna Village dataset was analysed, in conjunction with the missing data simulation 
study, to illustrate the improvements gained when using these methodological proposals. The 
empirical analysis focussed on assessing the effectiveness of modern rice varieties, fertilizers, and 
herbicides in improving farmer’s rice production in the village over time. Part of this research 
accomplished the formation of a person-level and household-level longitudinal dataset by linking 
the different rice production and demographic information obtained from selected village surveys 
between 1974 and 2007. In the process of longitudinal merging, some of the important rice 
production covariates suffered missing information, particularly with the variable indicating the rice 
variety planted and the level of herbicide and fertilizer used for each planting period. The two latter 
variables are both continuous and non-normally distributed. Without proper imputation, the 
empirical analysis of the rice production trends suggested weaker support for the overall 
effectiveness of modern rice varieties in bringing significant yield improvements in the farmers’ 
productivity over the decades. Furthermore, the estimated contribution of the fertilizers and 
herbicides were both significantly understated in comparison to related literature in rice production. 
When the estimation was limited to using the incomplete dataset or if the imputation method 
applied did not accurately capture the shape of the underlying distribution of the variables which 
has missing information, the results of the empirical analysis were inconsistent and not supportive 
of the findings from the larger agricultural studies. However, when the empirical investigation 
incorporated all the available information through the introduced flexible modelling and imputation 
methods in this research, the empirical estimates provided more support towards the positive 
contribution of the modern rice strains and increased rice production inputs in improving the 
farmer’s rice yield. These latter findings are more consistent with related agricultural studies on 
modern rice technology.  
This research primarily uses Bayesian inference for model estimation applying a Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo technique with the Adaptive Metropolis-within-Gibbs (AMWG) algorithm. All 
simulations and empirical models were executed using the R software. 
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1. Introduction 
Data from well-designed surveys are valuable in producing high quality research and for extracting 
meaningful insights that contribute to the formulation of practical evidence-based public policies. 
The growing number of open-access social datasets being made available by governments and 
private research organisations highlights the importance of ensuring that the analytical methods 
and tools available to scrutinise such information are reliable for producing accurate results.  
A common analytical approach used in social science research is the statistical analysis of 
quantitative survey data where, historically, the primary method of data collection has been 
through cross-sectional surveys. In addition to cross-sectional surveys, governments and research 
organisations have become increasingly interested in designing and funding longitudinal (or panel) 
surveys. This type of survey provides researchers with more detailed information on the evolving 
characteristics of households and individuals over time and enables investigation of the life events 
and changes in circumstances that influence social, well-being, and economic outcomes. In 
addition, longitudinal surveys enable assessment of the impact of certain policy changes on 
individuals and society over time. Longitudinal household surveys commonly used for social and 
economic research in the developed economies include the United States’ Panel Survey of Income 
Dynamics (PSID, which began in 1968), Germany’s Socio-Economic Panel (SEP, which began in 
1984), Australia’s Longitudinal Study of Australian Children (LSAC, which began in 2004) and 
Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA, which began in 2001), and the 
United Kingdom’s British Household Panel Survey (BHPS, which began in 1991), among others. 
In the developing economies, the benefits of longitudinal household surveys have also long been 
recognised and used for social and economic research from as early as the 1970s. Among the 
countries in the developing Asia that are implementing longitudinal household surveys are 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, China, Bangladesh, India, Vietnam, and the Philippines (Alderman, 
Watkins, Kohler, Maluccio, & Behrman, 2000; Frankenberg & Thomas, 2000; Witoelar, 2011). 
The implementation of longitudinal surveys are both expensive and difficult as these typically 
involve tracking and interviewing the same group of households and individuals across long 
periods of time in regular intervals. As such, the longitudinal data collection implemented in these 
countries are relatively smaller in coverage, conducted with less frequent survey intervals, and 
have fewer available survey years compared to those implemented in western countries.  
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In the Philippines, one unique dataset that has been recently digitised and made publicly accessible 
is the collection of “East Laguna Village” cross-sectional surveys managed by the Social Science 
Division of the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI-SSD) (International Rice Research 
Institute, 2017). The village dataset is compiled from an ongoing household survey of a small 
agrarian community in the Philippines which started in the 1960s. The data contains rich 
information on farmer’s rice production, social dynamics, agricultural activities, and household 
income and consumption over different generations (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000; Sawada et al., 
2012). These village surveys were not originally designed as a longitudinal study and the set of 
questionnaires used in the data collection varied. Nevertheless, since the information from all 
households and individuals residing in the village were consistently collected over a long period 
of time, these recorded survey data can be linked and constructed as a longitudinal dataset. 
Unfortunately, as with most household surveys, the dataset suffers from the common problem of 
missing data due to intermittent responses to some of the survey questions when merged and 
analysed jointly over time. As the standard statistical models are not designed to accurately analyse 
data with missing observations, the functionality and reliability of using these quantitative analytic 
tools is limited for incomplete datasets. To contribute further to existing longitudinal datasets 
available for social researchers in the developing economies, this thesis focuses on improving the 
useability and developing the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset. When linked together to 
form a longitudinally dataset, this can be considered as one of the longest running household 
surveys in the country.   
With the increasing focus on producing data driven social research, developing a more accurate 
and flexible method to address the analysis of incomplete datasets becomes imperative. Dealing 
with missing data in statistical modelling is unavoidable when the focus is to ensure accurate model 
estimation and inference. Overall, this research focuses on these two related topics: (1) creation of 
the “East Laguna Village” longitudinal dataset and improving the accuracy of the longitudinal 
analysis of rice production outcomes; and, (2) addressing existing methodological gaps in missing 
data methods and improving the usability of the newly created dataset through the developed 
missing data techniques. While the statistical methods addressed in this thesis for analysing data 
with missing observations are relevant for most longitudinal surveys, the methods investigated and 
developed are demonstrated through applications to the East Laguna Village surveys. 
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1.1. Missing Data and the East Laguna Village Surveys 
In the empirical estimation of statistical models, improper handling of missing data may 
contaminate the dataset and adversely affect the findings from the statistical analyses (Allison, 
2001; Little & Rubin, 2002; McKnight, McKnight, Sidani, & Figueredo, 2007). Fortunately, many 
researchers have become more aware of the adverse consequences of analysing incomplete 
datasets and are more acquainted with the theoretically correct procedures of handling this 
complication. The ultimate goal of statistical methods for addressing missing data is to obtain 
unbiased inferences in a statistical analysis despite the incomplete information in the dataset using 
all the information available to the analyst, including partially observed cases. Ideally, with the aid 
of missing data methods, the analysis of incomplete dataset would result to similar estimates had 
the complete dataset been analysed (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013; Little & Rubin, 2002; van 
Buuren, 2012). Increasingly, statistical analysis in social science research is being used to facilitate 
the study of social and economic dynamics over time, and this makes it even more critical to obtain 
correct inference when there is missing data. 
One of the theoretically preferred procedures for addressing missing observations in an analysis is 
through “imputation.” This involves generating a set of replacement values for missing 
information in the dataset so that all the holes in the dataset are filled in. Once the dataset has been 
“completed,” the analyst can apply the desired statistical model and obtain more accurate 
inferences (Rubin, 1976, 1987). Developments in this methodological area have grown 
substantially in the last few decades and various imputation methods are now readily 
implementable in commonly used statistical programs (Carpenter, Goldstein, & Kenward, 2011; 
StataCorp, 2013a; Su, Gelman, Hill, & Yajima, 2011). However, the usual assumptions used in 
most parametric imputation models are often unrealistic in real-world applications especially in 
the social sciences. For example, popular imputation methods usually assume that the missing 
information are drawn from a normal (Gaussian) distribution, even though the variables under 
observation are clearly non-normal. Some of the variables collected in social surveys which have 
a higher tendency for missing observations are highly skewed and possess thicker than normal 
tails. Among these include the variables reflecting household income, wealth, and expenditure. A 
number of studies show that imputing non-normal continuous variables using an underlying 
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assumption of normality in the distribution may lead to misleading statistical results, hence, 
eroding the benefits of imputation (He & Raghunathan, 2006, 2012; von Hippel, 2012).  
The methodological aim of this study is to improve existing imputation techniques, particularly 
for the treatment of incomplete continuous variables which are non-normally distributed and with 
a hierarchical data structure. This research presents approaches to imputation that do not require 
the assumption of an underlying normal distribution and demonstrates the applicability for the 
analysis of longitudinal social surveys. The proposed imputation methods are evaluated using 
simulated datasets and their application is demonstrated with the analysis of the “East Laguna 
Village” survey data. This empirical dataset has been the main focus of analysis in several books 
and publications in the area of development and agricultural economics, but it has never been 
merged and quantitatively analysed fully over time. The dataset serves as a good base for 
application to demonstrate the methodological approaches developed as part of this thesis since it 
contains a tolerable amount of missing data in some of its continuous variables that are distributed 
non-normally, and its size provides a manageable scope for the study. In addition, existing research 
on modern rice technology and on the evolution of the village provide a good benchmark to assess 
whether the imputation methods developed in this research are able to provide more accurate and 
reasonable statistical results despite the missing information.  
In conjunction with the methodological goal, the substantive topic of interest in this research 
focuses on evaluating the impact of using modern rice varieties in improving the farmers’ rice 
productivity over the years. These plant varieties have been developed by agricultural scientists to 
increase the yield and productivity of the rice crop through modification of the plant’s 
characteristics to withstand excessive rain fall, drought, pests and diseases, among others. To 
facilitate the empirical application, the research merges the available cross-sectional village 
surveys to create the “East Laguna Village” longitudinal dataset. This longitudinal dataset 
construction can be a valuable resource for the ongoing and future studies in the village. Overall, 
this thesis aims to make both a methodological and substantive contribution to the social science 
literature. The methodological aspect focuses on the statistical modelling and imputation of 
missing observations from non-normal continuous variables, while the substantive contribution 
includes the construction and analysis of the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset, particularly 
on the aspect of the farmer’s rice production and access to modern rice technology.   
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Specifically, the research aims to address the following questions: 
Substantive Research Question: 
1. How significant is the effect of using modern rice technology in affecting farmers’ rice 
productivity in the East Laguna Village using the longitudinal survey data and how do 
these findings compare to existing studies in modern rice technology in the Philippines?  
Methodological Research Question: 
1. What are the impacts of assuming an underlying normal distribution in hierarchical linear 
models used for the direct analysis and imputation of non-normal continuous variables? 
2. How can a hierarchical imputation model specified with flexible skew-t distribution aid in 
providing the correct statistical inference in analysing incomplete multilevel variables 
which are skewed and have thick distributional tails? 
3. What are the improvements gained in implementing imputation models using a hierarchical 
multiple imputation model allowing flexible probability distributions, in comparison to 
existing methods? 
 
1.2. Thesis Outline 
The succeeding chapters of this thesis answers these research questions listed in Section 1.1 above. 
The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a review of literature and some background 
on the increasing availability of social survey datasets in recent years, and discusses the common 
problem of missing data. The section also focuses on the longitudinal household datasets available 
in the Philippines, including the presentation of the theoretical motivation behind the East Laguna 
Village surveys. On the methodological aspect, the chapter surveys the literature on missing data 
theory and illustrates the importance of correctly accounting for the incomplete data in a statistical 
model. The section presents a review of the commonly employed imputation methods for 
incomplete variables in longitudinal social datasets and the existing imputation procedures for non-
normal continuous variables.  
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This is followed by a detailed discussion of the East Laguna Village dataset in Chapter 3. The 
chapter discusses how the village surveys were conducted and presents the nature of the variables 
collected over the decades. This chapter also outlines the procedures involved in the linking of the 
available cross-sectional surveys in the village to form a longitudinal dataset. Lastly, the chapter 
provides descriptive analyses of some of the longitudinal variables, and illustrates how these can 
be used to investigate the transformation of the community over the decades. 
Chapter 4 provides an outline of the overall statistical methodology employed in the thesis. The 
chapter presents a background on hierarchical linear models, flexible distributions, and the 
estimation and modelling strategies used. This section expands on these concepts and presents a 
framework on how these analytical tools can be combined to improve the imputation and 
modelling approaches for non-normal continuous variables in a hierarchical setting.  
Chapter 5 provides the first methodological discussion and demonstrates an empirical application. 
The chapter explores a hierarchical model that does not impose the restrictive assumption of 
normality in the error and random terms. This chapter proposes an improvement over the 
conventional hierarchical linear model that assumes a normal distribution. The extended model 
incorporates the flexible skew-t distribution to capture varying degrees of skewness and kurtosis 
in the error and random terms. The proposed method in the chapter is illustrated using both a 
simulated and empirical dataset. The simulation evaluates the potential bias that may arise when a 
non-normal continuous variable is fitted with a hierarchical model which assumes normality. The 
empirical application analyses data from the newly formed East Laguna Village longitudinal 
survey dataset and evaluates the effect of using the modern rice variety on the level of farmers’ 
rice production over time. The improvements brought about by the proposed method is evaluated 
with respect to the resulting model fit and the model’s predictive performance. The empirical 
model in this chapter uses only the complete sets of observations in the dataset and does not deal 
yet with the missing data in the covariates. 
The methodological proposal for incorporating missing data using multiple imputation is discussed 
and empirically applied in Chapter 6. The chapter further extends the modelling approach 
introduced in Chapter 5 to facilitate the direct modelling of multiple non-normal dependent 
variables with missing observations through the multivariate skew-t distribution. The derived 
model in this chapter is utilized to simultaneously fill-in the missing information in the dataset by 
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drawing replacement values from the estimated conditional distribution of the incomplete variables. 
The imputed values are then incorporated into the remaining observed data points to facilitate the 
statistical modelling of the full dataset. This technique using multiple imputation through joint 
modelling is a proposed extension of the commonly applied imputation technique implementable 
in statistical packages which typically assumes an underlying normal distribution (R Core Team, 
2017; Schafer, 1997, 1999, 2003; StataCorp, 2013a). The developed imputation method in this 
chapter is applied to investigate the rate of improvements in rice production in the East Laguna 
Village, and to determine how the results vary if the imputation model’s assumptions are different.  
Chapter 7 introduces a more pragmatic extension of the imputation method developed in Chapter 
6. The chapter applies a fully Bayesian modelling approach to simultaneously address the missing 
data and analyse the full dataset.  The chapter also introduces a hierarchical version of the 
Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) model to simultaneously impute multiple variables with 
incomplete information and allow the number of parameters to be significantly reduced, hence, 
facilitate faster computation. The methodological proposal in this chapter is also an extension of 
existing modelling and imputation procedures currently applied in practice (Ando & Zellner, 2010; 
Carpenter et al., 2011; Zellner, 1962, 1963). The empirical estimation results in this chapter are 
compared with the findings in Chapters 5 and 6. 
Lastly, Chapter 8 summarizes the overall methodological framework presented in the thesis. The 
chapter provides a discussion and guidelines on the proposed imputation and modelling 
approaches and discusses the areas of improvements and future methodological research direction. 
In addition, this section sums up the empirical findings obtained in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 and 
discusses potential application of the developed methods with regard to the East Laguna Village 
dataset and the related future village surveys. 
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2. Five Decades of Village Surveys in the Philippines and Methods for Dealing 
with Missing Data  
The “East Laguna Village” is a small agrarian community that has been closely studied by social 
researchers in the last five decades. Commencing in 1966, the cross-sectional survey data was 
collected from all households in the village to provide information on demographic characteristics, 
household consumption, and farmers’ rice production. Although the data collection was not 
initially designed as a longitudinal study, it is acknowledged that information collected repeatedly 
from all households and individuals within the same village throughout the decades is a rich 
resource for understanding change in a community over time.  
The aims of this thesis are two-fold. First, to develop a longitudinal household survey dataset for 
the East Laguna Village, linked at the individual, farmer, and household level, using the available 
cross-sectional survey information, and to improve on the cross-sectional analysis methods 
previously used to more accurately determine the trends in farmer’s rice productivity over time. 
Upon the construction of this longitudinal dataset, a substantive contribution is made through 
providing longitudinal evidence of trends in farming production for households, and the more 
accurate analysis of rice production to investigating the effectiveness of using modern rice 
technology in improving the farmer’s rice productivity, in consideration of the evolving 
demographic profile in the community, using sophisticated statistical methods. Second, 
methodological contributions have been made to the statistical literature in addressing the existing 
gap in imputation methods for non-normal continuous variables in a hierarchical dataset. These 
improvements in methodology were motivated by the impact of incomplete observations in the 
empirical analysis of the newly formed longitudinal dataset. The missing data problem in the East 
Laguna Village longitudinal dataset has been addressed through the development of new 
imputation methodologies for non-normal continuous variables.  
This chapter of the thesis provides a review of the existing literature covering the relevant issues 
related to these substantive and methodological goals. The chapter consists of five main sections. 
Section 2.1 provides a general overview of the role of surveys in social science research. Surveys 
typically used for collecting information for social science research are described, including 
examples of currently available national household surveys. The increasing availability of 
longitudinal household datasets from developing countries, particularly in the Philippines, are 
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reviewed and compared. Section 2.2 focuses on the history and theoretical motivation for the East 
Laguna Village survey and the related studies that have emerged from the decades of data collected 
in the community. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 focus on the methodological contributions of the thesis. 
These sections review the statistical literature covering the theory and sources of missing data in 
social surveys, and the existing methodologies developed to manage the missing data in a statistical 
analysis, respectively. Lastly, Section 2.5 summarises the chapter and presents the research 
questions motivated by the existing gaps identified in the literature review. 
 
2.1. Surveys in Social Science Research 
Systematic collection of information from individuals, households, and organisations using 
surveys has been an essential part of the social research toolkit for many years. The collection of 
empirical data at one point in time using survey allows researchers to obtain a snapshot of selected 
aspects of a society for various topics of interest. One can extract insights from a well-designed 
sample of respondents and use this to generate a better understanding of a population (Fink, 2003). 
Through these collected data, researchers can empirically analyse social relationships, 
characteristics, perceptions, and compare responses between different groups of individuals in the 
society. 
Surveys can be classified into a number of broad categories in terms of who the target population 
is, what information is being collected, how the questionnaires are being asked, and when the 
survey is being conducted (Fink, 2003; Stoop & Harrison, 2012). In terms of the survey’s target 
population, the common classifications include the individual survey, household survey, and 
survey of business organisations. Surveys of individuals are focused on collecting person-level 
information with more subject-specific sets of questions. Some examples of this include the survey 
of children’s wellbeing, student survey, disability survey, time-use and diary survey, and mobility 
and passenger survey (Bouchard et al., 1983; Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz, & Stone, 
2004). In a household survey, information about the household are collected either through a 
household representative or even through collecting data from all the adults residing in the same 
dwelling. The common topics in this type of survey include the household’s income and 
expenditure, household finance, labour force participation, and other social measures and attitudes 
(Bickman & Rog, 2009; Moser & Kalton, 1985). Business surveys on the other hand are conducted 
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to extract insights from larger organisations with regard to aspects such as economic outlook and 
confidence in conducting business (Bachmann & Sims, 2012; Baker & Wurgler, 2006).  
Surveys can also be grouped by the mode used for data collection. In broad terms, responses can 
be collected through a face-to-face interview, telephone survey, internet-based and mobile survey, 
through mail, and through combinations of these methods. Each of these modes of data collection 
has its unique sets of challenges in terms of cost and efficiency. The choice of the mode of data 
collection can affect how respondents are sampled and contacted (Bethlehem, 2009). These survey 
options can also significantly influence how people respond to specific types of information 
collected. With each of these methods, the questionnaire design and data collection strategy must 
be designed carefully to minimize the bias and non-response of the survey participants (Etter & 
Perneger, 1997; Korkeila et al., 2001). 
Data collection can also be categorised with respect to its frequency. Surveys can be generally 
classified as cross-sectional, repeated cross-sectional, and longitudinal. Cross-sectional surveys 
refer to data collection which is conducted only once at a specified time. When the data collection 
is repeated at different time points, it can be classified either as a repeated cross-section or as a 
longitudinal (panel) survey. The main difference between a repeated cross-section and a 
longitudinal survey is that the former collects information from different groups of respondents at 
repeated time intervals, while the latter tracks the same group of respondents gathering responses 
for the identical sets of variables over long periods of time (Stoop & Harrison, 2012). Between 
these classifications, longitudinal surveys generate added insights by allowing researchers to 
observe differences between various households and individuals, not only at a specific period, but 
across time. It also enables researchers to observe changes over time within the same household 
and individual, and to investigate interrelationships between transitions or changes in an outcome 
with other life events and changing circumstances. However, this does come at a cost and 
introduces further practical complexity in terms of tracking the same group of respondents over 
long periods of time.  
The key strength of survey methodology is its flexibility. Surveys can be designed and 
implemented to collect specific sets of information from a small and specific group of respondents, 
or can be scaled up to collect a more generic set of information at a national and multinational 
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level. As such, surveys have long been used and sponsored by different groups from government 
agencies, academic institutions, industry, and other organisations for social and market research.  
 
2.1.1. Representativeness of the Survey and Missing Data 
The efficiency of using surveys in investigating specific topics in the society comes from the 
convenience of obtaining information from a much smaller group of individuals or households to 
gain insights about the whole population. A survey dataset can be considered a reliable source of 
information if the sampled responses provide an accurate representation of the population being 
studied. Different sampling methodologies have been developed to ensure that surveys are able to 
capture different segments of the society. Among the popular probabilistic sampling methods are 
simple random sampling, multi-stage stratified sampling, cluster sampling and systematic random 
sampling  (Levy & Lemeshow, 2008). However, despite employing these sampling techniques in 
surveys, non-representativeness and biases in the analysis may still occur if the survey is not able 
to obtain all the desired information from all the respondents (Lohr, 2010). The occurrence of 
missing information in a survey dataset is a pervasive problem in social research. When the 
resulting incomplete survey dataset does not accurately represent the population, it is often referred 
to as having a selection bias. This may be brought about by using improper sampling approaches, 
attrition from the survey, non-response for particular survey questions, or other factors affecting 
the quality of the dataset.  When a study uses an incomplete dataset in a statistical analysis and the 
missing information is ignored or handled improperly, the resulting estimates may be questionable 
and provide an inaccurate interpretation (Lall, 2016; Lee & Carlin, 2010; Lee, Galati, Simpson, & 
Carlin, 2012; Wood, White, & Thompson, 2004). A more detailed discussion of the related 
literature on missing data in social surveys is included in Section 2.3 in this chapter. 
 
2.1.2. Longitudinal Household Surveys 
A wide variety of empirical studies in the field of social science research rely on longitudinal 
survey data collected from households and individuals. Popular national social panel surveys used 
in the western society include the United States’ Panel Survey of Income Dynamics (PSID), 
Australia’s Longitudinal Study of Australian Children (LSAC) and Household, Income and 
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Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) survey, Germany’s Socio-Economic Panel (SEP), and the 
United Kingdom’s British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) and the Understanding Society survey. 
These survey datasets provide rich information on a wide range of economic and social issues 
across a long period of time and have accumulated information from thousands of families and 
individuals for multiple generations. For instance, the US’s PSID commenced in 1968, the 
Germany’s SOEP has been in place since 1984, and the United Kingdom’s BHPS commenced in 
1991. In Australia, the HILDA survey is considered as one of the longest running annual household 
surveys  starting in 2001 and has been widely used in numerous research publications (Melbourne 
Institute, 2017; Watson & Wooden, 2004). With the improved data distribution platforms and 
access to statistical software, researchers can readily access these survey datasets as a valuable 
resource in their respective area of studies. 
 
2.1.3. Social Survey Datasets in Developing Countries 
The popularity of using empirical longitudinal data for social research has not been limited to the 
increasing availability of these large surveys collected in the western society. The growing interest 
in empirical development studies has also brought a renewed focus in the collection of new social 
survey data and a compilation and digitization of old and existing household surveys conducted in 
the developing economies (Bulmer & Warwick, 1993; National Research Council, 2002). In 
addition to the growing amount of available survey and census information from each of the 
developing countries’ statistical offices, websites of various academic institutions and research 
organisations provide a consolidated list of accessible survey datasets. Survey datasets, study 
descriptions, and related documentations are mostly available for download. One of the primary 
goals of these repositories is to improve the accessibility and availability of these datasets for use 
of researchers and policy makers. 
For example, the International Household Survey Network (http://www.ihsn.org/) provides a list 
of downloadable national surveys and census datasets collected from low and middle income 
countries. The Demographic and Health Surveys (http://dhsprogram.com/), World Bank’s 
Microdata library (http://microdata.worldbank.org/index.php/home), Inter-University Consortium 
for Political and Social Research (https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/), and the Harvard Dataverse 
Network (https://dataverse.harvard.edu/) also host a huge collection of useable cross-sectional and 
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longitudinal survey datasets from different countries covering a wide range of research topics 
including health, microfinance, agriculture, family dynamics, and others. Meanwhile, the 
American Economic Association focuses on hosting a registry of available randomised controlled 
trials, economic experiments, and surveys for economic and social science research 
(https://www.socialscienceregistry.org/). In contrast to the wider scope of the household and 
individual surveys in the western society which aim to obtain nationally representative data, the 
majority of the survey datasets from developing countries are more focused on particular research 
topics and geographical area. In addition, unlike the US PSID, the German SOEP, the UK BHPS, 
and the Australian HILDA surveys, most of these surveys conducted in the developing countries 
have not been completely longitudinal in nature.  
 
2.1.4. Longitudinal Surveys in the Philippines 
One of the more intensively studied societies in the developing Asia is the Philippines. The 
Philippines has hosted a number of longitudinal household surveys spanning up to half a century. 
Some of the earlier longitudinal household surveys in the Philippines include the Laguna Loop 
Survey from 1965 to 2008, and the Central Luzon Loop Survey which started from 1966. These 
longitudinal surveys focused on collecting information from rice farming households in the 
Northern Philippines to investigate patterns and changes in the farmers’ rice yields, rice production 
technology, and farmer’s household characteristics, and cultural practices (Estudillo & Otsuka, 
1999, 2006; Laborte et al., 2015). The Central Luzon Loop Survey covered six provinces in the 
island of Luzon, considered as the “rice bowl of the Philippines”. Meanwhile, the Laguna Loop 
Survey covers six-municipalities located in the province of Laguna. These investigations were 
called “loop surveys” because the household respondents were located along the loop of major 
highways traversing between these covered provinces and municipalities (Estudillo, Fujimura, & 
Hossain, 1999; Moya, 2017b). 
Another large-scale and well-utilized longitudinal survey is the Cebu Longitudinal Health and 
Nutrition Survey (CLHNS) which has been ongoing since 1983. The CLHNS collects 
socioeconomic, demographic, health, and nutrition related information from households and 
individuals (Adair et al., 2011; Adair & Popkin, 2001). The study area of the survey is the city of 
Cebu, the second largest metropolitan area in the Philippines. One interesting feature of this survey 
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is that it collects very detailed information on households, including children’s intelligence level, 
and individual’s biomarker information (i.e. DNA) using the extracted blood and saliva samples 
from individuals  (CLHNS, 2017a).  
Lastly, the Bicol Multipurpose Survey is another earlier implemented longitudinal household 
survey which was collected between 1978 and 1994. This dataset contains more general 
information on household characteristics, income, health, and mobility of families in the Bicol 
province in the Philippines. The Bicol Multipurpose Survey started as a means of collecting 
information to assess the impact of the Bicol River Basin Development Project in the province of 
Camarines Sur in the southern part of the Luzon Island in the Philippines (Bicol Multipurpose 
Survey (BMS), 2017). These survey datasets have been intensively studied and used in numerous 
books and publications in the broad research areas of the social sciences, epidemiology, and 
agricultural sciences. The extensive list of research publications using these datasets are listed in 
Adair et al. (2011), BMS, (2017), IRRI, (2017), Moya et al. (2015), and CLHNS (2017b). 
 
2.1.5. The “Green Revolution” and Household Surveys in the Philippines 
The Laguna Loop Survey and the Central Luzon Loop Survey were among the earlier implemented 
studies aiming to quantify the impact of the modernisation in the rice farming technology to 
farmers and the society (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2001). These surveys sampled farming households 
from a larger geographical area in the rice producing regions in the northern part of the Philippines 
(Figures 2.1 and 2.2). These longitudinal household surveys commenced side by side with the 
early stages of the so-called “Green Revolution.” This “revolution” refers to the period of intensive 
research and development of modern rice and wheat varieties which began in the late-1950s 
(Evenson & Gollin, 2003). The Green Revolution in rice technology was led by the International 
Rice Research Institute (IRRI) for deployment in rice growing developing countries. Similarly, 
these two longitudinal household surveys were designed and initiated by the agricultural 
economists and social science researchers in IRRI (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000, 2001; Moya et al., 
2015). 
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Figure 2.1: Study Area of the Central Luzon Loop Survey 
Provinces included in the Central Luzon Loop Survey (Estudillo et al., 1999; Moya, 2017a). 
Note:   - Manila; shaded area (red) - survey coverage. 
 Map taken from maps.google.com, Wikimedia Commons. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Study Area of the Laguna Loop Survey 
Municipalities in Laguna Province included in the Laguna Loop Survey (Moya, 2017b). 
Note:   - Manila; shaded area (red) - survey coverage. 
Map taken from maps.google.com, Wikimedia Commons. 
 
When the first modern varieties of rice (MVs) were released by IRRI in 1966, farmers in the 
Philippines were among the first to benefit from receiving new seedlings for free, together with 
the technical guidance from the Institute’s scientists (Chandler, 1992). As such, the adoption of 
modern rice variety in the Philippines was noted as the earliest and most complete for the entire 
tropical Asia (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000). The MVs are products of the technological development 
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aimed at improving the productivity and farming efficiency. Through these longitudinal household 
surveys, the intergenerational effects brought about by the modernization in rice technology have 
been monitored over the long period of intensive data collection in the rice growing areas in the 
country. The peak of the Green Revolution lasted for almost 50 years until the 2000s and has led 
to the development of hundreds of high yielding and resilient rice varieties now used in various 
rice producing countries globally (Evenson & Gollin, 2003). These MVs were responsible for the 
significant increase in rice yield across tropical Asia beginning from the first decade of Green 
Revolution.  
In addition to the Laguna Loop and Central Luzon Loop Surveys, there is another existing 
household survey study in the Philippines that has been conducted since the early years of the 
Green Revolution. This study is known as the East Laguna Village Surveys in the economics 
literature, or the Hayami’s Village Survey, named after the principal investigator who initiated the 
intensive data collection (Estudillo, Sawada, Kajisa, Fuwa, & Kikuchi, 2010; Sawada et al., 2012). 
In contrast to the two larger studies, the East Laguna Village surveys monitor not only the farming 
households, but all the households residing in the village. The village survey is discussed in the 
next section, and this dataset will be the focus of the empirical investigation for the succeeding 
chapters in this thesis. Section 2.2 describes the survey coverage and the theoretical motivation for 
starting the intensive data collection in the community.  
 
2.2. The East Laguna Village Surveys  
The East Laguna Village is a small agricultural community in the Philippines. The village dataset 
consists of a series of cross-sectional household surveys collecting detailed information from all 
households and individuals residing in the community. The East Laguna Village is located in the 
municipality of Pila in the province of Laguna, which is located 80 kilometres south-east of Metro 
Manila, the biggest metropolitan area of the country Philippines (Figure 2.3).   
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Figure 2.3: Location of the East Laguna Village 
Note:   - Manila;  - East Laguna Village; ► - University of the Philippines, Los Banos;   - International Rice Research Institute 
Reference: Hayami (1978) and Sawada et al. (2012). Base maps taken from maps.google.com, Wikimedia Commons. 
 
 
 
Intensive data gathering in the East Laguna Village started in the 1970s when Professor Yujiro 
Hayami, who was then employed by the International Rice Research Institute, developed the plan 
for a social observatory to further understand the role of community relationships in an agriculture-
based economy (Hayami, 1978; Hayami & Kikuchi, 1978, 2000). The intention was to identify a 
“traditional” farming village where researchers could observe the social interactions and economic 
activities in an agrarian sector at a “microscopic level”. 
In the search for the social observatory, the researchers learned about the East Laguna Village. It 
was the ideal candidate during that time since it was a purely agricultural community, clearly 
demarcated from other nearby villages, relatively isolated from the urban sector, and within close 
proximity to the IRRI Headquarters and the University of the Philippines’ agriculture research 
facility (Hayami, 1978). After the village had been chosen as the primary area of study in 1974, 
Professor Hayami later learned that this village had already been comprehensively surveyed 
previously, in 1966, by the Japanese geographer Hiromitsu Umehara (Hayami, 1978; Sawada et 
al., 2012; Umehara, 1967). Umehara’s survey conveniently provided baseline village information 
for Professor Hayami’s succeeding surveys since it was undertaken in the same year when IRRI 
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announced the release of the first modern rice variety to farmers. Four decades after the initial 
village survey, thirteen other waves of complete household surveys and five partial village surveys 
had been undertaken. 
In the earlier years of the East Laguna Village, Laguna Loop, and Central Luzon Loop surveys, 
most information collected from the households were similar. Questions mostly revolved around 
rice production information because all of the household respondents at that period were farmer 
households. However, over time, as farmlands were converted into industrial and residential areas 
and households transitioned to non-farming based livelihood, the Laguna Loop and Central Luzon 
Loop surveys experienced a reduction in the sample respondents in later years (Moya, 2017a, 
2017b). Nevertheless, the East Laguna Village survey continued to expand as families and 
individuals moved into the village, and were added to the list of respondents regardless of whether 
they were involved in the farming or non-farming activities.  
Another difference of the East Laguna Village survey from the two other surveys was the 
motivation for data collection. In contrast to the Laguna Loop and Central Luzon Loop surveys 
that were originally designed as longitudinal investigations focusing on monitoring the rice 
farming improvements, the preliminary aim for initiating the village study was to empirically 
substantiate the new economic model being developed by Professor Hayami which describes the 
mechanism behind the household’s decision making process in an agriculture-based community. 
However, over-time, the research aims for each of the village surveys varied depending on the 
particular research interest of the cross-sectional survey’s principal researcher (Sawada et al., 
2012). The background provided in Section 2.2.1 below contextualises the initial theoretical 
motivation for the East Laguna Village survey. 
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Table 2.1: List of Past Surveys in the East Laguna Village 
Survey 
No. 
Year Principal Researcher 
Entire 
Village 
Survey? 
Data 
Availability* 
Survey Name / Project Title 
1 1966 H. Umehara Yes Not Available - 
2 1974 Y. Hayami Yes c Preliminary Survey - Anatomy of Peasant Economy Project 
3 1975-1976 Y. Hayami No a Household Diary Survey - Anatomy of Peasant Economy Project 
4 1976 Y. Hayami and M. Kikuchi Yes a Laguna Land Tenure Survey - Anatomy of Peasant Economy Project 
5 1980 M. Kikuchi Yes b 
Laguna Social Mobility and Migration Survey - Anatomy of Peasant Economy Project 
Phase II 
6 1980-1982 M. Kikuchi No c Household Diary Survey - Anatomy of Peasant Economy Project Phase II 
7 1983 M. Kikuchi Yes d Laguna Village Survey - Anatomy of Peasant Economy Project Phase II 
8 1987 Y. Hayami Yes c Laguna Land Tenure Survey - Anatomy of Peasant Economy Project Phase II 
9 1993 M. Hossain Yes b Technology, Income Distribution, and Poverty in the Philippines project 
10 1997 M. Hossain Yes c Technology, Income Distribution, and Poverty in the Philippines project 
11 1995 Y. Hayami and M. Kikuchi Yes c Laguna Village Resurvey - IRRI - Japan Shuttle Project 
12 1996 Y. Hayami and M. Kikuchi No c Laguna Village Farmer Survey - IRRI - Japan Shuttle Project 
13 1997 Y. Hayami and M. Kikuchi No c Marketing Survey - IRRI - Japan Shuttle Project 
14 1997 Y. Hayami and M. Kikuchi Yes c Village Population Survey (IRRI - Japan Shuttle Project) 
15 2001 K. Kajisa Yes c Laguna Social Mobility and Migration Survey 2001 
16 2003 N. Fuwa Yes c Livelihood System of Rural Households 
17 2007 J. Estudillo Yes a Household Responses on Natural Disasters: Tropical Storm  Milenyo in Tubuan 2006 
18 2007 Y. Sawada Yes c Household Responses on Natural Disasters: Tropical Storm  Milenyo in Tubuan 2007 
19 2012-2013 K. Kajisa No c 
Household Responses on Natural Disasters: Typhoon Habagat in 2012 - Hitotsubashi 
PRIMCED Project 
Source: Table 3 of Sawada et al. (2012), personal discussion with Gascon, Marciano, Sawada, Kajisa, and Higuchi (2015; 2016) 
Note * :   a - Encoded data available but all original questionnaires missing; b - Encoded data available but part of original questionnaires missing; c - Encoded data available and original questionnaires 
stored; d - Encoded data partially available 
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2.2.1. Theoretical Motivation for the Village Surveys 
Economic development policies implemented to improve a society’s well-being are only as 
effective as the relevance of the economic models on which the policy is anchored (Estudillo 
et al., 2010). For a development policy to achieve its goal, the behaviour of the affected 
households and firms1 in the society must be well understood and captured in the employed 
theoretical economic models. However, in reality, commonly used economic models 
describing the firm and household production and consumption behaviour do not fit well in 
every society (Estudillo et al., 2010; Hayami, 1978).  
For the case of urbanized and market based societies, these conventional models are clearly 
observed. The firm’s decision to invest, produce, and sell goods and services to consumers are 
driven with its goal to maximize profit. Products are sold to household consumers who in turn, 
provide the necessary labour input in exchange for wages. The households decide how much 
of the wage income received is to be allocated for consumption or savings grounded on their 
own utility maximization function.  
However, this economic model does not accurately relate to the rural and agriculture-based 
societies. The households and firms’ decision-making in the agriculture-based areas are more 
interconnected in comparison to the market-based economy where the firms and households’ 
decisions have a relatively clear distinction (Chaianov, 1966; Estudillo et al., 2010; Hayami & 
Godo, 2005). The production and consumption decisions are optimized within the same 
household unit. The producers are the same as the consumers. Decisions on how much of the 
available household resources are to be consumed, invested, and used for production are 
calculated centred on the household’s requirement for survival and for potential productive 
improvements. Household members decide the amount of their time to be allocated either for 
work or leisure, and select the amount of agricultural goods to produce based on their own 
preferences and available resources. This kind of system is termed the “peasant economy” and 
it governs a larger part of the human society (Chaianov, 1966; Hayami, 1978; Elson, 2016). 
Since the 1970s, theoretical and empirical developments in the area of peasant economics have 
been actively introduced and expanded. In the context of developing economies in Asia and 
modern rice technology, (Hayami & Kikuchi, 1978) theoretically developed the vital role of 
the “village” and the community in influencing the household’s decision-making process in a 
                                                             
1 “Firms,” in the economics context, relate to the business, institution, or organisation that produces and sells 
goods and services for profit (Mankiw, 2012, p. 24-26). 
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peasant economy, and introduced a model that takes into consideration the important aspect of 
social relations in the village in the household’s optimisation process. This model framework 
has since been actively explored and utilized even in the face of the developing economies’ 
modernisation and industrialisation (Hayami, 1996; Hayami, Kawagoe, & Barlow, 1993; Elson, 
2016; Van Der Ploeg, 2010; Wilson, 2007). 
The community is an informal group of individuals sharing a rich set of information and bonded 
together by close and frequent social interactions (Aoki & Hayami, 2001; Estudillo et al., 2010). 
Hayami (1998, 2009) and Otsuka and Kalirajan (2006, 2010) argue that “community” shares 
an important part of the economic decision-making process as they are capable of supporting 
and correcting market imperfections through information sharing, thereby further contributing 
towards improved economic welfare in the society. However, constraints on the data 
availability during the 1970s hindered the empirical validation of this extension of the model. 
Most existing rural sector datasets available at that period followed survey designs compatible 
with analysis carried out under the framework of traditional economic models on firm and 
household behaviour (Hayami, 1978). Consequently, Hayami (1977) started an intensive data 
collection to empirically validate the complexity of the peasant economy. This initiative 
became the starting point of the East Laguna Village surveys. Consistent with the Laguna Loop 
and Central Luzon Loop Household Surveys, one particular focus of the data collection in the 
earlier studies included the impact of new rice technology on the welfare of the households in 
the rural sector.  
 
2.2.2. Studies in East Laguna Village 
The proximity of the village to the agriculture research institutions enabled the community to 
be intensively studied over an extended period of time. Through access to the East Laguna 
Village survey data in the 1970s, researchers have established the important role of the 
community in maintaining an efficiently functioning agriculture-based economy. Three books 
in this area of agriculture and development economics have been published discussing these 
mechanisms alongside the documentation of evolution of village from a purely rural towards a 
semi-urban community: Hayami (1978), Hayami and Kikuchi (1982), and Hayami and Kikuchi 
(2000). The collected village information has helped researchers observe the intergenerational 
changes in agricultural systems, institutions, social interactions and labour contracts, and 
villager’s wellbeing while taking into consideration the effects of modernization in rice farming 
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technology, migration, and other external forces (Sawada et al., 2012)2. Other studies focusing 
on different but related research themes have also been carried-out in the village. Among these 
include publications investigating how the government’s land distribution program has 
impacted the rural income inequality and poverty (Hayami, Marciano, & Kikuchi, 1998), 
studies on the effect of social networks in labour mobility (Kajisa, 2007), and understanding 
the attrition bias and household tracking in household panel surveys (Fuwa, 2011). More recent 
studies and data collection have also used the village as a venue for investigating topics on 
disasters and behavioural economics. For instance, researchers have probed into the effects of 
natural disasters in altering the people’s altruism and risk-taking behaviour (Sawada & 
Kuroishi, 2015), examined the varying post-disaster coping mechanisms of households 
(Sawada, Estudillo, Fuwa, & Kajisa, 2009), and how these large-scale unfortunate events 
disproportionately impacts households and individuals in the village (Sakai, Estudillo, Fuwa, 
Higuchi, & Sawada, 2017). 
Comprehensive surveys in the village have been recently undertaken and are also being planned 
in the next few years (Kajisa & Sawada, personal communication, 2016, 2017). As the village 
gradually departs from a purely agriculture-based community, this village information 
collected for almost half a century becomes invaluable for researchers in further understanding 
the dynamics of the human society. In recent years, efforts and funding have been allocated by 
IRRI and related researchers from the academe to retrieve, consolidate, and digitize earlier East 
Laguna Village survey questionnaires and datasets (Sawada, Kajisa, & Higuchi, personal 
communication, 2015, 2016, 2017). By late-2015, some waves of the cross-sectional survey 
have also been made freely available through the IRRI’s Farm Household Survey Database 
(http://ricestat.irri.org/fhsd/).  
Undeniably, additional insights from this survey dataset can be obtained if researchers can 
entirely analyse the available information as a longitudinal dataset. However, the East Laguna 
Village surveys were not originally designed as a longitudinal survey. Instead, the data 
collection can be considered as population surveys of the village rather than sample surveys at 
each time the study was implemented. Hence, linking the collected cross-sectional survey 
information from each household can be achieved to form a richer dataset. Further work on 
merging and data linkage is needed to improve its usability and enable longitudinal analysis 
                                                             
2 For a comprehensive list of books, book chapters, journal publications, and working papers using the village 
dataset from 1967 to 2012, refer to Table 5 of Sawada et al. (2012). For an updated list until 2017, refer to the 
publications tab in the Farm Household Survey Database of IRRI (ricestat.irri.org/fhsd/php/panel.php?page=5). 
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using the available village information from the 1970s up to present. This was one of the main 
motivations for undertaking this thesis. The goal was to link the available information from the 
East Laguna Village surveys and produce a longitudinal village dataset linked at the individual, 
household, and farmer level.  
In creating a longitudinal survey, the problem of missing information that is typical of surveys 
is compounded even further due to attrition related to changing household and individual 
circumstances over time, the participation of new households in the survey, and intermittent 
household responses from wave to wave. In addition to creating this rich source of longitudinal 
information, this research also aims to use the final dataset to illustrate potential 
methodological improvements with regard to the issue of missing data that will improve 
evidence from the longitudinal village dataset and other longitudinal datasets with similar 
characteristics. The related literature on missing data is outlined in the next section while the 
details of the longitudinal merging and the resulting village dataset is presented in Chapter 3. 
 
2.3. Considerations for Handling Missing Data in Social Surveys 
Incomplete information in survey datasets can be broadly identified either as intentional or 
unintentional missing data. On the one hand, intentional missing data refers to the information 
not being collected because the researcher explicitly excluded the information during the 
survey collection and the survey design. A common example is the skip question typically 
included in social survey questionnaires for which only a relevant subset of the sample is 
required to complete.  On the other hand, unintentional missing data occurs when the entire 
sample of participants is required to respond to the specified questions but a portion of the 
sample fails to respond, perhaps due to uncontrollable factors during the data collection phase 
(van Buuren, 2012). Most of the time, complications arising from missing data are a 
consequence of unintentional incompleteness in the dataset.  
The difficulty of obtaining all the desired information from respondents is a common problem 
encountered in social surveys (McKnight et al., 2007; van Buuren, 2012). It has been widely 
accepted that the best way to solve the missing data problem in surveys is to avoid having any 
at all (Howell, 2008; Little et al., 2012; Little & Rubin, 2002; McKnight et al., 2007). However, 
despite applying considerable effort in carefully designing surveys, formulating questionnaires, 
and careful monitoring of data collection protocol, the probability of experiencing missing 
information in survey datasets is almost certain; this is especially true when the study is 
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complex and involves interviewing a large number of respondents over an extended period of 
time. While the desire to obtain complete responses to variables from all participants is an 
unattainable task, understanding how incompleteness arises lies at the heart of analysis that 
incorporates missing data.   
Methodological literature on the accurate management of incomplete data in statistical analysis 
categorises the missingness in two ways. The first is by identifying the reason that the 
observation is missing, while the second classification differentiates the underlying mechanism 
behind the missingness. Section 2.3.1 describes the common sources of unintentional missing 
information in surveys, while Section 2.3.2 discusses the different types of mechanisms 
underlying missing data. 
 
2.3.1. Non-Response, Attrition, and Data-Linkage 
Studies using longitudinal household survey data enable analysis of the collected information 
from households and individuals over an extended period of time. However, as with most large-
scale data collections in social sciences, it is rarely the case that all the required information is 
collected from respondents in every wave of the survey. In large longitudinal household 
surveys, substantial portions of missing information commonly occur in modules that ask 
sensitive questions on topics such as the household’s total wealth holdings and monthly 
earnings (Hayes & Watson, 2010; Kennickell, 2017; Knies, 2014, 2017). Respondents may 
intentionally or unintentionally conceal all or portions of essential information from 
interviewers which subsequently affects the quality of the data collected (Hayes & Watson, 
2010). Participating households in a cross-sectional survey may provide incomplete 
information to some sections in a questionnaire (item non-response). However, this problem 
becomes more complex in a longitudinal survey where households may not only choose not to 
respond to selected questions, but also refuse to participate at selected survey waves (unit non-
response), or drop-out of the survey altogether (attrition) (Carlin, 2014; Carpenter & Kenward, 
2013; Hedeker & Gibbons, 2006).  
In some cases, social datasets are products of merging a number of different surveys datasets 
that are available. The information across the different sources are linked and merged using a 
unique household or individual identifier. However, when the individual or household cannot 
be perfectly matched across the different datasets, the resulting merged dataset may also 
experience missing data (Goldstein & Harron, 2016). This problem may occur in cross-
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sectional surveys when merging information from different data sources collected at similar 
time periods, or when creating longitudinal datasets using a series of past surveys where some 
variables are not consistently collected for each time period. 
 
2.3.2. Missing Data Mechanisms 
An important way of categorising incomplete information in a dataset is by describing the 
mechanism underlying the patterns of missing data or missingness. Rubin (1976) explored the 
theory on incomplete information and defined three missing data mechanisms: missing 
completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and not missing at random 
(NMAR). To differentiate each, assume that a longitudinal household survey is conducted to 
collect information for variable x for each household i at different time points j= 1, 2, …, n. 
For each household i, the variable vector can be defined as 𝒙𝑖
′ = (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, … , 𝑥𝑖𝑗), where each 
data vector 𝑥𝑖𝑗 correspond to the set of information available for the household i at time point 
j, where j= 1, 2, …, n. 
After obtaining the variable, an observed data indicator Rij is defined. Following the notation 
in Little and Rubin (2002) and Hedeker and Gibbons (2006), the indicator variable Rij takes a 
value of 1 if the information for the variable x of household i in time j is observed, and 0 if 
missing. The data indicator variable for each household i can be concisely expressed in matrix 
notation as  
𝑹𝑖
′ = (𝑅𝑖1, 𝑅𝑖2, … , 𝑅𝑖𝑗), j = 1, 2, …, n.       (2.1) 
The variable of interest, xi, can be further partitioned into xi,obs for the observed values, and 
xi,miss for the missing values. More concisely, the data vector becomes 𝒙𝑖 = (𝒙𝑖,𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝒙𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠). 
The missing data mechanism underlying the data can then be expressed as a function of Ri, 
given xi and some other k number of variables 𝒛𝑖 = (𝒛𝑖1, 𝒛𝑖2, … , 𝒛𝑖𝑘) collected in the survey, 
such that, the propensity of observing the data is defined in the probability function 
𝑃(𝑹𝑖 = 1|𝒙𝑖 , 𝒛𝑖). 
The missing data mechanism is formally defined as MCAR if the probability of a variable x 
becoming observed is independent of both the observed and missing values of x and all other 
auxiliary variables z. Specifically, 
𝑃(𝑹𝑖 = 1|𝒙𝑖 , 𝒛𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑹𝑖 = 1), for all xi and 𝒛𝑖 .     (2.2) 
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If it is known that the mechanism is MCAR in an analysis using incomplete data, using only 
the remaining fully observed values would be sufficient to produce unbiased results (Allison, 
2001). Since the incompleteness is totally random, the missing data does not affect the 
characteristic of the remaining observations in the dataset.  
The MCAR assumption, however, is often too restrictive and idealistic in practice. A less strict 
and more realistic case of the missing data mechanism is the MAR assumption. This holds 
when the underlying pattern of missing values depends only on the remaining observed 
components of x and other fully observed auxiliary variables z. Conditioning on these two 
components, it can be said that the mechanism is MAR if the probability of the information 
becoming missing is random conditional on the fully observed x and z. That is,  
𝑃(𝑹𝑖 = 1|𝒙𝑖 , 𝒛𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑹𝑖 = 1|𝒙𝑖,𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝒛𝑖), for all xi and 𝒛𝑖.   (2.3) 
The third category of the missing data mechanism is the NMAR. This occurs when even after 
conditioning on the observed x and other fully-observed auxiliary variables z, the pattern of the 
unobserved data is still related to the components of x which are also missing, 
𝑃(𝑹𝑖 = 1|𝒙𝑖 , 𝒛𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑹𝑖 = 1|𝒙𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 , 𝒛𝑖), for all xi and 𝒛𝑖.   (2.4) 
This implies that despite including all available information, the analytical model is still not 
able to correct for the bias introduced by the incompleteness. The remaining available 
observations do not provide any additional information on how to appropriately model the 
incomplete dataset (Allison, 2001). The analysis of incomplete information with the NMAR 
mechanism becomes more complex as the specification needed to address the bias attributable 
to the missing data needs to be uniquely designed for each dataset. In the case where the dataset 
contains an NMAR mechanism, all standard statistical methods become biased and invalid 
(Fitzmaurice, Kenward, Molenberghs, Verbeke, & Tsiatis, 2014). 
When the MCAR and the MAR conditioned on all the necessary variables, 𝒙𝑜𝑏𝑠 and 𝒛, the 
mechanism is also referred to in the literature as “ignorable missing.” The variables for which 
the missing data are conditioned upon must be fully-observed and sufficient to capture the 
underlying behaviour of the missingness. That is, by incorporating all the relevant information 
at hand, the analyst is able to remediate the bias in a statistical analysis. On the other hand, the 
NMAR condition is described as “non-ignorable missing” and it is the most complicated 
situation to address (Allison, 2001; Carpenter & Kenward, 2013; van Buuren, 2012). 
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2.4. Classification of Missing Data Methods 
Large portions of missing information can significantly affect the usability and quality of the 
survey dataset. Organizations responsible for public release of survey data are often tasked with 
decisions relating to the treatment of missing data, and the selection of an appropriate method 
to impute the missing information so that a more complete dataset is available for analysis by 
end-users (de Waal, Pannekoek, & Scholtus, 2011; Hayes & Watson, 2010).  
The earliest literature documenting a formal approach to the treatment of missing data appeared 
in the 1930s when Allan and Wishart (1930) proposed a formula that could replace a single 
missing observation in a dataset using the remaining data and adjusting the succeeding analysis 
results by deducting the corresponding degrees of freedom. This idea was then generalised by 
Yates (1933) to address the occurrence of multiple missing values in a dataset (van Buuren, 
2012). The effort to address the missing data blossomed further in the early days of computing 
in the 1950s when incomplete information created complications in the data algorithms and 
sometimes made the computing task infeasible (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013).  
Despite the decades of discussion relating to the treatment of incomplete datasets, it was only 
in 1976 that the theory on missing data and its implication for the results of a statistical analysis 
had been formalised (Rubin, 1976; Little & Rubin, 2002). The formulation of this theory 
combined with the advances in computing have made statistical analysis with missing data 
more tractable. Since then, the literature proposing a range of approaches to analyse and infer 
datasets with incomplete information has grown considerably (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013; 
Scheuren, 2005; van Buuren, 2012).  
The succeeding sections examine the state of literature for the methodological techniques to 
handle the missing data problem. The methods for the analysis of incomplete data can be 
roughly classified into four general streams. These categories are the ad-hoc approaches for 
incomplete datasets (Section 2.4.1), multiple imputation based techniques (Section 2.4.2), the 
weighting-based methods (Section 2.4.3), and the Bayesian estimation approaches for missing 
data (Section 2.4.4). Additional discussion on the literature covering the topics of imputation 
of observations in hierarchical and non-normal continuous variables are included in Section 
2.4.5 and 2.4.6.  
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2.4.1. Ad Hoc Approaches to Address Incomplete Datasets 
Complications arising from incomplete information can occur because classical statistical 
methods were primarily designed for the analysis of complete datasets. Because of this, 
practitioners have devised ways to manage incomplete datasets in statistical analysis. 
Numerous proposals have been developed over the decades to address the problem of analysing 
incomplete datasets. However, many techniques that have become mainstream especially in 
the social sciences, are methods that are used mainly on the basis of convenience rather than 
on its theoretical aspect (Allison, 2001, p.56; Carpenter & Kenward, 2013, p.69). The ad hoc 
missing data approaches can be classified either as methods that enable the conduct of 
statistical analysis directly despite the incomplete dataset or ad hoc imputation methods that 
aim to fill-in the missing values and produce a “complete” dataset.  
When the empirical data at hand is incomplete, the most straightforward way to fit a statistical 
model is simply to delete the entries with missing information. This is referred to in the 
literature as the complete-case analysis or listwise deletion method. This method is the most 
straightforward to implement and the default approach applied in statistical software (R Core 
Team, 2017; StataCorp, 2017). However, this method may drastically reduce the analytical 
sample when the percentage of incomplete observations is large. The validity of the obtained 
statistical results using the complete-case analysis is also very restrictive and unrealistic in the 
empirical setting. The statistical estimates obtained using this method are unbiased only in 
cases where the missing data follows the MCAR scenario, with the incomplete covariates being 
completely independent from the other fully-observed variables (Little & Rubin, 2002, p.54; 
Schafer & Graham, 2002).  
Another common ad hoc method used when there is an incomplete covariate in a regression 
model is the indicator method. This technique involves adding an additional binary explanatory 
variable for each incomplete covariate in a regression model. The extra variable takes a value 
of 1 if the covariate is missing and 0 otherwise (Miettinen, 1985, p.232; Van Buuren, 2012, 
p.15). In comparison to the previous method, the indicator method allows the full dataset to be 
analysed if the missing data occurs only in the covariates (He, 2010).  However, studies have 
shown that this common approach yields a misleading and biased result even for small amounts 
of missing data and under the MCAR condition (Knol et al., 2010; Vach & Blettner, 1991).  
In most empirical analyses using large publicly funded social survey datasets, analysts do not 
need to tackle the problem of incomplete data as the datasets are often released with imputed 
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observations (where they were originally missing) to provide “completed” information, with 
the aim of improving its useability (Duffy, 2011; Hayes & Watson, 2010; Kennickell, 1991, 
2017, Knies, 2014, 2017; Montalto & Sung, 1996). By filling-in the missing values prior to the 
public release, the dataset becomes more convenient and straightforward to use for 
conventional statistical analysis. Many of the publicly available household surveys suffer from 
missing data due to combinations of collection errors, unit-nonresponse, item-nonresponse, and 
attrition. Incomplete variables in these datasets are often managed using a combination of 
various ad hoc imputation methods. Although convenient for the data analysts, the 
disadvantage of straightforwardly using “completed” datasets is that the missing data 
mechanism and the associated errors associated with the ad-hoc imputation methods are not 
reported or included when the dataset is used in subsequent analyses. 
For continuous variables that are prone to missing observations, such as household income and 
wealth information, one of the more common imputation methods used is the regression 
imputation. This entails generating a replacement value for each missing observation using a 
regression model. The regression model is estimated using the other fully-observed variables 
in the dataset, and the resulting predictions are used as the replacement values. In some cases, 
survey providers simply use the obtained mean, median, or mode of the remaining observations, 
usually from a smaller group of similar individuals, as replacement values for the missing data 
(Hayes & Watson, 2010; van Buuren, 2012). The hot-deck method is another popularly used 
imputation approach in survey datasets. This approach draws a replacement value from the 
responses of other households or individuals with a similar profile (Belin & Song, 2014). 
For longitudinal data, the carryover method is frequently used. As the name implies, this 
approach fills-in the missing values by carrying over past observed values from the same 
household or individual (Duffy, 2011; Hayes & Watson, 2010). This imputation method may 
be applicable in selected variables which are more deterministic and stable in nature. For 
example, it may be useful when imputing gender, years of education for non-schooling 
individuals, or marital status of younger household members. However, when imputing 
variables which possess a certain level of uncertainty or are time-varying, using the carryover 
method may not be sensible. For instance, it is not always reasonable to assume that individuals 
will have the same level of monthly income and wealth, or have the same home ownership or 
employment status as in previous survey years. A similarly popular and more reasonable 
technique applicable for longitudinal datasets is the row and column method (Little & Su, 1989). 
The process involves computing the mean value of the collected information from same time 
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point from other individuals, as well as the non-missing data points from the same individual’s 
past survey information and using the obtained average as the replacement value.  
Most of these methods are more mechanical in nature and provide a quick and less sophisticated 
fix for the incomplete data. While standard error adjustments are feasible corresponding to 
these imputation techniques, it is often too computationally complicated and rely on a very 
strong and unrealistic assumption underlying the missing data mechanism. Without properly 
correcting the associated standard error for the parameter estimates, ad hoc imputation 
approaches generate single imputation for each missing value, and has been severely 
discouraged from a theoretical perspective as this method tends to distort and contaminate the 
dataset rather than help correct it (Allison, 2001). Furthermore, when a single imputation is 
used in the quantitative analysis, statistical models could not distinguish the actual observed 
data points from the imputed data points, and hence, the imputation uncertainty is not 
incorporated in the resulting parameter estimates (Little & Rubin, 2002, p.68). However, 
despite the known shortcomings of single imputation approaches, these remain to be the most 
widely adopted procedure in household surveys probably due to their simplicity of 
implementation. Single imputation methods are computationally faster and simpler than other 
more sophisticated methods especially in large datasets (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013, p. 180). 
Similarly for the end-user, a completed dataset that uses single imputation is much simpler to 
handle. The end-users can simply apply statistical analysis in the usual manner after receiving 
the dataset from data producers.  However, the simplicity of this method comes at the price of 
reduced accuracy (He, 2010). Most of the approaches outlined in this subsection have been 
criticised from a theoretical point of view. In fact, methodologists have regarded these 
approaches to have little value and it may be preferable to not using these imputation methods 
at all (Allison, 2001).  
 
2.4.2. Multiple Imputation Methods 
A general and flexible method for analysing an incomplete dataset is through multiple 
imputation (Carlin, 2014; Little & Rubin, 2002; Yucel, 2008). Multiple imputation has recently 
been considered as the “gold standard” in managing incomplete datasets (King, 2001; Lee & 
Carlin, 2017; McKnight et al., 2007, p.196). It involves generating a set of multiple 
replacement values for each missing observation using a specified imputation model. The 
imputation model can be specified to address a single or multiple incomplete variables. For 
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multiple imputation of incomplete variables, a regression model is typically estimated where 
the covariates are the factors that can fully describe the missingness mechanism. The set of 
replacement values are then drawn from the resulting posterior predictive distribution derived 
from the imputation model. These draws are then used to form multiple “completed” datasets 
which are subsequently used for the estimation of the analyst’s model of interest (Carlin, 2014). 
The estimates from each of the completed datasets are combined using a set of simple formulas, 
known in the literature as the Rubin’s rule of combination, to obtain a single set of parameter 
estimates for the main model of interest (Rubin, 1987). This rule refers to the combinatory 
mechanism that enables the estimated parameters and its variances to be adjusted, while taking 
into consideration the uncertainty involved in the imputation process. A more detailed 
discussion of this process is included in Chapter 6 Section 6.3.3. 
The methodological literature for multiple imputation follows two general streams: the joint 
modelling (JM) approach and the fully conditional specification (FCS). The JM approach, as 
the name suggests, jointly imputes the incomplete variables using multivariate regression with 
an assumed underlying distribution from which the set of replacement values are drawn. The 
method follows a Bayesian procedure and uses an iterative Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) algorithm to sample imputed values from the joint posterior distribution of all 
variables with missing information. Often, JM imputation methods assume an underlying 
multivariate normal distribution to generate its imputation due to its computational 
attractiveness (Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997). However, this multivariate normality assumption 
is also the source of its main criticism especially when the method is used to impute non-normal 
variables such as the skewed, discrete, and binary variables (von Hippel, 2012).  
The FCS is another popular category of multiple imputation techniques because of its flexibility 
in handling wider types of variables in practice (Raghunathan, Lepkowski, & Van Hoewk, 
2001; Van Buuren, Boshuizen, & Knook, 1999). This approach uses a sequence or series of 
univariate regression models to specify all the variables with missing values. It then applies an 
iterative procedure until the sequence reaches a stationary distribution. In contrast to JM with 
multivariate normal distributions, the FCS procedure does not restrict the imputation variables 
to assume a single type of distribution. The flexibility of the FCS method made it one of the 
more favored imputation methods in practice, but it has also been criticized because of its weak 
theoretical foundation in comparison to the JM approaches (Lee & Carlin, 2010; StataCorp, 
2013a).  
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Assuming that the imputation model is properly specified, and the missingness pattern is MAR 
conditional on all relevant auxiliary variables, both these methods have been proven to perform 
well under a wide range of conditions. However, criticisms of popular multiple imputation 
methods arise when the variables under consideration do not fit well with the usually assumed 
normal distribution (van Buuren, 2010; Lee & Carlin, 2017; Lee, Galati, Simpson, & Carlin, 
2012; Lee, Roberts, Doyle, Anderson, & Carlin, 2016; von Hippel, 2012). 
 
2.4.3. Weighting Methods 
Another alternative approach to analysing incomplete datasets is through the use of “survey 
weights.” This weighting-based set of techniques is classified under the semi-parametric 
approach, as it does not rely heavily on the distributional assumptions underlying the 
incomplete variable. As such, semi-parametric missing data methods are more flexible than the 
parametric models, and inferences based on these are deemed to be more robust (Tsiatis, 2006).  
A general approach in estimating a statistical model with incomplete data is through the inverse 
probability weighting method which was introduced in Horvitz and Thompson (1952) and has 
been developed further in Robins and Rotnitzky (1992) and Robins, Rotnitzky, and Zhao (1994, 
1995). The technique estimates the survey weights from the remaining fully-observed data 
points using logistic regression models, and uses it to adjust the resulting statistical analysis 
taking into consideration the missing information.  The obtained weights are computed based 
on the respondent’s probability of becoming unobserved in a survey, such that the remaining 
observations from respondents that have higher chances of becoming missing are compensated 
through larger survey weights. More efficient and robust extensions of the inverse probability 
weighting scheme have been developed in Robins (2000) and Robins and Rotnitzky (2001) 
using the inverse probability weighted augmented. The weighting based approach is a flexible 
tool that can aid in the analysis of incomplete datasets. Similar to the multiple imputation 
method, the weighting-based techniques depend highly on the assumption of MAR mechanism, 
and depends highly on the correctness of the employed logistic model which produces the 
survey weights (Rinsky et al., 2017).  
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2.4.4. Bayesian Estimation Approach for an Incomplete Dataset 
The technique of multiple imputation (presented in Section 2.4.2) is a Bayesian method in its 
core (Carlin, 2014). The process of producing replacement values from the imputation model’s 
calculated posterior predictive distribution, and incorporating the imputation uncertainty in the 
estimation of the analyst’s substantive model is an approximation of a fully Bayesian approach 
to analysing the incomplete data (Daniels & Hogan, 2014; Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997, 1999). 
When the imputation and substantive model specification is able to account for all the 
necessary auxiliary variables, the process is considered as a Bayesian proper multiple 
imputation (Schafer, 1997).  
From the perspective of a large survey dataset, data producers often have expansive knowledge 
and understanding of the mechanism underlying the missing variables. In addition, producers 
often have larger resources and technical expertise to produce the multiple imputation on behalf 
of the end-users. In an ideal setting, data producers would use this approach and supply 
multiply imputed datasets to the end-users, such that analysts can focus on building their own 
substantive model of interest. However, this can also introduce complications as it requires the 
end-users to be familiar with how to use multiply imputed datasets and incorporate these in 
their desired statistical analysis.  
On the other hand, in instances where the analyst has the knowledge and full access to the 
variables affecting the missingness and the capability to model the missing data, an alternative 
and ideal modelling approach is through a fully Bayesian estimation. Through this, the 
algorithm can be specified such that the imputation model is simultaneously estimated with the 
analyst’s main model of interest with confidence that the missingness has been appropriately 
accounted for. The attractiveness of the Bayesian model based inference with missing 
information is its ability to handle all scenarios for incomplete data including MAR and NMAR 
missingness. The former can be achieved through Bayesian modelling with auxiliary covariates, 
while the latter can be accomplished through the use of Bayesian mixture models (Daniels & 
Hogan, 2008, 2014; L. Su, 2012; L. Su & Hogan, 2009; Yuan & Yin, 2010). The use of a prior 
distribution is also one advantage of this technique, as the analyst can influence the uncertainty 
of the missing data based on relevant knowledge (Daniels & Hogan, 2014). However, a major 
drawback of this method is the level of the required skills needed to program and implement 
the model, and the complications involved with the proper choice of the numerical 
approximation algorithm and prior distributions. 
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2.4.5. Imputation for a Hierarchical Dataset 
Social survey datasets often possess a hierarchical data structure. In the case of large household 
surveys, observations are typically collected from individual respondents clustered within 
households, which likewise are grouped within specific communities and geographical areas. 
To be able to obtain correct inferences from an analysis and to correct the bias introduced by 
the missing data, imputation methods must be able to capture and preserve this hierarchical 
relationship (Grund, Lüdtke, & Robitzsch, 2016; Van Buuren, 2011). Other than the goal of 
producing reliable replacement values, imputation methods should also be able to fill-in 
missing information that can behave like the true variable when used in analysis (Van Buuren, 
2011). Literature has highlighted the bias generated by ignoring the correct data structure and 
clustering during imputation (Andridge, 2011; Taljaard, Donner, & Klar, 2008; Van Buuren, 
2011). This goal has led to the development of several missing data methods that preserve the 
dataset structure. Under the multiple imputation stream, the studies of Grund, Lüdtke, and 
Robitzsch (2016a, 2016b) and Van Buuren (2011) enabled the multiple imputation of missing 
data that occurs in the level-1 and level-2 of the dataset hierarchy. Similarly, using the fully 
Bayesian modelling framework, Carpenter et al. (2011), Goldstein (2011b), and Goldstein, 
Carpenter, & Browne (2014) implemented a hierarchical model that jointly estimates the main 
model of analysis despite the occurrence of incomplete variables from various levels. Further 
complications in the analysis of incomplete hierarchical dataset are also introduced when the 
variable for imputation include non-linearity, polynomials, and interaction terms in various 
levels of the model. These issues were attempted to be addressed in the proposal of Goldstein, 
Carpenter, & Browne (2014) 
 
2.4.6. Imputation of Non-normal Variables 
It has been highlighted that the main intention of imputation is to obtain valid inferences and 
unbiased parameter estimates in the presence of incomplete information. However, the 
resulting statistical analysis using the imputed dataset can become severely biased and 
unreliable when the underlying assumption of the (parametric) imputation method is violated 
(Lee, Galati, Simpson, & Carlin, 2012; Song & Belin, 2004; von Hippel, 2012). 
The most commonly used distributional assumption in parametric imputation methods applied 
in social surveys is the normal distribution (Raghunathan, Lepkowski, & Van Hoewk, 2001; 
Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997; Van Buuren, Boshuizen, & Knook, 1999). However, most 
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variables of primary interest in social surveys that are prone to incompleteness do not usually 
follow a normal probability distribution. For instance, the income and wealth variables are 
known to be highly skewed and contain thicker tails than the normal probability distribution. 
One method is to normalise these variables by applying a transformation before performing 
imputation (Goldstein, Carpenter, Kenward, & Levin, 2009; Goldstein, Carpenter, & Browne, 
2014). However, studies have shown that this approach may not always yield a valid result and 
the variable transformation may not always be applicable in some substantive model 
specification (Box & Cox, 1964; Gurka, Edwards, Muller, & Kupper, 2006; Lee, Lin, Lee, & 
Hsu, 2005). von Hippel (2012) showed that using variable transformation/back-transformation 
to fill-in values for non-normal continuous variables can lead to distortion of the true 
distribution, and may further exacerbate the bias introduced by the missing data.  
Given this limitation, some parametric imputation techniques explore the use of flexible 
distributions. For example, Demirtas (2009, 2010) developed a multiple imputation method 
which uses the Fleishman’s power polynomials (Fleishman, 1978) and the generalized lambda 
distribution to design an imputation model with varying range of kurtosis and skewness. 
Demirtas (2009, 2010) found that using these distributions, which better capture the shape of 
the missing data, can lead to significant gains as compared to the standard multiple imputation 
methods that assume normality. Similarly, He and Raghunathan (2006, 2012) formulated a 
FCS multiple imputation technique that uses the multivariate extension of Tukey’s g-and-h 
distribution (Tukey, 1977) to adjust for skewness and kurtosis of the incomplete non-normal 
variables. He and Raghunathan (2012) compared this method with the imputation model using 
the multivariate normal distribution, and showed that the normality assumption does not 
necessarily perform poorly for every incomplete non-normal variable, but the result may be 
worse if the deviation is too far from the normal distribution. These flexible imputation models 
enable the direct imputation of missing non-normal continuous variables without the need to 
apply transformation. However, these techniques are not yet designed to incorporate the 
hierarchical structure in a dataset, and therefore, is an area of research that requires further 
development. 
In this thesis, flexible imputation methods for non-normal continuous variables that takes into 
consideration the hierarchical dataset structure are introduced. These developed imputation 
techniques are then applied to the newly constructed East Laguna Village longitudinal survey 
data which has a nested structure and a considerable amount of missing information in some 
of its variables.  
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2.5. Summary and Discussion 
This chapter provides a review of the relevant literature covering the substantive and 
methodological topics in this study. Section 2.1 focused on social survey datasets. The section 
provided an overview of the types of commonly implemented surveys in the social science 
research, data collection methods, and the relevance of longitudinal survey data in social 
research and policy studies. In recent years, there has been an increasing availability of 
publicly-funded survey datasets both in the western societies and in the developing countries. 
A particular focus was then directed towards the longitudinal survey datasets in the Philippines. 
This country has been one of most the widely studied countries in developing Asia in the last 
couple of decades. A number of longitudinal survey datasets are downloadable and available 
for analysis from online data repositories of various academic and research institutions.  
A unique collection of cross-sectional household survey data in the Philippines, the East 
Laguna Village dataset, was the main point of discussion in Section 2.2. The recent digitisation 
and current state of this village dataset provide an opportunity for further development. The 
dataset is composed of a number of cross-sectional household surveys, targeted at all 
households and individuals within the village, which can be connected at an individual, 
household, and farmer level to form a longitudinal dataset. The village survey has been ongoing 
since the 1960s, and construction of a longitudinal dataset has been possible due to the coverage 
of the survey across the entire household population of the village. This newly constructed 
longitudinal dataset will be useful for analysing the developing economy and society of the 
village over many years. The literature relating to the history of the village surveys and the 
dataset’s contribution in the field of development and agricultural economics were discussed 
in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.  
As with the majority of social datasets, the East Laguna Village survey information also has 
problems with missing data. Along with creating a longitudinal data set from the repeated 
cross-sectional survey, it is necessary to consider methods and provide guidance for 
incorporating missing data unique to this survey into the analyses. The second focus of this 
thesis is the development and application of new methods for imputing missing data, 
specifically for incomplete non-normal continuous variables with hierarchical data structure. 
Hence, Sections 2.3 and 2.4 focused on the review of existing statistical methods for coping 
with missing data in social survey data. Section 2.3 discussed the classifications and common 
causes of incomplete survey data and the formal theory describing the different missing data 
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mechanisms, while Section 2.4 provided a review of the taxonomy of existing methodological 
approaches to address the problem of incomplete information in statistical modelling. Over the 
years, researchers have developed a wide range of approaches to tackle the missing data 
problem: from ad hoc techniques to a more general non-parametric and parametric imputation 
and modelling methods. The discussion in this section highlighted existing gaps in the 
methodological approaches for the analysis of incomplete datasets, specifically in the 
parametric imputation methods of non-normal continuous variables.  
Similarly to the usual occurrence of incomplete social survey information, the likelihood of 
being faced with non-normal continuous variables in a large social dataset is high. Despite this, 
most existing parametric imputation methods naively impose the normality assumption 
partially due to its computational attractiveness and simplicity. This strong condition also 
serves as its major drawback, especially when managing incomplete non-normal continuous 
data. Although there are developed techniques that can address non-normality directly through 
the adoption of flexible distributions, these models do not take into consideration the 
hierarchical data structure, typical in social surveys. Hence, this is the core of the 
methodological research area that can be further improved.  
To reiterate, this study aims to address the two research areas for improvement identified in 
this chapter: For the substantive aspect, the study aims to establish a longitudinal dataset for 
the East Laguna Village study, using the available cross-sectional village surveys. The rice 
farming information from the constructed longitudinal dataset will be analysed operating on 
the following research question: 
1. How significant is the effect of using modern rice technology in affecting farmers’ rice 
productivity in the East Laguna Village using the longitudinal survey data and how do 
these findings compare to existing studies in modern rice technology in the Philippines? 
The methodological aspect of the study aims to address the existing gaps in missing data 
methods to impute non-normal continuous hierarchical variables, and attempts to address the 
following research questions: 
1. What are the impacts of assuming an underlying normal distribution in hierarchical 
linear models used for the direct analysis and imputation of non-normal continuous 
variables? 
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2. How can a hierarchical imputation model specified with flexible skew-t distribution aid 
in providing the correct statistical inference in analysing incomplete multilevel 
variables which are skewed and have thick distributional tails? 
3. What are the improvements gained in implementing imputation models using a 
hierarchical multiple imputation model allowing flexible probability distributions, in 
comparison to existing methods? 
The thesis addressed the methodological research aims in three stages. First, to allow the direct 
modelling of the non-normal continuous variable with multilevel structure, Chapter 5 
implements a hierarchical linear model with flexible distribution in the error and random terms. 
This allowed the non-normal continuous dependent variable to be analysed directly without the 
need for variable transformation.  
Second, this flexible model was further developed in Chapter 6 to be used as a tool to generate 
multiple imputation of several incomplete variables with hierarchical structure. The introduced 
hierarchical linear model was extended to allow the simultaneous modelling of multivariate 
non-normal dependent variable with incomplete data. The method proposed in this chapter is 
a new contribution to existing missing data techniques that incorporates flexible distribution in 
the imputation model. 
Lastly, a fully Bayesian modelling with incomplete dataset approach was developed in Chapter 
7 as an alternative extension to the method developed in the second stage. This model attempts 
to simplify the estimation and reduce the number of parameters in the imputation model by 
imposing cross-equation parameter restrictions in the multivariate imputation model, while 
incorporating the flexible distribution. This modelling approach is another novel 
methodological extension explored in this research.  
In these methodological extensions, the rice farming information from the East Laguna Village 
longitudinal dataset was used. The substantive research goal likewise was achieved through the 
formation of the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset discussed in Chapter 3, and through 
the application of this dataset in the empirical analysis using the modelling techniques explored 
in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The empirical results obtained from the different modelling and 
imputation approaches were compared. The correctness of the resulting model estimates is 
assessed using both data simulation studies and from comparative studies from other literature 
investigating the impact of rice technology in farmer’s productivity in the Philippines. To 
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proceed, Chapter 3 describes the process for constructing the East Laguna Village longitudinal 
dataset and the variables that were included. 
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3. Constructing the East Laguna Village Longitudinal Dataset 
The data collection in the East Laguna Village was initially planned to provide a comprehensive 
record of the rice farming and household economic activities in the community. The intention 
was to establish a “social observatory” that would enable the analysis of social trends in an 
agrarian community over time (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000). The preliminary background of this 
village study has been presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.2. This chapter serves as a continuation 
of the discussion and provides a further examination and preliminary analyses of the available 
information in the dataset. The main focus of this chapter is to describe the process and 
methodology for constructing the longitudinal dataset. The majority of the information 
discussed in this chapter was gathered from the field visits in the village, discussions by the 
author with the associated academic researchers working with the East Laguna Village dataset, 
and through the interactions with the previous and current survey enumerators and staff of the 
Social Sciences Division of the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI-SSD) from 2014 to 
2017.  
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 outlines the types of surveys implemented and 
information collected in the village. Section 3.2 discusses the motivation and related 
undertakings for constructing the village’s longitudinal dataset. Section 3.3 outlines the steps 
required to link the available cross-sectional village surveys and the issues encountered during 
the merging, including problems with mismatched individuals, missing data, and variable 
inconsistencies. The chapter also details the solutions to ensure that the resulting data provide 
a true representation of how the village has evolved over time. The discussion in Section 3.4 
proceeds with a quantitative analysis of some of the longitudinal variables formed in Section 
3.3, while Section 3.5 contains the summary and discussions on how the resulting longitudinal 
dataset will be used for the empirical modelling in the succeeding chapters.  
 
3.1. What Types of Surveys were Implemented? 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the surveys undertaken in the village were not originally 
designed to form a longitudinal study. The surveys were implemented over a long period of 
time, commencing from 1966 up to present, with varying questionnaires, and designed under 
changing research objectives (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000). The surveys were carried out at 
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irregular intervals and depended highly on the available funding from the specific project 
supporting the study (See Table 2.1 in Chapter 2).  
Since the first village survey in 1966, various types of data collection were undertaken (Table 
3.1). The most common was the survey covering all the households and individuals residing in 
the village. Information from these surveys were obtained through face-to-face interviews. In 
the earlier village investigations, the most consistently collected information was related to 
household demographics and rice farming. This includes the objective information on 
household composition, age, educational attainment, and occupation of household members. 
The rice farming information includes the rice yield, production input (i.e. rice varieties used, 
volume of fertilizer, herbicide, etc.), and information on the land cultivated. Over time, the 
topics and variables collected in these surveys broadened beyond the village’s demographics 
and farming activities. As shown in Table 3.1, the latter cross-sectional studies included 
information on other topics, reflecting the changes in the trends and issues facing the 
community. For example, from the 1993 survey wave, information on financial remittance from 
household members who have decided to work overseas has been added. Similarly, the growing 
interest in disaster-related research was also reflected through the additional survey modules 
on household’s disaster risk-coping mechanism and behavioural changes from the 2003 survey.  
In addition to these complete village surveys, smaller investigations covering only the rice 
farming households (i.e. farm operators) in the community were conducted in 1996, 1997, 2012 
and 2013 survey waves. These surveys focussed primarily on collecting rice production and 
input information, farming labour arrangements, land tenures, and other related agricultural 
information.  
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Table 3.1: List of Variables Collected in the East Laguna Village 
 Survey Information Collected 
Survey 
No. 
Year 
Principal 
Researcher 
Entire Village 
Survey? 
Part of 
Linking 
Household 
Composition 
Education, 
Occupation, and 
other 
Demographic 
info. of 
Household 
Members 
Social 
Network 
Consumption 
Record 
Keeping/ 
Diary 
Household 
Asset 
Land 
Holdings 
Rice 
Yield and 
Price 
Rice 
Production 
Input 
Non-
Agricultural 
Activities 
Crisis-
coping 
strategy 
Income 
Borrowing 
and Lending 
Remittance 
Information. 
1 1966 H. Umehara Yes  No              
2 1974 Y. Hayami Yes Yes              
3 1975-1976 Y. Hayami 
No, diary 
survey for 
selected 
households 
 No              
4 1976 
Y. Hayami and 
M. Kikuchi 
Yes Yes              
5 1980 M. Kikuchi Yes  No              
6 1980-1982 M. Kikuchi 
No, diary 
survey for 
selected 
households 
 No              
7 1983 M. Kikuchi Yes  No              
8 1987 Y. Hayami Yes Yes              
9 1993 M. Hossain Yes Yes              
10 1997 M. Hossain Yes  No              
11 1995 
Y. Hayami and 
M. Kikuchi 
Yes Yes              
12 1996 
Y. Hayami and 
M. Kikuchi 
No, farmer 
households 
only 
 No              
13 1997 
Y. Hayami and 
M. Kikuchi 
No, farmer 
households 
only 
 No              
14 1997 
Y. Hayami and 
M. Kikuchi 
Yes Yes              
15 2001 K. Kajisa Yes Yes              
16 2003 N. Fuwa Yes Yes              
17 2007 J. Estudillo Yes  No              
18 2007 Y. Sawada Yes Yes              
19 2012-2013 K. Kajisa 
No, farmer 
households 
only 
 No              
Source: Estudillo, Sawada, Kajisa, Fuwa, & Kikuchi (2010), Hayami & Kikuchi (2000), Sawada et al. (2012), and personal discussion with Gascon, Sawada, Kajisa, and Higuchi (2015; 2016)
Note: = fairly complete data available; = limited data available; = data not available
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Another unique set of household surveys undertaken in the village were the diary surveys. 
These surveys were completed by a much smaller group of randomly selected households in 
the community. The survey dataset contains a detailed accounting of the household’s daily 
consumption, borrowing, income, and expenses. The diary surveys are typically supplemental 
modules accompanying the complete village surveys. The first diary survey was conducted 
from April 1975 to June 1976, as a supplement to the 1974 and 1976 wave. The diary survey 
form was filled-out by the participating household personally. Each of the participating 
households was visited twice a week by field researchers over the fourteen months of record-
keeping to collect the completed questionnaires and to ensure that the recording was as accurate 
as possible. For the 1975 to 1976 diary survey period, an additional module was also included 
to record the household members’ daily time allocation and participation in the rice farming 
activities.  
From May 1980 to June 1982, this diary survey for household consumption was re-
implemented for a longer period of two years, in conjunction with the complete village survey 
of 1980 and 1983. Also, during the 2003 and 2007 complete village surveys, a similar 
household consumption and expenses diary modules were included, although for a much 
shorter duration. In the 2003 survey wave, the diary surveys were conducted twice for two-
month periods each, from August to October, 2003 and from January to March 2004, 
corresponding to the wet and the dry planting seasons, respectively. Meanwhile, the 2007 
complete village survey wave included a two-week long diary survey for household 
consumption, from March 5 to 18, 2007. 
Some other much smaller data collections using experimental methods in economics have also 
been gathered in the village. For example, in the paper of Sawada and Kuroishi (2015), 
residents in the village participated in a series of “games” to investigate how experiencing 
natural disasters affected the individual’s level of altruism, trust, and risk-taking behaviour 
(Andreoni & Sprenger, 2012). These types of survey collections are expected to be 
implemented in other succeeding survey waves in the village scheduled for 2017 and 2018 
(Kajisa, Sawada and Fuwa, personal communications, 2017).  
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3.2. Linking the Survey Datasets Longitudinally 
In the earlier years of the village data collection and prior to the affordability of digital storage, 
not all information from the collected survey questionnaires was encoded and digitally stored. 
Only relevant variables in the questionnaires needed in the analysis were prioritised for 
encoding. The remaining information from the surveys was kept in boxes and stored in IRRI-
SSD’s Office in Los Banos, Laguna. However, as the collected survey information grew, this 
storage practice invited problems as the completed questionnaires became harder to read and 
organise over time.  Further, the valuable information collected in the village from these non-
digitised survey forms were left inaccessible for researchers to analyse.  
To preserve the survey information, academic researchers involved in the East Laguna Village 
research sought to digitise and preserve all the available information. The goal was to construct 
a dataset to enable a “historical analysis on the dynamics of agricultural development” and 
further explore other insights through longitudinal research methods. Hence, the participating 
researchers decided to undertake the “Panel Data Construction and Analysis of the East Laguna 
Village dataset.” This project was funded by the Faculty of Economics of the University of 
Tokyo, in collaboration with the International Rice Research Institute. A Letter of Agreement 
between these two parties was signed on 4 August 2011 (IRRI Annual Report 2011, Supporting 
Information p. 14). Its aim was to salvage all the remaining records by digitising the completed 
survey questionnaires, encoding the remaining survey variables, and linking all the available 
information collected from the studied households and farmers in the village. It was hoped that 
through this project, the information and research in the village will be continued over the 
coming generations. 
Since the inception of the project in late-2011, thousands of original survey questionnaires have 
been digitised and a number of additional variables collected from the cross-sectional survey 
datasets have been made available 3 . One of the valuable outputs from this project is the 
comprehensive worksheet that contains a roster of all the households and individuals who 
participated in the surveys from 1974 to 2007. It contains detailed information on household 
composition for each survey wave, movements of individuals (including birth, death, and 
migration of the individual in and out of the village), and the formation and dissolution of new 
households. This master list was completed by compiling and comparing the available survey 
                                                             
3 Selected waves of anonymised cross-sectional survey datasets are freely available for download at the IRRI-
SSD’s Farm Household Survey Dataset (http://ricestat.irri.org/fhsd/php/panel.php). Other survey datasets were 
obtained from the associated researchers involved in the Panel Data Construction of the village surveys. 
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information year by year, and through the first-hand knowledge of the researchers and the 
survey enumerators who have been involved since the inception of the village study. The strong 
bond and familiarity of the survey enumerators and researchers with the household respondents 
formed from more than 40 years of village interaction has been valuable in forming this master 
list. This chapter describes the construction of the village longitudinal dataset using the 
comparable variables from the available cross-sectional surveys. This research uses the formed 
longitudinal dataset in the empirical analysis and takes a step further by proposing a method in 
dealing with the resulting incomplete variables through the proposed imputation methods in 
Chapters 6 and 7.  
 
3.3. Formation of the Longitudinal Village Dataset 
Despite the fact that the cross-sectional surveys in Table 3.1 used varying questionnaires, some 
variables can still be compared and linked across the different years. The variables which were 
objectively measured were consistently collected and recorded in the majority of the available 
survey datasets, particularly the household demographics and farming related activities. 
Furthermore, because most of the cross-sectional surveys cover all the individuals and 
households residing in the whole village, this information can be linked through the generated 
master list referred to in Section 3.2. This section outlines the steps undertaken in this research 
to form the individual and household-level longitudinal dataset4.  
 
3.3.1. Creation of a Consistent Person and Household-level Identifier 
The first step in the construction of the longitudinal dataset began with utilising the master list 
provided by the East Laguna Village Panel Data Construction Project. This resource helped to 
create a unique and consistent person and household identification number, which can be used 
to track specific individuals and households, not only in the past waves, but also for the planned 
surveys in the East Laguna Village.  
The master list file provides a complete roster of respondents from the 14 waves of complete 
and partial village surveys (out of the total of 19, see Table 3.1). Some survey waves were not 
                                                             
4 As summarized in Table 3.1, the cross-sectional survey datasets that were linked for this research were from 
the following: Fuwa (2003), Hayami (1974, 1976, 1987), Hayami and Kikuchi (1995, 1997), Hossain (1993), 
Kajisa (2001), and Kajisa and Sawada (2007). 
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included in the master list due to the unavailability of the digitised survey file. The provided 
list did not include the 1966 and 1983 complete village survey and the 2012/2013 surveys. 
During the construction of the master list file, the 2012/2013 survey wave was still in the 
process of being collected and encoded. The 2003 and 2007 diary survey datasets were also not 
explicitly included in the file, but the participating households could be easily identified from 
the complementary complete village surveys implemented in the same year. 
The master list contains the detailed information of the individuals’ first name, family name, 
first year the person appeared in the study, and whether the individual was present (or absent) 
in a particular survey period. As each of the cross-sectional surveys contains a wave specific 
household identification number, the master list also includes the individual’s household 
membership role for each survey wave (for example, household head, wife, son, worker, etc.). 
The details presented in this master list are comprehensive, but possess two minor 
complications that needed to be addressed prior to the creation of a unique identification 
number.  
The first source of complication was brought about by the double counting of some individuals 
in a same survey wave. The village surveys consistently defined a “household” as a group of 
individuals sharing a common food preparation and cooking area. Hence, a single unit of 
household can be composed of multiple families living either under one roof or a cluster of 
closely located houses. This extended family type is a common setup in the East Laguna Village 
and other rural areas in the Philippines. And because most of the surveys were implemented 
for the whole village, some individuals were double counted and were included as members of 
multiple households. For example, a young boy could be listed as the “son” in one household, 
but might also be included as a “nephew” in another household which he regularly visits. In 
these cases, the record of the individual was retained only under the household where the 
individual is closely related to (i.e. son of the household head). This problem was mostly 
observed for younger household members, rather than for older individuals. 
The second cause of difficulty in creating the unique identifier came from the mismatching of 
individual records in different survey waves. This complication is partly attributable to the 
common use of “household names” for individuals in the Philippines. To explain, individuals 
have a registered official first name and last name upon birth, however, it is also not uncommon 
for people to use a nickname especially for people considered as part of the family. In earlier 
survey waves, the names listed in the cross-sectional survey would almost always use the 
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official first name and last name of the household members. However, as survey enumerators 
developed closer relationships with the villagers, the later surveys’ information would 
occasionally indicate only the nicknames. Hence, when the cross-sectional survey lists were 
combined, some individuals would not have a direct match because of the varying and 
confusing names. Most entries in the master list with this problem are easy to track as the 
individuals were often identified using the same last name. Familiarity with the cultural context 
helps with finding the correct match. For example, a person named Eduardo would typically 
be called “Dado”, “Edong”, or “Ed”. However, in the case of female participants, this is further 
complicated when changes in the marital status also changes the family name. In such cases, 
the household membership of the individual was also closely scrutinised to identify the correct 
match. 
A great deal of effort was expended in this research through consultation with the survey 
enumerators and researchers which was required to identify these mismatched entries. Each 
entry with a possible duplicate was manually examined using the individual cross-sectional 
survey waves, beginning from year 1974 moving towards year 2007. If no possible match was 
identified, then the person’s record in the master list was retained and considered as a separate 
individual. When the duplicate entries had been corrected from the master list, a unique person 
identifier and consistent household identifier were assigned. The household identification 
number was created following the notes indicated in the master list regarding the formation of 
households through marriage, family relocation, and dissolution of specific households. These 
identifiers were carried over to the different cross-sectional survey datasets, starting from the 
earliest available survey wave (1974), towards the more recent survey dataset (2007). The total 
number of households and individuals connected in the survey is shown in Table 3.4 under 
Section 3.4.1 below. 
 
3.3.2. Selecting Variables for Merging 
Assigning the consistent person and household identifier across the available surveys was just 
the initial step in forming the longitudinal dataset. The second step involved identifying the 
compatible cross-sectional variables that can be linked to form a longitudinal dataset. To do 
this, the collected person, household, and farm-level information needed to be reviewed to 
determine whether the survey questions were asked consistently and were therefore compatible 
for merging. Fortunately, the scanned questionnaires used in the 1974 to 2007 surveys waves 
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are available to serve as reference.  
To maximise the usability of the resulting longitudinal dataset, this research prioritised 
extracting the greatest number of variables that could be linked across the different time periods. 
This was achieved by examining both the available survey questionnaires and available dataset 
for each cross-sectional survey wave. From this process, it was determined that for the person-
level information, the following variables could be linked: year of birth, age, gender, marital 
status, years of schooling, relationship with household head at a particular time point, primary 
and secondary occupation, and year entered in the survey. In addition, the household-level 
variables that could be included are the household’s rice farming activity status either as a 
farmer or non-farmer household. Farmer households in the dataset are typically the land-
owners in the village, while non-farmer households are traditionally the agricultural labourers 
working for the farmer (landowner) households. These variables were available for all 
households and individuals included in the surveys. Lastly, additional farm-level information 
available from rice farming households during each survey has the following variables that can 
also be linked: rice production per season, type of rice variety used, number of parcels 
cultivated, land parcel area, volume of fertilizer, herbicide, and insecticide used, and the types 
of damage that the farmer suffered during the planting season. This information is summarised 
in Table 3.2.  
 
Table 3.2: Variables Included in the Longitudinal Dataset 
Variable Type Person-Level Household-Level Farm-Level 
Identifier Variable  Person Identifier  Household Identifier 
 Person Identifier 
 Farmer Identifier 
Time Variable  Survey Year  Survey Year 
 Survey Year 
 Planting Season (Wet Season or Dry 
Season) 
Variables of Interest 
 Age/Year of Birth 
 Marital Status 
 Gender 
 Years of Schooling 
 Relationship with Household 
Head 
 Primary and Secondary 
Occupation Type 
 Education Level 
 Household Status  
(i.e. Farmer or Non-Farmer) 
 Number of Household 
Members 
Number of Household 
Members working as 
Professional Wage 
Workers, as Agricultural 
Workers, or Working 
Overseas 
 Rice Parcel Number 
 Land Parcel Size 
 Rice Production (in metric tons) 
 Fertilizer, Herbicide 
 Type of Rice Variety Used 
 Damage Incurred During the Planting 
Season 
  
The process of longitudinal merging applied in this research enabled the linking of comparable 
variables from nine out of the fourteen waves of cross-sectional surveys included in the master 
list. Some survey datasets were not included in the merging because of data incompatibility 
and unavailability of the required household and person-level demographic variables to allow 
a proper match. For the survey waves that were successfully combined (see list in Table 3.1), 
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a number of hurdles were needed to be resolved. The data issues included the inconsistency in 
the linked variables and missing data. These issues are discussed in the next subsection. 
 
3.3.3 Data Cleaning for Inconsistent Variables and Missing Data  
Although the data identified in Table 3.2 were consistently collected and comparable, the 
differences in the questionnaire designs resulted in variables with varying coding references 
and units of measurement. For example, each survey uses different occupation and household 
membership codes. For the occupation code, the original detailed coding for each year were 
retained (i.e. teacher, engineer, medical doctor, etc.), but additional variables were created to 
indicate whether the individual is involved in agriculture-related occupation, employed as a 
professional-wage worker, or working overseas. Similarly, the original household membership 
codes were retained but a variable was added to determine if the person in the survey is the 
household head. In addition, the age and years of schooling variables have missing values for 
some individuals in selected survey waves. Fortunately, this problem is reasonably easy to 
resolve by directly imputing the missing value based on the year of birth, and the obtained age 
and years of schooling information of the same individual from other survey periods.  
Some rice farming information was also inconsistent. For instance, the rice yield variable 
would occasionally be expressed in “cavan” or in metric tons. Cavan is the unit of measurement 
commonly used during the Spanish colonial times. However, some farmers still use this even 
in the 1970s and 1980s surveys despite having the official unit of measurement in metric system. 
One cavan of unmilled rice is conventionally assumed to be equal to 45 kilograms. 
Nevertheless, records in the village surveys mentioned that it can vary between 40 to 45 
kilograms and usually averaging to 42 kilograms (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000, p.196). For this 
merging, all information in the rice yield variable were translated to the observed average mean 
value in metric tons for consistency (using the 1 cavan = 42 kilograms). The fertiliser and 
herbicide variables were also problematic. Typically, the fertiliser information is measured in 
kilograms, but for some farmers in selected years, it would be expressed in litres (especially 
for liquid fertilizers). In these cases, the fertilizer information was converted to its kilogram 
equivalent for comparability. Similarly for the herbicide variable, the usual unit of 
measurement is in millilitres, however, there was information in dataset that is instead 
expressed in kilograms. Hence, millilitre equivalent is computed. In addition to this 
inconsistency in the unit of measurement, both these variables have completely missing values 
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for 6 time periods (See list in Table 3.3, column 3). Similarly, the variable indicating the type 
of rice variety used by farmers are also not available for 2 time periods.  
Table 3.3 summarizes the variables available in the longitudinally merged data for the rice 
farming households.  It provides a basic description of the available demographic and rice 
farming related variables, and the indicator on which time points the information are missing. 
Despite these challenges in merging the cross-sectional information, the process was able to 
link most of the variables required for analysing the rice productivity in village, using the 
majority of the available survey waves. The next section uses the longitudinal information in 
describing the longitudinal changes in the East Laguna Village.  
 
3.4. Using the Longitudinal Dataset for Analysing Trends in the Village 
The evolution of the East Laguna Village over the decades has been the centre of discussion in 
the published books of Hayami (1978), Hayami and Kikuchi (1982), and (Kikuchi & Hayami, 
1983). These publications have been monumental in providing an East Asian perspective in the 
field of development and agriculture economics. In these documents, as well as in the other 
published articles5, the main basis for analyses were primarily the data obtained from the diary 
surveys and the repeated cross-sectional datasets. Hence, in conjunction with the longitudinal 
merging in the Section 3.3, this section provides a preliminary longitudinal trend analysis of 
some of the variables of interest, and relates them to the village transformation that have 
occurred over the long period of data collection. 
                                                             
5 For an updated list of working papers, journal articles, books, and book chapters, using the different survey 
waves of the East Laguna Village dataset, refer to the publications tab in the Farm Household Survey Database 
of IRRI (http://ricestat.irri.org/fhsd/php/panel.php?page=5). 
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Table 3.3: Description of the Longitudinally Merged Farmer-Household Variables  
Variable Brief Description 
Survey Periods Variable is Not Collected 
(i.e. missing data points) 
Year Indicator Year the survey was conducted: 1974 to 2007  
Wet Season Indicator 
Value equals 1 if it is wet season (June to November), 0 if dry 
season (December to May) 
 
Household ID 
Unique number identifying which household the person belongs 
to for each time period 
 
Person ID Unique person identifier of 158 individual farmers in the dataset  
Age of Farmer 20 to 88 years old  
Years of Schooling 
Range is from 0 to 14 years. Elementary Education: 1-6 years. 
Secondary Education: 7-10 years. Tertiary Education: 11-14 
years. 
 
Volume of Fertilizer Used per Hectare 
In kilograms. Amount of nitrogen and other fertilizers used (i.e. 
‘complete’, organic, etc.) 
Dry Season: 1974, 1976, 1997, 2003 
Wet Season:  1997, 2003 
Volume of Herbicide Used per Hectare Liquid herbicide (or equivalent) in millilitres used 
Dry Season: 1974, 1976, 1997, 2003 
Wet Season: 1997, 2003 
Number of Land Parcels Cultivated Ranges from 1 parcel to 5 parcels  
Rice Production per Hectare 0 to 36.86 metric tons per hectare  
Types of Rice Variety Used 
Specific types/brands are listed which can fall into the different 
rice categories: traditional variety and modern rice variety types 
1, 2, 3, and 4 
Wet and Dry Season, 2001 
Rice Production Damage Incurred during 
the season 
 
Primary source of crop damage experienced by the farmer 
during the season. May be categorized into different types: 
adverse weather conditions, pests and diseases, man-made 
reasons, others 
 
Number of Household Members 1 to 13 individuals   
Median Years of Schooling of Household 
Members 
0 to 14 years  
(Elementary: 0-6; Secondary: 7-10; Tertiary: 11-14) 
 
Occupation Types of HH Members 
Composed of three variables indicating the number of HH 
members who are employed abroad, professional wage worker, 
and farm helper 
 
Total Number of Observations 1,057 parcel-level information from 158 farmers  
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3.4.1. Population Expansion and Shifting Demographics in the East Laguna Village 
From a typical agricultural village once surrounded by rice paddies and coconut plantations, the 
East Laguna Village has been transformed into a “semi-urban” community connected by a single 
bus ride to the centre of Metro Manila, the capital of the Philippines (See location map in Chapter 
2, Figure 2.3). Since the first village survey in 1966, the developments in the community’s 
irrigation system and access to modern rice technology expanded the households’ access to local 
farm-based employment. In addition, the improvements in public infrastructures, road networks, 
and telecommunication system opened opportunities for the villagers to access non-farm/industrial 
employment in Metro Manila and other urban centres.  These changes attracted families and 
individuals from adjacent provinces to move into the East Laguna Village to seek better livelihood 
and income opportunities (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000; Kikuchi & Hayami, 1983). As people settled 
into the village from the late-1980s, combinations of external population pressure and closure of 
land frontiers had prompted some agricultural parcels to be converted to residential and small-
scale industrial areas. As a result, the number of rice farming households in the village have 
declined in comparison to the steep growth in the number of households involved in other 
agricultural and non-farm work (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000).  
 
Table 3.4: Number of Households by Type and Population Expansion, Survey Years: 1974 - 2007 
Year 
Total 
Number of 
Households 
Farmer 
Household 
Non-Farmer 
Household Population 
Average 
Household 
Size 
Average 
Household 
Members 
Below 18 
Average 
Household 
members 18 
and above 
1974 96 55 41 546 5.69 3.17 2.52 
1976 111 77 34 626 5.64 2.91 2.73 
1987 158 55 103 814 5.15 2.46 2.70 
1992 191 49 142 1019 5.34 2.59 2.75 
1995 242 51 191 1101 4.55 2.07 2.48 
1997 266 41 225 1215 4.57 1.99 2.58 
2001 318 47 271 1497 4.71 1.98 2.72 
2003 376 43 333 1846 4.91 2.06 2.85 
2007 434 36 398 1962 4.52 1.87 2.65 
Note: Using merged dataset. Figures above are similar, but not an exact replicate of the figures in Estudillo et al. (2010) and Hayami and Kikuchi 
(2000)  due to the correction of duplicate individual entries identified during the data cleaning and person-level merging.  
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The merged longitudinal village dataset shows these changes over the decades (Table 3.4). In terms 
of population, the village has grown significantly from having only 96 households in 1974 to 434 
households in 2007. This growth translated to an increase in the number of individuals from 546 
in 1974 to 1962 individuals in 2007. During the field visit and discussion with the village-head in 
March 2015, it was revealed that as of end-2014, the village population had reached 2,267 
individuals residing in 510 households. In terms of demographic profile, the resulting net migration 
contributed to the diminishing household size and increasing share of individuals within the 
productive ages of 18 to 64 years old in the past 40 years (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.1).  
Combinations of these changes also led to interesting dynamics in the village’s poverty level, land 
ownership, farming labour relations, and income inequality. For instance, while the ownership of 
land in the village became more unequal over time, the poverty level has decreased 6 and the 
income inequality has remained fairly constant. This offsetting has been attributed to the decreased 
dependence of households on land-based resources brought about by the villager’s improved 
access to public education, and hence, eventual shift to alternative non-farm livelihood both within 
and outside the community (Hayami & Kikuchi, 2000; Hayami et al., 1998; Sawada et al., 2012). 
The evolution of social dynamics observed in the East Laguna Village is not unique to this 
community. It has been noted in Sawada et al. (2012) that these changes are parallel to what is 
happening in other rural villages in Asia. 
The succeeding discussions in this subsection and in 3.4.2 show the preliminary analyses and 
visualisations using the longitudinal survey information of households and individuals. The 
analysis of growth trajectories in some of the variables of interest could have been difficult if the 
survey dataset were only available in a repeated cross-sectional format. With the consistent 
household and person-level identifier linking the different survey years, the trajectory of some of 
the variables of interest can be plotted and modelled.  
                                                             
6 Chapter 10 of Hayami and Kikuchi (2000) provides a thorough discussion of the poverty dynamics and income 
distribution in the village in the presence of changes in land ownership and improved access to social services. The 
poverty measure used in Hayami and Kikuchi (2000) is based on the inflation adjusted poverty line set by the 
National Statistical Coordination Board in 1996 for the rural areas in the Philippines. The poverty line is defined as 
the minimum annual income per capita needed to satisfy the basic nutritional requirements (2000 calories) and other 
basic needs. Table 10.6 and Figure 10.3 in Hayami and Kikuchi (2000) visualizes the changes in the Gini coefficient 
and poverty incidence in the village from 1966 to 1995. 
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Figure 3.1: Population Pyramid in the East Laguna Village, selected survey years 
 
In the analysis below, the improvements in the villagers’ levels of education is plotted. For each 
graph, trajectory plots from 10 sampled households are included in addition to the estimated line 
using all the information in the dataset under each household group. The estimated line of best fit 
shows the predicted average median years of education for each household group over time. Only 
the 10 sampled households are included in the graphs for clearer visualisation of the growth path 
for each variable of interest investigated. 
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o-----o-----o (various colours): corresponds to the trajectory plots of 10 sampled households from each group in the village. 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameter estimates, all farmer households 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameter estimates, all non-farmer households 
Model: hierarchical linear model with random intercept7 
Fixed effect estimates displayed with standard errors in parenthesis. Random effects estimates not shown: 
Farmer Households: 
years of schooling = -169.93 + 0.09*year 
                                   (19.04)   (0.01) 
Non-Farmer Households: 
years of schooling = -129.99 + 0.06*year 
                                    (9.20)   (0.01)    
Number of observations = 450 
Number of household groups = 138 
Number of observations = 1,749 
Number of household groups = 536 
Figure 3.2: Trajectories of Median Years of Schooling of Adult Household Members 
 
Figures 3.2 provides a glimpse of the trajectory in the level of attained schooling of adult household 
members (18 years old and above) in the village from 1974 to 2007. The plot compares the 
differences in the growth curve between farmer and non-farmer households. The solid green line 
indicates the line of best fit using the information from all farmer households in the village (left) 
between survey years 1974 to 2007, while the solid red line reflects the information from all non-
                                                             
7For Figures 3.2 to 3.5, the slope parameters obtained between the two groups do not appear to be statistically 
different under conventional significance level. However, significant differences come up when additional 
demographic covariates are included in the equation. The current model estimates are included merely to 
complement the plotted growth curves. 
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farmer households (right). Similarly, the separately estimated equation for each of these lines are 
reflected in the table below the plots. The plots show that despite the general increase in the 
community’s overall educational attainment, a discrepancy is apparent depending on which group 
the household belong to (i.e. farmer and non-farmer households). Between these two household 
groups, members of farmer households have greater propensity to complete higher levels of 
education compared to their non-farmer household counterparts. The estimated rate of change for 
the median level of schooling in farmer households is 0.09 years for every increase in year, while 
it is only 0.06 years for non-farmer households. The differences could be a result of the complex 
interaction among a variety of factors including the wealth endowment of the households, degree 
of income stability between being an agricultural labourer (i.e. non-farmer) and a land owner (i.e. 
farmer), level of education of household heads, number of relatives in agricultural and non-
agricultural jobs, and others (Kajisa, 2007). Similarly, there is a noticeable difference in the shape 
and variability of household specific trajectory plots under each household group. Specifically, the 
growth curves in the non-farmer household plot (right) is generally either flat or upward sloping, 
while the growth curves in the farmer household plot (left) initially moves up then moves 
downward. One potential justification for this is the differences in individual mobility between 
these household groups. Whereas members of the non-farmer households generally stay in the 
village after completing secondary education (10 years), members of the farmer households who 
attain much higher levels of education move out of the community either to pursue higher paying 
job opportunities in metropolitan areas or continue tertiary education in city centres (Estudillo, 
Sawada, & Otsuka, 2009; Kajisa, 2007). These movements are much more noticeable in latter 
survey years where access to information are significantly more open and public road 
infrastructures have been developed. These individual movements eventually lower the median 
level of schooling in the farmer household group. Through the constructed longitudinal dataset, 
variations in the improvements in education can be directly investigated and contrasted between 
the specific households and the overall village-level trend.  
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3.4.2. Modern Rice Varieties and Rice Production Inputs 
Information related to the improvements in the levels of rice production is recorded in another set 
of variables intensively collected in the East Laguna Village surveys. These variables are obtained 
from farmers involved in rice production, and were part of the longitudinal dataset formation 
discussed in Section 3.3. Survey information for the rice production related activities were 
collected both in the dry (December to May) and wet (June to November) planting seasons. One 
of the key features of the rice farmers in the East Laguna village is their early adoption of the 
modern rice varieties (MVs) since IRRI’s development and introduction in the 1960s. The rice 
variety variable in the merged datasets contain information on the specific brand or strains rice. 
Hence, for simplification and analysis, the variable needs to be recoded into different categories 
either as traditional rice varieties or as modern rice varieties.  
As an overview, the modern rice varieties can be classified based on the varieties’ main 
characteristics and by year period it was introduced. The earlier varieties, released in the 1960s 
focused on semi-dwarfed varieties with higher yield and were more responsive to fertilizers than 
the traditional varieties (MV Type 1). In mid-1970s, the focus was on rice varieties which are both 
insect and multiple disease resistant (MV Type 2). The mid-1980s focused on improving grain 
quality and stronger host plant resistant (MV Type 3), and the mid-1990s marked the development 
of new plant types and hybrid rice with much higher yields and that could survive adverse 
environments (MV Type 4). These are all compared and contrasted to the traditional variety (TVs) 
which are more susceptible to pests and diseases, produces lower average yields, and requires 
longer maturing period. Despite this, TVs continue to be planted by some farmers, in combination 
to modern rice varieties, due to its higher market value brought by its better aroma and cooking 
qualities (de Leon, 2005; Herdt & Capule, 1983; Laborte et al., 2015; Launio, Morooka, Redondo, 
& Beltran, 2008). Combination of different types of traditional rice varieties and modern rice 
varieties are also planted to make the most effective use of farmer’s rice production. Combining 
the rice varieties with different characteristics helps to achieve synergy and act as a natural control 
for weeds, pests, diseases, and others (Finckh & Wolfe, 2006; Leung et al., 2003). 
In the case of the Philippines, the contribution of modern rice varieties have been substantial in 
increasing the farmer’s rice productivity especially for farmlands where the irrigation system is 
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well established. In terms of productivity contribution, it is estimated that modern rice varieties on 
irrigated ecosystems, particularly the pest and disease resistant varieties, have accounted for 
around 50 percent of the improvements in rice productivity (Estudillo & Otsuka, 2006). However, 
the higher yield promised by these varieties are unattainable without sufficient production inputs, 
particularly, fertilizers (Laborte et al., 2015).  
Since the 1960s, newer rice varieties have been developed and introduced regularly. From 1966 to 
2013, 18 MV Type 1, 27 MV Type 2, 33 MV Type 3, and 111 MV Type 4 were commercially 
released in the Philippines (Laborte et al., 2015). However, for some provinces in the country, 
adoption of ‘newer’ varieties were not spontaneous and depends highly on the region and the 
preference of the farmer and rice consumers. A study by Laborte et al. (2015) using five decades 
of farm household survey in northern Philippines (i.e. the Central Luzon Loop Survey) showed 
that despite these numerous modern rice strains developed and released, only less than 10 types of 
modern varieties are planted for each crop season in more 75 percent of land for rice farming. 
Despite the newer rice varieties that have been introduced in later years, farmers remain using 
traditional and modern varieties released in the 1970s to 1980s (de Leon, 2005; Launio et al., 2008).  
For the case of the East Laguna village, there was at least a four-fold increase in the average 
fertiliser input, with a rate of 16 percent per year during the first decade of Green Revolution 
(Hayami and Kikuchi, 2000). This pattern is also manifested in the rice yield with the adoption of 
the modern rice varieties. The success of the early diffusion and use of modern rice varieties in the 
East Laguna Village relied on the combination of its proximity to the research institutions, the 
presence of an irrigation system to provide adequate water supply to the paddies, and farmers’ 
access to fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, and other production inputs. The productivity gains 
from the use of modern varieties and improved production inputs by farmers do not solely account 
for the changes in rice yield over time (Evenson & Gollin, 2003). Impacts brought by the social 
transformation and environmental changes in the farming community may also have contributions 
on the increase in rice yield.  
To visualise these longitudinal changes in the rice production level, Figures 3.3 plots the rice 
production per hectare (in metric tons) both for the wet and dry season, from survey waves of 1974 
to 2007. The varying number of rice farmers actively cultivating land parcels at each survey period 
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is accounted for in the specified growth model using the hierarchical linear model with random 
intercept. Although, the individual farmer’s patterns appear to be somewhat noisy, the fitted lines 
using all the available farmer-level information show a positive and increasing trend in rice 
production per hectare with an estimated slope of 0.05 metric tons per hectare increase per year. 
This rate of increase is similar between the estimates using the rice production information from 
the wet and dry planting seasons. A similar general trend, albeit not significant by conventional 
standards, is also observed if the chart is plotted against the farmer’s age (Figure 3.4) reflecting 
the improving rice production techniques by the farmer over the years. 
 
 
o-----o-----o (various colours): corresponds to individual trajectory plots of 10 sampled farmers in the village. 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameter, all farmers from 1974 to 2007 during the wet planting season. 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameter, all farmers from 1974 to 2007 during the dry planting season. 
Model: hierarchical linear model with random intercept 
Fixed effect estimates displayed with standard errors in parenthesis. Random effects estimates not shown: 
Wet Season: 
Production per Area = -96.63 + 0.05*year 
                                      (27.85)   (0.01) 
Dry Season: 
Production per Area = -124.46 + 0.06*year 
                                      (33.22)     (0.02) 
Number of observations = 406 
Number of farmers = 148 
Number of observations = 405 
Number of farmers = 151 
Figure 3.3: Trajectories of the Level of Farmer’s Rice Production and Survey Year 
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Lastly, a longitudinal chart on the level of fertilizer used by each farmer was also attempted to be 
plotted, but the missing values in some earlier survey waves of this variable prevented construction 
of a meaningful graph (refer to Table 3.3 for the list periods the variable was not collected). As a 
proxy, a plot of the total volume of fertilizer (in kilograms) against the farmer’s age is displayed 
in Figure 3.5. This figure similarly shows an increasing overall level of fertiliser inputs used by 
farmers over time. However, it is noticeable in the corresponding table that fewer observations 
were used for estimating the model and generating the plot due to some missing data points in the 
dependent variable. 
 
 
o-----o-----o (various colours): corresponds to individual trajectory plots of 10 sampled farmers in the village. 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameter estimates, all farmers from 1974 to 2007 during the wet planting season. 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameter estimates, all farmers from 1974 to 2007 during the dry planting season. 
Model: hierarchical linear model with random intercept 
Fixed effect estimates displayed with standard errors in parenthesis. Random effects estimates not shown:  
Wet Season: 
Production per Area = 1.67 + 0.07*age –0.01*age^2 
                                    (1.74)   (0.07)        (0.01) 
Dry Season: 
Production per Area = 1.57 + 0.10*age –0.01*age^2 
                                    (2.10)   (0.09)        (0.01) 
Number of observations = 404 
Number of farmers = 146 
Number of observations = 403 
Number of farmers = 149 
 Figure 3.4: Trajectories of the Level of Rice Production and Farmer’s Age 
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o-----o-----o (various colours): corresponds to individual trajectory plots of 10 sampled farmers in the village. 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameters, all farmers from 1974 to 2007 during the wet planting season. 
------------ :  predicted line using fixed effect parameters, all farmers from 1974 to 2007 during the dry planting season. 
Model: hierarchical linear model with random intercept 
Fixed effect estimates displayed with standard errors in parenthesis. Random effects estimates not shown:  
Wet Season: 
Total Fert. Used  = -88.71 + 11.15*age –0.09*age^2 
                               (147.26)  (6.15)         (0.06) 
Dry Season: 
Total Fert. Used = -27.52 + 8.11*age –0.05*age^2 
                              (286.57)  (11.00)     (0.10) 
Number of observations = 327 
Number of farmers = 136 
Number of observations = 215 
Number of farmers = 98 
 Figure 3.5: Trajectories of the Level of Fertilizer Used and Farmer’s Age 
 
3.5. Summary and Future use of the Longitudinal Dataset  
This chapter provided an overview of the process undertaken to build the East Laguna Village 
longitudinal dataset using the set of available cross-sectional survey datasets. The discussion raised 
several issues encountered during the data-linking, including the problem with missing data and 
complications with creating the unique person and household identifier. The overall structure of 
the resulting longitudinal dataset and the nature of information available for analysis were also 
discussed. In addition, the chapter provided a preliminary qualitative discussion and visualisation 
of some of the longitudinal variables available in the linked dataset. It has been shown that through 
this newly formed resource, analysts can further scrutinize the decades of collected village survey 
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information and obtain additional insights incorporating the differences in the trends and 
characteristics within households and individuals in the community over time. The added 
information in the dataset opens a new venue for future longitudinal studies in the East Laguna 
Village investigating in life course dynamics and trajectories of the different variables of interest 
in the community.   
 
Table 3.5: Variables for the Empirical Model 
Dependent Variable Rice Production in Metric Tons per Hectare (in levels and in log-transformed version (i.e. growth rate)) 
Variable Type Farmer’s Characteristics Household Demographics Rice Production Related 
Identifier Variable Person Identifier Household Identifier Person Identifier 
Time Variable Survey Year Survey Year 
Survey Year 
Planting Season  
(Wet Season or Dry Season) 
Explanatory Variables 
- Age of Farmer 
- Years of Schooling of 
Farmer 
- Number of Household Members 
- Median Years of Schooling of 
Household Members 
- Number of Household Members 
working as Professional Wage 
Workers, as Agricultural Workers 
(Farm Helpers), and Working 
Overseas 
- Damage Incurred During the 
Planting Season (Adverse Weather 
Condition, Pests and Insects, 
Manmade Damage and other resource 
problems) 
- Number of Land Parcels Cultivated  
(1, 2, 3 or more) 
- Type of Rice Variety Used  
(Traditional, MV1, MV2, MV3, MV4) 
- Amount of Fertilizer and Herbicide 
used 
*Note: Person-level variables such as gender and marital status were excluded because of lack of variation. 
 
The empirical models considered in the subsequent Chapters 5, 6, and 7 employ the East Laguna 
Village’s merged dataset from survey years 1974 to 2007 to demonstrate the application of the 
extended methods for multiple imputation. The models use the available variables after the 
longitudinal merging as described in Table 3.3. The main model of interest relates to describing 
the rice production information from farming households in the village. The models focus on 
quantifying the effectiveness of using the modern rice varieties in improving rice production while 
controlling for other factors such as the increase in farm production inputs, improvements in the 
farmer’s and household’s education level, change in the household’s demographic profile, and 
alternative non-agricultural income sources. The analysis combines both the rice production 
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information, and the farmer and household-level characteristics. The empirical models are based 
on the Chapter 2 – Section 2.2.1’s discussion on “peasant economy,” wherein a farmer’s rice 
production decisions are strongly linked to his own household conditions.   
As summarized in Table 3.5, the farmer-level demographic variables are limited to the farmer’s 
age and years of schooling. Meanwhile, household-level variables contain demographic 
information from all members of the farming households. Variables in the analysis include median 
years of schooling in the household and number of household members. Other household-level 
information is also included such as the number of people in the household who are farm workers, 
number of members working outside the country, and number of people who are professional-
wage workers. Meanwhile, rice farming related information is collected either at a farmer-level or 
a land parcel-level. Farmer-level variables include the amount and type of fertilizer (in kilograms) 
and herbicide (in millilitres) used, and the number of parcels cultivated. Parcel-level variables 
contain information on the level of rice production (metric tons per hectare), rice variety planted, 
size of land cultivated (in hectares), and damage incurred during the season. The damage variable 
was classified conditional on its primary cause. Damage can be caused by adverse weather 
conditions and natural calamities, pests and plant diseases, human error and resource problems 
(not functioning irrigation system, incorrect fertilizer used, etc.), and others. 
The merged dataset also contains a parcel identification number under each farmer. However, it 
does not uniquely identify the land cultivated for every time period. For example, some farmers 
would cultivate 5 land parcels for the dry season (hence, parcel no. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), and only 3 parcels 
(parcel no. 1, 2, 3) for the wet season. The numbering of these parcels could not be used to 
determine which parcels were cultivated and which were idle during the season. In addition, there 
is a tendency for the land parcels to be divided or merged in different time periods as the farmer 
decides to pass the land cultivation to other farmers or family members. Hence, for this to be useful 
in empirical modelling, some parcel-level data aggregation was applied (Table 3.6). The resulting 
dataset for rice production related variables contains 1057 parcel level observations from 158 
farmers. The merged data uses 18 time periods between years 1974 to 2007 (dry and wet season, 
for 9 survey years).   
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                   Table 3.6: Land Parcels Cultivated by Farmer for Each Planting Season 
 No. of Observations, 1974 to 2007  
Number of Land 
Parcels by Farmer 
Dry Season 
(December to May) 
Wet Season 
(June to November) 
Total 
1 311 316 627 
2 148 132 280 
3 39 42 81 
4 20 24 44 
5 10 15 25 
Total 528 529 1057 
 
 
The summary of variables in Table 3.3 showed which of the covariates related in the rice 
production analysis have missing values, and at which time points they are missing. With this 
incomplete information in the longitudinal dataset, the succeeding empirical analysis in Chapters 
5, 6, and 7 proceeds as follows: The applied analysis in Chapter 5 models the rice production 
variable from the village dataset using only the remaining observations and without treating the 
missing data on the considered covariates enumerated in Table 3.5. In Chapters 6 and 7,  the 
empirical models include the developed imputation methods to be able to use all the available 
observations in the East Laguna Village dataset.  The results of these modelling strategies using 
the proposed imputation methods are then compared and contrasted with related studies on rice 
production in the Philippines. Before proceeding to the empirical modelling using this dataset in 
Chapters 5, 6, and 7, an overview of the methods applied in this thesis is presented in the next 
chapter, Chapter 4. 
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4. Statistical Methodology for Flexibly Modelling Hierarchical Data with 
Missing Observations  
The methodological goal of the thesis focuses on improving the existing imputation methods for 
incomplete non-normal continuous data with a hierarchical structure. The research addresses the 
methodological gaps identified in Chapter 2 in the analysis of non-normal continuous dependent 
variables and how to more accurately impute missing information in a hierarchical data setting. 
This chapter provides an outline of the overall methodological framework applied in this study, 
which uses both simulated and empirical data to illustrate the improvements of the proposed 
modelling techniques. The newly constructed longitudinal dataset from the East Laguna Village 
discussed in Chapter 3 will be used to demonstrate the methodology outlined in this chapter and 
to assess the reduction in bias of estimates attributable to the proposed methods for imputing 
observations for the incomplete variables. The empirical dataset contains incomplete observations 
in some of the measures related to rice production, and a hierarchical data structure due to the 
collection of the same variable at different time points over a long period of time so that the 
collected observations were nested within the same rice farmer/individuals.  
Recent developments in parametric imputation methods highlight the importance of maintaining 
the hierarchical structure when filling-in the gaps for variables of interest in a dataset, to ensure 
that the replacement values behave like the “true” (unobserved) value when used in the statistical 
analysis (Andridge, 2011; Goldstein et al., 2014; Grund et al., 2016b; van Buuren, 2011). An 
important statistical method for analysing data that display dependencies due to the clustering of 
observations, is the hierarchical linear model. This thesis addresses the complications in estimating 
the hierarchical linear model that accompany incomplete data from surveys. 
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 provides an introduction to the hierarchical linear 
model and its relevance in analysing longitudinal datasets. Section 4.2 extends the discussion of 
this statistical tool and shows how the model can be extended to directly incorporate non-normality 
in analysing a univariate continuous dependent variable, through the use of flexible distributions 
that can represent varying levels of skewness and kurtosis. In Section 4.3, the flexible model is 
then extended to enable simultaneous analysis of multivariate dependent variables with incomplete 
observations and explains how this approach can be used in generating replacement values. In 
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Section 4.4 an alternative method to that discussed in 4.3 is proposed by imposing parameter 
restrictions in the multivariate imputation model to improve the estimation procedure. Throughout 
Sections 4.1 to 4.4, the discussion is centred on the model specifications and how the models build 
on each other. In Section 4.5 the Bayesian model estimation approach is outlined and discussed. 
This section presents the numerical approximation algorithm, prior distribution specification, and 
model assessment tools. Additionally, Section 4.6 summarises the data simulation method applied 
in the research for the analysis of non-normal variables and for the missing data imputation. The 
purpose of the simulation study in the thesis is to assess the accuracy of the proposed modelling 
approaches in Sections 4.3 to 4.5. For each of the proposed methods, two artificial datasets, both 
complete and incomplete, were generated conditional on specific parameter values and 
distributional assumptions. This simulated information was then used to measure the reliability of 
the specified model in accurately capturing the true parameter values governing the dataset. Lastly, 
the summary of the approaches to methodology is provided in Section 4.7. 
 
4.1. Analysing Longitudinal Data using Hierarchical Linear Models 
Information collected from longitudinal social surveys has an inherent hierarchical or nested 
structure. For example, when the same set of individuals are followed throughout the survey years 
and a consistent set of questions is asked from each survey, then all the observations recorded on 
the same variable for the same individual will typically be highly correlated; for instance, it is not 
unreasonable to assume that a person’s response to a particular question will be associated with 
their response in the next wave of the survey. When the dataset under analysis possesses this 
structure, a potentially useful analytical tool for investigating associations among a dependent 
variable and a set of explanatory variables while appropriately partitioning the variance, is the 
hierarchical linear model. Commonly used statistical techniques, such as the ordinary linear 
regression model, ignore the hierarchical structures and consider each observation to be 
independently sampled. If data has a nested or clustered structure and the partitioning of variance 
is ignored in the modelling process, the estimated parameters may be inaccurate and misleading. 
In addition to obtaining more accurate inferences, the use of hierarchical linear models for 
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analysing longitudinal data provides added insights including estimation of the effect of the 
clustering of data on the main variable under investigation.  
Time-varying observations collected from individual survey respondents at different collection 
times can be classified as level-1 variables, while the person identifier can be considered as the 
level-2 variable. This data hierarchy can further extend to higher levels if, for example, the 
individual is a member of a particular household, neighbourhood, or organisation under analysis. 
In this research, the illustrative analysis is restricted in modelling for a two-level data structure. 
However, the approach can be easily extended for datasets with higher level dependencies and 
more complicated structures.  
Hierarchical linear models are also known in the statistical literature as multilevel models, mixed 
models, nested models, or random coefficient models (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015; 
Goldstein, 2011a; Rabe-Hesketh & Skrondal, 2012; van Buuren, 2011; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; 
Snijders & Bosker, 1999). To illustrate this statistical model using a more formal expression, 
consider an analysis to quantify the relationship between a single covariate 𝑥 and a univariate 
(continuous) outcome variable 𝑦. Further, assume that these variables 𝑥 and 𝑦 were obtained from 
a longitudinal social survey with responses from 𝑛 individuals 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛 at every collection time 
𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑘. Then, a hierarchical linear model with random intercept and random slope on the 
covariate x, can be formally expressed as: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = (𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + (𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗)𝑥𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗 .       (4.1) 
where the observations recorded at each time point i  are classified as level-1 and level-2 
corresponds to the unique person identifier 𝑗. The parameters 𝛽0 and 𝛽1 in equation (4.1) are called 
the fixed-effect parameters, while 𝑢0𝑗 and 𝑢1𝑗 are the random-effect parameters for the intercept 
and the slope, respectively. The term 𝑒𝑖𝑗 represents the model’s residual. Popular specification for 
analysing a continuous dependent variable assumes that equation (4.1) possesses normally 
distributed residual and random terms, such that equation (4.1) can be more completely expressed 
as: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗  ~ 𝑁(𝜇 = (𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + (𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗)𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝜎𝑒
2)       (4.2) 
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[
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
] ~ 𝑀𝑉𝑁(𝟎, 𝐒𝑢)                     (4.3) 
Equation (4.2) specifies that the dependent variable 𝑦𝑖𝑗  is drawn from a univariate normal 
distribution with mean 𝜇 and residual variance 𝜎𝑒
2 conditional on the covariate 𝑥𝑖𝑗. Equation (4.3) 
describes the joint distribution of the random slope and intercept using the multivariate normal 
distribution (MVN), centred at the mean [0 0]′ with a variance-covariance matrix defined in 
matrix 𝐒𝑢 =[
𝜎𝑢0
2 𝜎𝑢01
𝜎𝑢01 𝜎𝑢1
2 ] . Through the variance parameters in equations (4.2) and (4.3), the 
variance partition coefficient (VPC) can also be computed to determine the percentage share of 
the higher-level clustering with regard to the overall model variance. In formula, this is expressed 
as 
𝑉𝑃𝐶 = (
𝜎𝑢0
2 +2𝜎𝑢01𝑥𝑖𝑗+𝜎𝑢1
2 𝑥𝑖𝑗
2
𝜎𝑒
2+𝜎𝑢0
2 +2𝜎𝑢01𝑥𝑖𝑗+𝜎𝑢1
2 𝑥𝑖𝑗
2) (100%) .       (4.4) 
 
4.2. Relaxing the Model’s Assumption of Normality using Skew-t Distribution  
The implementation of hierarchical linear models in popular statistical software is usually 
specified with normally distributed error and random terms (Bates et al., 2015; StataCorp, 2013b). 
The computational convenience and desirable properties describing the normal distribution makes 
it a standard option especially when analysing unimodal continuous variables (Azzalini, 2016; 
Ghasemi & Zahediasl, 2012). However, analysis of variables which are non-normally distributed, 
even in cases of large sample sizes, often occur in social science research. Hence, the usual 
normality assumption may become unrealistic and insufficient in actual application (Ho & Lin, 
2010; Marchenko & Genton, 2010; von Hippel, 2012). This complication inspired the development 
of statistical models that incorporate distributions that possess much more flexibility than the 
commonly used normal distribution function. For example, Marchenko and Genton (2010) 
developed an approach to incorporate a flexible unimodal distribution in the linear regression 
model’s residual term. The extension uses the flexible family of distributions known as the skew-
t and skew-normal (Azzalini, 1985, 1986, Azzalini & Capitanio, 1999, 2003, 2014; Azzalini & 
Dalla Valle, 1996). The model has been shown to provide superior data fit in comparison to 
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traditional modelling approaches specified with a normal distribution (Marchenko & Genton, 
2010). Similar improvements in the hierarchical linear model has been explored in Ho and Lin 
(2010), Lin and Lin (2011), and Wang and Lin (2014, 2015) using both the skew-t and skew-
normal distributions governing the model’s residual and random terms. The methodological 
research in this thesis primarily gives focus to models incorporating the skew-t distribution due to 
its much more flexible nature and straightforward expression. This flexible distribution is the 
generalisation of both the skew-normal and the normal distribution and is able to capture the shapes 
and behaviour of both functions (Azzalini & Capitanio, 2003, 2014).  
To more formally introduce this distribution, equation (4.5) presents the probability density 
function defining the univariate skew-t distribution.  A univariate continuous random variable y 
is said to be skew-t distributed if it its probability distribution function follows: 
𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑦|𝜉, 𝐵, 𝛼, 𝑣) =
2
𝐵
𝑡𝑣 (
𝑦−𝜉
𝐵
)𝑇𝑣+1 (𝛼 (
𝑦−𝜉
𝐵
)√
𝑣+1
𝑣+(
𝑦−𝜉
𝐵
)
2)     (4.5) 
where parameters 𝜉 and 𝐵 correspond to the location and scale of the distribution, and 𝛼 and 𝑣 are 
the skewness and degrees of freedom parameters, respectively. Further, the functions 𝑡𝑣(. ) and 
𝑇𝑣+1(. ) in (4.5) denote the standard Student’s t’s probability density function and cumulative 
density function with 𝑣 degrees of freedom. The probability distribution function in (4.5) is similar 
to the normal distribution when the skewness parameter is set to zero (i.e. symmetric) and the 
degrees of freedom parameter approaches infinity (i.e. no excessively thick tails). On the other 
hand, the shape of the skew-normal distribution is attained if only the skewness parameter 𝛼 is 
allowed to vary, while the degrees of freedom parameter 𝑣 is fixed at infinity. Furthermore, the 
distribution in (4.5) can be extended to a multivariate case. Given a 𝑑-dimensional continuous 
random variable 𝒚 = (𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑑)′ the multivariate version of (4.5) is expressed as 
𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 =  𝑓(𝒚|𝝃,𝛀, 𝜶, 𝑣) = 2𝑡𝑑,𝑣(𝒚; 𝝃, 𝛀, 𝑣)𝑇𝑣+𝑑 (𝜶
𝑇𝑩−1(𝒚 − 𝝃)√
𝑣+𝑑
𝑣+(𝒚−𝝃)𝑇 𝛀−1(𝒚−𝝃)
)  (4.6). 
Parallel to equation (4.5), the parameter 𝝃 = (𝜉1, … , 𝜉𝑑)′ is the vector of location parameters with 
length 𝑑, 𝛀 is the 𝑑x𝑑 positive semi-definite matrix of the scale parameters, and 𝜶 = (𝛼1, … 𝛼𝑑)′ 
is a vector with 𝑑-elements controlling the skewness of the distribution. Parameter 𝑣 is a scalar 
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denoting the common-level of degrees of freedom that regulates the overall thickness of tails of 
the distribution and 𝑩 represents a diagonal matrix containing the diagonal elements of the scale 
matrix 𝛀  (i.e. 𝑩 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝛀)1/2 ). Lastly, the functions 𝑡𝑑,𝑣(. )  and 𝑇𝑣+𝑑(. )  in equation (4.6) 
correspond to the probability density function of a 𝑑-dimensional Student’s t distribution, and the 
univariate Student’s t’s cumulative distribution function with 𝑣 + 𝑑  degrees of freedom, 
respectively. 
Since equations (4.5) and (4.6) are expressed in terms of their density functions, incorporating 
them into popular statistical models is straightforward. For example, if the hierarchical linear 
model is evaluating a continuous outcome variable 𝑦 which is asymmetric and possesses extra 
kurtosis, then the model in (4.2) and (4.3) can be directly designed to instead have a flexible error 
and random components using the skew-t distribution. Specifically,  
𝑦𝑖𝑗  ~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝜉 = (𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + (𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗)𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝐵𝑒, 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒)      (4.7) 
[
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
] ~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝟎,𝛀𝑢 , 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢)                   (4.8) 
where the estimated regression line is located in the “centre” of the distribution through ξ. However, 
it should be noted that in contrast to the commonly specified normal distribution described 
sufficiently by its mean and variance parameters, the location and scale parameters in the 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 
and 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 are slightly different. (Azzalini & Capitanio, 2014) highlighted that because of the 
introduced varying levels of skewness and of tails in the distribution, the location parameter 𝝃 does 
not automatically represent the mean of the distribution and the 𝛀 covariance matrix is not the 
exact equivalent of the typical covariance matrix used in the normal distribution context. Hence, 
direct comparison of the parameters 𝐒u in (4.3) and the 𝛀u in (4.8) may be inappropriate, but the 
interpretation is similar (W.-L. Wang & Lin, 2015). This flexible version of the hierarchical linear 
model is the main model introduced and estimated in Chapter 5 for directly modelling the non-
normal continuous dependent variable. The estimation method used to solve these models is 
discussed in the latter part of this Chapter under Section 4.5. 
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4.3. Incorporating Multivariate and Incomplete Dependent Variables in the Hierarchical 
Linear Model 
Similar to the multivariate multilevel models with normal distribution, the hierarchical linear 
model with skew-t distribution specified in equations (4.7) and (4.8) can be further generalised to 
accommodate simultaneous analysis of multiple dependent variables. This variation is directly 
applied by specifying a multivariate skew-t distribution in equation (4.7). For instance, assume 
that the analysis jointly measures the relationships between two dependent variables 𝒚 = (𝑦1, 𝑦2)′ 
with two explanatory variables 𝑥1  and 𝑥2 . Then the flexible hierarchical linear model with 
bivariate outcome variables can be defined as 
[
𝑦1𝑖𝑗
𝑦2𝑖𝑗
] ~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 (𝝃 = [
(𝛽10 + 𝑢10𝑗) + (𝛽11 + 𝑢11𝑗)𝑥1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛽12 + 𝑢12𝑗)𝑥2𝑖𝑗
(𝛽20 + 𝑢20𝑗) + (𝛽21 + 𝑢21𝑗)𝑥1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛽22 + 𝑢22𝑗)𝑥2𝑖𝑗
] , 𝛀12, [
𝛼1
𝛼2
] , 𝑣12) (4.9) 
where each of the dependent variable’s random components follow 
[
𝑢10𝑗
𝑢11𝑗
𝑢20𝑗
𝑢21𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝟎,𝛀𝑢 , 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢).                    (4.10) 
The multivariate extension stated in equations (4.9) and (4.10) is useful in investigations of 
relationships among variables from longitudinal household surveys that include multiple 
continuous outcome variables which are both non-normally distributed and highly correlated. The 
fixed and random-effect parameters are jointly estimated while taking into account the level of 
correlation between 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 through the off-diagonal entries in the scale parameter matrix 𝛀12. 
In addition, the dependent variables are directly analysed without the requirement to apply variable 
transformation to satisfy the assumption of symmetry and “normal” level of tails, required by the 
normal distributed residual and random components (Wang and Lin, 2015). 
 
4.3.1. Missing Information in the Dependent Variable 
The modelling approaches considered in this chapter so far assume that the dataset being analysed 
is fully-observed. However, it has been acknowledged in the literature review in Section 2.3 that 
the experience of missing information is almost unavoidable in longitudinal surveys in practice. 
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The statistical models specified in (4.9) and (4.10) can be modified to address and augment these 
missing observations in the dependent variables, assuming that the multivariate hierarchical linear 
model with skew-t distribution being considered contains a fully-observed set of covariates. On 
the other hand, the dependent variables y may have some unobserved information such that the 
data for 𝒚 can be partitioned into both the observed components and the missing components, 
(𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝒚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠). Further, assume that the set of explanatory variables included in the model are 
sufficient to describe the missing data mechanism governing each of the incomplete dependent 
variables 𝒚 = (𝒚𝟏, 𝒚𝟐)′ such that 𝒚
𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 is considered to be missing at random (MAR) conditional 
on the remaining data points, 𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠, and all the covariates included in the model. If these conditions 
are satisfied, then the hierarchical model in (4.9) and (4.10) can be extended to produce imputations 
for the missing data points in  𝒚 using predictions from the estimated model. The model becomes 
[
𝑦1𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠
𝑦2𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠
] ~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝝃 = [
(𝛽10 + 𝑢10𝑗) + (𝛽11 + 𝑢11𝑗)𝑥1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛽12 + 𝑢12𝑗)𝑥2𝑖𝑗
(𝛽20 + 𝑢20𝑗) + (𝛽21 + 𝑢21𝑗)𝑥1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛽22 + 𝑢22𝑗)𝑥2𝑖𝑗
] , 𝛀12, [
𝛼1
𝛼2
] , 𝑣12)  (4.11) 
[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑢10𝑗
𝑢11𝑗
𝑢12𝑗
𝑢20𝑗
𝑢21𝑗
𝑢22𝑗]
 
 
 
 
 
~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝟎,𝛀𝑢 , 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢)                         (4.12) 
where (4.11) and (4.12) are estimated using the set of fully-observed set of dependent variables 
and explanatory variables. To augment the missing values in the dependent variable, an added step 
is specified below where the imputed dataset 𝑦𝑖𝑚𝑝 is produced by the piecewise function in (4.13) 
which generates the replacement values for each missing data point using the estimated posterior 
predictive distribution in (4.11) (see discussion in Section 4.5). 
𝑦ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝
= {
𝑦ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑦ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
 , for each dependent variable ℎ = 1, 2 .   (4.13) 
The above hierarchical linear model with skew-t is the primary specification proposed for the 
imputation model in Chapter 6. The specified imputation model is used to generate multiple 
“predictions” and address the problem of missing data in the incomplete non-normal continuous 
variables with hierarchical structure. The multiple imputed datasets are subsequently used and 
combined in the “main” analysis, where the filled-in variables form part of the main model’s 
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covariates. The primary approach for missing data considered in Chapter 6 is called the “multiple 
imputation” technique. The process of combining these multiple imputed dataset is discussed in 
Section 6.3.3. 
 
4.4. Imposing Cross-equation Parameter Restrictions through the Seemingly Unrelated 
Regression Model 
The multivariate model described in Section 4.3 considers the joint modelling of two dependent 
variables 𝑦1  and 𝑦2 . The attractiveness of using this modelling approach is that it takes into 
consideration the correlations among the dependent variables of interest, and hence, provides more 
efficient model parameter estimates. However, as the model becomes more complicated with 
larger sets of dependent variables and covariates, as well as being specified with numerous random 
slopes and intercept components, the computational burden becomes substantially larger. The 
number of parameters that needs to be estimated grows exponentially for every added specification 
included in the model. This is primarily brought about by the innate design of multivariate 
hierarchical regression models having the same set of explanatory variables for every dependent 
variable being analysed (Acock, 2013; StataCorp, 2013b). Issues of dimensionality resulting from 
analysing a high number of multiple dependent variables can also affect the convergence of 
parameter estimation. 
An alternative approach is to use a similar specification but with a more flexible model design 
option through imposition of cross-equation parameter restrictions. The proposed alternative 
extension uses the concept introduced in Zellner (1962, 1963) called the Seemingly Unrelated 
Regression (SUR) model. The SUR model is an approach for estimating a system of linear 
equations that allows a set of regression equations to be individually defined and yet be jointly 
estimated. The model solves the parameter values for each regression equation while incorporating 
the correlated residuals between equations (Chib & Greenberg, 1995; Zellner, 1962, 1963; Zellner 
& Ando, 2010a). Through this, parameters which have no substantial contribution in describing 
the dependent variable will no longer need to be estimated, hence, reducing the computational 
burden. 
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For example, using the imputation model context in equation (4.11), if the analyst is 
knowledgeable that 𝑦1 has no relationship with 𝑥2  and 𝑦2  has no relationship with 𝑥1 , then 
imposing parameter restrictions and not estimating 𝛽12, 𝛽21, 𝑢12𝑗, 𝑢21will reduce the number of 
model parameters and speed-up the estimation process. In this instance, (4.11) can be reduced to 
equation (4.14).  
[
𝑦1𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠
𝑦2𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠
] ~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 (𝝃 = [
(𝛽10 + 𝑢10𝑗) + (𝛽11 + 𝑢11𝑗)𝑥𝟏𝑖𝑗
(𝛽20 + 𝑢20𝑗) + (𝛽22 + 𝑢22𝑗)𝑥𝟐𝑖𝑗
] , 𝛀12, [
𝛼1
𝛼2
] , 𝑣12)   (4.14) 
This alternative model extension is the main foundation of the missing data imputation method 
explored in Chapter 7. The methodological approach in Chapter 7 explores a fully-Bayesian 
missing data estimation method, such that the imputed variables in (4.14) are directly incorporated 
in the main model of interest.  
To illustrate this framework, assume that a research is interested in analysing a skewed and 
continuous outcome variable 𝑤, using 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 as explanatory variables (4.15). However, both 
𝑦1  and 𝑦2  have some non-randomly missing data points (i.e. 𝒚 = (𝒚
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝒚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠)). Upon initial 
investigation, the analyst realised that naively dropping the observations with missing 𝑦1 or 𝑦2 
will result in a significantly lower sample size that is unrepresentative of the population and, hence, 
will highly likely to introduces bias. 
𝑤 = 𝛿0 + 𝛿1𝑦1
𝑜𝑏𝑠 + 𝛿2𝑦2
𝑜𝑏𝑠 +  𝑒,   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0, 𝐵𝑒, 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒) . (4.15) 
To aid the analysis, the model jointly estimates the main model of interest in (4.15) with the 
imputation model in (4.14), such that the main model of interest (4.15) becomes: 
𝑤 = 𝛿0 + 𝛿1𝑦1
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
+ 𝛿2𝑦2
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
+  𝑒    𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0, 𝐵𝑒, 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒) . (4.16) 
The variables 𝑦1
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
and 𝑦2
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
 in (4.16) are the draws from the posterior distribution derived from 
the jointly estimated imputation model in (4.14). Using this step, the imputation model and model 
of interest are jointly estimated, and the resulting analysis is able to utilise all the available 
information in the dataset despite the missing data.  
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4.5. Model Estimation through Bayesian Inference 
The models specified in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show how a hierarchical linear model can 
include a flexible probability distribution to directly model non-normal dependent variables, and 
how this can be used to produce imputations for the non-normal continuous missing data. This 
section outlines the estimation framework applied in the research. The methodological section of 
thesis incorporates the model estimation flexibility introduced by Bayesian inference.  
As a preview, the analysis in Chapters 5 and 7 use a fully-Bayesian method to estimate the flexible 
hierarchical linear models, while the analysis in Chapter 6 uses a combination of Bayesian and 
frequentist approach to illustrate how the multiple imputed datasets can be integrated in the 
analysis. For Chapter 6, an iterative method based on Bayesian inference is applied only in the 
estimation of the imputation model. The obtained model is used to generate replacement values 
for the non-normal incomplete variables. Then, a frequentist estimation approach is performed to 
solve the main model of interest while incorporating the various imputed datasets using the 
“Rubin’s rule” (Rubin, 1987). While it is theoretically ideal to estimate the model of interest 
despite the incomplete dataset using a full-Bayesian inference approach (as applied in Chapter 7), 
this can be challenging for some analysts with limited familiarity to Bayesian programming. Hence, 
the method in Chapter 6 through “multiple imputation” provides this compromise. The imputation 
can be achieved separately using a Bayesian method, and the imputed datasets can be flexibly used 
by the end-users through the commonly implemented frequentist based models. This approach has 
been justified in chapters 6 and 10 of Little and Rubin (2002). The Bayesian solution for missing 
data through “multiple imputation” can be evaluated from a frequentist perspective and provides 
a valid frequentists inference though the “Rubin’s rule” (Rubin, 1987; Little & Rubin, 2003). The 
details of the multiple imputation and “Rubin’s rule” is discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3. 
To outline the Bayesian approach to estimation used in the thesis, define  as a vector containing 
the set of model parameters. The vector can be partitioned as  = (𝜙, 𝜑), where 𝜙 contains the 
group of parameters that the analysis is primarily interested in, while 𝜑  defines the set of 
parameters that is present in the model but not of primary interest (i.e. nuisance parameters). Then, 
the generic formulation of the model-based Bayesian inference using Bayes’ theorem is expressed 
in (4.17), where the un-normalised joint posterior distribution ( 𝑝(|𝒚) ) is considered to be 
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proportional to the likelihood of the data (𝑝(𝒚|)) multiplied by the prior distribution of the model 
parameters (𝑝()): 
𝑝(|𝒚) ∝ 𝑝(𝒚|)𝑝(), where  = (𝜙,𝜑) .      (4.17) 
Through this relationship, the marginal posterior distribution of the parameters of interest (𝜙) can 
be computed through integration: 
 𝑝(𝜙|𝒚)  = ∫ 𝑝(𝜙, 𝜑|𝒚)𝑑(𝜑) .        (4.18) 
The computed estimates of the parameter vector 𝜙  can then be used by the analyst to make 
inferences about the data and the model being investigated. In actuality, however, it is often 
difficult to analytically derive and perform integrations in the marginal posterior distribution (4.18), 
especially in complicated model specifications (Bernardo & Smith, 2000). Fortunately, numerical 
approximation procedures have been developed, such as the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
approach applying various sampling algorithms to approximate the target posterior distribution 
(Geman & Geman, 1993; Hastings, 1970).  
 
4.5.1. Estimation of the Hierarchical Linear Model with Fully Observed Dependent Variable  
As an example, consider the model proposal in Equation (4.7) where a hierarchical linear model 
with flexible error and random terms specification is used to analyse a univariate continuous 
dependent variable. This use of this approach to modelling is considered in Chapter 5. To formalise 
the estimation, define the likelihood of each continuous non-normal outcome variable 𝑦𝑖𝑗  as 
𝑝(𝑦𝑖𝑗|𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝐵𝑒 , 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒 , 𝑢0𝑗 , 𝑢1𝑗) =
2
𝐵𝑒
𝑡𝑣𝑒 (
𝑦𝑖𝑗−𝜉𝑗
𝐵𝑒
)𝑇𝑣𝑒+1 (𝛼 (
𝑦𝑖𝑗−𝜉𝑗
𝐵𝑒
)
√
𝑣𝑒+1
𝑣𝑒+(
𝑦𝑖𝑗−𝜉𝑗
𝐵𝑒
)
2), 𝒚 ϵ (−∞,∞) .  (4.19) 
By multiplying this equation with the model parameters’ priors, the un-normalised joint posterior 
distribution becomes 
𝑝(𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝐵𝑒 , 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒|𝒚) = 𝑝(𝒚|𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝐵𝑒 , 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒 , 𝑢0, 𝑢1)𝑝(𝛽0)𝑝(𝛽1)𝑝(𝐵𝑒)𝑝(𝛼𝑒)𝑝(𝑣𝑒)𝑝(𝑢0)𝑝(𝑢1)    (4.20) 
where, 𝑝(𝒚|𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝐵𝑒 , 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒 , 𝑢0 , 𝑢1) = ∏ 𝑝 (𝒚𝑗|𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝐵𝑒, 𝛼𝑒, 𝑣𝑒,𝑢0𝑗 , 𝑢1𝑗)
𝑛
𝑗=1  . 
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Maximising this equation solves for the value of the posterior parameters of interest. In practice, 
it is common to apply logarithmic transformation to (4.20) such that this becomes  
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝛽0 , 𝛽1, 𝐵𝑒 , 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒|𝒚)) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝒚|𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝐵𝑒 , 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒 , 𝑢0, 𝑢1)) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝛽0)) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝛽1)) +
                         𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝐵𝑒)) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝛼𝑒)) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝑣𝑒)) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝑢0)) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝(𝑢1)) .   (4.21) 
This log-posterior distribution is finally evaluated through numerical approximation. For this 
research, including all other models considered in (4.9) to (4.16), the approximation method 
applied is MCMC (see discussion details in subsection 4.5.6). 
 
4.5.2. Models with Missing Values in the Dataset 
The focus of Chapters 6 and 7 are primarily to address the missing data problem in the analysis. 
The imputation model applied in Chapter 6 is specified in equations (4.11) to (4.13). From this 
model, the multiply imputed datasets are generated. Recall that in Section 4.3.1, it has been 
categorised that the (multivariate) dependent variable y  is either observed or missing, 𝒚 =
(𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝒚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠). If it is unobserved, then the strategy is to draw a set of replacement values, 𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑, 
from the estimated posterior predictive distribution given the remaining 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠 and the multivariate 
model’s parameters. Because the imputation model’s “prediction” is the primary concern in this 
analysis, the un-normalised joint posterior distribution (4.18) is translated to:  
𝑝(𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑|𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠) = ∫𝑝(𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑|𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝜑)𝑝(𝜑|𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠)𝑑(𝜑)        (4.22) 
where 𝜑 = ( 𝜷, 𝒖, 𝛀,𝜶, 𝑣) contains the (nuisance) parameters involved in the estimation of the 
(multivariate) imputation model in (4.11) and (4.13) and 𝜙 =  𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑. The multiple imputed dataset 
is produced by extracting M independent draws, (𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,1, … , 𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑀)  from (4.22), and combining 
these with the 𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠 to form the M completed datasets (𝒚𝑖𝑚𝑝,1, … , 𝒚𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑀) as indicated in 4.13. 
In a similar manner, the model outlined in Section 4.4, through equations (4.14) to (4.16), 
corresponds to the methodological proposal explored in Chapter 7. Here, the imputation model 
(4.14) and the main model of interest (4.16) are jointly estimated. In this instance, the primary 
interest lies on the regression parameters in (4.16). Using the model example Section 4.4, the 
derived un-normalised joint posterior distribution becomes 
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𝑝(𝛿0, 𝛿1, 𝛿2, 𝐵𝑒, 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒|𝒚
𝑜𝑏𝑠) = ∫ 𝑝(𝛿0, 𝛿1, 𝛿2, 𝐵𝑒, 𝛼𝑒 , 𝑣𝑒 , 𝒚
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑|𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝜑)𝑝(𝜑|𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠)𝑑(𝜑) . (4.23) 
Again, 𝜑 contains the parameters involved in the estimation of the imputation model which fills 
in the missing data points, 𝒚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠, through  𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑. In this analysis, the estimation is only interested 
in interpreting and making inferences using the parameters in the main model in (4.16).  
 
4.5.3. Specifying the Prior Distribution 
The attractiveness of using the Bayesian approach to estimation, especially in generating 
replacement values for the missing information, is its ability to allow the analyst to incorporate 
additional information in the model through the inclusion of prior probability distributions, 𝑝(), 
for the parameters. Prior distributions incorporate the uncertainty about the model parameters 
before the data is taken into consideration. This can be classified either as informative, weakly 
informative, and least informative  (Geman & Geman, 1993; Hastings, 1970; Statisticat, 2016). 
Informative priors are those that can substantially influence the shape of the parameter’s posterior 
distribution, and are mostly based on the analyst’s prior knowledge about the true data. On the 
other hand, weakly informative priors are specified usually to help the model obtain posterior 
estimates which do not contradict the analyst’s knowledge about the problem at hand (Gelman, 
2006). Lastly, least informative priors provide the most objective estimates among the three 
categories. It fully allows the data and the model to determine the resulting posterior estimates. 
For this thesis, all the considered Bayesian models used the weakly informative priors to ensure 
the achievement of proper posterior distribution, restrict some model parameters from drifting 
towards unrealistic values, and hence, help achieve convergence (Gelman, 2006; Statisticat, 2016). 
The prior distributions adopted in the Bayesian models in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 are as follows: 
 For the fixed and random parameters,  𝛽, 𝛿, and 𝑢, the analysis uses a normal distribution 
with wide variance: 𝑁(0, 1000). 
 For the scale parameters of the residual and random components, 𝐵𝑒, 𝛀𝑒, and 𝛀𝑢, the prior 
distribution is a half-Cauchy distribution with a large scale parameter. The half-Cauchy 
distribution with a large scale parameter (𝛾 = 25) has a shape similar to the uniform 
distribution but has a slight downward slope which aids in a more efficient estimation. A 
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scale parameter of 𝛾 = 25 is used, as recommended in Gelman (2006) and Polson and Scott 
(2012).  
 For the skewness and degrees of freedom parameters, 𝛼 and 𝑣, a half-Cauchy distribution 
with large scale parameter 𝛾 = 25 is similarly applied. However, the parameter values are 
restricted within realistic bounds to prevent the chain from drifting towards impractical 
values. For the skewness parameter 𝛼, the values are allowed to explore only the range 𝛼 
ϵ [-2, 2]. Meanwhile, the degrees of freedom parameter 𝑣 is allowed to explore only within 
the values of 𝑣 ϵ (1, 40] since the skew-t distribution is undefined if 𝑣 ≤ 1 and approximates 
the level of kurtosis as in the normal distribution as 𝑣 > 30 (Azzalini & Capitanio, 2014). 
 
4.5.4. Numerical Approximation using MCMC  
Another aspect to consider in implementing Bayesian inference is the numerical approximation 
method required to evaluate the complex un-normalised joint posterior distribution. There have 
been numerous families of approximation procedures developed over the years to aid in Bayesian 
inference. Some of the more well-known approaches include Approximate Bayesian Computation 
(ABC), Importance Sampling, Laplaces Approximation, and the Markov chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) procedure (Statisticat, 2016). Among these, arguably the more popular is the MCMC 
using the Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hastings sampling algorithm due to its flexibility and 
generality (Hastings, 1970; Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, & Teller, 1953). 
To illustrate the difference between these two MCMC algorithms, define a target distribution 
𝑝(𝒉) = 𝑝(ℎ1, ℎ2, … , ℎ𝑑)  with 𝑑 -dimensions which the algorithm aims to solve. In the Gibbs 
sampler, the conditional probability distribution for each of the 𝑑-variables given the rest of the 
other variables must be analytically specified (i.e. 𝑝(ℎ𝑖|ℎ1, ℎ2, … ℎ𝑖−1, ℎ𝑖+1, … , ℎ𝑑)). Hence, for a 
target distribution with 𝑑-dimensions, the evaluation must have 𝑑-numbers of defined conditional 
distribution from which one must be able to draw samples. The evaluation steps are outlined as 
follows: 
1. Set iteration number 𝑡 = 0 
2. Specify initial values 𝒉(𝑡) = 𝒉(0)  
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3. Repeat 𝑀 times, until 𝑡 = 𝑀 { 
o For each 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑑,  draw a sample ℎ𝑖
(𝑡)
 from its conditional 
distribution 𝑝(ℎ𝑖|ℎ1, ℎ2,… ℎ𝑖−1, ℎ𝑖+1, … , ℎ𝑑). 
o Set iteration number 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1 
} 
4. End 
The obtained stationary samples from above form part of the posterior distribution of the model. 
The challenge in implementing Gibbs sampler is that in some cases, it is very difficult if not 
impossible, to analytically derive a conditional distribution for each parameter in the model from 
which the algorithm can draw samples. Therefore, the alternative MCMC approach is through the 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.  
Unlike in the Gibbs sampler, the candidate parameter values  in the Metropolis-Hastings 
algorithm are sampled simultaneously and evaluated at every iteration. The conditional probability 
distribution of each variable in the target distribution does not need to be derived. Given the same 
target distribution, 𝑝(𝒉) = 𝑝(ℎ1, ℎ2, … , ℎ𝑑), the evaluation procedure is as follows: 
1. Set iteration number 𝑡 = 0 
2. Specify initial values 𝒉(𝑡) = 𝒉(0)  
3. Repeat 𝑀 times, until 𝑡 = 𝑀 { 
o Set iteration number 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1 
o Generate a proposal state 𝒉∗ from a proposal distribution 𝑞(𝒉|𝒉(𝑡−1)) 
o Compute for 𝑐 =
𝑞(𝒉(𝑡−1)|𝒉∗)
𝑞(𝒉∗|𝒉(𝑡−1))
 to ensure that the probability of transitioning from 𝒉(𝑡−1) to 
𝒉(𝑡), and vice-versa, is symmetric. 
o Calculate the state’s acceptance probability as 𝜗 = min (1,
𝑝(𝒉∗)
𝑝(𝒉(𝑡−1))
𝑥𝑐). 
o Generate a random value 𝑢 from Uniform(0,1) 
 If 𝑢 ≤ 𝜗, accept  𝒉∗ and set 𝒉(𝑡)=𝒉∗ 
 Otherwise, reject the proposal and set 𝒉(𝑡) = 𝒉(𝑡−1) 
} 
5. End 
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Similarly, the process ends once the value of the accepted parameter draws reach a stationarity 
distribution, a sufficient number of posterior samples have been obtained, and a desirable level of 
acceptance rate is achieved (Gelman et al., 2004; Hastings, 1970; Metropolis et al., 1953; Tierney, 
1994). The main challenge involved in this algorithm is the difficulty in finding a good proposal 
distribution and optimally tuning its variance, especially when dealing with models with large 
number of parameters.  
Hence, variations of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm involving component-wise sampling and 
adaptive tuning have been developed  (Roberts & Rosenthal, 2001, 2009; Tierney, 1994). These 
types of algorithms enable a more flexible and efficient model estimation, even when evaluating 
Bayesian models with high dimension (Yang, Craiu, & Rosenthal, 2016). To facilitate the 
computation of the methodological proposals in this research, the thesis similarly uses an adaptive 
type of component-wise sampling algorithm. The adaptive version of the Metropolis-within-Gibbs 
algorithm (AMWG) introduced in Roberts and Rosenthal (2007, 2009) is consistently utilised to 
estimate the Bayesian models defined in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. This MCMC algorithm is selected 
as it has the ability to find iterative solutions to the parameter estimates, despite the added 
complexity introduced by the specification of a flexible distribution in the research. This algorithm 
also permits model evaluation, even if the use of half-Cauchy distribution for the scale, skewness, 
and degrees of freedom parameters introduce non-conjugate priors (Gelman et al., 2004). In this 
MCMC algorithm, the variance of the proposal distribution for each model parameter is 
automatically calibrated to target the adequate level of acceptance rate which is between 15 to 50 
percent, with an ideal and optimal acceptance value of 44 percent. The iteration length of the 
MCMC algorithm varies for each model, depending on the complexity and the required length to 
achieve stationarity. The iteration length is individually specified for each Bayesian model 
considered in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.  
Lastly, all the models are implemented using the LaplacesDemon package in R (R Core Team, 
2017; Statisticat, 2016). This statistical package provides a complete environment for Bayesian 
inference within R. It is flexible as it allows users to completely specify any probability models, 
and presents a wide set of numerical approximation tools for its evaluation. Among the built-in 
numerical methods are the MCMC (including Metropolis-Hastings, Gibbs sampling, and its more 
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recent variations), Approximate Bayesian Computation, Laplace Approximation, Iterative 
quadrature, and others. 
 
4.5.5. Model Choice and Goodness of Fit 
4.5.5.1. MCMC Convergence Diagnostics 
The Bayesian models estimated using the empirical and simulated datasets in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 
are assessed for convergence using both visual and statistical diagnostic tests. An MCMC run has 
achieved convergence in distribution when the samples generated from the Markov chain has 
reached stationarity. This means that the sampled values from the different partitions in the 
Markov chain can be estimated to have come from the same posterior distritbution. That is, when 
comparing values from the different non-overlapping sections in the chain, the test can conclude 
that they are not statistically different from each other.  
The convergence of the MCMC run can be visually assessed by inspecting the direction and 
patterns in the chain’s resulting trace plot, shape of the posterior density plot, and the 
autocorrelation function plot for each parameters being estimated. The parameter estimation 
process is said to have achieved stationarity if the trace plots show good mixing, and the drawn 
random samples revolve around a constant mean value. The autocorrelation plot must also suggest 
that the level of dependency between the parameter of interest’s current value and its lagged values 
diminishes substantially as the lag interval increases. 
In terms of the statistical tests to determine a convergence in the Markov chain, the thesis applies 
the Geweke (Geweke, 1992) and the Hellinger convergence diagnostic tests (Boone, Merrick, and 
Krachey, 2014). These tests are useful for investigating convergence in a MCMC chain. The 
Geweke convergence diagnostic selects two nonoverlapping sections in the Markov chain and 
statistically compares whether the means of these two partitions are different. Convergence is 
suggested when the test (through the resulting p-values) determines that these samples draws come 
from the same distribution. Similarly, the Hellinger diagnostic test measures the distance between 
two probability distributions. It produces values between the range of zero and one, where zero 
implies perfectly overlapping (similar) distributions. By dividing the entire Markov chain into 
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several smaller sections, the Hellinger test can calculate dissimilarities between these partitions. 
Convergence is determined when the resulting Hellinger test statistics is close to zero, indicating 
high level of similarity in the posterior distribution. For all the Bayesian models estimated in ths 
thesis, these convergence diagnostics are applied before concluding the MCMC run for the model 
and evaluating the model fit and resulting inference. 
 
4.5.5.2. Model Assessment and Posterior Predictive Check 
The models estimated in each of the empirical chapters are evaluated to determine how each one 
performs in comparison to existing modelling approaches. The various diagnostic statistics 
compare both the predictive performance and the model fit of each estimated model. The three 
diagnostic tests used were: 
1. The first test measures how well each of the estimated models is able to “predict” the values 
of the actual observations. It uses the posterior predictive checks through the estimated 
predictive distribution, and compares the actual values in variable of interest, 𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠, with 
the values generated from the posterior predictive distribution, 𝒚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 . By assessing the 
distance between these two variables, the discrepancy statistics for the estimated model is 
calculated. The formal test considered is the Chi-squared discrepancy statistics for 
Bayesian inference proposed in (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2004, p. 175), and is 
computed as 
𝜒𝑖
2 =
(𝑦𝑖−
∑ 𝑦𝑖,𝑡
𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑃
𝑡=1
𝑃
⁄ )
2
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑦
𝑖,1:𝑃
𝑟𝑒𝑝
)
        (4.24) 
where 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 corresponds to each record in the dataset and 𝑝 = 1, … . , 𝑃 indicates the 
𝑃 posterior samples for each of the 𝑛 records. The test computes the average distance of 
the actual data point to each of the posterior sample from the estimated model. The sum of 
(4.24) across the 𝑛 records reflect the model’s overall goodness of fit: 
𝝌𝟐 = ∑ 𝜒𝑖
2𝑛
𝑖=1          (4.25) 
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When comparing different model specifications, a smaller 𝝌2 is desirable and indicates 
better predictive performance.  
2. Another test used to compare models is the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) 
(Spiegelhalter, Best, & Carlin, 1998; Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & van Der Linde, 2002). 
It is used to identify the better fitting model and is applicable despite having movels with 
varying specifications as long as the dependent variable is the same. The DIC is computed 
as a function of the model’s deviance and the measure reflecting the model’s complexity: 
𝐷𝐼𝐶 = 𝐷 + 𝑝𝑉        (4.26) 
The model’s deviance, in Bayesian inference, is defined simply as 𝐷 = 𝐷(𝒚,) =
 −2log [𝑝(𝒚|)]. Meanwhile, the 𝑝𝑉 = 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝐷)/2, is the half of the posterior variance of 
the model-level deviance and it proxies the model’s complexity (Gelman, et al., 2004). The 
DIC is considered as the generalisation of the Akaike Information Criterion and the 
Bayesian Information Criterion specifically designed for hierarchical models, which is the 
main modelling technique used in this thesis. When comparing different models, the design 
with smaller DIC is preferred. Although there is no specific rule on how large the difference 
should be, literature suggests that when the difference is more than 10, then the model with 
smaller value should be preferred (Statisticat, 2016).  
3. Lastly, the Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC) introduced in Ando (2007) 
is included to evaluate the best out-of-sample predictive power between models. This 
measure is a variation of the DIC, which uses simply the 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝐷) in the computation.  
 
4.5.5.3. High Density Intervals and Confidence Intervals 
The main motivation for imputing missing observations is to obtain correct inferences despite 
experiencing missing data and non-normality in the analysis. Given this, each proposed model’s 
performance is evaluated based on its capacity to obtain the true value of the different slopes and 
intercept parameters. A formal way to assess this is through the resulting parameter’s probability 
interval indicating whether the “true” parameter value is captured within the obtained range. In 
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actual analysis, knowing the true value of the parameter is not feasible. Hence, this evaluation 
method is applied using the simulated dataset outlined in the next section (Section 4.6). 
In Chapters 5 and 7, the primary models of interest are estimated using a Bayesian framework. 
Hence, the estimates are appraised through the resulting 95 percent High Density Intervals (HDI). 
On the other hand, since the proposal in Chapter 6 uses a multiple imputation technique, the main 
model of interest uses a frequentist approach and the parameter estimates are evaluated using the 
equal tailed 95 percent Confidence Interval (CI). A specific model specification is preferred over 
the other designs if the resulting parameter estimates contain the “true” value specified in the data 
simulation.  
 
4.6. Data Simulation Methods: Specifying the Artificial Dataset and Missing Data 
Simulation is a convenient tool for determining the effectiveness of the proposed statistical 
modelling technique. Through simulation, analysts can control data distributions, specify model 
parameters, and assess how changes in the distributions and models affect the accuracy of 
parameter estimates given certain violations in the model assumptions. In Section 4.5.5.3, one of 
the main model selection criteria referred to involves identifying whether the proposed technique 
can capture the “true” parameter values within the estimated probability intervals (HDI or CI) 
despite having missing information and violation of the assumed normal distribution in the residual 
and random terms. This section outlines how these “true” parameter values are incorporated in the 
synthetic dataset. 
The statistical analyses in Chapters 5, 6, 7 used a simulated dataset to assess the effectiveness of 
the model proposals outlined in this Chapter’s section 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, prior to applying the same 
techniques to analyse the empirical dataset from the East Laguna Village. Chapter 5 explores the 
direct modelling approach for a dependent variable of interest which is both non-normal and 
continuous. Chapters 6 and 7 explore the imputation models that can directly impute several 
incomplete non-normal continuous variables without the need for variable transformation and 
modification.  
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For the simulation study in Chapter 5 and given the data specification in (4.27): 
𝑦𝑖𝑗~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡((𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + 𝑥1𝑖𝑗(𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗) + 𝑥2𝑖𝑗(𝛽2 + 𝑢2𝑗), 𝐵, 𝛼, 𝑣)     (4.27) 
where   [
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
𝑢2𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0,𝛀𝑢 , 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢) . 
The data was simulated using the following steps: 
1. Sample 𝑛 number of observations for each of the covariates 𝑥1𝑖𝑗 and 𝑥2𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛, 
from a normal distribution for each group 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑘. This will produce 𝑁 = 𝑛𝑥𝑘 rows in 
the data matrix. 
2. Specify the extra skewness through 𝜶, additional thick tails through the degrees of 
freedom 𝑣, and the variance and covariance (𝐵, 𝛀) parameters for the residual and random 
terms, 𝑒 and 𝒖. The location parameters for both these elements are fixed at 𝟎.  
3. Assign an arbitrary value for the fixed effect parameters 𝛽 in the model of interest.  
4. Simulate a total of 𝑁 data points for the response variable 𝑦𝑖𝑗  from a skew-t distribution 
given the above specified parameter values. 
The dataset produced using the above steps simulates a complete dataset with the response variable 
possessing extra skewness and thicker than usual tails.  
Chapters 6 and 7 focus on the simulated data with the addition of simulated missingness in the 
covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2, and hence these studies will include extra simulation steps. To do this, the 
process first defined the relationships among the variables in the main model of interest in (4.28) 
and the covariates in (4.29) as 
𝑦𝑖𝑗~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡((𝛽0 + 𝑢𝑦0𝑗) + 𝑥1𝑖𝑗(𝛽1 + 𝑢𝑦1𝑗) + 𝑥2𝑖𝑗(𝛽2 + 𝑢𝑦2𝑗), 𝐵𝑦, 𝛼𝑦 , 𝑣𝑦)   (4.28) 
where,   [
𝑢𝑦0𝑗
𝑢𝑦1𝑗
𝑢𝑦2𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0, 𝛀𝑦𝑢 , 𝜶𝑦𝑢 , 𝑣𝑦𝑢) , 
[
𝑥1𝑖𝑗
𝑥2𝑖𝑗
] ~𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 (
(𝛿10 + 𝑢𝑥10𝑗) + (𝛿11 + 𝑢𝑥11𝑗)𝑧1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿12 + 𝑢𝑥12𝑗)𝑧2𝑖𝑗
(𝛿20 + 𝑢𝑥20𝑗) + (𝛿21 + 𝑢𝑥21𝑗)𝑧1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿22 + 𝑢𝑥22𝑗)𝑧2𝑖𝑗
, 𝜴𝑥 , [
 𝛼𝑥1
 𝛼𝑥2
] , 𝑣𝑥)   (4.29) 
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where, [
𝑢𝑥10𝑗
𝑢𝑥11𝑗
𝑢𝑥22𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0, 𝛀𝑥𝑢 , 𝜶𝑥𝑢 , 𝑣𝑥𝑢) . 
 
Given the above variable relationships, the data simulation steps are the following: 
1. Sample 𝑛 number of observations for each of the auxiliary variables 𝑧1𝑖𝑗  and 𝑧2𝑖𝑗 , 𝑖 =
1,… , 𝑛, from a normal distribution for each group 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑘. This will create 𝑁 = 𝑛𝑥𝑘 
rows in the data matrix with 2 columns for 𝑧1 and 𝑧2. 
2. Specify the skewness ( 𝛼𝑥1,  𝛼𝑥2,  𝜶𝑥𝑢,  𝛼𝑦 ,  𝜶𝑦𝑢), degrees of freedom (𝑣𝑥 , 𝑣𝑥𝑢 , 𝑣𝑦, 𝑣𝑦𝑢), 
and variance and covariance (𝛀𝑥𝑢 , 𝛀𝑥 , 𝛀𝑦𝑢 , 𝐵𝑦) parameters for the residual and random 
terms in the main variable of interest 𝑦 and the covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2. 
3. Assign an arbitrary value for the fixed effect parameters 𝛿 in the equation defining the 
covariates, as well as for 𝛽 in the main model of interest.  
4. Generate the covariate variables 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 through (4.29) using the auxiliary variables 
from step (2.1) and the defined parameters in (2.2) and (2.3).  
5. Generate the response variable 𝑦𝑖𝑗  from a skew-t distribution (4.28) given the simulated 
covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 from (2.4) and the specified parameter values from (2.1) to (2.3). 
After the full dataset has been established from the steps above, fixed portions of the covariates 𝑥1 
and 𝑥2 are artificially set to missing. The missing data mechanism for the covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 is 
a Missing at Random (MAR) scenario conditional on auxiliary variable 𝒛 and the variable of 
interest 𝑦. To more formally express this, define the missing data indicator 𝑅ℎ for each covariate 
𝑥1 and 𝑥2,  ℎ = 1, 2 : 
𝑅ℎ = {
0,          𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
1,             𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
       ℎ = 1, 2   (4.30) 
such that, the covariates can now be partitioned into 𝑥ℎ = (𝑥ℎ
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑥ℎ
𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠) and the MAR mechanism 
is defined as the probability function 
𝑃(𝑅ℎ𝑖𝑗 = 1|𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗, 𝑧𝑖𝑗 , 𝑦𝑖𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑅ℎ𝑖𝑗 = 1|𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑧𝑖𝑗 , 𝑦𝑖𝑗) ,  ℎ = 1, 2 .    (4.31) 
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The covariates are then artificially set to missing using the logistics model 
  𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑅ℎ𝑖𝑗 = 1) = log(
𝑅
1−𝑅
) = 𝜔ℎ0 + 𝑧1𝑖𝑗𝜔ℎ1 + 𝑧2𝑖𝑗𝜔ℎ2 + 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝜔ℎ3      (4.32) 
for each ℎ = 1, 2 , where the explanatory variables 𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , and 𝑦  are all fully-observed. The 
parameter values 𝜔 in (4.32) are calibrated to simulate different percentages of missing values for 
the variables 𝑥1 and 𝑥2.  
The steps listed above are the basis for the missing data simulation and Chapter 6 and 7’s main 
methodological goal was to be able to still accurately estimate 𝛽0, 𝛽1, and 𝛽2 in (4.28) despite 
being able to use only the observed 𝑥1
𝑜𝑏𝑠 and 𝑥2
𝑜𝑏𝑠 in the analysis through the aid of the developed 
imputation models. 
 
4.7. Summary  
This chapter introduced the statistical models, estimation methods, and data simulation procedures 
applied throughout the thesis. The overall foundation of the applied techniques is the hierarchical 
linear model which can be efficiently used to analyse variables with a multilevel or hierarchical 
dependency structure. The methodological proposals in the thesis can be partitioned into three 
main components:  
1. Modelling of (univariate) non-normal skewed dependent variable through hierarchical 
linear model with flexible distribution, 
2. Simultaneous analysis of the incomplete, non-normal, and skewed outcome variables 
through its multivariate extension, and  
3. The use of these flexible multivariate models to jointly analyse the missing data and 
produce imputations.  
The main estimation method considered in this thesis is the Bayesian procedure. The chapter 
provided an outline of the model specification, such as the priors, numerical approximation 
algorithm, and the model assessment tools used in the thesis. Parallel studies on the use of 
hierarchical linear models incorporated with the flexible skew-t distribution and applied on 
modelling incomplete dependent variable have been explored in Ho and Lin (2010), Lin and Lin 
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(2011), and Wang and Lin (2015). However, these studies employed a different numerical 
approximation approach as proposed in this study. The new contribution of this research is the 
extension of these modelling techniques applied particularly for multiple imputation and for the 
joint modelling of incomplete dataset using the Seemingly Unrelated Regression. The succeeding 
chapters apply the statistical methods outlined in this chapter using both the artificial and empirical 
datasets. 
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5. Modelling Rice Production in East Laguna Village using a Hierarchical 
Linear Model with Non-normal Error and Random Effects Terms 
Quantitative research in the social sciences often employ statistical regression models for the 
analyses of non-normal skewed outcome variables, such as household income and financial wealth. 
These models usually assume normality in the distribution of the residuals. The violation of this 
assumption may introduce biased estimates and invalid inferences. Hence, when dealing with non-
normal outcome variables, transformation, such as the logarithmic or the Box-Cox transformation 
(Box & Cox, 1964), is commonly applied with the goal of correcting the non-normality of the 
model’s error term. However, a number of studies have shown that variable transformation may 
work in some instances but not for all cases (Box & Cox, 1964; Gurka et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2005; 
von Hippel, 2012). In addition, there are situations where applying the transformation to correct 
the non-normality can lead to inaccuracy and introduce bias. This could occur in instances where 
the variable being imputed are highly non-normal, and performing variable imputation would most 
likely impute values which are not a good representative of the unobserved data (Feng et al., 2014; 
von Hippel, 2012). Consequently, researchers are still at risk of generating incorrect estimates and 
misleading results in their analysis, when blindly applying transformations to non-normal data. 
Another complication occurs when parameter estimates of the transformed variable do not have 
an intuitive and easy interpretation (Feng et al., 2014). As a result, directly accounting for non-
normality by appropriately specifying the statistical model without the need for transformation 
provides a convenient and direct approach for applied researchers.  
This chapter focuses on Bayesian estimation of a flexible hierarchical linear model for analysing 
longitudinal household survey data which allows the residual and random effect terms to depart 
from normality, enabling the direct modelling of non-normal outcome variables without the need 
for prior transformation. This can be achieved by incorporating a flexible probability distribution, 
such as the skew-t, which can capture the excessive skewness and thick tails of a distribution. With 
this proposed method, a more direct and practical approach to analysing skewed and heavy tailed 
longitudinal information can be made available. This approach has also been considered in a 
medical research context by Ho and Lin (2010), Lin and Lin (2011), and Wang and Lin (2015). 
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To provide an application in the social sciences, an empirical example considers the analysis of 
rice production using data from the longitudinal dataset of the East Laguna Village in the 
Philippines. The results from the fitting of a simple hierarchical model illustrate how the model 
can produce a biased result if the extra skewness and tails of the error term are not accounted for 
correctly. This village dataset is a long running household survey over 40 years in the Philippines 
which probes various aspects of development of what used to be a “typical farming community” 
towards a more urban community (Sawada et al., 2012). The background of this village study is 
discussed in Chapter 2’s Section 2.2, while the creation of the longitudinal dataset is presented in 
Chapter 3. The goal is to model the effect of the modernisation in farming technology in 
productivity of farmers with respect to the use of modern rice variety and intensification of rice 
production inputs, while controlling for the changing demographic conditions of households in the 
village.  
The chapter will proceed as follows: Section 5.1 provides a review of existing literature on the 
flexible distributions as well as their applications. Section 5.2 covers the discussion on the 
methodology applied in this paper, and illustrates through simulation how the departure from 
normality can affect the robustness of parameter estimates. Section 5.3 presents the empirical 
application of the proposed method in the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset. Section 5.4 
presents the results of the estimation. Lastly, Section 5.5 summarizes the discussion. 
 
5.1. Flexible Distributions 
The normal probability distribution has been central in applied statistical analyses. The desirable 
properties and mathematical convenience involved in using this distribution makes it a common 
choice especially when modelling unimodal continuous outcome variables (Azzalini & Genton, 
2015; Ghasemi & Zahediasl, 2012). In cases where the variables of interest are not distributed 
normally, applied researchers implicitly rely on the assumption of the Central Limit Theorem 
stating that in large sample sizes, the distribution of the error term and the corresponding model 
parameter estimates will eventually converge to normality. However, the normality assumption 
may be insufficient and unrealistic for purposes of data fitting, especially when analysing data 
collected from social surveys that have shorter than expected distributional tails and are highly 
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skewed, even in instances of large sample sizes (Azzalini & Genton, 2015; von Hippel, 2012). In 
these cases, results of conventional statistical models that rely on the normality assumption may 
yield invalid and biased results (Ho & Lin, 2010; Marchenko & Genton, 2010).  
This inadequacy of the normal distribution in some empirical analyses led to the development of 
probability distribution functions which can capture a broader range of shapes of non-normal 
continuous variables and are more capable of closely resembling real-world data. This 
development enabled researchers to have flexibility in selecting the more appropriate family of 
probability distribution function which better characterizes their data during while undertaking the 
process of model building (Azzalini & Genton, 2015). Incorporating non-normality in a 
distribution has been achieved by researchers through the introduction of additional parameters 
governing the skewness and kurtosis. As noted by Field and Genton (2006), this uses two general 
approaches: The first is by directly modifying the probability density function to incorporate such 
extra parameters. The second is by applying a transformation through the probability density 
functions of the random variables directly, and hence, changing its corresponding quantile function. 
The types of flexible distributions following the first approach include the univariate and 
multivariate extensions of the Normal and the Student’s t distributions. The extension of the 
normal distribution with varying skewness (hence, skew-normal) was introduced by Azzalini 
(1985, 1986), and has been extended towards its multivariate version in Azzalini and Dalla Valle 
(1996). This has been further developed to include a distribution with varying degree of skewness 
and kurtosis which includes the skewed-Student’s t distribution (skew-t) in Azzalini and Capitanio 
(1999, 2003, 2014). Other variants and proposals to achieve the skew-normal and skew-t also 
proposed by Fernández and Steel (1998), Jones and Faddy (2003), and Wang and Genton (2006), 
among others. For these probability density functions, the normal distribution can be conveniently 
expressed as a special case of each flexible distribution where the skewness is zero, and the value 
for the kurtosis is not confined and does not imply shorter than expected tails.  
The second type of flexible distributions are usually expressed in terms of their quantile functions. 
These include the Tukey’s general lambda distribution, g-and-h distribution, and the g-and-k 
distribution (Haynes, Macgillivray, & Mengersen, 1997; Haynes & Mengersen, 2005; Hoaglin, 
1986; Rayner & MacGillivray, 2002; Tukey, 1977). These flexible distributions have been 
developed mostly in a univariate setting, but a multivariate version of the g-and-h distribution was 
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introduced by Field and Genton (2006). Typically, these flexible distributions uses the standard 
normal distribution as a starting point in generating random variables, and applies a transformation 
function that introduces wider range of skewness and kurtosis to the variable. The embedded 
transformation process results in more accurately describing broad range of asymmetric variables 
with thicker than usual tails. The transformation of these variables are controlled by the quantile 
function’s parameters controlling the location (median), scale (deviation), kurtosis, and skewness. 
Tuning these parameters enables the function to summarize the shapes of both unusual and well-
known distributions. Though these generalized distributions have a wider range of flexibility in 
their shapes, one difficulty in integrating these with standard statistical methods is that both the g-
and-h and g-and-k distributions do not have a simple expression for the probability density 
function (Haynes et al., 1997; Haynes & Mengersen, 2005; Rayner & MacGillivray, 2002). An 
easy to follow description of the underlying transofrmation process is outlined in Rayner & 
MacGillivray, 2002. Improvements have been demonstrated using these types of flexible 
distributions in methods such as linear regression, hierarchical models, and multiple imputation of 
missing data, among others (Ghosh, Branco, & Chakraborty, 2007; He & Raghunathan, 2009; Ho 
& Lin, 2010; Huang & Dagne, 2011; Marchenko & Genton, 2010; Zeckhauser & Thompson, 1970). 
The flexible distributions expressed in their density function and the quantile functions are similar 
in principle, but differ primarily in their formulation. With respect to incorporating these into 
statistical methods such as linear regression or hierarchical models, the first set of flexible 
distributions based on the density function provides a more straightforward approach. Also, 
statistical packages are more developed for these types of distributions both for the univariate and 
multivariate case, hence increasing their attractiveness and practicality (Azzalini, 2016; 
Marchenko & Genton, 2010; Yee, 2015). The methodological proposal for this chapter therefore 
implements a hierarchical linear model for analysing non-normal continuous data while 
incorporating the skew-normal and skew-t version of Azzalini (1985, 1986), Azzalini and Dalla 
Valle (1996) and Azzalini and Capitanio (1999, 2003, 2014) to capture the asymmetry and short 
tails of both the residual and random effects. This chapter will provide the groundwork for the 
discussion on multiple imputation of incomplete non-normal continuous data using a hierarchical 
model with multivariate outcome variables in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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5.1.1. Skewed Version of the Normal and Student’s t Distributions 
Azzalini (1985, 1986) introduced a version of the univariate normal distribution where the 
skewness can be controlled using an additional parameter α. A random variable 𝑦 is said to follow 
a skew-normal distribution if it has a density function given by 
𝑓(𝑦|𝜉, 𝐵, 𝛼) =
2
𝐵
𝜙 (
𝑦−𝜉
𝐵
)𝛷 (
𝛼
𝐵
(𝑦 − 𝜉))        (5.1) 
where 𝜙(. )  and 𝛷(. )  correspond to the probability density function and the cumulative 
distribution function of the standard normal distribution, respectively. The location and scale 
parameters in this function are represented by ξ and B. The value of α can range from negative to 
positive infinity but the resulting empirical skewness was determined by (Azzalini, 2005) to be 
contained only between the range of -0.995 to 0.995. Likewise, with the varying degree of 
skewness α, the value of the resulting empirical kurtosis is also slightly affected and contained to 
a range of 3.0 and 3.869 (Azzalini, 2005). The density function will be symmetric, and hence 
equivalent to a normal density, if α = 0.  
This distribution has been generalized to its multivariate form in Azzalini and Dalla Valle (1996). 
Given a 𝑑-dimensional continuous random variable 𝒚 = (𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑑)′, it follows a multivariate 
skew-normal distribution if the probability density function is of the form 
𝑓(𝒚|𝝃, 𝛀,𝜶) = 2𝜙𝑑(𝒚 − 𝝃;  𝛀)𝛷(𝜶
𝑇𝑩−1(𝒚 − 𝝃))      (5.2) 
where 𝝃 is the vector location parameter, 𝛀 is the 𝑑x𝑑 positive semi-definite matrix of the scale 
parameters, and 𝜶 = [𝛼1, … 𝛼𝑑]′  is vector with 𝑑 -elements regulating the skewness which 
subsequently affects the kurtosis. Meanwhile, 𝑩 is a diagonal matrix from the diagonal elements 
of the matrix 𝛀 (i.e. 𝑩 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝛀)1/2). The function 𝜙𝑑(. ) corresponds to the 𝑑 -dimensional 
normal distribution with zero mean, and 𝛷(. ) refers to the cumulative distribution function of a 
univariate standard normal distribution. Similarly to the univariate case, if 𝝃 = 0, the function 
represents the multivariate normal distribution.  
To accommodate thicker than usual tails compared to the normal and skew-normal distribution, 
the same concept has been further developed in Azzalini and Capitanio (2003, 2014) to derive the 
univariate and multivariate skew-t distribution, using an additional parameter that regulates the 
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kurtosis. A continuous univariate random variable 𝑦  is skew-t distributed if it follows the 
probability density function with the form 
𝑓(𝑦|𝜉, 𝐵, 𝛼, 𝑣) =
2
𝐵
𝑡𝑣 (
𝑦−𝜉
𝐵
)𝑇𝑣+1 (𝛼 (
𝑦−𝜉
𝐵
)√
𝑣+1
𝑣+(
𝑦−𝜉
𝐵
)
2)     (5.3) 
where parameters 𝜉, 𝐵, and 𝛼 are the same as above.  Meanwhile 𝑡𝑣(. ) and 𝑇𝑣+1(. ) denote the 
standard Student’s t’s probability density function and cumulative density function with 𝑣 degrees 
of freedom, which regulates the kurtosis. Similarly, the multivariate version of the skew-t is 
𝑓(𝒚|𝝃, 𝛀,𝜶, 𝑣) = 2𝑡𝑑,𝑣(𝒚; 𝝃,𝛀, 𝑣)𝑇𝑣+𝑑 (𝜶
𝑇𝑩−1(𝒚 − 𝝃)√
𝑣+𝑑
𝑣+(𝒚−𝝃)𝑇 𝛀−1(𝒚−𝝃)
)   (5.4) 
where 𝑡𝑑,𝑣(. ) is the probability density function of a 𝑑-dimensional Student’s t distribution, and 
𝑇𝑣+𝑑(. ) is the univariate Student’s t’s cumulative distribution function with 𝑣 + 𝑑  degrees of 
freedom. This distribution function will be equivalent to the skew-normal as 𝑣 approaches infinity. 
Likewise, when the value of 𝑣 is sufficiently large and 𝜶 = 0, the multivariate skew-t distribution 
is equivalent to the multivariate normal distribution. The simulation study and empirical 
application in sections 5.2 and 5.3 use these flexible skew-normal and skew-t to investigate how 
well these can capture the non-normal shape of the random and error distributions in the 
hierarchical linear model directly analysing a continuous non-normal dependent variable. 
 
5.2. Simulating Bias Due to Non-normal Error and Random terms in a Hierarchical Linear 
Model 
The normal and Student’s t distributions are characterized by their unimodal and symmetric shapes, 
where the centre of the distribution corresponds to the mean, median and mode. However, when 
the distribution possesses a certain degree of skewness and short tails, the mean, median and mode 
may fall into different locations (von Hippel, 2005). If there is a strong evidence of non-normality, 
substantial biases may be introduced in the parameter estimates and confidence interval in a 
statistical model that relies on the assumption of normality.  
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Using data simulation, this section illustrates how a violation of the normality assumption in the 
error and random terms in a hierarchical model can result in biased parameter estimates and 
substantially different variance partition coefficient (VPC), which are the parameters of interest 
when analysing longitudinal data. This problem has been similarly explored by Ho and Lin (2010) 
using a maximum likelihood-based method incorporating a skew-t distributed error and random 
terms in the model, which they demonstrated using a simulation study. Their simulation study 
showed how the assumption of normality for the error and random terms can result in a biased 
estimate, on the average, both for the parameter and standard deviation estimates.  
This section applies a similar simulation framework, but differs in that it uses a fully-Bayesian 
approach. The reason for applying this approach is it allows flexibility in specifying the error 
term’s probability distribution and incorporates prior information with regard to the dataset being 
analysed. This chapter illustrates the method using a model with univariate outcome variable. The 
multivariate extension of this method is explored in the following chapter.  
The hierarchical model with random slope and intercept is specified as follows:  
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = (𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + 𝑋1𝑖𝑗(𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗) + 𝑋2𝑗(𝛽2 + 𝑢2𝑗) + 𝑒𝑖𝑗        (5.5) 
𝑒𝑖𝑗~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0, 𝐵, 𝛼, 𝑣)          (5.6)  
[
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
𝑢2𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0,𝛀, 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢)        (5.7) 
where the dependent variable 𝑦𝑖𝑗  is drawn from a skew-t distribution, described by its location (as 
represented in equation (5.5)), scale 𝐵, skewness 𝛼, and degrees of freedom/kurtosis 𝑣. Vectors 
𝑋1𝑖𝑗  and 𝑋2𝑗 represent the level-1 and level-2 covariates, and 𝑢𝑜𝑗, 𝑢1𝑗, and 𝑢2𝑗 correspond to the 
random component of the intercept and the random component of the slopes of the level-1 and 
level-2 covariates, respectively. The residual 𝑒𝑖𝑗 and random components 𝑢𝑖𝑗 are permitted to have 
varying skewness and kurtosis, specified in equations (5.6) and (5.7).  
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Figure 5.1: Structure of the Simulated Data 
To compare the performance of the skew-t specification in comparison with the commonly 
assumed normal distribution, the models are also estimated with the residual and random 
components specified with normal level of kurtosis and without additional skewness. Two 
scenarios are considered: one with normally distributed error and random terms (5.8), and another 
model using a skew-normal distribution specification (5.9): 
𝑒𝑖𝑗~ 𝑁(0, 𝐵);  [
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
𝑢2𝑗
]~ 𝑀𝑉𝑁(0, 𝐒𝑢) ≈ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0,𝛀𝑢 , 0, 𝐼𝑛𝑓)        (5.8) 
𝑒𝑖𝑗~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(0,𝐵, 𝛼);  [
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
𝑢2𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(0,𝛀,𝜶𝑢)        (5.9) 
The model specified with skew-normal error and random terms (5.9) will yield similar estimates 
to those achieved with the assumption of a normal distribution (5.8) if the 𝛼 and 𝜶𝑢 parameters 
have a value of zero (i.e. symmetric). The skew-t specified model will also produce similar 
estimates to (5.6) and (5.7) if the 𝛼 and 𝜶𝑢 parameters have a value of zero, and 𝑣 and 𝑣𝑢  are 
sufficiently large to have tails that are not too short. For illustration purposes, the simulation study 
proceeds by fixing the parameter values of the intercept 𝛽0, slope of the level-1 covariate 𝛽1, and 
level-2 covariate 𝛽2 in equation (5.5) arbitrarily at 5, 3, and 1, respectively. These arbitrary values 
are chosen to illustrate the sensitivity and robustness of the model under various scenarios. The 
error term 𝑒𝑖𝑗 in (5.6) is also generated from the same distribution, with the location parameter 0, 
scale parameter 3, and a mild skewness of 1 and degrees of freedom of 4 to represent the departure 
from normality. The random intercept and random slopes (𝑢𝑜𝑗, 𝑢1𝑗, and 𝑢2𝑗) in equation (5.7) are 
also generated from a skew-t distribution with location parameter 0, scale parameter 1, skewness 
of 0, and degrees of freedom (kurtosis) of 4. Such parameter values will produce a symmetric 
𝑥1 
𝑦 
𝑥2 
𝜀𝑦  
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distribution for the random terms but with thick tails. The resulting variance partition coefficient 
(VPC) for the simulated data is 50 percent. After specifying the seed number and parameter values, 
sample observations from 1000 groups containing between 1 to 100 observations were randomly 
drawn. These specifications generated a total sample size of 50,563 observations. 
Using the simulated dataset, a hierarchical model with a skew-t, skew-normal, and normal error 
and random terms are estimated. Weakly informative priors using the half-Cauchy distribution 
with scale of 25 were specified for the residual and random effects variances, and for the skewness 
and kurtosis parameters for the random and error terms. The covariate regression parameters have 
normal priors with zero mean, and variance of 1000. The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
algorithm used in the estimation is the adaptive version of the component wise random-walk 
Metropolis algorithm by Metropolis et al. (1953) and Tierney (1994), which was developed by 
Roberts and Rosenthal (2007; 2009). This algorithm is also known under the name of Adaptive 
Metropolis-within-Gibbs (AMWG) in some literatures. The adaptation step of the algorithm 
enables automatic calibration of the proposal variance such that a reasonable acceptance rate and 
the best parameter values are obtained during the run. The AMWG updates the parameter values 
individually for each iteration using a Metropolis accept/reject step in a random-walk fashion. This 
enables the AMWG algorithm to explore the optimal parameter values while avoiding being 
trapped in undesirable regions (Statisticat, 2016). The estimation procedure in the empirical 
analysis and the simulation study uses the same specification. A run of 50,000 iterations is 
performed using the algorithm, and once the target distribution converges and reaches stationarity, 
posterior samples are extracted at every second iteration. The model is estimated using the 
LaplacesDemon package in R (R Core Team, 2017; Statisticat, 2016). 
To assess the model fit, the models’ deviance statistics, Chi-squared statistics, and Deviance 
Information Criterion (DIC) are compared. The DIC is the generalization of the Akaike 
Information Criterion and the Bayesian Information Criterion for hierarchical modeling 
(Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). It can be used to compare models, even when using different methods, 
as long as the dependent variable remains the same (Spiegelhalter et al., 1998, 2002). As in the 
deviance and Chi-squared statistics for Bayesian inference (Gelman et al., 2004), the model with 
the lower DIC is preferred. In terms of the differences in DIC when comparing models, a difference 
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of 5 to 10 are substantial, and a difference of more than 10 suggests dismissing the model with the 
highest DIC (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). 
 
Table 5.1: Posterior Estimates using the Simulated Data generated from a Skew-t Distribution  
                  Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept and Random Slopes 
Fixed Effect Parameters 
(True Value) 
 (1) 
Normal 
 
(2) 
Skew-Normal 
 
(3) 
Skew-t 
 
 (4) 
𝛽0 = 5 
6.321 
[6.298, 6.343] 
3.940 
[3.895,3.989] 
4.991 
[4.815,5.075] 
𝛽1 = 3 
2.999 
[2.953, 3.045] 
2.933  
[2.888,2.978] 
2.959 
[2.914,3.005] 
𝛽2 = 1 
0.997 
[0.950, 1.044] 
0.999 
[0.955,1.044] 
1.014 
[0.972,1.054] 
Residual scale 𝐵 = 3 
2.648 
[2.632, 2.665] 
3.561 
[3.519,3.599] 
2.339 
[2.291,2.451] 
Residual skewness 𝛼 = 1 ** 
1.597 
[1.546,1.645] 
0.760 
[0.699,0.895] 
Residual degrees of freedom 𝑣 = 4 *** *** 
5.335 
[5.086,5.691] 
Variability due to within group differences (50%) 57.73% 56.53% 34.51% 
Variance due to between group differences (50%) 42.27% 43.47% 65.49% 
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC), in 1e+6 184.471 307.090 1.641 
Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC), in 1e+6 368.699 613.940 3.046 
Chi-Squared Discrepancy Statistics, in 1e+4 5.033 5.151 5.053 
Mean posterior estimates shown with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI) in brackets [ ].  
Items in bold refer to posterior estimates where the true value is contained in the 95% HDI. 
**Not estimated in the model, assumed to be 0 (i.e. symmetric); *** Not estimated in the model, assumed to be infinite (i.e. no thick tails) 
Uses the Adaptive Metropolis-within-Gibbs MCMC algorithm (Roberts and Rosenthal, 2007; 2009).  
 
 
To determine the model’s predictive performance, the Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion 
(BPIC) is also assessed. The BPIC is a modification of the DIC by Ando (2007) that focuses on 
identifying the model with the better out-of-sample predictive power. Employing both the DIC 
and BPIC are complementary as the former determines the model fit, while the latter measures the 
model’s predictive performance.  
The results from the model estimation are summarized in Table 5.1. The list of the estimates of 
the ‘true value’ is presented in the first column. Results show that even in the case of mild skewness 
and thick tails, biases can occur when the non-normal error and random terms are not properly 
accounted for. The resulting parameter estimates in columns corresponding to the normal and 
skew-normal specification are biased, and the high density intervals are far from the correct values. 
Comparing the three models, the specification with the most flexible error/random term (i.e. with 
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skew-t) produces the closest estimate to the true value. The same finding is revealed when referring 
to the test statistics assessing the model fit and out-of-sample predictive power. The result is 
expected as the artificial dataset was generated from a skew-t distribution. On the other hand, it 
can be noticed that even the skew-t specified model was not able to accurated capture the ‘true 
values’ of the scale, skewness, and degrees of freedom parameters. This result could have been 
attributed to the nature of the skew-t distribution raised in Section 5.1.1 where the value of the 
resulting empirical skewness and kurtosis are always bounded within a certain limit, regardless of 
the values of the degrees of freedom and skewness parameters. These auxilliary parameters are 
also typically not of interest to most researchers in contrast to the fixed effect parameter estimates. 
While not precisely on the spot, the estimated scale, skewness, and degrees of freedom parameters 
of the skew-t model are close enough to the ‘true values’ and were sufficient to capture the 
mechanism in the single simulated dataset. 
Another outcome worth highlighting is the obtained fixed effect parameter estimates from the 
model specified with a normal distribution. Despite having a biased intercept parameter, the 
estimated slope parameters are still close to the true values even with the non-normality in the 
dependent variable. This result has been pointed out in sensitivity analyses and related studies 
supporting the robustness of the statistical methods with normal distribution under mild cases of 
non-normality (von Hippel, 2012; Wang & Lin, 2014, 2015). However, with regard to the model’s 
predictive performance (i.e. DIC and BPIC), the specification with normal distribution perform 
poorly in comparison to the model specified with skew-t distribution. This is particularly crucial 
when the estimated model is subsequently utilized for generating predictions/imputations which is 
the main focus in Chapters 6 and 7. Lastly, the residual plots for each model are displayed in Figure 
5.2. Among the three estimates, the model with skew-t specified error term produces the closest 
shape of the actual density plot of the error term to the underlying error term. Overall, the skew-t 
specified model appeared to be the better model between the specifications considered. 
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Normal              Skew-Normal              Skew-t 
 
Figure 5.2: Residual Density Plots from the Model Estimated using Simulated Data 
Note:  black shaded area – residual density plot of the estimated model 
                 blue dashed line – fitted underlying distribution of the residual term 
 
Using this methodological approach, the chapter now extends the analysis through demonstration 
of the modelling framework proposed above using an empirical dataset on rice production. The 
empirical analysis examines how a hierarchical model could yield a different result conditional on 
the assumptions imposed on the error and random terms. The succeeding sections describes the 
empirical dataset from the East Laguna Village in the Philippines, followed by the discussion of 
the modelling and the results of the analysis. 
 
5.3. Application to the East Laguna Village Longitudinal Dataset 
5.3.1. Data Description 
The empirical illustration uses the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset. The particular interest 
is on information related to the rice production of farming households in the village. The dependent 
variable in the model is the rice production per hectare collected from survey years 1974 to 2007. 
This is a parcel-level continuous variable measured in metric tons per hectare. The set of predictor 
variables include the farmer-level and household-level information in the dataset which is believed 
to affect the farmer’s production decision and efficiency (Table 5.2). Among the primary 
covariates of interest are the variable indicating the rice variety used for the season and the amount 
of fertilizer and herbicide applied by farmer. 
As discussed in Section 3.5 in Chapter 3, some variables needed to be recoded and aggregated 
before they could be used in the model. Since almost half of farming households cultivated more 
than one parcel of land for each planting season (Chapter 3, Table 3.6), parcel-level variables need 
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to be recoded and aggregated at the farmer level for modelling purposes. The outcome variable is 
measured at the parcel-level but was aggregated at the farmer-level to accurately reflect the total 
rice production per hectare for each farmer during the season. 
The original longitudinal dataset contains 1057 parcel-level observations from 158 farmers 
interviewed between survey years 1974 to 2007. After aggregation, the number of data points in 
the outcome variable reduces to 811 farmer-level observations from 158 farmers interviewed 
during the 18 time periods (dry and wet season, for 9 survey years). This corresponds to a dataset 
with 2-level hierarchical structure in the sense that the outcome variable is measured on different 
time points which is clustered under specific farmers. Other variables are also recoded for 
modelling purposes. For example, the primary types of rice variety used are redefined from a multi-
category variable to a set of binary variables. The rice variety variable was recoded to 4 sets of 
binary variables to represent the use of modern variety types 1, 2, 3, and 4, using the traditional 
rice variety as a baseline category (see Table 5.2). 
 
 
Table 5.2: Description of Variables in the Empirical Model 
Variable Description Survey Periods 
Variable not Available 
No. of 
Fully-
Observed 
Data Points 
Rice Production per 
Hectare 
Dependent Variable. Amount of rice produced by the 
farmer for the season, in metric tons per hectare (mean = 
5.01, std. dev. = 3.76). 
 811 
Person ID Unique person identifier of 158 individual farmers in the 
dataset (Level-2 indicator) 
 811 
 Year Survey year, from 1974 to 2007 (centred at 1974). Used 
both as a Level-1 indicator and as a covariate. 
 811 
Year-squared Squared value of the Year variable  811 
Age of Farmer Farmer’s age during the survey period (mean= 50.32, std. 
dev = 13.88) 
 811 
Years of Schooling Farmer’s year of schooling during the period (mean = 
6.21, std. dev = 3.56) 
 811 
Interaction term of 
Years of Schooling and 
Year of Survey 
This variable controls for the time varying effect of the 
farmer’s years of schooling to rice yield 
 811 
Wet Season Indicator 1 if wet season, 0 if dry season  811 
Volume of Fertilizer 
Used per Hectare 
Unit is in kilograms per hectare. Two types are 
considered:  
Fertilizer – Urea (mean=0.14 kg, std.dev = 0.09 kg) 
Fertilizer – Other Types (mean=0.08 kg, std.dev=0.08) 
Dry Season:  
1974, 1976, 1997, 2003 
Wet Season: 1997, 2003 
544 
Volume of Herbicide 
Used per Hectare 
Liquid herbicide (or equivalent) in millilitres used by 
farmer per hectare (mean = 0.79ml, std.dev. = 0.74ml) 
Dry Season:  
1974, 1976, 1997, 2003 
Wet Season: 1997, 2003 
544 
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Number of Land 
Parcels Cultivated 
Original scale is from 1 to 5 parcels (mean = 1.3 parcels, 
std.dev = 0.66 parcels). Recoded into 2 binary indicator 
variables using single land parcel cultivated as reference 
category,  
Binary variables indicate cultivating: (1) two land parcels, 
and (2) three or more land parcels.   
 811 
Type of Modern Rice 
Variety Used 
Original variable is indicates the brand name/variety of 
rice used.  
Recoded into a set of 4 binary indicators, using the 
traditional rice variety as reference category). Binary 
variables indicate the use of either MV types 1, 2, 3, and 4 
Wet and Dry Season: 
2001 
719 
Rice Variety X Year  This variable controls for the changing effect of the MVs 
over time to rice yield. 
 719 
Damage Incurred in the 
Rice Parcel during the 
season 
Set of 3 binary indicator variables if the farmer 
experienced damage from  
(1) adverse weather conditions, (2) pests/diseases, and (3) 
man-made reasons. Baseline category is no damage 
incurred. 
 811 
Number of HH 
Members 
Number of household members during the period  
(mean = 5.36 people, std. dev. = 2.36 people).  
 811 
Years of Schooling of 
HH Members 
Median years of schooling of household members  
(mean = 6.33 years, std. dev = 3.34 years) 
 811 
Occupation Types of 
HH Members 
Three covariates indicating the number of household 
members, other than the main farmer, who are either:  
(1) employed abroad (mean = 0.04, std. dev = 0.20) 
(2) employed as professional wage worker  
(mean = 0.34 , std. dev = 0.73), and  
(3) working as a farm helper  
(mean = 1.40, std. dev = 1.04) 
 811 
Number of Remaining Observation for Analysis after list-wise deletion: 452 out of 811 observations from 136 rice farmers 
 
 
Another feature of the empirical data is the non-normality and missing information in some of the 
variables of interest. For instance, the rice production variable possesses a high degree of skewness 
and kurtosis on its original measurement. When transformed to its logarithmic scale, the variable 
becomes relatively symmetric but still contains higher than usual level of kurtosis (Figure 5.3). 
The computed skewness and kurtosis in the rice production variable’s original scale is 2.83 and 
15.54, respectively, while the log transformed variable contains a skewness of -0.56 and a kurtosis 
of 5.92. This is in comparison to the normal distribution’s standard level of skewness and kurtosis 
of zero and three, respectively. In the plot below, both shapes of the rice production variable are 
clearly different from the overlaid normal distribution. 
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Rice Production per Hectare    Log of Rice Production per Hectare 
 
Figure 5.3: Distribution of the Rice Production per Hectare (in Metric Tons) 
Note:  dashed line – fitted normal distribution 
 
The incomplete data in the covariates are primarily due to some variables not being collected in 
some survey waves. Without incomplete data on the covariates, the analysis could have used all 
the 811 data points in the rice production variable. However, since some essential variables in the 
covariates, mostly from the parcel-level and farmer-level, were not collected in selected survey 
years, the empirical analysis is left only with 452 complete observations from rice farmers (Table 
5.2). For this chapter, the analysis will only use these remaining complete cases. The issue of 
incomplete data will be addressed in Chapters 6 and 7 which aim to develop imputation 
frameworks to enable the complete analysis of all the 811 data points in the dependent variable. 
 
5.3.2. Empirical Model 
The proposed method in Section 5.3 is implemented in the empirical analysis to gain insights into 
the improvements in rice production over time, taking into consideration the technological 
improvements in the rice farming technology, as well as the changes in the demographic profile 
within the farming household. For brevity, the empirical model is expressed in this matrix notation, 
where y is now denoted by the variable riceprod:  
𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒅 = 𝑿𝑩 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝑒            (5.10) 
𝑒 ~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0, 𝐵, 𝛼, 𝑣)          (5.11) 
𝒖 ~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡0, 𝛀,𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢)         (5.12) 
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The vector 𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒅 in (5.10) contains the rice production per hectare of farmer i measured at 
time t. This variable is present for the 158 farmers interviewed during both the wet and dry season, 
from 1974 to 2007. The matrix X in (5.10) contains information on the farmer, parcel, and 
household-level fixed effects, as listed in Table 5.2. It also includes the interaction between the 
years of education and the survey year indicator to capture how the years of education can affect 
the rice production over time, as well as the squared value of year-indicator to control for the 
diminishing marginal increase in rice production with respect to time. The matrix Z, on the other 
hand, contains the variables with unobserved random effects. In this case, the analysis considered 
only a random intercept model.  
The flexible distribution introduced in u and e implements the similar scenarios presented in the 
simulation section (equations 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7). The model estimation procedures, specification of 
priors, and MCMC algorithms are implemented as described in Section 5.2. 
 
5.4. Discussion of Empirical Results 
The posterior estimates of the hierarchical model with three different random and residual terms 
specifications is summarized in Table 5.3. The estimated model with the normal assumption is 
shown in column (1), with the skew-normal assumption is shown in column (2), and with the 
assumption of a skew-t distribution is shown in column (3). Since the ‘true’ parameter values are 
not known for the empirical model, the results from of the three specifications are compared on 
the basis of the statistical tests diagnosing the model fit and the predictive performance of the 
posterior estimates. Similarly to the simulation exercise, the Chi-squared statistics, Deviance 
Information Criterion (DIC), and residual plots are compared for the model fit. The out-of-sample 
predictive performance will be gauged using the Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC).  
Posterior estimates in Table 5.3 show that among the modern rice varieties used by farmers in the 
village, only the use of MV Type 3 leads to significantly higher yield per area in comparison to 
the traditional variety. The MV Type 3 refers to the rice varieties developed and released during 
the mid-1980s until the mid-1990s. In the study of Launio et al. (2008) and de Leon (2005), it was 
revealed that MV Type-3 were among the more enduring rice varieties used by farmers in the 
Philippines even after 20 years from their release. The MV Type 3 estimates are robust in the three 
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different error and random specifications considered. However, it is puzzling that the other MV 
types were estimated to be not significantly different from the use of traditional variety. The other 
modern rice varieties were developed by IRRI to be more responsive to fertilisers, possess built-
in disease and pest resistance, more resilient in adverse weather conditions (i.e. flooding and 
drought), and to still be capable of bringing higher yield than the traditional variety (de Leon, 2005; 
Launio et al., 2008). This result could be inaccurate since the analysis excluded time periods with 
missing data points on the covariates which could have provided sufficient empirical evidence 
supportive of the other modern rice varieties. 
 
Table 5.3:  Dependent Variable: Level of Rice Production per hectare (in metric tons) 
              Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept assuming three different  
                   specifications for the error and random terms 
Fixed Effect Parameters Normal Skew-Normal Skew-t 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Intercept 0.683 [-1.333, 2.854] -0.863 [-2.430, 1.358] -0.347 [-2.215, 1.424] 
Age  0.004 [-0.014, 0.024] 0.007 [-0.013, 0.025] 0.009 [-0.006, 0.026] 
Years of Schooling -0.074 [-0.192, 0.049] -0.042 [-0.164, 0.070] -0.004 [-0.092, 0.092] 
Wet Season Indicator -0.582 [-1.014, -0.150] -0.574 [-0.971, -0.154] -0.543 [-0.890, -0.174] 
Year Indicator (1974 = 0) 0.085 [-0.052, 0.223] 0.040 [-0.069, 0.137] 0.073 [-0.045, 0.171] 
Year Indicator Squared 0.000 [-0.002, 0.004] 0.001 [-0.001, 0.004] 0.000 [-0.002, 0.003] 
Crop Damaged by Adverse Weather Condition -1.118 [-1.716, -0.496] -1.011 [-1.586, -0.438] -0.678 [-1.209, -0.170] 
Crop Damaged by Pests and Insects -0.623 [-1.279, 0.005] -0.588 [-1.200, -0.008] -0.500 [-1.029, -0.016] 
Crop Damaged due to Manmade/Resource Reasons -0.256 [-1.617, 1.050] -0.131 [-1.302, 1.060] -0.028 [-0.993, 0.938] 
No. of HH Members 0.019 [-0.078, 0.114] 0.047 [-0.040, 0.135] 0.045 [-0.031, 0.123] 
Median Years of Schooling of HH Member 0.046 [-0.026, 0.123] 0.047 [-0.018, 0.120] 0.019 [-0.044, 0.079] 
No. of HH Members working Abroad -0.350 [-1.367, 0.748] -0.053 [-1.077, 0.832] -0.016 [-0.864, 0.787] 
No. of HH Members who are Prof. Wage Workers -0.420 [-0.757, -0.073] -0.381 [-0.677, -0.069] -0.270 [-0.552, 0.012] 
No. of HH Members who are Farm Helpers 0.059 [-0.130, 0.261] 0.048 [-0.130, 0.251] 0.138 [-0.025, 0.294] 
Cultivating 2 Land Parcels 4.279 [3.757, 4.811] 3.906 [3.343, 4.403] 3.927 [3.471, 4.404] 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels 12.54 [11.78, 13.37] 11.31 [10.47, 12.14] 10.53 [9.333, 11.65] 
Modern Rice Variety 1 (MV1) 1.683 [-0.011, 3.280] 1.247 [-0.055, 2.599] 1.204 [-0.028, 2.374] 
Modern Rice Variety 2 (MV2) 0.290 [-8.107, 8.499] 1.998 [-5.228, 10.50] 1.833 [-4.974, 8.256] 
Modern Rice Variety 3 (MV3) 2.910 [1.063, 4.900] 3.009 [0.810, 4.747] 2.333 [1.052, 3.605] 
Modern Rice Variety 4 (MV4) -0.227 [-1.516, 1.009] -0.394 [-1.614, 1.035] -0.506 [-1.594, 0.570] 
Fertilizer (Nitrogen, in 000 kilograms) 2.456 [0.387, 4.530] 2.158 [0.347, 4.136] 2.448 [0.617, 4.284] 
Fertilizer ("Complete", Organic, Others, in 000 kgs) 2.524 [0.267, 4.755] 2.558 [0.298, 4.727] 2.731 [0.840, 4.490] 
Herbicide (in 000 millilitres) 0.289 [0.004, 0.579] 0.295 [0.029, 0.593] 0.325 [0.092, 0.551] 
Years Indicator X Years of Schooling 0.000 [-0.006, 0.006] -0.001 [-0.006, 0.004] -0.000 [-0.004, 0.004] 
Year Indicator X MV1 -0.041 [-0.136, 0.054] -0.022 [-0.100, 0.051] -0.048 [-0.114, 0.023] 
Year Indicator X MV2 0.094 [-0.503, 0.687] -0.030 [-0.658, 0.491] -0.037 [-0.520, 0.452] 
Year Indicator X MV3 -0.094 [-0.183, -0.008] -0.104 [-0.182, -0.012] -0.088 [-0.149, -0.023] 
Number of observations used (N) 452 452 452 
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Number of farmers 136 136 136 
Residual Scale Parameter 3.788 [3.324, 4.354] 7.127 [5.974, 8.509] 2.241 [1.496, 3.447] 
Residual Skewness ** 1.756 [1.342, 1.986] 0.810 [0.135, 1.545] 
Residual degrees of freedom *** *** 3.763 [2.618, 5.337] 
% share of variance due to model’s residual 79.00 87.37 69.76 
% share of variance due to between farmer differences 21.00 12.63 30.24 
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) 1,912.58 1,856.14 1,809.55 
Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC) 1,943.15 1,915.55 1,842.20 
Chi-square Discrepancy Statistics 396.67 416.25 416.13 
Parameter estimates presented with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI). Items in bold indicate that 0 is outside this 95% HDI.  
**Not estimated in the model, assumed to be 0 (i.e. symmetric); *** Not estimated in the model, assumed to be infinite (i.e. no thick tails) 
Hierarchical model estimated through a Bayesian approach using Adaptive Metropolis within Gibbs (AMWG) Algorithm. Iteration length is 
60,000, with 10,000 burn-in and thinning of 20. 
 
Another variable that significantly determines the level of rice yield per hectare in the model is the 
ability of farmers to cultivate multiple land parcels. This estimate is expected since cultivating 
multiple rice fields increases the farmer’s efficiency gains in terms of reducing the production 
fixed cost per area and the ability to diversify the types of rice varieties planted for each season 
which can lower the susceptibility of crops against pests, diseases, weeds, and other adverse 
production factors (Finckh & Wolfe, 2006; Leung et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2000). In the dataset, 
land parcels have an average size of 1.3 hectares, thus explaining the size of the mean point 
estimate. As expected, increases in production inputs, such as fertilizer and herbicide, also lead to 
significantly higher rice production per area. Rice production is also considerably higher during 
the dry season, than in the wet season brought by the more favourable weather conditions. In 
addition, damage caused by farm pests and plant diseases, occurrence of typhoons, flooding, and 
other adverse weather conditions, greatly diminishes the level of rice output. Both the farmer-level 
and household-level demographic variables are not significant in general using the 95 percent high 
density interval.  
Normal   Skew-Normal   Skew-t 
  
Figure 5.4: Residual Density Plots from the Empirical Model 
Note:  Corresponds to results of Table 5.3 modelling the level of rice production per hectare 
Black shaded area – residual density plot of the estimated model  
Blue dashed line – fitted underlying distribution of the residual term 
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Between the three different error and random terms specifications, the performance of the skew-t 
model is consistently better in terms of the various model-fit and out-of-sample predictive 
performance statistics. The DIC, BPIC, and the residual density plots (Figure 5.4) all point to the 
skew-t distribution providing the superior fit. This is expected given the non-normality of the 
dependent variable, and it is also consistent with the result of simulation exercise in Section 5.3. 
Findings from the simulation study above suggest that the resulting estimates may be significantly 
different from their true value if the random and error terms are not specified correctly. Assuming 
that the more accurate parameter estimates are those from the skew-t specified model, then using 
the model with less flexible distribution may lead to different model interpretation.  
For comparison to the estimates above, additional set of models analysing the log transformed 
version of the dependent variable is produced. This is done to determine how the parameters will 
vary across the different model specifications if the dependent variable becomes relatively more 
symmetric (see histogram in Figure 5.4). However, because the analysis is applied on the log 
transformed version of the dependent variable, the model becomes equivalent to investigating the 
growth rate of rice production per hectare over time. The result of the analysis is summarised in 
Table 5.4. With the logarithmic transformation in the dependent variable, the direction and 
significance of most parameter estimates obtained from the normal, the skew-normal, and the 
skew-t specified models become much more similar with each other. The only noticeable 
differences are the significantly negative coefficient for the professional wage workers and the 
insignificant estimate for volume of herbicide used from the model with normal assumption 
compared to the model with flexible skew-t distribution.  
The analysis also considers various combinations of covariates in columns (1) to (6) in Table 5.5, 
5.6, and 5.7 to check the cross-correlation between the different sets of explanatory variables. 
Table 5.5 is specified with the normal distribution, Table 5.6 with the skew-normal distribution, 
and Table 5.7 with the skew-t distribution. The estimates in column (6) in Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 
represent the “full model” and is the same model in Table 5.3. Although the focus of these models 
are to analyse the improvements in rice production, household level demographic variables were 
included in the covariates as justified in the earlier discussion on the mechanisms involved in farm 
production decision making in an agricultural community in Chapter 2’s Section 2.2.1. 
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Table 5.4:  Dependent Variable: Log of Rice Production per hectare (in metric tons) 
      Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept assuming three different  
                 specifications for the error and random terms 
Fixed Effect Parameters Normal Skew-Normal Skew-t 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Intercept -0.109 [-0.660, 0.413] 0.440 [0.076, 0.832] 0.633 [0.310, 0.969] 
Age  -0.000 [-0.005, 0.005] 0.000 [-0.002, 0.004] 0.002 [-0.000, 0.006] 
Years of Schooling -0.009 [-0.041, 0.027] -0.004 [-0.025, 0.017] 0.003 [-0.015, 0.024] 
Wet Season Indicator -0.115 [-0.218, -0.009] -0.113 [-0.200, -0.017] -0.098 [-0.170, -0.030] 
Year Indicator (1974 = 0) 0.055 [0.026, 0.086] 0.048 [0.027, 0.074] 0.028 [0.014, 0.042] 
Year Indicator Squared -0.000 [-0.001, 0.000] -0.000 [-0.000, 0.000] -0.000 [-0.000, 0.000] 
Crop Damaged by Adverse Weather Condition -0.224 [-0.368, -0.072] -0.189 [-0.323, -0.069] -0.126 [-0.216, -0.023] 
Crop Damaged by Pests and Insects -0.176 [-0.332, -0.026] -0.156 [-0.281, -0.035] -0.147 [-0.240, -0.036] 
Crop Damaged due to Manmade/Resource Reasons -0.062 [-0.390, 0.256] -0.096 [-0.368, 0.211] -0.121 [-0.304, 0.090] 
No. of HH Members 0.008 [-0.016, 0.031] 0.009 [-0.009, 0.029] 0.013 [-0.004, 0.031] 
Median Years of Schooling of HH Member 0.013 [-0.003, 0.031] 0.011 [-0.003, 0.025] 0.002 [-0.010, 0.015] 
No. of HH Members working Abroad 0.117 [-0.137, 0.381] 0.058 [-0.160, 0.280] -0.001 [-0.157, 0.162] 
No. of HH Members who are Prof. Wage Workers -0.084 [-0.167, -0.003] -0.064 [-0.129, -0.000] -0.042 [-0.094, 0.016] 
No. of HH Members who are Farm Helpers 0.057 [0.007, 0.107] 0.045 [0.006, 0.089] 0.037 [0.003, 0.073] 
Cultivating 2 Land Parcels 0.786 [0.656, 0.907] 0.758 [0.646, 0.864] 0.727 [0.650, 0.816] 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels 1.582 [1.382, 1.775] 1.501 [1.314, 1.674] 1.437 [1.294, 1.591] 
Modern Rice Variety 1 (MV1) 0.822 [0.429, 1.204] 0.713 [0.437, 1.056] 0.329 [0.092, 0.558] 
Modern Rice Variety 2 (MV2) 1.142 [-1.099, 3.251] 0.695 [-1.054, 2.160] 0.640 [-0.424, 1.732] 
Modern Rice Variety 3 (MV3) 0.901 [0.450, 1.332] 0.774 [0.434, 1.115] 0.463 [0.201, 0.713] 
Modern Rice Variety 4 (MV4) -0.277 [-0.611, 0.044] -0.200 [-0.499, 0.093] -0.080 [-0.256, 0.089] 
Fertilizer (Nitrogen, in 000 kilograms) 0.852 [0.347, 1.345] 0.763 [0.320, 1.246] 0.588 [0.206, 0.997] 
Fertilizer ("Complete", Organic, Others, in 000 kgs) 0.712 [0.132, 1.250] 0.665 [0.131, 1.167] 0.657 [0.255, 1.064] 
Herbicide (in 000 millilitres) 0.056 [-0.013, 0.130] 0.043 [-0.014, 0.103] 0.047 [0.007, 0.091] 
Years Indicator X Years of Schooling -0.000 [-0.001, 0.001] -0.000 [-0.001, 0.000] -0.000 [-0.001, 0.000] 
Year Indicator X MV1 -0.036 [-0.057, -0.015] -0.031 [-0.049, -0.015] -0.012 [-0.024, 0.000] 
Year Indicator X MV2 -0.051 [-0.201, 0.108] -0.023 [-0.130, 0.105] -0.028 [-0.112, 0.047] 
Year Indicator X MV3 -0.038 [-0.057, -0.017] -0.031 [-0.048, -0.013] -0.015 [-0.026, -0.002] 
Number of observations used (N) 452 452 452 
Number of farmers 136 136 136 
Residual Scale Parameter 0.230 [0.200, 0.262] 0.391 [0.340, 0.449] 0.144 [0.098, 0.193] 
Residual Skewness ** -1.940 [-1.998, -1.806] -1.616 [-1.984, -1.040] 
Residual degrees of freedom *** *** 3.337 [2.389, 4.782] 
% share of variance due to model’s residual 
                                 
18.25  
                                 
28.19  
                                 
12.59  
% share of variance due to between farmer differences 
                                 
81.75  
                                 
71.81  
                                 
87.41  
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) 
                               
646.79  
                               
560.64  
                               
467.80  
Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC) 
                               
677.15  
                               
590.84  
                               
502.77  
Chi-square Discrepancy Statistics 
                               
405.62  
                               
482.33  
                               
425.80  
Parameter estimates presented with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI). Items in bold indicate that 0 is outside this 95% HDI.  
**Not estimated in the model, assumed to be 0 (i.e. symmetric); *** Not estimated in the model, assumed to be infinite (i.e. no thick tails) 
Hierarchical model estimated through a Bayesian approach using Adaptive Metropolis within Gibbs (AMWG) Algorithm. Iteration length is 
60,000, with 10,000 burn-in and thinning of 20. 
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Table 5.5:  Dependent Variable: Level of Rice Production per hectare (in metric tons)  
                   Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept assuming a Normal Distribution 
Fixed Effect Parameters (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Intercept 5.169 [4.799, 5.566] -1.943 [-4.900, 0.579] -2.663 [-5.428, 0.042] 1.305 [-0.404, 2.799] 1.178 [-0.598, 3.269] 0.683 [-1.333, 2.854] 
Age   0.067 [0.033, 0.099] 0.065 [0.034, 0.094] 0.013 [-0.005, 0.033] 0.006 [-0.014, 0.025] 0.004 [-0.014, 0.024] 
Years of Schooling  0.222 [0.016, 0.446] 0.210 [-0.013, 0.451] -0.031 [-0.144, 0.085] -0.058 [-0.174, 0.064] -0.074 [-0.192, 0.049] 
Wet Season Indicator  -0.811 [-1.632, -0.021] -0.662 [-1.506, 0.134] -0.561 [-0.992, -0.127] -0.599 [-1.029, -0.175] -0.582 [-1.014, -0.150] 
Year Indicator (1974 = 0)  0.135 [-0.040, 0.291] 0.162 [0.017, 0.294] 0.068 [-0.023, 0.157] 0.070 [-0.013, 0.165] 0.085 [-0.052, 0.223] 
Year Indicator Squared  -0.002 [-0.007, 0.002] -0.003 [-0.007, 0.001] 0.000 [-0.002, 0.002] -0.000 [-0.002, 0.001] 0.000 [-0.002, 0.004] 
Crop Damaged by Adverse Weather Condition   -0.772 [-1.842, 0.322] -1.353 [-1.918, -0.776] -1.133 [-1.704, -0.579] -1.118 [-1.716, -0.496] 
Crop Damaged by Pests and Insects   -0.231 [-1.344, 0.962] -0.847 [-1.472, -0.244] -0.685 [-1.308, -0.070] -0.623 [-1.279, 0.005] 
Crop Damaged due to Manmade/Resource Reasons   0.279 [-2.095, 2.648] -0.448 [-1.777, 0.831] -0.313 [-1.737, 1.051] -0.256 [-1.617, 1.050] 
No. of HH Members    0.038 [-0.057, 0.130] 0.025 [-0.072, 0.118] 0.019 [-0.078, 0.114] 
Median Years of Schooling of HH Member    0.044 [-0.029, 0.115] 0.053 [-0.026, 0.124] 0.046 [-0.026, 0.123] 
No. of HH Members working Abroad    -0.368 [-1.322, 0.705] -0.229 [-1.184, 0.747] -0.350 [-1.367, 0.748] 
No. of HH Members who are Prof. Wage Workers    -0.410 [-0.727, -0.078] -0.422 [-0.746, -0.112] -0.420 [-0.757, -0.073] 
No. of HH Members who are Farm Helpers    0.066 [-0.138, 0.276] 0.068 [-0.116, 0.257] 0.059 [-0.130, 0.261] 
Cultivating 2 Land Parcels    4.424 [3.931, 4.944] 4.344 [3.860, 4.864] 4.279 [3.757, 4.811] 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels    12.43 [11.52, 13.32] 12.48 [11.61, 13.33] 12.54 [11.78, 13.37] 
Modern Rice Variety 1 (MV1)  2.389 [0.951, 3.858] 2.337 [0.750, 3.940] 1.019 [0.217, 1.846] 0.902 [0.062, 1.698] 1.683 [-0.011, 3.280] 
Modern Rice Variety 2 (MV2)  2.579 [0.415, 4.623] 2.296 [0.215, 4.466] 1.515 [0.306, 2.702] 1.245 [0.155, 2.498] 0.290 [-8.107, 8.499] 
Modern Rice Variety 3 (MV3)  2.277 [1.037, 3.455] 2.285 [1.064, 3.573] 1.080 [0.402, 1.744] 1.070 [0.438, 1.695] 2.910 [1.063, 4.900] 
Modern Rice Variety 4 (MV4)  2.587 [0.651, 4.625] 2.378 [0.447, 4.258] 0.701 [-0.339, 1.704] 0.616 [-0.475, 1.624] -0.227 [-1.516, 1.009] 
Fertilizer (Nitrogen, in 000 kilograms)   3.201 [-0.683, 7.223]  2.730 [0.611, 4.939] 2.456 [0.387, 4.530] 
Fertilizer ("Complete", Organic, Others, in 000 kgs)   2.918 [-1.306, 6.967]  2.462 [0.292, 4.672] 2.524 [0.267, 4.755] 
Herbicide (in 000 millilitres)   0.234 [-0.307, 0.791]  0.304 [0.038, 0.587] 0.289 [0.004, 0.579] 
Years Indicator X Years of Schooling  -0.006 [-0.017, 0.003] -0.006 [-0.018, 0.004] -0.001 [-0.006, 0.003] -0.000 [-0.006, 0.005] 0.000 [-0.006, 0.006] 
Year Indicator X MV1      -0.041 [-0.136, 0.054] 
Year Indicator X MV2      0.094 [-0.503, 0.687] 
Year Indicator X MV3      -0.094 [-0.183, -0.008] 
Number of observations used (N) 452 452 452 452 452 452 
Number of farmers 136 136 136 136 136 136 
Residual Scale Parameter 15.39 [13.49, 17.55] 13.59 [11.91, 15.36] 13.51 [11.91, 15.36] 3.954 [3.468, 4.541] 3.805 [3.328, 4.343] 3.788 [3.324, 4.354] 
Residual Skewness ** ** ** ** ** ** 
Residual degrees of freedom *** *** *** *** *** *** 
% share of variance due to model’s residual 93.80 93.10 93.18 80.10 78.99 79.00 
% share of variance due to between farmer differences 6.20 6.90 6.82 19.90 21.01 21.00 
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) 2,518.26 2,472.70 2,476.69 1,922.71 1,909.29 1,912.58 
Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC) 2,520.33 2,484.27 2,496.16 1,945.37 1,934.95 1,943.15 
Chi-square Discrepancy Statistics 446.37 431.45 414.84 407.62 404.62 396.67 
Parameter estimates presented with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI). Items in bold indicate that 0 is outside this 95% HDI.  
**Not estimated in the model, assumed to be 0 (i.e. symmetric); *** Not estimated in the model, assumed to be infinite (i.e. no thick tails) 
Hierarchical model estimated through a Bayesian approach using Adaptive Metropolis within Gibbs (AMWG) Algorithm. Iteration length is 60,000, with 10,000 burn-in and thinning of 20. 
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Table 5.6:  Dependent Variable: Level of Rice Production per hectare (in metric tons) 
                   Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept assuming a Skew-Normal Distribution 
Fixed Effect Parameters (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Intercept 1.784 [1.464, 2.098] -3.297 [-5.561, -0.910] -3.822 [-6.091, -1.448] -0.121 [-1.782, 1.624] -0.902 [-2.437, 0.852] -0.863 [-2.430, 1.358] 
Age   0.048 [0.021, 0.077] 0.045 [0.018, 0.071] 0.015 [-0.004, 0.035] 0.012 [-0.005, 0.030] 0.007 [-0.013, 0.025] 
Years of Schooling  0.176 [-0.015, 0.362] 0.157 [-0.024, 0.335] -0.016 [-0.138, 0.098] -0.025 [-0.145, 0.087] -0.042 [-0.164, 0.070] 
Wet Season Indicator  -0.690 [-1.321, -0.028] -0.608 [-1.284, 0.030] -0.604 [-1.026, -0.185] -0.572 [-0.990, -0.160] -0.574 [-0.971, -0.154] 
Year Indicator (1974 = 0)  0.075 [-0.054, 0.203] 0.096 [-0.053, 0.222] 0.023 [-0.056, 0.123] 0.056 [-0.026, 0.134] 0.040 [-0.069, 0.137] 
Year Indicator Squared  -0.000 [-0.004, 0.003] -0.001 [-0.005, 0.002] 0.001 [-0.001, 0.003] -0.000 [-0.002, 0.002] 0.001 [-0.001, 0.004] 
Crop Damaged by Adverse Weather Condition   -0.650 [-1.507, 0.252] -1.168 [-1.763, -0.586] -0.981 [-1.587, -0.407] -1.011 [-1.586, -0.438] 
Crop Damaged by Pests and Insects   -0.137 [-1.085, 0.828] -0.794 [-1.418, -0.209] -0.647 [-1.257, -0.064] -0.588 [-1.200, -0.008] 
Crop Damaged due to Manmade/Resource Reasons   0.463 [-1.734, 2.414] -0.310 [-1.508, 0.901] -0.150 [-1.408, 1.135] -0.131 [-1.302, 1.060] 
No. of HH Members    0.062 [-0.035, 0.160] 0.056 [-0.033, 0.143] 0.047 [-0.040, 0.135] 
Median Years of Schooling of HH Member    0.045 [-0.021, 0.115] 0.053 [-0.013, 0.126] 0.047 [-0.018, 0.120] 
No. of HH Members working Abroad    -0.155 [-1.176, 0.789] -0.055 [-1.013, 0.893] -0.053 [-1.077, 0.832] 
No. of HH Members who are Prof. Wage Workers    -0.384 [-0.725, -0.059] -0.409 [-0.726, -0.099] -0.381 [-0.677, -0.069] 
No. of HH Members who are Farm Helpers    0.052 [-0.145, 0.251] 0.064 [-0.128, 0.251] 0.048 [-0.130, 0.251] 
Cultivating 2 Land Parcels    4.073 [3.565, 4.587] 3.966 [3.448, 4.480] 3.906 [3.343, 4.403] 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels    11.31 [10.46, 12.14] 11.28 [10.38, 12.14] 11.31 [10.47, 12.14] 
Modern Rice Variety 1 (MV1)  1.850 [0.570, 3.151] 1.802 [0.441, 3.057] 0.699 [-0.110, 1.504] 0.780 [0.004, 1.569] 1.247 [-0.055, 2.599] 
Modern Rice Variety 2 (MV2)  2.509 [0.784, 4.257] 2.240 [0.416, 4.083] 1.571 [0.425, 2.633] 1.361 [0.199, 2.444] 1.998 [-5.228, 10.50] 
Modern Rice Variety 3 (MV3)  1.776 [0.714, 2.902] 1.811 [0.766, 2.907] 0.968 [0.336, 1.627] 0.967 [0.333, 1.589] 3.009 [0.810, 4.747] 
Modern Rice Variety 4 (MV4)  1.917 [0.298, 3.576] 1.698 [-0.013, 3.382] 0.606 [-0.371, 1.650] 0.549 [-0.502, 1.484] -0.394 [-1.614, 1.035] 
Fertilizer (Nitrogen, in 000 kilograms)   3.070 [-0.018, 6.098]  2.540 [0.524, 4.453] 2.158 [0.347, 4.136] 
Fertilizer ("Complete", Organic, Others, in 000 kgs)   2.839 [-0.442, 6.338]  2.528 [0.190, 4.592] 2.558 [0.298, 4.727] 
Herbicide (in 000 millilitres)   0.287 [-0.130, 0.704]  0.328 [0.062, 0.597] 0.295 [0.029, 0.593] 
Years Indicator X Years of Schooling  -0.005 [-0.014, 0.003] -0.004 [-0.012, 0.003] -0.001 [-0.007, 0.003] -0.001 [-0.006, 0.004] -0.001 [-0.006, 0.004] 
Year Indicator X MV1      -0.022 [-0.100, 0.051] 
Year Indicator X MV2      -0.030 [-0.658, 0.491] 
Year Indicator X MV3      -0.104 [-0.182, -0.012] 
Number of observations used (N) 452 452 452 452 452 452 
Number of farmers 136 136 136 136 136 136 
Residual Scale Parameter 23.60 [20.53, 26.89] 21.68 [18.91, 24.85] 21.22 [18.51, 24.30] 7.276 [5.842, 8.747] 7.079 [5.721, 8.411] 7.127 [5.974, 8.509] 
Residual Skewness 1.969 [1.894, 1.999] 1.963 [1.868, 1.999] 1.964 [1.876, 1.999] 1.683 [1.221, 1.985] 1.728 [1.302, 1.986] 1.756 [1.342, 1.986] 
Residual degrees of freedom *** *** *** *** *** *** 
% share of variance due to model’s residual 96.02 95.70 95.56 55.54 53.80 87.37 
% share of variance due to between farmer differences 3.98 4.30 4.44 44.46 46.20 12.63 
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) 2,395.78 2,363.63 2,364.03 1,902.50 1,886.98 1,856.14 
Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC) 2,399.43 2,377.22 2,386.42 1,925.39 1,913.75 1,915.55 
Chi-square Discrepancy Statistics 595.45 552.18 541.91 425.87 423.39 416.25 
Parameter estimates presented with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI). Items in bold indicate that 0 is outside this 95% HDI.  
*** Not estimated in the model, assumed to be infinite (i.e. no thick tails) 
Hierarchical model estimated through a Bayesian approach using Adaptive Metropolis within Gibbs (AMWG) Algorithm. Iteration length is 60,000, with 10,000 burn-in and thinning of 20. 
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Table 5.7:  Dependent Variable: Level of Rice Production per hectare (in metric tons) 
                   Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept assuming a Skew-t Distribution 
Fixed Effect Parameters (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Intercept 2.237 [2.017, 2.448] 0.247 [-1.167, 1.695] -0.086 [-1.532, 1.303] 0.890 [-0.305, 2.426] 0.440 [-1.050, 1.794] -0.347 [-2.215, 1.424] 
Age   0.019 [0.003, 0.036] 0.016 [0.000, 0.033] 0.017 [0.001, 0.031] 0.011 [-0.003, 0.027] 0.009 [-0.006, 0.026] 
Years of Schooling  0.096 [-0.010, 0.206] 0.077 [-0.013, 0.203] 0.036 [-0.057, 0.130] 0.008 [-0.085, 0.098] -0.004 [-0.092, 0.092] 
Wet Season Indicator  -0.649 [-1.097, -0.250] -0.599 [-0.979, -0.193] -0.604 [-0.956, -0.251] -0.556 [-0.909, -0.196] -0.543 [-0.890, -0.174] 
Year Indicator (1974 = 0)  0.026 [-0.058, 0.114] 0.024 [-0.046, 0.098] 0.022 [-0.053, 0.105] 0.056 [-0.011, 0.129] 0.073 [-0.045, 0.171] 
Year Indicator Squared  0.001 [-0.001, 0.003] 0.000 [-0.001, 0.002] 0.001 [-0.001, 0.003] -0.000 [-0.002, 0.001] 0.000 [-0.002, 0.003] 
Crop Damaged by Adverse Weather Condition   -0.291 [-0.895, 0.335] -0.926 [-1.394, -0.382] -0.723 [-1.230, -0.237] -0.678 [-1.209, -0.170] 
Crop Damaged by Pests and Insects   -0.328 [-0.885, 0.197] -0.793 [-1.298, -0.318] -0.604 [-1.096, -0.110] -0.500 [-1.029, -0.016] 
Crop Damaged due to Manmade/Resource Reasons   0.388 [-0.776, 1.446] -0.247 [-1.260, 0.923] -0.119 [-1.139, 0.843] -0.028 [-0.993, 0.938] 
No. of HH Members    0.045 [-0.030, 0.118] 0.040 [-0.037, 0.112] 0.045 [-0.031, 0.123] 
Median Years of Schooling of HH Member    0.014 [-0.044, 0.075] 0.015 [-0.041, 0.075] 0.019 [-0.044, 0.079] 
No. of HH Members working Abroad    -0.082 [-0.824, 0.656] 0.008 [-0.749, 0.753] -0.016 [-0.864, 0.787] 
No. of HH Members who are Prof. Wage Workers    -0.336 [-0.647, -0.050] -0.279 [-0.544, 0.012] -0.270 [-0.552, 0.012] 
No. of HH Members who are Farm Helpers    0.150 [-0.003, 0.293] 0.157 [0.006, 0.316] 0.138 [-0.025, 0.294] 
Cultivating 2 Land Parcels    4.138 [3.616, 4.661] 4.068 [3.621, 4.550] 3.927 [3.471, 4.404] 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels    10.66 [9.608, 11.75] 10.61 [9.488, 11.72] 10.53 [9.333, 11.65] 
Modern Rice Variety 1 (MV1)  0.827 [-0.055, 1.677] 0.576 [-0.196, 1.471] 0.325 [-0.413, 1.034] 0.359 [-0.323, 1.045] 1.204 [-0.028, 2.374] 
Modern Rice Variety 2 (MV2)  1.912 [0.772, 3.027] 1.529 [0.284, 2.544] 1.256 [0.376, 2.054] 0.978 [0.159, 1.787] 1.833 [-4.974, 8.256] 
Modern Rice Variety 3 (MV3)  0.673 [-0.024, 1.498] 0.699 [0.014, 1.326] 0.685 [0.188, 1.190] 0.627 [0.100, 1.139] 2.333 [1.052, 3.605] 
Modern Rice Variety 4 (MV4)  0.195 [-1.000, 1.571] -0.081 [-1.269, 0.983] 0.447 [-0.442, 1.318] 0.388 [-0.517, 1.248] -0.506 [-1.594, 0.570] 
Fertilizer (Nitrogen, in 000 kilograms)   3.474 [1.488, 5.756]  2.687 [0.964, 4.517] 2.448 [0.617, 4.284] 
Fertilizer ("Complete", Organic, Others, in 000 kgs)   2.513 [0.319, 4.527]  2.822 [1.069, 4.654] 2.731 [0.840, 4.490] 
Herbicide (in 000 millilitres)   0.327 [0.098, 0.549]  0.312 [0.090, 0.535] 0.325 [0.092, 0.551] 
Years Indicator X Years of Schooling  -0.004 [-0.009, 0.000] -0.002 [-0.008, 0.001] -0.001 [-0.005, 0.002] -0.000 [-0.005, 0.003] -0.000 [-0.004, 0.004] 
Year Indicator X MV1      -0.048 [-0.114, 0.023] 
Year Indicator X MV2      -0.037 [-0.520, 0.452] 
Year Indicator X MV3      -0.088 [-0.149, -0.023] 
Number of observations used (N) 452 452 452 452 452 452 
Number of farmers 136 136 136 136 136 136 
Residual Scale Parameter 6.288 [4.817, 8.129] 5.286 [3.883, 7.015] 4.605 [3.325, 6.175] 2.272 [1.511, 3.516] 2.058 [1.391, 3.168] 2.241 [1.496, 3.447] 
Residual Skewness 1.884 [1.600, 1.996] 1.838 [1.480, 1.993] 1.833 [1.468, 1.995] 0.649 [-0.054, 1.348] 0.626 [0.009, 1.325] 0.810 [0.135, 1.545] 
Residual degrees of freedom 2.331 [1.826, 2.966] 2.202 [1.704, 2.819] 2.064 [1.627, 2.668] 3.873 [2.633, 6.007] 3.685 [2.589, 5.235] 3.763 [2.618, 5.337] 
% share of variance due to model’s residual 86.32 84.14 82.14 69.64 67.14 69.76 
% share of variance due to between farmer differences 13.68 15.86 17.86 30.36 32.86 30.24 
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) 2,231.99 2,197.89 2,178.38 1,833.68 1,808.80 1,809.55 
Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC) 2,236.42 2,212.97 2,203.24 1,859.02 1,838.41 1,842.20 
Chi-square Discrepancy Statistics 279.36 252.77 296.68 421.93 403.45 416.13 
Parameter estimates presented with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI). Items in bold indicate that 0 is outside this 95% HDI.  
Hierarchical model estimated through a Bayesian approach using Adaptive Metropolis within Gibbs (AMWG) Algorithm. Iteration length is 60,000, with 10,000 burn-in and thinning of 20. 
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Considering the different covariate specifications in Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, the significance of 
the parameter estimates, especially the farmer’s age and years of schooling, wet season indicator, 
and other household level-covariates are less robust and vary depending on the combination of 
explanatory variables included. The 95 percent high density interval for each parameter estimates 
are also noticeably wider, hence less precise, in the normally specified model. Lastly, the variance 
partition coefficient (VPC) also differs between the three different sets of models. The VPC 
measures the source of variability in the outcome variable and identifies whether the changes in 
the rice yield per area is due to the differences between farmers, or due to the changes occurring 
within the same farmer over time. Results in Table 5.7 using the skew-t distribution suggests that 
the variation is around 30 percent attributable to the differences between individual farmers, but 
this ratio is substantially subdued in the model assuming normality. The residual scale parameter 
estimate is over-inflated under the normal specification due to the distributions’ property of not 
being able to accommodate shorter tails. 
 
5.5. Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter proposes improvements in dealing with non-normal error and random terms in a 
hierarchical model with univariate continuous outcome variable. The research incorporates the 
flexible skew-t distribution into the error and random components of the model and implements it 
using a Bayesian inference approach. The method is applied both to a simulated dataset and an 
actual rice production dataset from the East Laguna Village in the Philippines.  
The methodological results in this chapter show that by allowing a flexible distribution, such as a 
skew-t distribution, in the random and error component of a hierarchical model, less biased model 
estimates in the presence of non-normality could be obtained. This improvement provides a 
flexible, more direct and practical approach in analysing skewed and heavy tailed continuous data.  
The empirical model investigates how the rice production per hectare is determined by the use of 
modern rice varieties, increased-usage in the fertilizer and herbicide inputs, damage from natural 
calamities, pests, and plant diseases, and other farmer level and household level demographics. 
Results show that the main driver of increases in rice production per hectare is the level of 
production inputs (fertilizer and herbicide) and the number of parcels cultivated. The use of the 
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modern rice varieties is also effective, particularly the varieties developed in the 1960s and mid-
1980s to mid-1990s. Farmers who are cultivating multiple land parcels also gain higher production 
efficiency, and hence, higher rice yield per hectare. 
However, these findings become weaker and less robust if the error and random terms in a 
hierarchical model are blindly assumed to be normally distributed. The residual variance under the 
normal assumption is also over estimated consistently, thus bringing the VPC much lower than 
what it should be. The overall model fit and out-of-sample predictive ability of the hierarchical 
model is better if the error and random terms are permitted to be more flexible by specifying these 
as skew-t distributed. 
In the empirical application in this chapter, the incomplete data on the covariates, primarily on the 
fertilizer, herbicide, and rice variety variable, led to almost 45 percent of the fully-observed 
dependent variable not being used. This rate of case-wise deletion is considerably large and could 
have been avoided if the missing covariates were filled-in. The methodological proposal in this 
chapter is extended in Chapters 6 and 7 to deal with the issue of missing data. The hierarchical 
model presented in this chapter is extended to its multivariate extension and used for imputation 
in Chapters 6 and 7. Through this method, the missing data in the covariates are filled-in, and 
hence, allowing the use of the full empirical dataset. 
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6. Addressing the Incomplete Variables in the East Laguna Village Dataset 
using Multiple Imputation for Hierarchical Data with Skew-t Distribution  
 
The empirical analysis in Chapter 5 was only able to use a fraction of the available rice production 
information in the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset because of the incompleteness in the 
covariates. Without imputing the missing data for the fertiliser, herbicide, and rice variety variables, 
close to half of the information in the dataset were excluded from the analysis. The resulting model 
estimates using this incomplete dataset revealed weak evidence of the overall positive effects of 
using modern rice varieties in the farmer’s rice productivity. These findings are also inconsistent 
with the related studies in agricultural production investigating the benefits in the modernisation 
in rice technology. The incoherent findings from the previous chapter could have been attributed 
to the exclusion of essential observations from selected periods where some of the covariates were 
missing. To validate the reliability of this empirical outcome, this chapter aims to utilise all the 
available information in the dataset by dealing with the incomplete covariates using the multiple 
imputation (MI) technique.  
The research extends the hierarchical model discussed in the previous chapter and uses it to jointly 
produce imputations for the several incomplete non-normal variables. Through this, all the 
available information in the longitudinal dataset can be incorporated in the model estimation. It 
aims to re-estimate the empirical model using the completed dataset, and examine how the result 
of Chapter 5’s main substantive model is affected. In comparison to the simulation and empirical 
analyses in Chapter 5, this Chapter focuses on the modelling and imputation of the non-normal 
covariates. The generated imputations are then used for the more precise estimation of the main 
model of interest. 
The proposed missing data method used in this chapter is an extension of the commonly applied 
joint modelling based multiple imputation technique that typically assumes a single-level data 
structure and a multivariate normal distribution (Schafer, 1997, 1999; StataCorp, 2013a; Y. Su, 
Gelman, Hill, & Yajima, 2011). The imputation model uses the extended technique explored in 
Chapter 5 and similarly investigated in Ho and Lin (2010), Lin and Lin (2011), and Wang and Lin 
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(2015). The chapter utilises the hierarchical linear model with skew-t distributed error and random 
terms for imputing incomplete and non-normal continuous dependent variables. 
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 provides a general background and motivation 
for dealing with missing data in social science research. Section 6.2 contains a brief discussion of 
some of the common missing data methods and the multiple imputation approach. Section 6.3 
introduces the proposed MI methodology for non-normal continuous variables. The method will 
be illustrated through a simulation study in Section 6.4, and is applied to the East Laguna Village 
longitudinal dataset in Sections 6.5 and 6.6. Finally, Section 6.7 summarizes the chapter and 
provides a discussion on the future areas of improvement. 
 
6.1. Why Should Attention be Given to Missing Data? 
As introduced earlier in the literature review in Chapter 2, section 2.3, the availability of high 
quality data is important for quantitative social science research. In reality however, survey 
datasets are often plagued with incomplete information (McKnight et al., 2007). Survey 
participants may not have an answer to particular survey items or they may deliberately refuse to 
respond to sensitive questions. In addition, surveys which follow respondents over time may 
experience difficulties related to interviewing the same individuals across different survey years, 
and hence be prone to missingness. Missing data in social surveys can also occur from the varying 
questionnaires used in different survey years. Some variables collected in selected survey waves 
may not be collected in other time periods, as in the case of the East Laguna Village surveys. When 
the missing information follows a non-random pattern, the inferences and findings from the 
statistical analyses can be misleading. Missing values in a statistical analysis bring inefficiencies 
and loss of valuable information at the minimum, or worst, lead to a severe bias in the research 
findings (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013; King, 2001; Little & Rubin, 2002; McKnight et al., 2007). 
Rubin (1987) proposed an approach in dealing with the quantitative analysis of an incomplete 
dataset through multiple imputation (MI). The MI procedure involves filling in the missing data 
with a set of plausible values, and combining these during the model estimation step (Rubin, 1987). 
MI allows the incomplete dataset to be analysed in its entirety, thus allowing more information to 
be used in the model while adjusting the standard errors to reflect the uncertainty from imputation. 
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However, discussion on the validity and reliability of methods used to generate plausible 
replacement values remains an active area of discussion (von Hippel, 2012). When the imputation 
method fails to capture the real behaviour of the dataset, MI may lead to increased bias in the 
statistical estimates. 
The methodological proposal in this chapter focuses on the imputation of incomplete non-normal 
continuous variables. The research proposes a hierarchical model with skew-t distributed random 
and error terms to undertake multiple imputation without the need for variable transformation. The 
proposed approach is useful in longitudinal social datasets where missing data is common, mostly 
in variables which are highly skewed and possess thick tails such as the income and wealth 
variables. In the case of the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset, this is applied on the 
incomplete fertilizer, herbicide, and modern rice variety variables. 
 
6.2. Missing Data in Surveys and Multiple Imputation 
6.2.1. Importance of Multiple Imputation in Surveys with Missingness  
Missing data is a pervasive problem across a wide range of research fields. In social science 
research, primary and secondary use survey datasets are a common source of information for 
answering key research questions. The complexity involved in gathering responses from thousands 
of individuals over a wide range of geographical areas across different years makes the task of 
obtaining a complete dataset challenging. Hence, data producers often fill-in the missing values 
prior to their public release for the convenience of the end-users.  
The most common treatment when using an incomplete dataset in a statistical analysis is to ignore 
the records with missing values. This approach is referred to as complete-case analysis or listwise 
deletion. It is the default procedure in most statistical software packages when fitting statistical 
models (R Core Team, 2017; StataCorp, 2017). Although convenient and straightforward, when 
the statistical model fails to incorporate all the covariates that explain the mechanism of 
missingness in the dependent variable, the resulting estimates will be bias. In this instance, the 
complete-case analysis will produce unbiased results only in rare instances when the probability 
of the item being missing is completely random (MCAR) (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013, p. 12; 
Little & Rubin, 2002, p. 54; Rubin, 1976). Listwise deletion is also costly because it may 
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significantly reduce the number of observations left for analyses and can lead to misleading results 
especially when the process causing the data to be missing possesses a systematic pattern.  
In comparison, the general method of the MI approach is often considered the “gold standard” 
when quantitatively analysing incomplete data (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013, p. 69; McKnight et 
al., 2007, p. 121; StataCorp, 2013a). The MI is a two-step approach. The first step involves 
imputing a set of candidate values for each missing observation M times to generate M number of 
completed datasets. In the second step, each of the M completed dataset is fitted with the 
appropriate statistical model, and the obtained estimates are pooled into a single value using a set 
of rules that incorporates the imputation uncertainty (StataCorp, 2013a).  
Popular MI methods for continuous data implementable in widely used statistical software often 
assume that the original variable, or its transformed version, follows a normal distribution 
(Carpenter, Goldstein, & Kenward, 2011; StataCorp, 2013; Su, Gelman, Hill, & Yajima, 2011). 
These MI methods can be classified into two major categories: methods that jointly impute the 
missing data using the multivariate normal distribution, and methods that use a series of univariate 
models that assumes a normal distribution (Lee & Carlin, 2010a; Royston, 2009; Schafer, 1997, 
1999). Both categories of MI techniques draw replacement values for the incomplete data 
assuming that the incomplete variables’ true distribution is symmetric and does not possess 
excessively thick tails.  
In cases where the incomplete variables are skewed and/or possesses excess kurtosis, a 
transformation is usually applied before imputing to generate data that is more closely 
approximated by a normal distribution. A back-transformation is then performed to the imputed 
dataset to return the variable to its original scale. This approach, however, has been shown to 
produce inaccuracies and bias especially when the real underlying distribution of the incomplete 
variables are highly non-normal (He & Raghunathan, 2006, 2012; van Buuren, 2012; von Hippel, 
2012). Studies have found that applying the usual MI methods despite the non-normality in a 
variable can severely distort the completed dataset and lead to statistical results that may be 
misleading (He & Raghunathan, 2006, 2012; van Buuren, 2012; von Hippel, 2012). 
To illustrate this finding, consider the histogram of the non-normal continuous random variable in 
Figure 6.1 generated from a univariate g-and-k distribution. The fitted normal curve on each graph 
shows the departure of the random variable from the normal distribution even with variable 
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transformation. The histogram in Figure 6.1 is a common distributional shape of variables 
frequently analysed in social science applications. Variables such as household income, 
expenditure, and wealth, are similarly distributed and suffer from high rates of non-response in a 
survey (Hayes and Watson, 2010).  
 
 
Figure 6.1: Log-Transformation of a Continuous Non-normal Variable  
Note:  solid line = fitted normal distribution 
 
The limitations provided by the outright assumption of an underlying normal distribution provides 
some motivation to exploring parametric imputation methods that incorporate distributions which 
can accommodate a wider range of shapes and asymmetry. Implementing MI is helpful only when 
the assumptions underlying the technique are approximately satisfied. Otherwise, the bias may be 
exacerbated if the imputation is not implemented correctly (Lee & Carlin, 2017; von Hippel, 2012). 
 
6.2.2. Imputation of Non-normal Variables in Social Surveys 
Non-normality and missing data are almost certain in social surveys (Etter & Perneger, 1997; 
Korkeila et al., 2001; Watson & Wooden, 2009). In large datasets, non-parametric imputation 
approaches are the most popular methods used to fill-in incomplete continuous non-normal 
variables (Frick, Grabka, & Marcus, 2007; Grabka & Frick, 2003; Hayes & Watson, 2010). Most 
of these methods produce a single replacement value for each missing observation and are 
considered more flexible than parametric imputation techniques because no assumption is made 
in the incomplete variable’s underlying distribution (Table 6.1). However, because only a single 
Original Scale Log-Transformed Scale 
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replacement value is generated for each missing observation, the correctly adjusted standard errors 
resulting from the statistical analysis using the imputed dataset is often very difficult to compute, 
if not impossible. The procedure involved in non-parametric imputation is also more empirical and 
ad hoc than model-based, hence, lacking the theoretical foundation when producing the 
replacement values. More relevantly, the estimation of imputation uncertainty is not 
straightforward. Methodologists have criticized non-parametric imputation methods as it tends to 
introduce inconsistencies and “contaminate” the incomplete dataset (Lall, 2016; Weber & Denk, 
2011).   
 
Table 6.1: List of Common Imputation Methods used in Large Household Surveys 
Method 
Parametric 
Approach Imputation Type 
Row and Column Method 1, 5 No Single 
Hotdeck Method 1, 2, 3 No Single 
Predictive Mean Matching 1, 3, 4, 5 Yes Single 
Mean Replacement 2 No Single 
Median Replacement 2, 5  No Single 
Carry-over Method 1, 2, 3  No Single 
Alternate Variables 2 No Single 
Logical Imputation 5 No Single 
Multiple Imputation Using Chained Equations4 Yes Multiple 
Based on author’s compilation from various household survey’s technical manual: 1. Australia’s Household, Income and Labour 
Dynamics Survey (Hayes & Watson, 2010), 2. US’s Panel Study of Income Dynamics  (Duffy, 2011), 3. UK’s British Household 
Panel Survey (Taylor, 2010), 4. UK’s Understanding Society (Knies, 2014, 2017), and 5. Germany’s Socio-Economic Panel Survey  
(Frick et al., 2007; Grabka & Frick, 2003). 
 
MI methods using a flexible distribution are the more preferable approach for the direct imputation 
of non-normal continuous data (van Buuren, 2012; von Hippel, 2012). Other than being 
theoretically justified, the multiple imputation also aids in reflecting the uncertainty from the 
imputation. Imputing non-normal continuous variables directly from flexible distributions can help 
correct the bias imposed by using misspecified distributions, or from the common imputation 
practice of variable truncation and transformation/back-transformation (von Hippel, 2012).  
Studies exploring the direct multiple imputation for non-normal continuous data include those 
developed by Demirtas and Hedeker (2008) using beta and Weibull density functions, Demirtas 
(2009, 2010) using the Fleishman power polynomials and general lambda distribution, and He and 
Raghunathan (2006, 2009, 2012) using the quantile based Tukey’s g-and-h distribution. 
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Meanwhile, Ho and Lin (2010), Lin and Lin (2011), and Wang and Lin (2015) used the skew-
normal and skew-t distribution for generating imputation of missing data for non-normal 
continuous outcome variable.  
 
6.2.3. Hierarchical Models for Multiple Imputation 
It has long been emphasized by methodologists that the goal of MI is not merely to generate 
replacement values that look like the observed values, but that the variable should behave like the 
true variable when used in analysis. This implies that in the case of longitudinal dataset, the 
imputation method must be able preserve the multilevel structure and use this information to obtain 
correct inferences and correct the bias introduced by the missing data (Andridge, 2011; Goldstein 
et al., 2014; Grund et al., 2016b; van Buuren, 2011). 
This objective has led to the development of MI methods which use hierarchical models and 
incorporate the data structure during imputation  (Carpenter et al., 2011; Enders, Mistler, & Keller, 
2015; Goldstein, Steele, Rasbash, & Charlton, 2008; Grund et al., 2016b). This approach is 
particularly useful in the context of social science research when imputing incomplete longitudinal 
datasets. In these datasets observations for individuals are measured at different time points and 
can also be clustered within households and geographical areas. Numerous studies have shown the 
potential bias generated by ignoring the correct data structure and clustering during imputation   
(Andridge, 2011; Grund et al., 2016b; Taljaard et al., 2008; van Buuren, 2011). As with single 
level MI procedures, the common assumption in the hierarchical MI is that the error and random 
terms are normally distributed. When imputing non-normal continuous variables, the commonly 
prescribed approach is to apply transformation to the variable being imputed before performing 
imputation. However, this approach may not always yield a valid result and the transformation 
will not be applicable to all types of continuous variables (Gurka et al., 2006).  
The simulation study in Chapter 5 explored the effects of the non-normality in the random and 
error components in a hierarchical model when modelling a non-normal continuous dependent 
variable. Parameter estimates can be severely biased when the error and random components are 
wrongly specified, and hence, the model’s predictive power may be inferior (Ho & Lin, 2010; 
Wang & Lin, 2014, 2015). Therefore, when applying hierarchical models for imputation, similar 
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biases may still occur despite properly accounting for the correct data structure if the continuous 
variables being imputed are highly non-normal and fail to satisfy this assumed underlying 
normality. 
 
6.3. Using a Hierarchical Model with Skew-t Distribution for Multiple Imputation 
This chapter extends the commonly employed procedure of multiple imputation through joint 
modelling (Schafer, 1997) and relaxes the restrictive assumption of a normal distribution. The 
proposed multiple imputation method incorporates the hierarchical structure in the dataset and 
enables direct imputation of the incomplete non-normal continuous covariates without the need 
for variable transformation. This section provides a brief overview of the multivariate skew-t 
distribution and a discussion of the proposed MI. 
 
6.3.1. Multivariate Skew-t distribution 
The multivariate skew-t distribution was introduced by Azzalini and Capitanio (1999, 2003, 2014) 
as a flexible generalization of the multivariate normal distribution that better captures the 
behaviour of real life data. This multivariate skew-t distribution behaves similarly to the 
multivariate normal in its approximate bell-shape, but differs in that it can have thicker tails and 
accommodate skewness (Azzalini & Capitanio, 1999, 2003, 2014). This is achieved by introducing 
extra parameters that govern the symmetry and kurtosis of the distribution through parameters 𝛼 
and 𝑣 that manage the symmetry and degrees of freedom, respectively. A d-dimension multivariate 
skew-t distributed random variable y is denoted as  
𝑦𝑑 ~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝝃, 𝛀,𝜶, 𝑣)                (6.1) 
and defined by its probability density function given by 
𝑓(𝒚|𝝃, 𝛀, 𝜶, 𝑣) = 2𝑡𝑑,𝑣(𝒚;𝝃, 𝛀, 𝑣)𝑇𝑣+𝑑 (𝜶
𝑇𝑩−1(𝒚 − 𝝃)√
𝑣+𝑑
𝑣+(𝒚−𝝃)𝑇 𝛀−1(𝒚−𝝃)
) .   (6.2) 
As described in detail in Chapter 4’s Section 4.2, the parameters 𝝃, 𝛀, and 𝜶 correspond to the 
location, scale, and skewness of the d-random variables, respectively, while 𝑣 corresponds to the 
common level of degrees of freedom which control the kurtosis. 𝑩 is a diagonal matrix from the 
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diagonal elements of the scale matrix 𝛀. The function 𝑡𝑑,𝑣(. ) is the probability density of a 𝑑-
dimensional Student’s t distribution and 𝑇𝑣+𝑑(. )  is the univariate Student’s t’s cumulative 
distribution function with 𝑣 + 𝑑 degrees of freedom.  
Figure 6.2 shows plots of some of the shapes generated by a bivariate skew-t distribution through 
a contour plot while varying the values of 𝜶 and 𝑣. These contour plots provide a visualization of 
the bivariate distribution, and illustrates the effects of varying skewness, kurtosis and departure 
from normality. For this illustration, the location parameter is centred at 𝝃T = [0, 0] and the scale 
parameter is fixed as  𝛀 = [
1
0.5
 0.5
 1
]. If the value of parameter 𝜶T is fixed at [0, 0] and 𝑣 > 30 
simultaneously, the distribution becomes equivalent to a multivariate normal distribution (top left 
of Figure 6.2). If, on the other hand, the off-diagonal entries in 𝛀 approaches the value of zero, the 
contour plots become more circular. On the other hand, if it nears the value of 1 or -1, the plot 
becomes more elliptical -- slanting either upwards or downwards, respectively. 
The graphs show that as the value of the skewness parameter 𝜶 departs from symmetry (i.e. away 
from [0, 0]T ) and the value of degrees of freedom 𝑣 becomes smaller, the empirical mean (denoted 
by the dot) is placed farther away from the specified location of the distribution. In addition, as the 
variables become less normal, the distance between the contour lines become less equally spaced 
and non-symmetric, suggesting higher resulting kurtosis and skewness in the random variable.  
In the context of multiple imputation using a multivariate normal distribution, where only the mean 
and variance are the sufficient statistics, this implies that when the degree of non-normality is high, 
the replacement values may not provide a good representation of the true shape of the variable 
being imputed. By incorporating the multivariate skew-t distribution in the model, a more flexible 
imputation method can be implemented without the need to apply a transformation to the non-
normal continuous variable. 
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Figure 6.2. Contour Plot of a Bivariate Skew-t Random Variables with Variation in the 
Skewness and Degrees of Freedom Parameters 
Note: Location parameter is fixed at ξT = [0, 0]. Values in the vertical and horizontal axes correspond to the range of simulated 
values. Red dot corresponds to the empirical mean of variables 1 and 2 
 
6.3.2. Hierarchical Model with Incomplete Multivariate Response Variable 
Generating replacement values for the missing non-normal continuous variables can be achieved 
by specifying an imputation model using a hierarchical model with skew-t distributed error and 
random terms, where the incomplete dependent variables are jointly imputed conditional on the 
fully observed auxiliary variables that predict the missingness (Carpenter & Kenward, 2013; Wang 
& Lin, 2015). This is an extension of the model presented and discussed in Chapter 5. The 
replacement values are extracted from the posterior predictive distribution of the imputation model 
to form M number of completed datasets. These datasets are combined in the estimation of the 
main model of interest to obtain a single set of parameter estimates using all the variables in the 
dataset while adjusting for the imputation uncertainty (Rubin, 1987).  
𝛼1 = 0, 𝛼2 = 0, 𝑣 = 𝐼𝑛𝑓 𝛼1 = 0, 𝛼2 = 0.5 , 𝑣 = 40 𝛼1 = 0, 𝛼2 = 0.75, 𝑣 = 35 
𝛼1 = 1, 𝛼2 = 1, 𝑣 = 30 𝛼1 = 1, 𝛼2 = 1.5, 𝑣 = 25 𝛼1 = 1, 𝛼2 = 2, 𝑣 = 20 
𝛼1 = 2, 𝛼2 = 2.5, 𝑣 = 15 𝛼1 = 2, 𝛼2 = 3, 𝑣 = 10 𝛼1 = 2, 𝛼2 = 3.5, 𝑣 = 5 
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Modelling the incomplete data is achieved by estimating the hierarchical model with the 
incomplete multivariate dependent variable specified in equations (6.3) to (6.5). To obtain 
replacement values for the missing 𝑥1 and 𝑥2, the predicted values 𝑥1
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
 and 𝑥2
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
 are 
computed for each set of regression parameters (6.4). From this step, completed datasets 𝑥1𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
 
and 𝑥2𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
 are obtained and evaluated jointly with the drawn imputation model parameters, 
through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation process. 
[
𝑥1𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑥2𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 (𝝃 = [
(𝛽10 + 𝑢10𝑗) + (𝛽11 + 𝑢11𝑗)𝑧𝑖𝑗
(𝛽20 + 𝑢20𝑗) + (𝛽21 + 𝑢21𝑗)𝑧𝑖𝑗
] , 𝛀12, [
𝛼1
𝛼2
] , 𝑣12)  (6.3) 
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
= {
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑, 𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ = 1, 2      (6.4) 
[
𝑢10𝑗
𝑢11𝑗
𝑢20𝑗
𝑢21𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 (𝝃 = [
0
0
0
0
] , 𝛀01, [
𝛼10
𝛼11
𝛼20
𝛼21
] , 𝑣ℎ01)      (6.5) 
where 𝑖 refers to the index of observations clustered under each of the group 𝑗. The imputation 
model, equation (6.3) to (6.5), is specified with a multivariate skew-t distributed error and random 
terms. The variable 𝑧 in this equation refers to the set of fully observed variables that predict the 
missingness of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2. The fixed and random parameters in the imputation model use a normal 
prior distribution with zero mean and large variance of 1000. A weakly-informative prior is 
likewise specified for the scale parameters using the half-Cauchy distribution with broad scale 
parameter = 25 as suggested in Gelman (2006) and Polson and Scott (2012). The skewness and 
degrees of freedom parameters also uses the same weakly informative prior distribution as the 
scale parameters.  
The adaptive version of the Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithm (AMWG) is used to estimate the 
imputation model (Roberts & Rosenthal, 2007, 2009). The AMWG algorithm applies a 
component-wise automatic tuning of the proposal variance to obtain the best parameter values and 
reach a reasonable rate of acceptance during the MCMC run. This MCMC algorithm is chosen as 
it has the demonstrable ability of being able to find iterative solutions of the parameter estimates, 
despite the added complexity introduced by the specification of a flexible distribution. A similar 
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method has been applied by Wang and Lin (2014), using a combination of an Inverse Bayes 
formula and Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampling to effectively obtain the posterior distribution of 
model parameters and latent data in a multivariate hierarchical model with Student’s t distributed 
error and random terms. Once the algorithm for the imputation model reaches convergence, a 
sample of M imputed values are extracted to fill in each of the missing observations which is used 
to generate M sets of completed datasets. The MCMC estimation is carried out in R (R Core Team, 
2017)  using the LaplacesDemon package (Statisticat, 2016). 
 
6.3.3. Combining the Main Model’s Estimates using the Multiply Imputed Dataset 
Earlier literature on MI suggests combining 3 to 10 imputed datasets (M) to obtain efficient 
estimates for the main model of interest (Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1999). However, more recent 
studies recommend increasing the number of M to more than 10, commensurate on the percentage 
of missing information in the dataset to obtain a more accurate and stable estimate for the standard 
error (Allison, 2001; Bodner, 2008; Graham et al., 2007; White et al., 2011). For example, if the 
dataset suffers from around 35 percent missing information, then M should be at least 35. The M 
completed datasets are each fitted with the substantive model of interest. The obtained parameter 
estimates are combined using a simple set of formulas known in the literature as Rubin’s rule of 
combination (Rubin, 1987). For pooling several fixed effect parameter estimates into a single set 
of value, ?̅?, the Rubin’s rule suggests averaging these obtained parameter values from the M 
completed datasets. Similarly, each of the corresponding parameter variances for the ?̅? must be 
adjusted to incorporate the uncertainty involved in the imputation (Rubin, 1987). The Rubin’s rule 
outlines each of the parameter variances to be pooled using the following formula:  
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 + 
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
𝑀
    (6.6) 
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 =
𝛴𝑖=1
𝑀 𝑠𝑒𝑖
2
𝑀
           (6.7) 
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 =
𝛴𝑖=1
𝑀 (𝛽𝑖−?̅?)
2
𝑀−1
         (6.8) 
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Where sei refers to the parameter’s standard error, 𝛽𝑖 is the parameter estimate, and ?̅? is the mean 
value of the estimate from the M datasets. Rubin’s rule of combination pools the within and 
between variance of the fixed effect parameter estimates obtained from the M completed dataset 
(Allison, 2001; Marshall, Altman, Holder, & Royston, 2009). 
 
6.4. Simulation Methodology 
6.4.1. Simulation Outline 
To illustrate the proposed imputation method outlined in Section 6.3, a continuous random variable 
y was simulated with hierarchical data specification (i.e. observations are clustered within groups). 
A varying number of data points, i between 1 to 100, clustered under each group j were generated 
resulting in a total of 1,611 observations. The dependent variable y was defined to be related to a 
set of covariates x1 and x2 in the following equation: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗  ~ 𝑁(𝜇 = (𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + (𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗)𝑥1 + (𝛽2 + 𝑢2𝑗)𝑥2, 𝜎𝑦
2)     (6.9) 
[
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
𝑢2𝑗
]~ 𝑀𝑉𝑁(𝟎,𝜴𝒖) .                (6.10) 
 
The parameters 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 , and 𝛽2  are the fixed effect parameters, while 𝑢0𝑗 , 𝑢1𝑗 , and 𝑢2𝑗  are the 
random components. The parameters 𝜎𝑦
2 and 𝛀ℎ01 are the variances of the residual and random 
effects. The covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are continuous non-normal random variables simulated from a 
bivariate skew-t distribution and possess an asymmetric shape and thicker than usual tails. 
Equation (6.9) is the main model of interest in the simulation study. The non-normality is 
introduced only in the model defining the covariates, 𝑥1  and 𝑥2 , to highlight the effect of 
misspecifying the underlying distribution in the imputation model. Meanwhile, the main model of 
interest with the dependent variable y is specified with normally distributed random and error 
terms8. 
                                                             
8 As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the modelling and imputation of non-normal continuous variables 
using the hierarchical linear model with skew-t distribution is done only for the incomplete covariates of the main 
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The covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are independently simulated with skewness value of 𝛼𝑥1 = 𝛼𝑥2 = 5 and 
degrees of freedom of 𝑣𝑥 = 15 for the residual and 𝛼𝑢_𝑥1 = 𝛼𝑢_𝑥2 = 0.7 and degrees of freedom of 
𝑣𝑢_𝑥12 = 20 for random components. These parameter values introduce asymmetry and slightly 
thicker tails in the covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2. Meanwhile, the main model of interest with dependent 
variable 𝑦 possess a standard normal distributed residual and random terms (6.9 and 6.10). After 
generating the dependent variable 𝑦, a percentage of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are artificially simulated to be 
missing at random (MAR) conditional on a set of auxiliary variable 𝑧  and equation (6.9)’s 
dependent variable 𝑦. Using the variable 𝑅𝑖 as a missing data indicator for each covariate 𝑥1 and 
𝑥2, define 𝑅𝑖 = {
0,          𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
1,             𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
  and 𝑥𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 , 𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔), 𝑖 = 1, 2.   
The covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are said to be MAR when its probability of becoming unobserved is a 
function of the remaining 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 and the variables that determine its missingness (Little and 
Rubin, 2003). Specifically, 𝑃(𝑅𝑖𝑗 = 1|𝒙𝑖𝑗, 𝑧𝑖𝑗, 𝑦𝑖𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑅𝑖 = 1|𝒙𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 , 𝑧𝑖𝑗, 𝑦𝑖𝑗). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Structure of the Simulated Data 
Because the missing data mechanism is also determined by the fully observed 𝑦, the resulting 
estimation of the main model of interest (6.9) using only the remaining covariates 𝑥1
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  and 
𝑥2
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  yields biased parameters (Carpenter and Kenward, 2013). To address the bias, the MI 
method outlined in Section 6.3 is applied to fill-in the missing data points in the covariates. The 
incomplete data in the covariates, which are non-normally distributed, are directly imputed using 
the set of variables that predict the missingness, 𝑧 and 𝑦, and the remaining covariates 𝑥1
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  
                                                             
model of interest. The analysis which incorporates the non-normal error term for the overall model of interest is 
explored in the next chapter, Chapter 7, using a fully-Bayesian framework. 
𝑥1 
𝑦 
𝑥2 
𝜀𝑦  
𝑧 
𝑥1 𝑦 
𝑥2 𝜀𝑥2  
𝜀𝑥1  
   a. Main model data structure    b. Incomplete data mechanism 
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and 𝑥2
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 . The imputation model is specified in equations (6.11) to (6.13) with skew-t 
distributed error and random terms, parallel to the presented model in equations (6.3) to (6.5): 
 
[
𝑥1𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑥2𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 ([
(𝛽10 + 𝑢10𝑗) + (𝛽11 + 𝑢11𝑗)𝑧𝑖𝑗 + (𝛽12 + 𝑢12𝑗)𝑦𝑖𝑗
(𝛽20 + 𝑢20𝑗) + (𝛽21 + 𝑢21𝑗)𝑧𝑖𝑗+(𝛽22 + 𝑢22𝑗)𝑦𝑖𝑗
] , 𝛀𝑥 , [
𝛼1
𝛼2
] , 𝑣12)       (6.11) 
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
= {
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ ℎ =  1, 2      (6.12) 
[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑢10𝑗
𝑢11𝑗
𝑢12𝑗
𝑢20𝑗
𝑢21𝑗
𝑢22𝑗]
 
 
 
 
 
~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝟎,𝛀𝑢 , 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢)               (6.13) 
The main model of interest is then re-estimated using the imputed dataset. To determine the 
effectiveness of the proposed MI, the original values of the parameters in the main model of 
interest (6.9) should be recovered using the multiply imputed dataset.  
To check the improvements in the proposed flexible MI approach, for comparison, another 
commonly used MI method is applied and compared with the results of the proposed method. This 
MI method uses the variable transformation/back-transformation during imputation, and draws 
replacement values from the underlying multivariate normal distribution. 
 
6.4.2. Discussion of Simulation Results 
The missing data simulation described in the previous sub-section created 21.1 and 23.7 percent 
missingness in the covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2, respectively. When these variables were combined into a 
single dataset, the incompletess in 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 leads to 26.7 percent of the entire dataset being 
excluded from the analysis. The missing data mechanism is influenced by the main model of 
interest’s dependent variable y, and by an auxiliary variable z. Figure 6.4 shows a bivariate scatter 
plot and line of best fit between the dependent variable 𝑦 and each of the covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 
using the complete and incomplete dataset. The fitted lines illustrate the alteration in the 
relationship between these variables in terms of the slope and the intercept due to missing data.  
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 ------ : complete data points and a fitted regression line of Y on X using the full dataset 
 - - - - : remaining data points and a fitted regression line of Y on X using the partial dataset 
Figure 6.4: Scatter plot of the Complete and Incomplete X1 and X2 on Y 
 
To augment the missing observations, M = 25 completed datasets are produced using the proposed 
MI method. This number of “completed” dataset is proportional to the rate of missing information 
in x1 and x2 and follows the prescribed guidelines in Bodner (2008), Graham et al. (2007), and 
White et al. (2011). The summary statistics of the complete, incomplete, and imputed 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 
are displayed in Table 6.2. Columns 1 and 2 contain the summary statistics for 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 using the 
complete dataset, while columns 3 and 4 use only the remaining fully observed data points. 
Columns 5 and 6 show the summary of the model using normal distribution while applying log 
transformation and back-transforming the variables to its original scale, followed by the imputed 
dataset using the imputation model with skew-t distribution (columns 7 and 8). Lastly, the number 
of imputed data points, sample size, and chi-squared discrepancy statistics for Bayesian inference 
are shown for the two imputation models considered. The discrepancy statistics can be used to 
compare how well the predictive performance of each imputation model is compared to the true 
value. A lower value in the discrepancy statistics is preferred (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 
2004, p. 175). 
 
 
 
Y
 
Y
 
X2 
 
X1 
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Table 6.2: Summary Statistics of the Complete, Incomplete, and Imputed Variables x1 and x2 
 Complete Dataset Incomplete Dataset Imputed: Normal*+ Imputed: Skew-t* 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 x1
true x2
true x1
observed x2
observed x1
imputed
 x2
imputed
 x1
imputed
 x2
imputed
 
Mean 7.9084 6.8181 7.4100 6.3401 7.7916 6.7197 7.6509 6.5930 
1st quantile 3.6734 3.0093 3.4501 2.9485 4.3703 3.5244 3.0180 2.5161 
5th quantile 4.7138 3.9213 4.5343 3.7723 5.0960 4.1990 4.8884 4.0718 
25th quantile 6.5115 5.5085 6.2068 5.1954 6.4274 5.4049 6.6094 5.5864 
Median 7.8599 6.6615 7.3935 6.2734 7.5741 6.4468 7.6207 6.5285 
75th quantile 9.1347 7.9435 8.5372 7.4286 8.9019 7.7249 8.6546 7.5333 
95th quantile 11.2704 10.0507 10.4183 9.0874 11.2444 10.1099 10.4844 9.3183 
99th quantile 12.8529 12.2000 12.0113 10.2655 13.2053 12.4115 12.6957 11.2882 
Standard Dev. 1.9768 1.9161 1.7810 1.6147 1.9036 1.8986 1.9071 1.7538 
Skewness 0.2574 0.6320 0.2692 0.2175 0.7584 1.2860 0.0804 0.6538 
Number of imputed 
data points / Sample 
Size 
0/1611 0/1611 0/1611 0/1611 340/1611 382/1611 340/1611 382/1611 
Imputation model’s 
Chi-squared 
discrepancy statistics 
(Gelman et. al, 2004)x 
not applicable not applicable 3625.259 3565.686 
Note: + Imputation model applies variable transformation/back-transformation, and uses a multivariate normal distribution. 
x Obtained from the applied imputation model. The imputation model’s estimates are typically not of interest, but only the resulting predictions.  
* Summary statistics for (5), (6), (7), and (8) are computed as the average of the M = 25 imputed datasets. Both imputation models are estimated using Adaptive 
Metropolis within Gibbs (AMWG) algorithm with 40,000 iterations and 10,000 burn-in period. The M = 25 imputations are extracted from the last 1000 run every 40th 
iteration.          
Referring to Table 6.2, the non-random missing data simulation caused a slight shift in the shape 
of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2. While the mean value for both variables remain almost the same (columns (1) and 
(2) vs. (3) and (4)), the degree of skewness and standard deviation has been affected. The shape of 
the tails of the distribution for both variables has also been altered. The differences in these 
summary statistics between the complete and incomplete variables becomes larger from 75th 
quantile up to the 99th quantile. 
For the imputed variables (columns (5) to (8)), the obtained mean value for 𝑥1
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
 and 𝑥2
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
 
using either imputation methods are reasonably close to the true mean of the complete dataset. 
However, the difference in the performance of the method using skew-t and the MI using normal 
distribution becomes noticeable when comparing the other summary statistics such as the median 
estimate, the tails of the distribution, standard deviation, and the skewness. Between the skew-t 
MI and normal MI, the imputation output from the former captures the true shape of the incomplete 
covariates better. The MI with normal distribution were more likely to draw extreme values than 
what would be expected from the skew distribution, resulting in thicker tails and more skewed 
distribution in the final imputed dataset. Similarly, the computed chi-squared discrepancy statistics 
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from both imputation models identify the better predictive performance of the model using the 
skew-t distribution. 
Figure 6.5 visualises the information in Table 6.2 using a combined contour and scatter plots of 
the imputed covariates. For illustration purposes, the contour plots of the imputed variables 
(second row) is obtained from a single imputed dataset out of the M = 25 completed datasets. 
Contour plots are useful visualisation tool for examining the interaction and resulting shape of the 
joint distribution of bivariate random variables. The ability of each MI method to restore the shape 
of the true distribution is examined by comparing the contour lines produced from the imputed 
dataset using MI with skew-t and MI using normal distribution, with reference to the plot from the 
complete dataset. The quality of imputation is informally and visually assessed by comparing the 
shape and the distance of the resulting contour lines from each MI method. With the full dataset, 
the bivariate contour lines are elliptical with slight skewness suggested by the closer distance 
between the lines for lower values of x1 and x2. The missing data simulation distorts this shape by 
making each contour lines closer to each other and altering the symmetry of the circle. Between 
the two MI procedures, the contour lines produced from the method using skew-t show a much 
similar shape to the complete variables. The shape and the distances between contour lines are 
better replicates to the true shape. On the other hand, the contour lines generated from the MI using 
normal distribution are more distorted than the complete dataset. It also introduced further 
skewness as suggested by the resulting contour lines which are much more clustered towards each 
other.  
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 ------ : True data point (i.e. observed)   - - - - : Imputed data point 
Figure 6.5: Bivariate Contour Plots of the Complete, Incomplete, and Imputed x1 and x2  
 
With the missing covariates now filled-in with M = 25 replicates, the model of interest is estimated 
using the full N = 1,611 observations. Each of the imputed datasets are fitted with the hierarchical 
model of interest (equation (6.14)), and the resulting parameter estimates are combined using 
Rubin’s rule. The combined parameter estimates from the complete, incomplete, and imputed 
datasets (skew-t and normal distribution) are compared in Table 6.3. 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 ~ 𝑁(𝜇 = (𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + (𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗)𝑥1
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 + (𝛽2 + 𝑢2𝑗)𝑥2
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 , 𝜎𝑦
2)   (6.14) 
[
𝑢0𝑗
𝑢1𝑗
𝑢2𝑗
]~ 𝑀𝑉𝑁(𝟎,𝛀𝑢) 
Complete x1 and x2 
Imputed x1 and x2 (normal) Imputed x1 and x2 (skew-t) 
Remaining x1 and x2 (MAR| y, z)         
X
2
 
X1 
 
X
2
 
X1 
 
X
2
 
X1 
 
X
2
 
X1 
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Table 6.3: Model Estimates using the Simulated Data 
      Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept and Random Slopes 
Fixed Effect Parameters 
(True Value) 
 
(1) 
Full Dataset 
(complete) 
 
(2) 
Incomplete 
Dataset* 
 
(3) 
Imputed 
Dataset 
Normal 
(4) 
Imputed 
Dataset 
Skew-t 
(5) 
β0 = 1 
0.871 
[0.148]  
(0.580, 1.161) 
1.623 
[0.223]  
(1.186, 2.061) 
4.786  
[1.069]  
(2.692, 6.880) 
2.063  
[1.175]  
(-0.239, 4.366) 
β1 = 2 
1.941 
[0.075]  
(1.795, 2.088) 
1.872 
[0.074] 
 (1.726, 2.017) 
1.678  
[0.106]  
(1.470, 1.887) 
1.854  
[0.120]  
(1.618, 2.092) 
β2 = 3 
3.043 
[0.079]  
(2.888, 3.197) 
2.992 
[0.080] 
(2.835, 3.149) 
2.838  
[0.103] 
(2.636, 3.040) 
3.098  
[0.136]  
(2.832, 3.364) 
% share of variance due to within group differencesx 45.74% 40.88% 23.70% 41.20% 
% share of variance due to between group differencesx 54.26% 59.12% 76.30% 58.79% 
No. of Imputed x1 0 0 340/1611 340/1611 
No. of Imputed x2 0 0 382/1611 382/1611 
Percent of Unused Obs. /Total Obs. 0.00 % 26.7 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 
Remaining N used in the analysis 1611 1181 1611 1611 
Hierarchical model fitted using maximum likelihood estimation. 
Parameter estimates shown with the corresponding standard error in brackets and the 95% confidence interval in parenthesis.  
Confidence interval in bold indicate that the “true” value is contained within the lower and upper limits. 
*Applied listwise deletion, no imputation performed.  
xThe variance partitioning for (4) and (5) is obtained as the average of the estimates from the M=25 imputed dataset. 
 
The incomplete covariates in the dataset diminished the number of observations available for 
analysis by 26.7 percent. The reduction in the analytical sample, which is a function of variables 
y and z, also introduced a bias in the parameter estimate for the intercept β0. As a remedial measure 
for this bias and to be able to use all the 1611 available observations, the model is re-estimated 
using the imputed dataset. Between the results in columns (4) and (5), it is clear that the imputed 
dataset using Normal distribution introduced further bias in the analysis in terms of the intercept 
β0 and slope β1 parameter estimates (see the corresponding confidence interval). On the other 
hand, the imputed dataset using skew-t distribution was able to capture the true values of both the 
intercept and slopes parameter. Both models, on the other hand, were able to incorporate the 
imputation uncertainty in the analysis by providing adjusted parameter variances and wider 
confidence intervals. The sources of model variation, between and within groups, were also 
adjusted appropriately after applying the proper imputation. However, it can be noticed that the 
share of the between group variances (i.e. from residuals) of the imputed dataset using normal 
distribution is larger in comparison to the values obtained from the full (complete) dataset and the 
imputed dataset using skew-t. These differences can be attributed to the inaccuracy of resulting 
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imputations from the method using transformation/back-transformation and an underlying normal 
distribution, where replacement values landed in the tails much more than what is needed. 
 
6.5. Imputing the Missing Variables in East Laguna Village Longitudinal Dataset 
The analytic approach taken in Chapter 5 using the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset 
analysed only 452 complete observations out of the entire 811 fully observed data points in the 
dependent variable, rice production per hectare. Without imputation of the incomplete covariates, 
the analysis was restricted to only 55.7 percent of the total complete observations. To evaluate the 
reliability and accuracy of the obtained findings using the partial dataset in Chapter 5, the proposed 
flexible MI method is applied to the incomplete variables in the East Laguna Village dataset. This 
enables the full East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset to be fitted with the selected empirical 
model of interest.  
The East Laguna Village dataset has two sources of missing information. First is the intermittently 
missing variables brought about by the varying design of the village surveys. The village 
information was not originally designed to be collected longitudinally. Hence, some variables 
which were included in some years were not collected in other years. Questionnaires were designed 
separately based on the researchers’ topic of interest for each particular wave. Second, the dataset 
was a reconstruction of the old surveys collected from the late-1960s. Hence, some data points on 
collected variables have become missing due to unreadable survey response sheets and damaged 
files. Between the two, the former is the main cause of missing data in the covariates used in the 
empirical analysis. The mechanism underlying these missing observations can be considered as 
missing at random conditional on the survey year. As such, each of the missing covariates can be 
modelled as a function of the year indicator, the observed data points of the same variable collected 
in other survey years, and other information in the dataset correlated with the missing covariate. 
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Table 6.4: List of Incomplete Variables in the East Laguna Village Dataset (1974-2007) 
Variable Description 
Missing 
Data points 
Reason 
Volume of Fertilizer used per Hectare 
(Urea and other) 
267/811 
(32.9%) 
Information not available for surveys done in 6 planting 
seasons. Dry season for 1974, 1976, and Wet and Dry 
seasons for 1997 and 2003. 
Volume of Herbicide used per Hectare 
267/811 
(32.9%) 
Information not available for surveys done in 6 planting 
seasons. Dry season for 1974, 1976, and Wet and Dry 
seasons for 1997 and 2003. 
Types of Rice Variety Used  
(5 categories indicating the type of rice 
variety used: modern variety 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and traditional variety. Recoded as a 
set of 4 binary variables with 
traditional variety as the base category) 
92/811 
(11.3%) 
Information not available for surveys done in wet and 
dry seasons, 2001 
Number of Unusable Observations in 
the Dataset without Imputation 
359/811 (44.3%) 
 
Four variables in the model have missing values: volume of urea (fertilizer) used, volume of other 
types of fertilizer used, volume of herbicide used, and the type of rice variety planted (Table 6.4). 
The fertilizer and herbicide information are both continuous variables while the rice variety 
covariate is an unordered categorical variable that corresponds to the use of traditional rice variety, 
and modern rice variety types 1, 2, 3, and 4.  
To incorporate the categorical variable in the proposed joint imputation model, the incomplete rice 
variety information is recoded into a set of 4 binary variables, using traditional rice variety as the 
base category. These are then converted into continuous variables using the logistics 
transformation function and assumed to follow a latent multivariate continuous distribution. The 
converted variables are merged with the fertilizer and herbicide variables, and jointly modelled in 
the imputation equation. This type of approach is proposed by Carpenter, Goldstein, and Kenward, 
(2011), Goldstein (2011), and Goldstein, Carpenter, and Browne (2014) to enable the set of binary 
and categorical variables to be jointly imputed with the other incomplete continuous variables.  
The resulting multivariate imputation model has the following form, containing seven dependent 
variables with incomplete data points. For the empirical illustration, the hierarchical model is 
specified with a random component only in the intercept (6.15) 
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         (6.15). 
The explanatory variables in equation (6.15) contains all the available fully-observed information 
in the dataset (expressed as the matrix 𝒛), including the rice production information, 𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑗, 
which is the dependent variable in the main model of interest. As before, 𝛀 is the 7 x 7 dispersion 
matrix and 𝑣 is the common degrees of freedom parameter governing the tails of the multivariate 
distribution.  
To generate the replacement values for each missing data point in the left-hand side of the (6.15), 
the following equations are used (6.16 and 6.17): 
𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 = {
𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
, for the fertilizer and herbicide variable   (6.16) 
𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 = {
𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑                                 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒_𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑), 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
, for the binary variables MV1, …, MV4  (6.17). 
Lastly, the specified random intercept also follows the skew-t specification with 
𝒖0𝑗~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝟎,𝛀𝑢 , 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢), for all the seven dependent variables in (6.15)   (6.18). 
Equations (6.15) to (6.18) are estimated using the same MCMC algorithm and weakly-informative 
prior distributions outlined in the simulation section.  
Once the incomplete variables have been filled-in through (6.16) and (6.17), the hierarchical model 
describing the growth in the rice production per hectare is refitted for each imputed dataset (same 
specification as in Table 5.4 in Chapter 5). The regression estimates are then pooled into a single 
value using the Rubin’s rule. The section is primarily interested in how the result of the substantive 
model changes once the analysis includes the full dataset.  
Similarly to the simulation section, an imputation model using the transformation/back-
transformation approach with underlying multivariate normal distribution is applied for 
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comparison. Figure 6.6 displays a histogram of the incomplete continuous variables with a fitted 
normal curve. The histograms are shown both in the variables’ original (row A) and log-
transformed scale (row B). The log-transformation of the incomplete fertilizer and herbicide 
variables become relatively symmetric after the transformation but retain a higher degree of 
kurtosis than would be expected for a normally distributed variable.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Histogram of the Incomplete Continuous Variables: Fertilizer and Herbicide 
Note: Solid line is the fitted normal curve 
 
A total of M = 33 imputed datasets are generated proportional to the rate of missing covariates in 
the dataset following the suggestion in Bodner (2008), Graham et al. (2007), and White et al. 
(2011). The fertilizer and herbicide variables suffer from 32.9 percent missing data points and the 
rice variety variable has 11.3 percent (see Table 6.4). 
 
 
 
A: Original Scale 
B: Log Transformed Scale 
Fertilizer: Nitrogen   Fertilizer: Other    Herbicide 
Fertilizer: Nitrogen   Fertilizer: Other    Herbicide 
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6.6. Discussion of Empirical Results  
The resulting empirical model estimates of the main model of interest using the imputed datasets 
are summarized in Table 6.5. The empirical model has the same specification with the estimates 
in Table 5.7’s column (1) of Chapter 5, where the dependent variable is a log-transformed version 
of the rice production per hectare. This section selected this particular model specification to focus 
on the effect of the differences in the imputation approaches in the analysis. A log-transformation 
in the dependent variable, rice production per hectare, reduces the non-normality in the main 
model’s error term. Therefore, the differences in the model re-estimation using the two imputation 
designs can be easily distinguished. The main model of interest is a hierarchical model estimated 
using maximum likelihood approach. The model assumes normality in both the error and random 
terms. 
Column (2) in Table 6.5 presents the estimates if no imputation is applied (i.e. listwise deletion). 
Column (3) summarizes the model estimates from the completed dataset using an imputation 
method with log-transformation/back transformation and assumes a normal distribution. While 
column 4 shows the result of the proposed MI method using skew-t distribution.  
Without imputation, the empirical model is limited to use of only the remaining N = 452 fully 
observed data points. This restriction introduces biases as a result of the exclusion of some 
available data points that could have been informative in quantifying the factors that contribute to 
the improvements in the East Laguna Village’s rice production over time. The summary in Table 
6.5’s column (2) using the incomplete data provides a demonstration of this. The obtained 
parameter estimates measuring the effect of using modern rice varieties (MV) show inconsistent 
effects. With the incomplete dataset, the use of MV2 brings statistically negligible improvements 
in the rate of rice production per hectare, using traditional rice varieties as a baseline. MV2 are the 
first wave of pests and disease resistant rice varieties developed and introduced to farmers in the 
1970s. This non-significant estimate is not consistent with existing studies that identifies the MV2, 
together with MV3, to be among the most successful and still commonly used rice breeds in the 
Philippines (Laborte et al., 2015; Launio et al., 2008). In a similar manner, the parameter estimate 
measuring the effect of using MV4 is shown to cause significantly lower rate of change in rice 
production in comparison to the traditional varieties. This result is counterintuitive since Type 4 
varieties are the hybrid and new plant types which have the ability to survive adverse weather 
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conditions and expected to still provide high yield compared to the traditional variety (Laborte et 
al., 2015; Silva, Reidsma, Laborte, & van Ittersum, 2017). The seemingly inconsistent estimates 
could be a consequence of the inability to incorporate several survey waves in the analysis which 
may contain relevant information to the identify the effectiveness of these modern rice varieties 
(Table 6.4) 
Table 6.5: Model Estimates using the Incomplete and Imputed East Laguna Village Dataset 
                  Dependent Variable: Log of Rice Production per hectare 
                  Main Model Specification: Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept 
Fixed Effect Parameters 
 
(1) 
Incomplete Dataset 
 
(2) 
Imputed using 
Normal 
(3) 
Imputed using Skew-t 
 
(4) 
Intercept -0.092 [0.302] 0.545 [0.333] 0.529 [0.333] 
Age  0.001 [0.003] -0.002 [0.003] -0.001 [0.003] 
Years of Schooling -0.004 [0.017] -0.007 [0.018] -0.008 [0.018] 
Wet Season Indicator -0.117 [0.051]* -0.185 [0.049] ** -0.186 [0.049] ** 
Year Indicator (1974 = 0) 0.051 [0.017]** 0.044 [0.020] * 0.048 [0.020] * 
Year Indicator Squared -0.001 [0.001] 0.001 [0.001] -0.001 [0.001] 
Crop Damaged by Adverse Weather Condition -0.190 [0.072]** -0.188 [0.086] * -0.185 [0.086] * 
Crop Damaged by Pests and Insects -0.150 [0.076]* -0.151 [0.088]  -0.151 [0.088]  
Crop Damaged due to Manmade/Resource Reasons -0.088 [0.161] -0.082 [0.217] -0.080 [0.217] 
No. of HH Members 0.007 [0.013] -0.001 [0.014] -0.001 [0.013] 
Ave. Years of Schooling of HH Member 0.009 [0.009] -0.003 [0.011] -0.003 [0.010] 
No. of HH Members working Abroad 0.180 [0.134] 0.034 [0.128] 0.030 [0.132] 
No. of HH Members who are Professional Wage Workers -0.067 [0.043] -0.083 [0.046] * -0.074 [0.043] 
No. of HH Members who are Farm Helpers 0.052 [0.026]* 0.028 [0.029] 0.028 [0.029] 
Cultivating 2 Land Parcels 0.789 [0.068]** 0.868 [0.077] ** 0.870 [0.077] ** 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels 1.548 [0.114]** 1.525 [0.128] ** 1.521 [0.128] ** 
Modern Rice Variety 1 (MV1) 0.806 [0.216]** 0.617 [0.246] ** 0.643 [0.246] ** 
Modern Rice Variety 2 (MV2) 1.502 [1.059] 1.228 [0.446] ** 1.180 [0.549] * 
Modern Rice Variety 3 (MV3) 0.9711 [0.221]** 0.913 [0.256] ** 0.907 [0.254] ** 
Modern Rice Variety 4 (MV4) -0.295 [0.159]* -0.102 [0.136] -0.140 [0.134] 
Years Indicator X Years of Schooling -0.001 [0.001] -0.001 [0.001] -0.001 [0.001] 
Year Indicator X MV1 -0.033 [0.0117]** -0.020 [0.013]  -0.023 [0.012]  
Year Indicator X MV2 -0.077 [0.077] -0.056 [0.021] ** -0.052 [0.032] 
Year Indicator X MV3 -0.040 [0.010]** -0.038 [0.011] ** -0.038 [0.010] ** 
Fertilizer (Nitrogen, in 000 kilograms) 0.863 [0.266]** 0.001 [0.001] 0.013 [0.081] 
Fertilizer ("Complete", Organic, Others, in 000 kilograms) 0.598 [0.287]* 0.001 [0.001] -0.010 [0.052] 
Herbicide (in 000 milliliters) 0.059 [0.036]* 0.001 [0.001] 0.009 [0.019] 
Number of observations used (N) 452/811 811/811 811/811 
Number of farmers 136 158 158 
Number of fertilizer/herbicide data points imputed 0 267/811 267/811 
Number of rice variety data points imputed 0 92/811 92/811 
% share of variance due to model’s residual+ 85.1% 90.4% 90.0% 
% share of variance due to between farmer differences+ 14.9% 9.56% 10.0% 
Chi-square Discrepancy Statistics (Gelman et. al, 2004) of 
the applied Imputation Modelx 
NA 5792.084 1282.747 
Hierarchical model estimated using maximum likelihood estimation. 
Parameter estimates presented with the corresponding standard errors in brackets. Significance level is at **99% and *95%.  
+TThe variance partitioning for (4) and (5) is derived as the average of the M=33 VPCs computed from each of the imputed dataset. 
x The imputation model estimates are not shown, and not of interest. The resulting discrepancy statistics are obtained from the estimated imputation model. Estimated 
using Adaptive Metropolis within Gibbs Algorithm (AMWG), with 95,000 iteration (including 5,000 burn-in) and thinning of 30. The M=33 imputed dataset is 
extracted from the last 990 run, extracted every 30th draw. 
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Empirical analysis containing all the available information becomes possible with the multiple 
imputed dataset (columns 3 and 4). By using all N = 811 observations in the model, some of the 
important parameter estimates change and become more logical with the studies in rice production 
in the Philippines and in the East Laguna Village. The MV2 parameter estimate becomes positive 
and statistically significant, and the previously estimated adverse impact of using MV4 statistically 
vanishes. The statistically significant effects of some variables in the analysis using the incomplete 
dataset also disappears. For example, the contribution of the number of household members who 
are farm helpers and the volume of fertilizer and herbicide used becomes insignificant. The 
empirical model using the imputed dataset places stronger evidence towards the effective 
contribution of the modern rice varieties in improving the farmer’s rice yield in the East Laguna 
Village. 
The result of the hierarchical model using either MI methods, normal and skew-t, produced similar 
estimates in most variables. As expected, the complete covariates in either models yielded similar 
point estimates and standard error. However, a noticeable difference can be seen in the estimates 
from the imputed continuous covariates, i.e. fertilizer and herbicide variables. Although both 
models provided statistically insignificant result, the magnitude of the point estimates from the 
analysis using MI with skew-t distributions shows a more reasonable and realistic value compared 
to the MI using normal distribution. The obtained discrepancy statistics from the estimated 
imputation models also prefer the flexible imputation specification with skew-t distribution, 
having a significantly better predictive performance.  
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6.7. Summary and Discussion  
Multiple imputation is considered as a flexible method and the “gold standard” when analysing 
incomplete dataset. However, when the data being imputed fails to satisfy the imputation model’s 
assumption, MI may introduce more bias in the analysis. The simulation and empirical study in 
this chapter illustrate the effect of non-normality in the performance of MI when filling-in 
incomplete continuous variables. The usual process of transformation/back-transformation and 
assuming an underlying normality when imputing skewed continuous data has a tendency of 
exacerbating the bias in the analysis.  
This chapter introduces a parametric MI method using joint modelling approach that permits a 
multivariate non-normal continuous data to be imputed directly. The method uses a hierarchical 
model with flexible skew-t distribution and enables joint imputation of multilevel continuous data 
without the need to apply transformation, truncation, or other variable modification. This is an 
extension of the popular joint modelling based multiple imputation technique proposed by Schafer  
(1997), and expands on the method developed in Chapter 5 and similar methodological studies in 
Ho and Lin (2010), Lin and Lin (2011), and Wang and Lin (2015).  
The empirical application of this proposed method enabled all available information in the East 
Laguna Village longitudinal dataset to be used in a hierarchical model. The model of interest 
examined the factors contributing to the rate of improvement in village’s rice production per 
hectare between the periods 1974 to 2007. The evidence provided by the analysis using all relevant 
information in the dataset supports the positive effect of the modern rice technology in enhancing 
the farmer’s productivity. The empirical model using the correctly imputed dataset shows the 
significant contribution of the modern rice variety types 1, 2, and 3 in improving the percent growth 
in the rice yield per hectare. From a policy perspective, the estimated impact of modern rice 
varieties are subdued or even misleading when the quantitative evaluation is undertaken without 
properly accounting for the missing data. Decision makers may decide to halt their support for the 
modern rice technology in the village when the evaluation show that modern varieties do not 
contribute to the farmer’s well-being. Properly imputing missing information reveals a more 
credible and accurate relationship in the analysis. 
This chapter’s methodological proposal explored the multiple imputation method to analyse the 
incomplete dataset. This technique involves a two-step procedure: imputation and combination of 
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estimates. The replacement values are generated from the imputation model’s posterior predictive 
distribution, and the multiple model estimates from the imputed datasets are combined using the 
Rubin’s rule. However, it has been mentioned in the review in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.4) that the 
multiple imputation method is a Bayesian method in its core. Hence, the idea presented here can 
be directly implemented in a fully-Bayesian fashion where both the imputation and main model of 
interest are simultaneously estimated. Through this, a more flexible modelling specifications can 
be explored. This extension is explored in the next section. A particular area for consideration in 
Chapter 7 is the computational challenges presented by the joint imputation of large number of 
incomplete variables, especially when using hierarchical multivariate imputation model where the 
number of parameters grow exponentially for each added fixed or random effect. Chapter 7 extends 
the method presented in this chapter and introduces an imputation approach where cross-equation 
parameter restrictions are permitted to lessen the computational burden of parametric imputation. 
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7. Extending the Methodology for Analysing Incomplete Datasets using the 
Method of Flexible Hierarchical Seemingly Unrelated Regression 
 
The proposed method in Chapter 6 draws replacement values for the missing information from the 
posterior predictive distribution of the multivariate imputation model. The M sets of completed 
datasets are used and combined in the estimation of the analyst’s substantive model of interest 
using Rubin’s rule of combination. The previous chapter illustrated a two-stage process where the 
imputation is done separately from the analysis. This step is similar to how it is typically done in 
quantitative social science research where the data provider of social surveys often provides the 
imputation prior to the release of the completed data to the public. End-users then use this 
information to estimate their own model of interest. Releasing an imputed dataset to the public can 
improve its usability for a broad range of researchers with different skill levels. 
However, from the point of view of the data provider, joint imputation of incomplete variables 
using hierarchical models can become computationally demanding. For example, consider 
simultaneously imputing five incomplete variables using a set of ten covariates. Jointly estimating 
these variables implies that 50 slope parameters will need to be estimated, including five intercept 
parameters for each equation. If a random intercept and two random slopes are added, the total 
fixed and random parameters that will have to be estimated increases to 85 (including the random 
component’s covariance). Additionally, if the dependent variables are skewed and continuous, 
specifying the imputation model with a skew-t distributed random and error term implies having 
to estimate an additional 26 parameters for the error and random term’s skewness and kurtosis 
parameters. By modelling five incomplete variables with such specification, the imputation model 
will already have a total of 111 parameters needed to be estimated. In popular household surveys 
dataset, the number of incomplete continuous variables that need imputation are often higher 
(Duffy, 2011; Hayes & Watson, 2010; Knies, 2014, 2017). The computational burden in applying 
joint imputation becomes significantly larger for each single variable added in the imputation 
model. Issues of dimensionality resulting from imputing high number of multiple incomplete 
variables can also affect the convergence of the model and erodes the practicality of performing 
multiple imputation (Deng, Chang, Ido, & Long, 2016).  
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While it is theoretically attractive to be able to jointly impute and model the incomplete variables, 
computational restrictions confine the practicality of using this method in addressing incomplete 
variables. This chapter aims to address such issues and extends the method presented in Chapter 
6. The research proposes a more pragmatic approach to multivariate imputation of non-normal 
continuous covariates with multilevel structure by building on the statistical method known as the 
Seemingly Unrelated Regression model (SUR) (Ando & Zellner, 2010; Chib & Greenberg, 1995; 
Zellner, 1962, 1963). The SUR model is an extension of the linear regression model applicable for 
the simultaneous estimation of several univariate regression models through the correlated error 
terms. This chapter extends this analytical method by incorporating the framework of hierarchical 
linear models with skew-t distributed error and random terms and applies this for missing data 
imputation. This proposed imputation method is also a flexible extension of the missing data 
technique introduced by Carpenter, Goldstein, and Kenward, (2011), Goldstein (2011), and 
Goldstein, Carpenter, and Browne (2014) which applies a multivariate normal distribution. The 
chapter’s proposed SUR-based method applies cross-equation parameter restrictions that allows 
the analyst to uniquely specify the predictors for each dependent variable in the imputation model. 
This reduces the number of parameters that need to be estimated by eliminating the variables which 
do not significantly contribute to predicting the missing data. This modelling technique is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 4’s Section 4.4. 
Another key difference in this chapter’s proposed method is the joint estimation of the imputation 
model with the substantive model of interest using a full Bayesian framework. Through this, the 
substantive model can be easily specified to have a flexible skew-t distributed error and random 
terms, similar to the proposal in Chapter 5. Aside from providing more modelling flexibility, this 
setting is convenient for data analysts who have the sufficient-level of information and resources 
to model the missing data, and not depend on the imputation given by the data provider. 
As in the previous chapters, this section focuses on the imputation of incomplete non-normal 
continuous covariates. The outline is as follows: Section 7.1 briefly reviews existing literature on 
alternative methods for missing data that allows simultaneous modelling of all the missing 
covariates and the model of interest. Section 7.2 presents some research on the SUR model and its 
application for analysing incomplete dataset. Section 7.3 outlines the proposed imputation method 
in this chapter using the based on the SUR model with a full Bayesian specification. Section 7.4 
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presents the simulation and estimation methodology. Sections 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 discuss the results 
from the simulation and empirical illustration using the East Laguna Village Dataset.  Section 7.8 
summarizes the chapter. 
 
7.1. Imputing Multiple Incomplete Covariates 
Meng (1994) prescribed that imputation models should be as general as possible such that it should 
be specified with wide set of predictor variables to help ensure that the imputation model is 
compatible with a broad range of specification in the end-user’s substantive model of interest. In 
essence, it is considered compatible when the information used in the estimation of the main model 
of interest is also contained and as complex as the predictor variables in the imputation model 
(Carpenter & Kenward, 2012). In the joint modelling imputation using multivariate regression, a 
set of covariates are used to generate replacement values for all the incomplete dependent variables 
assuming an underlying joint distribution (Goldstein et al., 2009, 2008; Schafer, 1997). However, 
when the number of variables for imputation is large, including a large set of covariates in the 
imputation model can be computationally difficult. The number of parameters that needs to be 
estimated can grow exponentially and may affect model’s convergence. A joint modelling of 
incomplete variables is theoretically attractive but may be difficult to apply in some situations (van 
Buuren, 2010).  
An alternate and similarly popular imputation procedure is the fully conditional specification. The 
attractiveness of this approach is its modelling simplicity since the variables that needs to be 
imputed are defined using a chain of univariate models (Raghunathan et al., 2001; van Buuren et 
al., 1999). Each univariate imputation model can be designed with the same or totally different 
sets of predictor variables. In addition, because the model does not assume a joint multivariate 
distribution, the continuous and discrete incomplete variables can be directly included. The 
flexibility of the method allows each univariate imputation model to have a unique list of 
covariates which the imputer believes to be predictive of the missing data mechanism. This 
flexibility can reduce the number of parameters to be estimated in the imputation model.  
Despite the differences in the two approaches, a number of studies have demonstrated a 
comparable performance of these two popular imputation techniques  (Enders et al., 2015; Lee & 
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Carlin, 2010; White et al., 2011). The fully conditional and joint modelling imputation methods 
have also been extended to deal with both single level and multilevel incomplete dataset (Carpenter 
et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2016; Enders et al., 2015; Goldstein et al., 2014; Grund et al., 2016a, 
2016b; Schafer & Yucel, 2002; van Buuren, 2011; Yucel, 2008). 
Goldstein et al. (2009) and Carpenter et al. (2011) introduced a method to jointly impute 
incomplete multilevel data assuming a multivariate latent normal distribution. The imputation 
method allows variables with multilevel structure to be modelled simultaneously using multiple 
response hierarchical model with mixed types of variables including continuous, binary, and 
ordinal. Non-normal continuous and discrete variables are incorporated in the model with the aid 
of variable transformation. This approach is implementable in the software “REALCOM-IMPUTE” 
and enables a joint estimation of the imputation model and the model of interest using a full-
Bayesian framework. The software is available at 
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cmm/software/realcom/imputation.html. This chapter proposes to extend 
this imputation approach in two ways. First, the proposed imputation method shifts from a 
multivariate normal distribution towards a more flexible multivariate skew-t distribution to be able 
to impute skewed variables directly. Second, the hierarchical imputation model allows a cross-
equation parameter restriction for faster implementation using the seemingly unrelated regression 
(SUR) model framework (Zellner, 1962, 1963).  
This proposal aims to combine the attractiveness of the two main classes of missing data 
approaches, the joint modelling and the fully conditional specification. The imputation model for 
each incomplete variable can be specified individually and yet be jointly modelled through a 
multivariate latent continuous distribution. Parallel with the methods used in Chapters 5 and 6, the 
proposed method focuses on the imputation of hierarchical non-normal continuous variables. The 
next section briefly describes the SUR model.  
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7.2. The Seemingly Unrelated Regression Model 
Zellner (1962, 1963) developed a method for estimating a system of linear equations using the 
SUR model. The SUR allows a set of regression equations to be individually defined and yet be 
jointly estimated. The SUR model solves the parameter values for each regression equation while 
incorporating the correlated residuals between equations.  
Consider estimating q individual cross-sectional regression equations for dependent variables 𝑦1, 
𝑦2 , …, 𝑦𝑞 . Each regression model can be defined with the same or totally different sets of 
covariates. 
𝑦1 = 𝛽10 + 𝛽11𝑥1 + 𝛽12𝑥2 + 𝛽13𝑥3 + 𝛽14𝑥4 + 𝛽15𝑥5 + 𝜀1           (7.1) 
𝑦2 = 𝛽20 + 𝛽21𝑥1 + 𝛽22𝑥3 + 𝛽23𝑥5 + 𝜀2              
                         ⋮  
𝑦𝑞 = 𝛽𝑞0 + 𝛽𝑞2𝑥2 + 𝛽𝑞3𝑥4 + 𝛽𝑞4𝑥5 + 𝜀𝑞                               
where the error terms 𝜀1, 𝜀2, …, 𝜀𝑞  are i.i.d. with 𝑁~(0,
2). Each regression equation may be 
estimated independently and may contain exactly the same or totally different sets of explanatory 
variables. However, when simultaneously modelling multiple dependent variables coming from 
the same dataset, the interrelationship between these individual equations can provide extra 
information to one another which can improve the estimation. 
A straightforward way to incorporate these interrelationship is by specifying a joint covariance 
structure in each equation’s residual component. The joint residual specification links these 
regression models and takes advantage of the potential efficiency gains when the equations are 
collectively estimated (Fiebig & Kim, 2000). The regression equations above can be expressed in 
the form 
[
𝑦1
𝑦2
⋮
𝑦𝑞
] = [
𝑋1 0 ⋯ 0
0 𝑋2 ⋱ ⋮
⋮
0
⋱
⋯
⋱ 0
0 𝑋𝑞
] [
𝛽1
𝛽2
⋮
𝛽𝑞
] + [
𝜀1
𝜀2
⋮
𝜀𝑞
]       (7.2) 
where 𝒚𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2,… , 𝑞, is a q x 1 vector corresponds to the dependent variables in the 𝑞 regression 
equations. 𝑋𝑖 refers to the set of covariates included in the 𝑖
th regression equation. While 𝛽𝑖 are the 
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parameter estimates for each covariate. The error term 𝜺 = [𝜀1, 𝜀2, … , 𝜀𝑞]′ is multivariate normally 
distributed with zero mean and 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜺)  defined by a q x q variance-covariance matrix Ω𝜀 
measuring the interrelationship between the 𝑞  regression equations through their residual 
components. The matrix Ω𝜀 has diagonal elements 𝑖
2 and off-diagonal elements 𝑖𝑗 , 𝑖𝑗. 
Zellner’s specification of the SUR model is similar to a multivariate regression with normally 
distributed error component but with cross-equation parameter restrictions (Zellner & Ando, 2010a, 
2010b). The cross-equation parameters restrictions allow each row in the multivariate regression 
to have a different set of predictor variables. When the predictor variables included in each 
equation is exactly the same, then the result of the SUR is the same as the multivariate regression 
model. If the error terms between regressions equations are uncorrelated, i.e. E[εiεj
′] = 0 for i  j, 
the SUR model estimates is equivalent to the individually estimated regression models. Otherwise, 
the SUR is more efficient than estimating the models individually (Pindyck & Rubinfeld, 1998; 
StataCorp, 2013b).  
The SUR is a popular and flexible analytic tool used in econometrics. It has been extended and 
used in a number of applications to investigate multivariate time series, panel, and cross-sectional 
datasets, among others (Fernández & Harvey, 1990; Fiebig & Kim, 2000; Pindyck & Rubinfeld, 
1998). Zellner and Ando (2010b) developed a SUR model with thicker-tailed error terms using 
multivariate Student-t distribution to better capture the actual behavior of empirical datasets. In 
the context of analysis of incomplete dataset, Keshavarzi, Ayatollahi, Zare, and Pakfetrat (2012) 
explored the use of SUR as a model based approach in analyzing longitudinal medical data with 
missing covariates. The method of Keshavarzi et al. (2012) used the design of the SUR model to 
analyze incomplete longitudinal covariates without the need to perform imputation but by varying 
the set of covariates for each time period. The explanatory variable for a given regression model 
defined in a time period will be removed if it is incomplete. Hence, all remaining fully observed 
variables are included in the analysis. This modelling approach was shown to the reduce bias 
compared to applying carry-over imputation methods and listwise deletion.  
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7.3. Hierarchical SUR for Missing Data Imputation 
The SUR modelling framework enables the analysis to have more flexibility by allowing the 
imputation models of the several incomplete variables to be specified individually, and yet be 
estimated jointly. Each incomplete dependent variable can have its own unique set of covariates 
and be jointly estimated by allowing their residuals to be correlated. Through this, the theoretical 
attractiveness of the joint modelling imputation approach and the practicality of the fully 
conditional specification with individually specified imputation model is combined. This chapter 
is an alternative extension of the method in Chapter 6 for imputing incomplete hierarchical 
variables which are skewed and possess thick tails.  
The SUR-based imputation model can be extended for multilevel variables. Each univariate 
imputation equation with incomplete continuous dependent variable can be specified as a 
hierarchical model with skew-t distributed error and random terms. The residual terms from each 
individual model are then linked using the multivariate skew-t distribution (Azzalini & Capitanio, 
2003, 2014). For a q number of incomplete dependent variables, the imputation model can be 
defined as: 
𝑥1
𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝒁1
′ 𝜷1 + 𝒁1
′ 𝜹1 + 𝜀1         (7.3) 
𝑥2
𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝒁2
′ 𝜷2 + 𝒁2
′ 𝜹2 + 𝜀2  
                     ⋮  
𝑥𝑞
𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝒁𝑞
′ 𝜷𝑞 + 𝒁𝑞
′ 𝜹𝑞 + 𝜀𝑞  
where each of the missing values in the dataset will be replaced with the set of prediction given by 
the piecewise function, 
𝑥𝑖
𝑖𝑚𝑝
= {
𝑥𝑖
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑥𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
, 𝑖 = 1, 2,… , 𝑞 .      (7.4) 
The level-1 residual terms [𝜀1, 𝜀2, … , 𝜀𝑞]′  are interrelated through the multivariate skew-t 
distribution, 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝟎,𝛀𝜀 , 𝜶𝜀 , 𝑣𝜀). The parameters inside the parenthesis denote the location, 
scale, skewness, and degrees-of-freedom parameters, respectively. The location, centered at 0, and 
skewness parameter are vectors with q x 1 elements. The scale parameter 𝛀𝜀 is a q x q matrix, and 
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the degrees of freedom v is a scalar denoting the common level of kurtosis for the error term. 
Meanwhile, 𝜹𝑖 and 𝜷𝑖are the random and fixed parameters for each equation i = 1,…, q, and 𝒁𝑖 
corresponds to the set of fully observed covariates included in the ith imputation equation. Similarly, 
each imputation equation’s random components can also be defined to follow a multivariate skew-
t distribution:  
𝜹i~𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(𝟎, 𝛀𝛿𝑖, 𝜶𝛿𝑖, 𝑣𝛿𝑖), 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑞 .       (7.5) 
The dimension of the random parameter varies depending on the number of random components 
defined in each of the ith univariate imputation equation.  
A commonly used approach in solving the posterior of the SUR model is the use of the Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Ando & Zellner, 2010; Zellner, 1971; Zellner & Ando, 2010a, 
2010b). When the dependent variable is missing, it will be filled-in by the predicted value 𝑥𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
 
given the current parameter draws during the iteration. If it is not missing, then the observed value, 
𝑥𝑖
𝑜𝑏𝑠, will just be carried over. Likewise, this approach describes the MCMC algorithm to evaluate 
the proposed multivariate hierarchical imputation model with flexible skew-t distribution. The 
chapter follows the missing data proposal of Carpenter et al., (2011), Goldstein (2011b) and 
Goldstein et al. (2014)  which models the multilevel missing data and the analytic model together 
using a fully Bayesian framework. The extension presented in this chapter will be on the use of 
SUR imputation model with flexible skew-t distribution, under a fully Bayesian framework. 
The main difference in this chapter’s proposed imputation using hierarchical SUR from the method 
in Chapter 6, or in other imputation method using the multivariate normal regression framework, 
is that it does not assume that the exact set of predictor variables influencing the missing data 
mechanism for all the incomplete variable. Rather, combinations of different or exactly similar 
sets of variables can be defined to model each incomplete variable, depending on what the analyst 
deem to be the best predictor of missing data. The aim is to reduce the computational burden by 
not estimating the parameters of covariates which do not contribute to the imputation model. 
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7.4. Methodology 
7.4.1 Generating the Simulated Dataset 
This section illustrates the proposed imputation approach using a simulated dataset. Three groups 
of continuous random variables, 𝒙 , 𝒚 , and 𝒛 , are generated. The interrelation between these 
variables is depicted in Figure 7.1.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Structure of the Simulated Data 
 
The continuous random variables 𝑧1 and 𝑧2 are drawn from a normal distribution and are specified 
to be related to variables 𝑥1 and 𝑥2, respectively. Variable 𝑧1 predicts 𝑥1 and not 𝑥2. Similarly, 𝑧2 
is related to 𝑥2 only but not to 𝑥1. Both variables 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 has a hierarchical structure and its 
relationship with 𝑧1  and 𝑧2  results in residual and random terms that are asymmetric and has 
excess kurtosis. These two sets of hierarchical models are interrelated with each other through 
their respective residual terms, 𝜀𝑥1 and 𝜀𝑥2.  
After variables 𝒙 and 𝒛 are defined, a univariate continuous random variable 𝑦 is simulated using 
both 𝑥1  and 𝑥2  as predictor variables. Similarly to the mechanism underlying 𝒙  and 𝒛 , the 
univariate random variable 𝑦 possess a hierarchical structure. For illustration, the random and 
residual component of the model with dependent variable 𝑦  is specified to follow a normal 
distribution with mean = 0. 
Once the relationship between the three sets of variables is established, a certain percentage of the 
𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are artificially set to missing. The probability of variables 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 being missing is a 
function of the fully observed dependent variable 𝑦, and 𝑧1 and 𝑧2, respectively. Defining 𝑅1 and 
   a. Main model data structure    b. Incomplete data mechanism 
𝑥1 
𝑦 
𝑥2 
𝜀𝑦  
𝑧1 𝑥1 
𝑦 
𝑥2 𝑧2 𝜀𝑥2  
𝜀𝑥1  
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𝑅2  as the missing data indicator for variables 𝑥1  and 𝑥2 , the probability of being missing is 
expressed as 
𝑃(𝑅1 = 1|𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑧1, 𝑧2, 𝑦) = 𝑃(𝑅1 = 1|𝑥1
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑧1, 𝑦)      (7.6) 
𝑃(𝑅2 = 1|𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑧1, 𝑧2, 𝑦) = 𝑃(𝑅2 = 1|𝑥2
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑧2, 𝑦)  
where 𝑥𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 , 𝑥𝑖
𝑜𝑏𝑠), 𝑖 = 1, 2 .  
The equations in (7.6) imply that the missing data mechanisms of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are conditionally 
independent and are functions only of the fully observed information. The defined missing data 
mechanism allow the incomplete variables to be modeled through the remaining 𝒙𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑  and the 
fully observed variables 𝒛 and y. Assuming that the imputation approach is credible, the parameter 
estimates in the model defining the relationship of 𝑦 on 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 should be recovered through the 
aid of the imputed dataset 𝒙𝑖𝑚𝑝 = (𝑥1
𝑖𝑚𝑝
, 𝑥2
𝑖𝑚𝑝
).  The relationship of covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 to 𝑧1 
and 𝑧2, respectively, are simulated with skewness value of 𝛼𝑥1 = 1, 𝛼𝑥2 = 1, and 𝑣𝑥 = 20 for 
both its residual and random components. These values are selected so that covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 
will have only a mild skewness and slightly thicker tails. 
The main model of interest with dependent variable 𝑦 on the other hand contain a symmetric error 
and random terms with tails equal to a normally distributed variable (i.e. 𝛼0 = 𝛼1= 𝛼2 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0, 
and 𝑣𝑦  = 𝑣𝑢 = 𝐼𝑛𝑓). The true value of the main model’s fixed effect parameters, 𝛽0, 𝛽1, and 𝛽2, 
are 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The simulation introduced the non-normality in the incomplete 
covariates only so that the variation in the model of interest’s parameter estimates is attributable 
solely to the differences in the imputation model’s specification.  
The simulated incomplete dataset serves as the basis in assessing the performance of the 
considered imputation approaches in the next section. The goal is to eliminate the bias introduced 
by the missingness and retrieve the ‘true’ value of the main model’s parameters 𝛽0, 𝛽1, and 𝛽2 
through the jointly estimated imputation model. 
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7.4.2 Model Estimation  
Two methods are compared for the imputation of the incomplete non-normal continuous variables, 
x1 and x2. Both methods incorporate the hierarchical structure in the data and uses a Bayesian 
procedure to jointly estimate the imputation model and substantive model of interest. The first is 
the proposed method using the hierarchical SUR-based imputation framework with skew-t 
distribution. This proposal allows direct imputation of non-normal continuous covariates without 
the need for variable transformation. The other method considered is the hierarchical multivariate 
regression based approach that uses a multivariate normal distribution for the residual and random 
components (Carpenter et al., 2011; Goldstein, 2011b; and Goldstein et al. 2014). The second 
imputation method suggests that an appropriate transformation should be applied each time a non-
normal continuous covariate is being filled-in such that the variable being imputed will be 
approximately normally distributed. However, as has been presented and illustrated in the previous 
chapters, there are cases when the transformed variable could not have straightforward 
interpretation when used in the analysis, and can remain non-normal even after transforming (Box 
& Cox, 1964; Gurka et al., 2006; von Hippel, 2012).  
Using the terminology in Carpenter et al. (2011), the model containing z and y predicting the 
incomplete variables x is the “imputation model”. This is contained in equations (7.7) to (7.11) 
which uses the hierarchical SUR model. Meanwhile, the equations estimating y using the imputed 
x is the ‘substantive model of interest’. This is expressed in equations (7.12) to (7.14). The model 
of interest is a hierarchical linear model with skew-t distributed error and random terms – similar 
to the method presented in Chapter 5. The variable 𝒛 in this simulated dataset is called the auxiliary 
variable, 𝒙  is the (incomplete) covariate, and y  is the dependent variable. With this SUR 
specification, the set of auxiliary variables are permitted to vary between imputation models (7.7) 
and (7.8), for 𝑥1 and 𝑥2, respectively. Each incomplete variable’s imputation equation can be 
customized and contain a unique set of regressors and specification, subject to the analyst’s belief 
of which model and set of auxiliary variables can best predict the missing values.  
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Proposed Hierarchical SUR Imputation Model 
𝑥1𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝
= (𝛿10 + 𝑢10𝑗) + (𝛿11 + 𝑢11𝑗)𝑧1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿12 + 𝑢12𝑗)𝑦𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑥1    (7.7) 
𝑥2𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝
= (𝛿20 + 𝑢20𝑗) + (𝛿21 + 𝑢21𝑗)𝑧2𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿22 + 𝑢22𝑗)𝑦𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑥2    (7.8) 
[
𝜀𝑥1
𝜀𝑥2
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 ([
0
0
] ,𝛀𝑥 , [
𝛼𝑥1
𝛼𝑥2
] , 𝑣𝑥)       (7.9) 
[
𝑢ℎ0𝑗
𝑢ℎ1𝑗
𝑢ℎ2𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 ([
0
0
0
] , 𝛀ℎ01, [
𝛼ℎ0
𝛼ℎ1
𝛼ℎ2
] , 𝑣ℎ01),      (7.10) 
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝
= {
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗  𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑗  𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔
        (7.11) 
𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ = 1, 2, 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛, 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑘 where 𝑖 refers to the index of observations clustered under 
each of the group 𝑗. 
Substantive Model of Interest  
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = (𝛽0 + 𝑢0𝑗) + (𝛽1 + 𝑢1𝑗)𝑥1𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝
+ (𝛽2 + 𝑢2𝑗)𝑥2𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝
+ 𝜀𝑦       (7.12) 
𝜀𝑦~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0,𝑦
2 , 𝛼𝑦, 𝑣𝑦)         (7.13) 
[
𝑢0
𝑢1
𝑢2
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 ([
0
0
0
] , 𝛀𝑢 , [
𝛼0
𝛼1
𝛼2
] , 𝑣𝑢)       (7.14) 
 
To compare this proposed method, an imputation model using the multivariate hierarchical 
regression with normal distribution is also estimated. This imputation model containing random 
slopes and intercept is specified in equations (7.15) to (7.18). Similarly, the imputation model is 
jointly estimated with the main model of interest in (7.12) to (7.14). Because of the design in the 
usual multivariate hierarchical regression, the imputation specification for 𝑥1  and 𝑥2  contain 
exactly the same set of auxiliary variables. This results in having four extra fixed and random 
effects parameters being estimated in the model: 𝛿13, 𝛿23, 𝑢13, and 𝑢13𝑗 
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This hierarchical multivariate normal regression imputation model with log-transformation is 
specified as: 
log (𝑥1𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝) = (𝛿10 + 𝑢10𝑗) + (𝛿11 + 𝑢11𝑗)𝑧1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿12 + 𝑢12𝑗)𝑧2𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿13 + 𝑢13𝑗)𝑦𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑥1         (7.15) 
log (𝑥2𝑖𝑗
𝑖𝑚𝑝) = (𝛿20 + 𝑢20𝑗) + (𝛿21 + 𝑢21𝑗)𝑧1𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿22 + 𝑢22𝑗)𝑧2𝑖𝑗 + (𝛿23 + 𝑢23𝑗)𝑦𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑥2 (7.16) 
[
𝜀𝑥1
𝜀𝑥2
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚([
0
0
] , 𝐒𝑥)  ≈ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡 ([
0
0
] , 𝛀𝑢, [
0
0
] , 𝐼𝑛𝑓)     (7.17) 
[
𝑢ℎ0𝑗
𝑢ℎ1𝑗
𝑢ℎ2𝑗
𝑢ℎ3𝑗
]~ 𝑚𝑣𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚([
0
0
0
0
] , 𝐒ℎ01) ≈ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡([
0
0
0
0
] , 𝛀𝑢, [
0
0
0
0
] , 𝐼𝑛𝑓) , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ = 1, 2 .  (7.18) 
As a result of the defined non-normality in the simulated incomplete covariates, the illustration 
applies the log-transformation/back-transformation before incorporating the imputed covariates, 
𝑥1
𝑖𝑚𝑝
 and 𝑥2
𝑖𝑚𝑝
 in the estimation of the main model of interest in (7.12) to (7.14). The main 
motivation for applying the back-transformation is to provide a comparable substantive model of 
interest specification using the two imputation approaches. The resulting parameter estimates in 
the substantive model of interest (i.e. 𝛽0, 𝛽1, and 𝛽2) are compared between these two imputation 
approaches to determine the potential bias or improvements associated with the imputation method.  
Various model fit statistics are estimated to assess how each of the specification compare to one 
another. The analysis compares the different models using deviance statistics (Spiegelhalter et al., 
1998, 2002), Chi-squared statistics, and the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) (Gelman et al., 
2004). To evaluate the model’s predsictive performance, the Bayesian Predictive Information 
Criterion (BPIC) is also computed (Ando, 2007).  
The imputation and substantive models are estimated using the Adaptive Metropolis-within-Gibbs 
MCMC algorithm (Roberts & Rosenthal, 2007, 2009). The fixed parameters and random 
parameters in the substantive model and imputation model use a normal prior distribution with 
mean = 0 and large variance = 1000. A weakly-informative prior is specified for the scale 
parameters using the half-Cauchy distribution with broad scale parameter = 25 as suggested in in 
Gelman (2006) and Polson and Scott (2012). The skewness and degrees of freedom parameters 
also uses the same prior distribution as the scale parameters. The model estimation is carried out 
in R (R Core Team, 2017) using the LaplacesDemon package (Statisticat, 2016).  
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7.5. Simulation Results 
The hierarchical data simulation generated between 1 to 30 data points clustered under 100 groups 
resulting in N = 1443 complete observations. The missing data simulation on the covariates, on 
the other hand, artificially yielded 22.9 percent and 23.2 percent of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 to be unobserved. 
When combined, these incomplete covariates created 38.6 percent missingness in the entire dataset. 
The probability of missingness in 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 is a function of variables 𝑦 and 𝑧1 or 𝑧2, respectively. 
The imputation model attempts to fill-in these missing values so that the entire 1443 data points 
can be analyzed and the true parameter values in the model of interest recovered.  
Table 7.1 summarizes the posterior parameter estimates of the substantive model of interest. The 
MCMC used 60,000 iteration (including 10,000 burn-in) and the stationary samples were extracted 
from every 20th iteration. The value of the skewness and degrees of freedom parameters in the 
residual and random components, αy and vy, in the substantive model were restricted to follow a 
normal distribution. This allows the simulation analysis to identify the effect of the different 
imputation methods to the resulting parameter estimates.  
The true value of the intercept and slope parameters are listed in column (1). Column (2) 
summarizes the obtained posterior estimates using the full dataset while column (3) uses only the 
remaining fully-observed data (i.e. listwise deletion). Comparing the results of columns (2) and 
(3), using only the remaining fully-observed data in the model introduces biases in the intercept 
𝛽0 and the two slope parameters, 𝛽1 and 𝛽2. This bias is attributable to the non-random mechanism 
underlying the missing covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 determined by the dependent variable 𝑦 and the set of 
auxiliary variables 𝑧1 and 𝑧2, respectively. These extra pieces of information are used by jointly 
estimating an imputation model which fills-in the unobserved covariates, and allows all the 
available data points to be incorporated in the substantive model of interest.  
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Table 7.1: Posterior Estimates using the Simulated Data 
     Main Model of Interest: Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept and   
     Random Slope  
Fixed Effect 
Parameters 
(True Value) 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) 
Complete 
Dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2) 
Incomplete 
Dataset:  
No Imputation 
 
 
 
 
 
(3) 
Imputation 
Model: 
Hierarchical 
MVN 
Regression 
(with trans. / 
back-trans.) 
 
(4) 
Imputation 
Model: 
Hierarchical 
MVN 
Regression 
(no 
transformation) 
 
(5) 
Imputation 
Model: 
Hierarchical MV 
Regression with 
Skew-t 
 
 
 
(6) 
Imputation 
Model: 
Hierarchical 
SUR with  
Skew-t 
 
 
 
(7) 
β0 = 1 
1.0289 
[0.322, 1.980] 
11.625 
[10.74, 12.47] 
12.533 
[11.03, 14.18] 
1.0105  
[-1.14, 3.086] 
1.6816 
[-0.82, 3.703] 
0.9984 
[-1.42, 3.887] 
β1 = 2 
1.9191 
[1.832, 2.003] 
0.7433 
[0.662, 0.826] 
1.1757 
[1.038, 1.303] 
1.9517 
[1.711, 2.183] 
1.9238 
[1.678, 2.170] 
1.9872 
[1.740, 2.208] 
β2 = 3 
3.0501 
[2.971, 3.125] 
2.2214 
[2.140, 2.313] 
1.6763 
[1.465, 1.875] 
2.8379 
[2.579, 3.093] 
2.7791 
[2.513, 3.053] 
2.7834 
[2.486, 3.092] 
Variability due to 
within group 
differences 
39% 24% 25% 49% 41% 57% 
Variance due to 
between group 
differences 
61% 76% 75% 51% 59% 43% 
% of unused 
observation due to 
missingness 
NA 38.6 % -imputed- -imputed- -imputed- -imputed- 
No. of obs. analyzed 1443/1443 885/1443 1443/1443 1443/1443 1443/1443 1443/1443 
Deviance 
Information 
Criterion (DIC)  
NA NA 18,044.12 21,456.38 21,180.46 21,201.59 
Bayesian Predictive 
Information 
Criterion (BPIC) 
NA NA 18,075.31 21,483.08 21,222.33 21,240.06 
Chi-square 
Discrepancy 
Statistics 
NA NA 1422.95 1422.15 1372.69 1477.91 
Minutes of Run-
Time with 
Imputation 
Model** 
NA NA 85.73 83.33 124.73 98.13 
Mean posterior estimates shown with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI) in brackets [ ].  
Items in bold refer to posterior estimates where the true value is contained in the 95% HDI. 
**computation was done in a Windows 10 OS, with an Intel Core i5 [1.70Ghz, 4 CPUs)] with 8gb RAM 
Model estimated through a Bayesian inference using Adaptive Metropolis within Gibbs (AMWG) Algorithm with iteration length = 60,000 including a burn-
in=10,000 and thinning of 20. 
 
Columns (4) to (7) summarize the posterior estimates of the substantive model which is jointly 
estimated with the imputation model. Different imputation model specifications are in each column. 
Column (4) estimates the imputation model outlined in equations (9) to (12) above. It uses a 
hierarchical multivariate normal regression model that applies a log-transformation and back 
transformation to the non-normal incomplete covariates. Column (5) applies a similar imputation 
design but does not go through the variable transformation step. Instead, it naively fits the non-
normal covariates to the underlying normal distribution. Table 7.1’s column (6), on the other hand, 
applies a hierarchical multivariate regression model with skew-t distribution. This method is 
similar to Chapter 6’s imputation model specification. However, instead of applying the Rubin’s 
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rule to combine the imputed covariates, all the generated replacement values from the imputation 
model are automatically incorporated in the substantive model of interest. Lastly, column (7) 
applies the imputation model using the hierarchical version of SUR with skew-t distribution. This 
implements the imputation model in equations (7.1) to (7.5). It can be considered having a similar 
design to column (6)’s, but with cross-equation parameter restriction. 
Comparing the results from using the different imputation models, the approach in column (4) 
which applies a variable transformation/back transformation created the most bias. The resulting 
parameter values are not significantly better than the estimates obtained in the substantive model 
without imputation. In contrast, the similarly specified imputation model that did not use variable 
modification (column (5)) and the model that used the flexible distribution (columns (6) and (7)) 
were able to recover the true parameter values of 𝛽0, 𝛽1, and 𝛽2 within the 95 percent high density 
interval. The level of non-normality in the simulated covariates 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are not large enough to 
introduce a noticeable bias in the substantive model’s regression estimate even if the normal 
distribution is used in the imputation (Figure 7.2).  
 
Figure 7.2: Simulated Non-normality in 𝒙𝟏 and 𝒙𝟐 
Note: Dashed line: Skew-t residual term (𝛼 = 1, 𝑣 = 20),  
        Solid line: Normal residual term (𝛼 = 0, 𝑣 = 𝐼𝑛𝑓) 
 
The suggestion in von Hippel (2012) explains the difference in results in columns (4) and (5). The 
paper recommends that without the option to use imputation methods with flexible distribution to 
impute skewed continuous data, it may be safest to avoid transformation, truncation, or other 
variable modification. Instead, it is more conservative to naively apply the normal distribution 
assumption for imputing (mildly) non-normal data. Applying transformation and back 
D
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transformation further distorts the variable distribution and introduces more biases in the imputed 
dataset. Thus, the no transformation approach column (5) gives better result in the estimation of 
the main substantive model. However, when the level of skewness and thick tails severely depart 
from normal distribution, and when the analysis involves estimating percentiles and distributional 
shapes, it is theoretically advantageous to apply imputation models that are flexible and do not 
assume normality (von Hippel, 2012). 
In terms of the predictive performance and model fit, columns (5), (6), and (7) provide relatively 
comparable results while the specification that uses the normal distribution and variable 
transformation/back transformation performed the poorest. Lastly, in terms of the flexible models’ 
run-time (columns (5) and (6)), the proposed SUR based imputation model is significantly faster 
than the imputation model without parameter restrictions. The SUR based model with skew-t is 
also only marginally slower than the two other models with normal distribution, despite having to 
estimate extra degrees of freedom and skewness parameters for the residuals and random effects. 
This result establishes the practicality of the proposed imputation specification while being able to 
incorporate the flexibility of using hierarchical models with skew-t distribution. 
The next section compares these imputation methods using the longitudinal dataset in the East 
Laguna Village. The incomplete continuous variables for imputation are non-normal, even after 
logarithmic transformation (see Chapter 6, Figure 6.6). 
 
7.6. Application to the East Laguna Village Dataset 
The empirical application in Chapter 5 analyzed the East Laguna Village dataset’s rice production 
variable using a hierarchical model with skew-t distributed error and random terms. This allowed 
the non-normal continuous dependent variable to be modelled in its original unit of measurement 
(i.e. metric tons per hectare). The substantive model was estimated using Bayesian inference and 
used only the remaining fully-observed information in the dataset (i.e. listwise deletion). Without 
imputation, the empirical model was only able to analyze 452 of the 811 total observations in the 
dataset. This section extends the analysis by enabling all the available information in the 
longitudinal dataset to be considered through the aid of the proposed imputation method. The 
substantive model of interest in this section is the same in Chapter 5. Specifically, 
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𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒅 = 𝑿𝑩 + 𝒁𝒖 + 𝑒            (7.19) 
𝑒 ~ 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0, 𝐵, 𝛼, 𝑣)           
𝒖 ~ 𝑚𝑣𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑡(0,𝛀, 𝜶𝑢 , 𝑣𝑢)          
where the dependent variable 𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑 is the rice production per hectare (in metric tons) of farmer 
i at time t. Matrix 𝑿 contains the set of the complete and incomplete covariates listed in Table 5.2 
in Chapter 5. Parameters 𝑩 and 𝒖 are the model’s fixed and random effects. The residual and 
random terms, 𝜀𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 and 𝒖, follow a flexible skew-t distribution to capture the non-normality in 
the dataset. The substantive model of interest is jointly estimated with the imputation model which 
will fill-in the missing data points in 𝑿.  
The incomplete covariates for imputation are the volume of fertilizer used-urea, volume of 
fertilizer used – others, volume of herbicide used, and the dummy variables indicating the rice 
variety used by the farmer (modern variety types 1, 2, 3, and 4, using traditional variety as a 
baseline). Adopting the proposal of Carpenter et al. (2011), the categorical rice variety variable 
(traditional variety, modern variety 1, 2, 3, and 4) is transformed into a set of indicator variables, 
with the traditional variety as the reference category. After which, a latent continuous variable 
transformation is applied to these binary variables so it can be jointly modelled and imputed with 
the other incomplete continuous data through the multivariate continuous distribution (Carpenter 
et al., 2011; Goldstein, 2011b; Goldstein et al., 2014). This creates a total of 7 incomplete variables 
that needs to be simultaneously imputed. The empirical illustration uses the logistic distribution 
function for the incomplete binary variables. 
Four imputation models are compared. These models have the same specification as those 
summarized earlier on in the chapter. The first and second imputation use the hierarchical 
multivariate regression model with normal distribution (Carpenter et al., 2011; Goldstein, 2011b; 
Goldstein et al., 2014). A variable transformation/back transformation is considered in the first 
model, while the second model naively uses the normal distribution for the non-normal incomplete 
continuous data. Meanwhile, the third and fourth approaches apply the skew-t distribution that 
considers the non-normality in the variable for imputation. The third imputation model uses a 
hierarchical multivariate regression model with skew-t distribution (Chapter 6), while the fourth 
model uses the hierarchical SUR model.  
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The design of the third and fourth imputation models are similar, except for some cross-equation 
parameters restrictions applied in the latter’s specification. Each univariate imputation equation in 
the model using hierarchical SUR is specified individually. The combination of auxiliary variables 
vary for each set of incomplete variable for imputation. Only the predictor variables that have 
reasonably sufficient information in predicting the variable’s missingness are included. For 
example, the variable indicating the number of land parcels cultivated can be deemed informative 
in determining the level of fertilizer and herbicides used for the period, but is not significant in 
predicting the missing rice variety variable. Similarly, the indicator variables for rice damage due 
to pest may be helpful in determining the type of rice variety used and the amount of herbicide 
applied for the period. However, it may be insignificant in predicting the volume of fertilizer 
applied. Through these cross-equation parameter restrictions, faster model estimation is achieved 
by including only the factors which can reasonably contribute to the prediction of the missing 
variable. The decision on which variables to be included for each imputation equation is also 
partially aided by the obtained high density intervals from the other imputation models.  
With the multivariate regression design of the first, second, and third imputation models, all the 
variables in the empirical dataset with no missing information are used as covariates to jointly 
model the 7 incomplete dependent variables. Hence, each of these imputation models estimates a 
total of 112 fixed effect regression parameters (7 dependent variables multiplied by (15 predictor 
variables plus the intercept)).  
Meanwhile, the fourth imputation model using the SUR design estimated only a total of 70 fixed 
effect parameters, including the intercept. The set of predictor variables for each imputation 
equation varies after the cross-equation parameter restrictions. The empirical illustration applies 
the same priors and MCMC algorithm described in the simulation section. The imputation model 
and substantive model of interest are both specified with a random intercept hierarchical model.  
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7.7. Results of the Empirical Application  
Table 7.2 summarizes the estimates in the substantive model investigating the rice production per 
hectare variable in its original unit of measurement. The table compares the posterior estimates of 
the substantive model where no imputation is applied, and where the missing covariate data was 
filled-in directly through the jointly estimated imputation model. Column (1) presents the model 
estimates using only the remaining fully-observed data, while columns (2), (3), (4), and (5) 
summarize the results where an imputation model is jointly estimated.  
Table 7.2’s column (1) contains the same estimates summarized in Chapter 5’s Table 5.3 column 
(3). By using only the remaining available data points, valuable information in the dataset are lost 
in the analysis. The results using only the remaining observations (N=452) suggest that, except for 
modern variety type-3, the use of modern rice variety does not significantly improve the level of 
rice production per hectare as compared to the traditional variety. Column (1) shows that the 
critical production inputs driving the improvements in the level of rice production are simply the 
size of farm land cultivated, the amount of farm labor the household contributes, and the volume 
of fertilizers and herbicide applied for the period. The impact of using modern rice varieties in the 
farmers’ level of rice production is subdued and does not provide a coherent argument with studies 
showing production improvements brought by this modern technology. 
 
Table 7.2: Posterior Estimates using the East Laguna Village Dataset  
      Dependent Variable: Level of Rice Production per Hectare 
      Main Model Specification: Hierarchical Linear Model with Random Intercept and  
      Skew-t distributed Error and Random Terms 
Fixed Effect Parameters 
 
 
 
 
Incomplete 
Dataset 
 
 
(1) 
Imputation 
Model: HLM 
with MVN (w/ 
trans.) 
(2) 
Imputation 
Model: 
HLM with MVN 
(no trans.) 
(3) 
Imputation 
Model: HLM 
with Skew-t 
 
(4) 
Imputation 
Model: 
Hierarchical SUR 
with Skew-t 
(5) 
Intercept 
-0.347  
[-2.215, 1.424] 
-7.813 
[-10.640, -4.132] 
-3.454 
[-7.112, 1.291] 
-7.820 
[-9.946, -6.328] 
-9.178 
[-10.44, -7.078] 
Age  
0.009  
[-0.006, 0.026] 
0.006 
[-0.011, 0.022] 
-0.016 
[-0.032, 0.001] 
-0.007 
[-0.017, 0.002] 
-0.003 
[-0.014, 0.008] 
Years of Schooling 
-0.004  
[-0.092, 0.092] 
-0.064 
[-0.157, 0.039] 
-0.120 
[-0.208, -0.030] 
-0.056 
[-0.115, 0.010] 
-0.049 
[-0.109, 0.003] 
Wet Season Indicator 
-0.543  
[-0.890, -0.174] 
-0.750 
[-1.022, -0.493] 
-0.706 
[-0.996, -0.416] 
-0.556 
[-0.789, -0.348] 
-0.603 
[-0.816, -0.392] 
Year Indicator (1974 = 0) 
0.073  
[-0.045, 0.171] 
-0.015 
[-0.226, 0.193] 
-0.080 
[-0.380, 0.259] 
0.339 
[0.273, 0.425] 
0.362 
[0.262, 0.478] 
Year Indicator Squared 
0.000  
[-0.002, 0.003] 
-0.001 
[-0.003, 0.001] 
-0.003 
[-0.004, -0.001] 
-0.001 
[-0.002, -0.000] 
-0.001 
[-0.003, -0.001] 
Crop Damaged by Adverse 
Weather Condition 
-0.678  
[-1.209, -0.170] 
-0.756 
[-1.213, -0.273] 
-0.567 
[-1.085, -0.041] 
-0.455 
[-0.873, -0.036] 
-0.471 
[-0.876, -0.106] 
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Crop Damaged by Pests and 
Insects 
-0.500  
[-1.029, -0.016] 
-0.591 
[-1.026, -0.131] 
-0.411 
[-0.893, 0.089] 
-0.568 
[-0.921, -0.207] 
-0.463 
[-0.831, -0.087] 
Crop Damaged due to 
Manmade/Resource Reasons 
-0.028  
[-0.993, 0.938] 
-0.053 
[-1.358, 1.351] 
0.232 
[-1.206, 1.697] 
0.026 
[-0.844, 0.853] 
-0.042 
[-1.013, 0.790] 
No. of HH Members 
0.045  
[-0.031, 0.123] 
0.016 
[-0.056, 0.092] 
-0.009 
[-0.085, 0.070] 
-0.005 
[-0.052, 0.045] 
0.007  
[-0.042, 0.063] 
Median Years of Schooling of HH 
Member 
0.019  
[-0.044, 0.079] 
0.071 
[0.019, 0.124] 
0.055 
[-0.001, 0.110] 
0.050 
[0.010, 0.090] 
0.044  
[0.004, 0.081] 
No. of HH Members working 
Abroad 
-0.016  
[-0.864, 0.787] 
-0.382 
[-1.038, 0.287] 
-0.059 
[-0.772, 0.682] 
-0.295 
[-0.846, 0.218] 
-0.158  
[-0.654, 0.339] 
No. of HH Members who are 
Prof. Wage Workers 
-0.270  
[-0.552, 0.012] 
-0.377 
[-0.607, -0.150] 
-0.190 
[-0.418, 0.047] 
-0.206 
[-0.386, -0.025] 
-0.227  
[-0.418, -0.038] 
No. of HH Members who are 
Farm Helpers 
0.138  
[-0.025, 0.294] 
0.045 
[-0.111, 0.183] 
0.028 
[-0.142, 0.184] 
0.086 
[-0.034, 0.197] 
0.083 
[-0.019, 0.189] 
Cultivating 2 Land Parcels 
3.927  
[3.471, 4.404] 
4.184 
[3.803, 4.570] 
4.172 
[3.756, 4.595] 
4.109 
[3.781, 4.454] 
4.071 
[3.759, 4.387] 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels 
10.53  
[9.333, 11.65] 
11.590 
[10.965, 12.252] 
11.983 
[11.269, 12.728] 
9.885 
[9.076, 10.750] 
9.795 
[9.072, 10.539] 
Modern Rice Variety 1 (MV1) 
1.204  
[-0.028, 2.374] 
3.812 
[-0.029, 6.506] 
1.938 
[-2.412, 4.835] 
2.320 
[0.572, 3.921] 
3.083 
[1.266, 5.393] 
Modern Rice Variety 2 (MV2) 
1.833  
[-4.974, 8.256] 
0.799 
[-2.388, 4.071] 
-1.128 
[-5.213, 2.436] 
7.526 
[4.859, 9.301] 
8.747 
[6.124, 11.825] 
Modern Rice Variety 3 (MV3) 
2.333  
[1.052, 3.605] 
7.156 
[5.030, 9.265] 
4.418 
[2.766, 5.938] 
5.942 
[4.395, 7.281] 
5.397 
[4.212, 6.991] 
Modern Rice Variety 4 (MV4) 
-0.506  
[-1.594, 0.570] 
6.948 
[4.658, 9.048] 
5.259 
[2.003, 7.658] 
1.993 
[0.154, 3.336] 
2.627 
[1.028, 4.368] 
Fertilizer (Nitrogen, in 000 
kilograms) 
2.448  
[0.617, 4.284] 
3.186 
[1.472, 4.526] 
8.344 
[6.695, 9.956] 
5.099 
[3.698, 6.559] 
5.553 
[3.401, 7.419] 
Fertilizer ("Complete", Organic, 
Others, in 000 kilograms) 
2.731  
[0.840, 4.490] 
1.786 
[-0.750, 2.995] 
5.754 
[3.020, 7.301] 
5.946 
[4.420, 7.374] 
5.144 
[3.397, 7.391] 
Herbicide (in 000 milliliters) 
0.325  
[0.092, 0.551] 
0.249 
[0.050, 0.481] 
0.964 
[0.702, 1.218] 
0.388 
[0.171, 0.576] 
0.347  
[0.143, 0.548] 
Years Indicator X Years of 
Schooling 
-0.000  
[-0.004, 0.004] 
0.001 
[-0.003, 0.004] 
0.002 
[-0.001, 0.006] 
0.001 
[-0.001, 0.003] 
0.0013 
[-0.001, 0.003] 
Year Indicator X MV1 
-0.048  
[-0.114, 0.023] 
0.014 
[-0.170, 0.223] 
0.084 
[-0.160, 0.362] 
-0.094 
[-0.262, 0.041] 
-0.133 
[-0.327, -0.001] 
Year Indicator X MV2 
-0.037  
[-0.520, 0.452] 
0.234 
[-0.062, 0.530] 
0.212 
[-0.207, 0.537] 
-0.262 
[-0.370, 0.007] 
-0.309 
[-0.458, -0.207] 
Year Indicator X MV3 
-0.088  
[-0.149, -0.023] 
-0.100 
[-0.260, 0.014] 
0.021 
[-0.130, 0.138] 
-0.167 
[-0.234, -0.111] 
-0.134 
[-0.205, -0.057] 
% share of variance due to 
model’s residual 
69.76 38.14 24.03 21.33 48.10 
% share of variance due to 
between farmer differences 
30.24 61.86 75.97 78.67 51.90 
Number of observations used (N) 452 811 811 811 811 
Number of farmers 136 158 158 158 158 
Deviance Information Criterion 
(DIC) 
1,809.55 17,229.92 167.431 -3082.15 -1553.44 
Bayesian Predictive Information 
Criterion (BPIC) 
1,842.20 17,395.59 340.476 -2645.10 -1444.03 
Chi-square Discrepancy Statistics 416.13 786.792 968.558 932.808 940.154 
Minutes of run-time with  
Imputation Model *** 
NA 659.28 830.29 1086.35 877.11 
Mean posterior estimates shown with the corresponding 95% high density interval (HDI) in brackets [ ].   
Items in bold refer to posterior estimates where the 95% HDI does not contain 0. 
Estimated using the Adaptive Metropolis-within-Gibbs MCMC algorithm (Roberts and Rosenthal, 2007; 2009).  
**The burn-in length of each model varies for depending on the imputation specification. Posterior samples are extracted from the last 30,000 iterations after the 
algorithm reaches stationarity with thinning = 20. Run-time is computed based on the last 30,000 iteration.  
Computation was done in a Windows 10 OS, with an Intel Core i5 [1.70Ghz, 4 CPUs)] with 8gb RAM. 
Imputation model posterior estimates not shown. 
 
However, when the analysis is able to apply all the available observations by imputing the missing 
data points in the covariates, the results become more consistent with related studies in rice 
productivity in the East Laguna Village and with the empirical model in Chapter 6 investigating 
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the rate of change in the rice production over time. Columns (2), (3), (4), and (5) show the 
substantive model posterior estimates with the joint imputation model. 
The estimates in columns (4) and (5) yielded comparable and consistent result in terms of the 
obtained mean posterior estimates and high density interval despite the simpler model specification 
used in the latter. Columns (4) and (5) uses the imputation model with flexible distribution which 
is able to capture the non-normality in the non-transformed incomplete continuous covariates. The 
parameter estimates for variables indicating the use modern rice variety types 1, 2, 3, and 4 reveal 
significant production improvements compared to the use of traditional rice variety. The mean 
posterior estimates for other production input variables such as land area, fertilizer, and herbicide 
has also shifted greatly compared to the estimates in column (1), indicating its larger influence in 
positively affecting the farmers’ harvest for each period. 
On the other hand, the results in columns (2) and (3) using the imputation model assuming normal 
distribution varies. The level of rice yield from using modern varieties 1 or 2 are estimated to be 
insignificantly different from planting traditional rice varieties. The significance of the other 
household and farmer level covariates are also inconsistent. This includes the estimates for the 
farmer’s years of schooling, household member’s median level of education, indicator variable for 
crop damage by pests, and number of household members who are professional wage workers.  
The results in this empirical application exemplifies the importance of correctly specifying the 
imputation model. When the assumed underlying distribution of the imputation model deviates 
from the variable being imputed, the jointly estimated substantive model of interest may reflect a 
different and misleading results. In the case of the East Laguna Village, for example, the true 
effectiveness of modern rice varieties may be overlooked when the analysis involves analyzing the 
incomplete dataset that is not imputed correctly. 
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7.8. Summary 
This chapter presented the hierarchical SUR-based imputation model as an alternative to 
addressing several incomplete covariates in a statistical analysis. The hierarchical design is useful 
in filling-in the missing values in multilevel dataset. This approach extends existing missing data 
methodology using a full-Bayesian framework by adding a more flexible and direct alternative to 
model non-normal continuous data.  
The flexibility in the method outlined in this chapter is introduced in two ways: First, the 
imputation model for each incomplete dependent variable can be exactly similar or totally different 
from one another. Varying combinations of fixed and random effect parameters and auxiliary 
variables can be specified for each imputation equation. The SUR-based framework allows the 
multiple missing variables to be modelled simultaneously by linking the residual terms between 
these univariate imputation equations. Hence, the SUR-based imputation model can take 
significantly lesser parameters to be estimated and still result to get comparable result to the model 
using multivariate hierarchical regression. This proposed imputation method offers an alternative 
that allows faster model estimation in the presence of multiple incomplete covariates. Second, the 
missing data method uses the skew-t distribution that allows the non-normal variable to be 
modeled directly. As shown in the simulation and empirical analysis, the underlying distributional 
assumption in the imputation model can considerably affect the resulting main model’s parameter 
estimates. Misleading results may occur, especially when the data being imputed has a 
considerable departure from the assumed shape of the underlying distribution. The SUR-based 
imputation model also poses some limitation. Despite, the computational convenience offered by 
significantly reducing the number of parameters to be estimated, the analyst should have sufficient 
knowledge understanding the interconnections between variables in the dataset to avoid 
overlooking relationships which can lead misleading results.  
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8. Summary and Discussion 
8.1. Major Findings and Summary of the Research 
This study has contributed to two areas of social science research. First, the thesis established the 
East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset by connecting decades of available cross-sectional 
surveys covering all households and individuals residing in this agricultural community. This 
substantive contribution enabled the person-level and household-level linking of selected 
demographic and rice production variables collected from relevant surveys conducted between 
1974 and 2007. The construction of this longitudinal dataset improves the survey information’s 
useability and allows a more thorough investigation of the collected information using a wider 
selection of advanced statistical models suitable for complex survey data. Furthermore, this data 
linking provides social researchers a platform to connect the other ongoing and future data 
collections in the East Laguna Village.  
The empirical analyses in this research used this newly constructed longitudinal dataset with 
particular focus on assessing the effectiveness of using modern rice varieties in improving the 
farmer’s rice yield over the decades. Typically, the linking of the survey information led to a 
substantial portion of missing data in selected variables which has consequences for the choice of 
statistical methods in empirical analysis. The incomplete data observed in some of the covariates 
introduced inconsistencies and potential biases, such that when the statistical model was estimated 
using only the remaining information (i.e. listwise deletion), only the modern rice variety type-3 
was estimated to be showing consistent productivity gains over the use of traditional rice varieties. 
This result contradicts related studies in rice production which provides evidence of the improved 
agricultural productivity associated with the modern rice strains in general (Evenson & Gollin, 
2003; Hossain, Bose, & Mustafi, 2006; Janaiah, Hossain, & Otsuka, 2006; Launio et al., 2008; 
Thapa, Otsuka, & Barker, 1992). The effectiveness of the increased level in rice production inputs 
(i.e. fertilizer and herbicide) in driving higher rice yield per hectare were also significantly weaker 
than what was previously established in experimental studies in rice production in the Philippines 
(Mariano, Villano, & Fleming, 2012; Silva, Reidsma, Laborte, & van Ittersum, 2017; Villano, 
Bravo‐Ureta, Solís, & Fleming, 2015) when the missing data was completely ignored. 
To obtain more reliable and reasonable estimates, to improve the new dataset’s useability, and to 
address the modelling complications introduced by the absence of some data in the East Laguna 
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Village longitudinal information, the thesis extended existing parametric imputation techniques 
for non-normal continuous variables with hierarchical data structure. This highlights the second 
contribution of this study: introducing improvements in the methodological approaches for the 
direct modelling and imputation of longitudinal continuous variables which are asymmetrically 
distributed and possess thick tails.  
The research extended existing imputation approaches using hierarchical linear models by 
incorporating a flexible skew-t distribution in both the error and random components. The 
methodological research allowed the non-normal dependent variable to be directly modelled and 
imputed without the need for variable truncation or transformation. This is an improvement from 
the commonly applied imputation method for continuous variables that either simply incorporates 
a normally distributed error and random terms or applies a variable modification to satisfy the 
assumed shape of the underlying normal distribution. The methodological aspect of the thesis 
showed that naively assuming a normal distribution in the residual and random components when 
directly modelling a severely non-normal dependent variable can introduce biases in the parameter 
estimates and may significantly affect the obtained parameters in an analysis. This argument has 
been illustrated in Chapter 5 using a simulated dataset and an extended version of a hierarchical 
linear model specified with the skew-t distribution. By relaxing the strict assumption of normality 
and allowing the flexible error and random terms to possess various levels of skewness and kurtosis, 
correct model inferences can be obtained despite the non-normality in the dependent variable being 
analysed. These findings similarly extend to parametric imputation models used for generating 
replacement values for missing non-normal continuous variables.  
Chapters 6 and 7 extended this approach and focused on improving commonly applied imputation 
methods for missing covariates in the statistical model. Through missing data simulation and 
assuming a missing at random (MAR) mechanism governing the artificially incomplete data, the 
analysis in these later chapters showed that when the distribution of the incomplete variable is not 
symmetric and the tail is thicker than expected from the normal distribution, assuming normality 
in the imputation model may exacerbate biases in the parameter estimates. However, when the 
imputation model uses the flexible skew-t distribution, these biases are eliminated and correct 
inferences can still be obtained despite the non-normality in the incomplete variables. 
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Applying these methodological extensions to the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset, the 
research was able to obtain more coherent estimates and reinforce findings from related studies 
supporting the effectiveness of modern rice varieties, fertilizers, and herbicides in raising the levels 
of rice production. In addition to these substantive results, the research was able to produce a 
“completed” dataset that is readily available for other researchers interested in analysing the East 
Laguna Village longitudinal dataset. The development of this village dataset, “Green Revolution” 
in the Philippines, and improvements in modern rice technology over the decades are the focus of 
discussion in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, Chapter 3, and in the empirical analysis in Chapters 5, 6, and 
7. On the other hand, the methodological background and discussions on the direct modelling and 
imputation of non-normal variables using flexible skew-t distribution are included in Sections 2.3 
and 2.4, Chapter 4, and in the methodological discussions in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.  
The remainder of this chapter focuses on a more detailed discussion of these key substantive and 
methodological research findings and research limitations. In Section 8.2, the obtained analytical 
results on the village’s rice productivity is examined in comparison to related studies in modern 
technology in rice production. Section 8.3 focuses on the methodological results, particularly on 
the potential biases generated by the varying levels of non-normality, incompleteness, and missing 
data mechanisms of the incomplete variable being analysed. Section 8.4 furthers this 
methodological discussion and outlines how the extended imputation technique can be applied for 
a wider range of variables and statistical models of interest. Finally, Sections 8.5 and 8.6 discuss 
the details of potential areas for further research and concluding remarks, respectively. 
 
8.2. Longitudinal Analysis of the East Laguna Village Surveys and Improvements in Rice 
Productivity 
A significant portion of earlier studies using the East Laguna Village dataset focused on research 
other than the analysis of modern rice technology and its effect on rice productivity. Rather, a 
greater emphasis was placed on assessing the impact of this new technology on the farmers’ 
wellbeing and its social and economic implication in the rural community (Hayami, 1978). For 
instance, research in the 1970s focused on investigating the effect of the modern rice technology 
on the household consumption patterns, labour utilization, and asset composition in the village 
(Hayami, 1978; Hayami, Flores, & Maligalig, 1976; Hayami & Kikuchi, 1978; Hayami & 
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Maligalig, 1976). In the 1980s, research investigations shifted more towards understanding the 
impact of new technology on agricultural labour contracts, institutional innovations, social 
mobility and migration, improvements in life expectancy and other demographic changes in the 
community (Kikuchi, Bambo, Fortuna, & Opena, 1982; Kikuchi & Hayami, 1980, 1983). By the 
1990s, studies in the village moved more into the impact on land reforms, poverty and income 
inequality, and development of non-agricultural based industries (Hayami & Kikuchi, 1991; 
Hayami et al., 1998). From the 2000s, studies in the village have included broader subjects 
covering impacts of natural disasters, villager’s risk coping mechanisms, social networks and non-
farm employment, among others (Estudillo, Sawada, & Otsuka, 2009; Kajisa, 2007; Sawada et al., 
2009; Sawada & Kuroishi, 2015). Despite the wide range of studies using the village dataset, 
relatively few discussions concentrated on analysing the contribution of modern rice variety and 
rice production trends in this community. The contribution of modern rice breeds to rice production 
in the East Laguna Village were closely examined in Chapter 2 of Hayami (1978), Chapter 5 of 
Hayami and Kikuchi (2000), and partially in Estudillo et al. (2010). These analyses mostly used 
aggregated village-level variables and investigated associations using combinations of descriptive 
analysis and cross-sectional statistical models separately on some of the available survey waves. 
In spite of the relatively few studies in the village on modern rice production, similar evaluation 
studies using larger agricultural datasets are available. This related research used collected farming 
information from larger agricultural regions in the Philippines, as well as in other rice growing 
countries in tropical Asia that have adopted the same modern rice technology from the 
International Rice Research Institute (de Leon, 2005; Estudillo & Otsuka, 2006; Hossain, Bose, & 
Mustafi, 2006; Janaiah, Hossain, & Otsuka, 2006; Launio et al., 2008; Thapa, Otsuka, & Barker, 
1992). The availability of these studies are useful in benchmarking and identifying the accuracy 
of the empirical results obtained in this thesis. Utilizing both the East Laguna Village studies and 
other related agricultural researches, the accuracy of the empirical estimates in Chapters 5, 6, and 
7 can be assessed in the presence of incomplete datasets, and the ability of the different types of 
imputation approaches to correct the resulting biases. 
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8.2.1. Adoption of Modern Rice Varieties, Production Inputs, and Improvements in Rice Yield 
Significant improvements in rice yields and crop resiliency over diseases, pests, and adverse 
weather conditions were the main incentives of farmers to shift from traditional rice variety 
towards the modern rice strains in the Philippines (de Leon, 2005; Launio et al., 2008). Together 
with the development of a reliable irrigation system in the country, the use of these modern rice 
breeds helped enhance profitability and stability in the farmer’s rice production over the decades 
(Estudillo & Otsuka, 1999, 2006). In the Philippines, the productivity improvements brought about 
by the introduction of modern rice varieties has been observed to be greatest in irrigated farm lands 
more than in the rain fed agricultural environments (Estudillo & Otsuka, 2006; Smith & Gascon, 
1980). These similar patterns have been identified in other rice producing countries in 
neighbouring Asia. In related evaluation studies using the same modern rice breeds in Indonesia, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Nepal, and India (Hossain et al., 2006; Janaiah et al., 2006; 
Laborte et al., 2012, 2015; Thapa et al., 1992; Wikarmpapraharn & Kositsakulchai, 2010), farmers’ 
adoption of modern varieties types 1, 2, 3, and 4 have been shown to generate consistent yield 
improvements over traditional varieties. Estimates from some of these countries where data is 
available approximated a three-fold increase in the rice production per hectare following the 
introduction of the modern rice breeds from 1960s to 2000s. In the Philippines, among the new 
rice breeds introduced, the modern variety types 2 and 3 were the most popular and bring the 
greatest improved yield performance over the traditional variety (Estudillo & Otsuka, 2006; 
Laborte et al., 2015; Launio et al., 2008). Other than the use of these new rice breeds, increased 
level of fertiliser, herbicide, and other rice production inputs utilization further helped farmers 
achieve the modern strains’ yield potential (Mariano, Villano, & Fleming, 2012; Silva, Reidsma, 
Laborte, & van Ittersum, 2017; Villano, Bravo‐Ureta, Solís, & Fleming, 2015). In the East 
Laguna Village, combinations of the use of new rice varieties, increased fertilizer and herbicide 
inputs, and improved irrigation system pushed the average yield from 2 metric tons per hectare to 
almost 5 metric tons per hectare by the late 1990s (Estudillo & Otsuka, 2010; Hayami & Kikuchi, 
2000). These figures are similar to the levels established from the larger rice production surveys 
in adjacent Central Luzon area in the Philippines (Laborte et al., 2012). Using the newly formed 
longitudinal village dataset, this thesis contributed to these related agricultural literatures and 
established how the modern technology performed particularly in the case of the East Laguna 
Village’s rice production. The empirical models applied, investigated the longitudinal 
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relationships between the improvements in farmers’ rice yields (in levels and in growth rates), 
their adoption of modern rice varieties, intensity of their use of other rice production inputs 
(fertilisers and herbicides), and their household demographic and farm characteristics. However, 
the model results obtained using the village dataset were inconsistent and not supportive of the 
findings from these larger studies when the analysis was limited to using the incomplete dataset or 
if the imputation method applied did not accurately capture the shape of the underlying distribution 
of the variables which has missing information. Without imputation, the empirical findings in 
Chapters 5 suggested weaker support for the effectiveness of modern rice varieties in bringing 
significant yield improvements in the village over the decades. Among the modern rice strains, 
only the type-3 variety provided significantly better yield in comparison to the traditional rice 
varieties. Furthermore, the estimated contribution of the fertilizers and herbicides were both 
significantly understated. Meanwhile, when the statistical analysis was able to incorporate all the 
available information through the proposed flexible imputation methods in Chapters 6 and 7, the 
empirical estimates provided more coherent and reasonable results.  
Using the linked survey information from 1974 to 2007, the contribution of the fertiliser and 
herbicide inputs and modern rice varieties are highlighted, with modern rice varieties 2 and 3 
providing the higher increments than the traditional varieties. The developed flexible imputation 
technique in this research which accurately captured the underlying distribution of the incomplete 
variables allowed the statistical analysis to obtain estimates which are coherent with the findings 
in the rice production studies in the Philippines, particularly by Estudillo and Otsuka (2006), 
Launio et al. (2008), and Laborte et al. (2012, 2015). The outcome of this empirical exercise 
demonstrated the importance of addressing the missing data issue properly. By providing the 
additional flexibility in the imputation model through the skew-t distribution, the analysis is able 
to obtain more correct inferences despite the incompleteness and non-normality in the dataset. In 
addition to providing more accurate estimates, this approach to imputation improved the useability 
of the newly formed East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset despite some variables not being 
consistently collected over the different survey periods.  
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8.3. Imputing a Dataset with Varying Degrees of Non-normality, Incompleteness, and 
Missing Data Mechanisms 
The simulation studies implemented in various chapters in this research were used to illustrate the 
bias invoked by the statistical analysis of datasets with incomplete non-normal variables and 
demonstrated how the proposed modelling procedures were able to remedy this. The data 
generation method specified a certain level of asymmetry and thick tails in the distribution of the 
continuous non-normal variables that were similar to the distributional shape of the key variables 
of interest in the empirical dataset (i.e. level of rice production, fertilizer, and herbicide inputs). 
The specified non-normality in these continuous variables introduced biases in the parameter 
estimates when directly modelled using statistical approaches that naively assumes an underlying 
normal distribution. The level of simulated missing information was likewise designed to replicate 
the degree of actual missing data in the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset. In the actual 
applications however, analysts will face datasets with various levels of non-normality and 
incompleteness.  
This thesis did not include a section with a thorough data simulation study that mimicked different 
degrees of non-normality and incompleteness, and at which stage a bias in the analysis will occur 
as this type of research has been undertaken by numerous studies on missing data methods 
investigating the impact of incomplete dataset and non-normality in an analysis (Cheema, 2014; 
Demirtas, 2009, 2010; Dong & Peng, 2013; He & Raghunathan, 2006, 2009, 2012, Lee & Carlin, 
2010b, 2017; Romaniuk, Patton, & Carlin, 2014; von Hippel, 2012; Wang & Lin, 2014, 2015). In 
general, findings from these studies show that imputation methods that assume normal 
distributions are generally robust and reliable under mild cases of non-normality (He & 
Raghunathan, 2012; Romaniuk et al., 2014; von Hippel, 2012; Wang & Lin, 2014). However, 
when the continuous variable under analysis is highly asymmetric and has much thicker tails than 
a normal distribution, applying methods that assume a normal distribution (with or without 
variable transformation, truncation, and modification) may exacerbate biases in the analysis 
(Rodwell et al. 2014; von Hippel, 2012, Lee & Carlin, 2017). In the empirical analysis in Chapters 
5 and 6 where the variable being modelled is the log-transformed version of the rice production 
per hectare, the resulting estimates produced relatively similar result between models that use a 
normal distribution and the proposed approach using the flexible skew-t distribution. Applying the 
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logarithmic transformation in this analysis is applicable since the statistical model becomes 
approximately equivalent to analysing the rice production variable’s growth rate. However, in 
some situations, variable modification and transformation may not at all be sensible (Gurka et al., 
2006). The proposed imputation and modelling approaches in this research provide a more general 
and flexible method for the direct modelling of broad types of continuous variables of interest.  
With regard to the level of incompleteness in the dataset, studies suggest that analysis of datasets 
with less than five percent missing data are generally tolerable (Schafer, 1999). However, when 
the share of missing data exceeds this level, biased parameter estimates may arise especially if the 
incompleteness does not follow the missing completely at random (MCAR) mechanism (Bennett, 
2001; Dong & Peng, 2013; T. D. Little, Jorgensen, Lang, & Moore, 2014; Schafer, 1999). In this 
instance, research suggests that the analyst should strongly consider data imputation (Bennett, 
2001; Schafer, 1999). In the simulation study in Chapters 6 and 7, the applied level of 
incompleteness ranged between 20 to 30 percent for each simulated covariate which resulted in 
between 30 to 40 percent missing data in the entire dataset. This level was set to be similar to the 
level of actual incompleteness in the East Laguna Village dataset. However, Tabachnick and Fidell 
(2013) argues that more than the gravity of missing data, the underlying mechanism that govern 
the incompleteness should determine the appropriateness of the modelling strategies to be applied.  
Throughout this thesis, the missing data simulation only assumed the missing at random (MAR) 
mechanism conditional on all the necessary auxiliary variables that can predict the incompleteness. 
The effectiveness of the extended imputation approaches illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7 rely on 
this MAR assumption. If the missing data mechanism is guaranteed to be MCAR, then there is no 
reasonable gains in applying imputation (Little & Rubin, 2002; McKnight et al, 2007). On the 
other hand, if the incompleteness follows a not missing at random (NMAR) mechanism, literatures 
suggest that the missing data should be explicitly addressed through other modelling strategies 
such as the selection models, pattern-mixture models, structural equation models, and others 
(Daniels & Hogan, 2000; Demirtas & Schafer, 2003; Fitzmaurice et al., 2014; Rubin, 1976).  
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8.4. Applying the Flexible Imputation Methods for Broader Statistical Analysis 
One of the key features of (multiple) imputation that has driven its popularity over the last decades 
is its flexibility and generality to be applied on a wide set of analysis desired by researchers (van 
Buuren, 2012). Beyond its ability to provide correct inferences, assuming the imputation method’s 
distributional assumptions are met, the missing data modelling and imputation can be performed 
separately by data providers who have more information about the dataset and be used by the end-
users on a wide range statistical models (Little & Rubin, 2002, p. 85; McKnight et al., 2007, p. 
202). 
This study proposed several improvements in existing modelling and imputation methods for 
incomplete and non-normal continuous variables with hierarchical data structure. In Chapter 5, 
this thesis extended the hierarchical linear model by incorporating a skew-t probability distribution 
in the error and random terms. In Chapter 6, this method is expanded for imputation of incomplete 
multivariate dependent variable. This proposed approach is an extension of the popular multiple 
imputation technique implementable in statistical packages which typically assumes an underlying 
normal distribution (Schafer, 1997; StataCorp, 2013a; Su et al., 2011). Meanwhile, the method in 
Chapter 7 developed this technique further and proposed a hierarchical version of the Seemingly 
Unrelated Regression (SUR) by Zellner (1962, 1963) and Ando and Zellner (2010a) with flexible 
skew-t distribution for particular application to missing data imputation. The hierarchical SUR 
with skew-t distribution allowed the modelling of incomplete dataset to have cross-equation 
parameter restrictions and enabled faster implementation than the proposed method in Chapter 6. 
These improvements provided further generality and flexibility to imputation, and were illustrated 
with particularly for application to incomplete longitudinal datasets.  
In the analysis in Chapters 6 and 7, both the imputation model and the main model of interest 
incorporated hierarchical linear models. The imputation model incorporated the hierarchical data 
structure of the variable’s longitudinal information to generate the replacement values for each 
missing data point, while the main model of interest was estimated to investigate the growth 
trajectory of the rice production over time using the completed dataset. However, other statistical 
models may also be applied depending on the nature of the researcher’s intended analysis. For 
example, if the desired model to estimate is a panel data model using only two survey waves, then 
the missing data can still be filled-in using the proposed imputation approach using hierarchical 
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linear models utilizing all the available survey waves. The completed dataset can then be 
incorporated in the analyst’s main model of interest through the combining mechanisms of the 
Rubin’s rule (Rubin, 1987). 
Similarly, this research illustrated the proposed imputation method by filling-in the incomplete 
variables observed at level-1 in the model. In practical applications however, incompleteness may 
also occur in higher level variables (Black, Harel, & Mccoach, 2011; Drechsler, 2015; van Buuren, 
2011).  In such cases, analysis may incur higher rates of incompleteness since multiple data points 
in the lower level may be clustered within the incomplete higher level variable. The flexible 
imputation approaches proposed in this research can be straightforwardly adopted and specified to 
model the incomplete higher level variables. The set of predictor variables for the imputation 
model may include fully-observed variables both from lower and higher levels in the dataset 
(Carpenter et al., 2011; van Buuren, 2011). If the incomplete higher level information are non-
continuous variables, then the imputation model can then be specified using the latent continuous 
variable transformation as prescribed in Carpenter et al. (2011) and Goldstein et al (2009), and 
illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7. 
Lastly, Chapter 6 illustrated the proposed flexible multiple imputation approach by using the same 
set of variables both in the main model of interest and in the imputation model. This is the ideal 
scenario when analysing incomplete dataset as argued by Meng (1994)  as it guarantees the validity 
of Rubin’s rule when combining the multiple imputed dataset during the main analysis (Robins & 
Wang, 2000; Rubin, 1987). However, when the data imputer and end-user are different, it is 
difficult to ensure that both parties will have knowledge and access to use the same set of 
information. In such cases, it has been suggested by Robins and Wang (2000) and Carpenter and 
Kenward (2013, p. 64) to ensure that the imputation model is “richer” than the main model of 
interest by making the former as general as possible through the inclusion of a much larger set of 
auxiliary variables. This will ensure the validity of the obtained estimates after applying the 
Rubin’s rule (Robins & Wang, 2000). Alternatively, the data imputer can also provide weights in 
the imputed dataset to adjust for the possible differences in the imputation model and the 
substantive model of interest. The weights are incorporated during the combining process of the 
estimated models from the multiple imputed dataset dataset (Meng, 1994; Robins & Wang, 2002). 
In cases where the end-user is able to fully model and jointly estimate the missing data with the 
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main model of interest as in the proposed approach in Chapter 7, then this presents an opportunity 
to avoid the constraints of the Rubin’s rule (Goldstein et al., 2014). The analyst can instead use the 
incomplete dataset directly and jointly specify and estimate the imputation and substantive models 
and operate using a fully Bayesian framework as proposed in Chapter 7.  
 
8.5. Areas for Future Consideration 
The thesis covered both the substantive topics presenting the analysis and creation of the East 
Laguna Village longitudinal dataset and the methodological research for missing data which was 
then applied to this empirical dataset. This section presents potential areas for future research in 
both domains. The first subsection discusses the proposed extension in the newly formed 
longitudinal dataset, while the second subsection concentrates on the improvements in the 
methodological research aspects. 
 
8.5.1 Expanding the Coverage of the East Laguna Village Longitudinal Dataset 
The construction of the longitudinal survey dataset discussed in Chapter 3 focused on merging 
related rice production and household demographic variables collected from all households and 
individuals residing the community. The process ended up using information from only nine cross-
sectional surveys from 1974 to 2007 out of the total 14 available survey waves during the research. 
The main reason for the exclusion of the remaining five complete village surveys is the 
unavailability of the relevant rice production variables in some of these periods. Despite this, the 
East Laguna Village dataset can be further improved through the inclusion of these other complete 
village surveys and all the partial village surveys (See Table 3.1). The consistent person and 
household identification number can be assigned to individuals included in each of survey periods 
and link these to the created longitudinal dataset in this thesis. In addition, wider sets of available 
variables can also be added to expand the content of the East Laguna Village longitudinal dataset. 
This includes the household consumption related variables, wealth information (i.e. farming 
capital, land holdings), and income modules (i.e. foreign remittances, non-farm employment 
salary). Though most of these variables may not be present in some survey periods, the inclusion 
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of these can improve the dataset’s useability and enable broader sets of investigations using the 
village information.  
 
8.5.2. Using quantile-based hierarchical imputation methods and other flexible distributions 
The flexible imputation and modelling approaches developed in this thesis incorporated the skew-
t distribution in the hierarchical linear model’s error and random terms. The attractiveness of using 
the hierarchical linear model for missing data imputation, as discussed in the literature review, is 
its design to incorporate the inherent data clustering and nested structure commonly observed in 
social datasets particularly in longitudinal surveys. The set of replacement values are drawn from 
the group-specific conditional mean estimated as a function of explanatory variables able to predict 
the missing data mechanism. However, there might be instances where the end-user of the imputed 
dataset is not interested in considering the entire group of households and individuals covered in 
the dataset, but only in analysing a specific sub-group of the population who are in either of the 
extreme ends of the distribution (for example, households belonging to the lowest income group). 
In such cases, the use of quantile regression (Koenker, 1978, 1982) for missing data imputation 
may be a suitable methodological extension. The idea of flexible hierarchical imputation for 
incomplete non-normal continuous variables applied in this research can utilise the framework of 
quantile regression models. The missing data points can be drawn from the estimated group-
specific conditional quantiles given a set of covariates that characterise the missing data 
mechanism while taking into consideration the hierarchical data structure. Related studies on this 
topic has been recently explored by Yu (2014) and Fostvedt (2014) on the extension of Bayesian 
hierarchical models and quantile regression, and by Chen (2014) on the use of quantile regression 
for multiple imputation. The proposed extension can be further developed for particular application 
to longitudinal datasets.  
Another potential area of further study is the development of imputation methods utilising the 
quantile-based flexible distributions. In Chapter 5 Section 5.1, the discussion enumerated some of 
the available flexible distributions expressed in terms of their quantile function. Among which 
includes the Tukey’s general lambda distribution, g-and-h distribution, and g-and-k distributions 
(Field & Genton, 2006; Haynes et al., 1997; Haynes & Mengersen, 2005; Hoaglin, 1986; Rayner 
& MacGillivray, 2002; Tukey, 1977). The use of the general lambda distribution and multivariate 
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g-and-h quantile distribution for regression-based multiple imputation has been introduced in 
Demirtas (2009, 2010) and He and Raghunathan (2006, 2012). However, it has been noted to be 
computationally intensive due to the absence of a closed-form density and likelihood function for 
these distributions (Drovandi & Pettitt, 2011; Rayner & MacGillivray, 2002). Hence, the possible 
research extension would be on the development of a hierarchical data application of these 
quantile-based flexible distribution, and the use of alternative numerical approaches for faster 
computation, such as the approximate Bayesian computation (Drovandi & Pettitt, 2011; Marjoram, 
Molitor, Plagnol, & Tavaré, 2003).  
 
8.6. Concluding Remarks 
Experiencing missing information in an analysis has become more of a norm rather than an 
exception particularly when handling large scale longitudinal social survey datasets. As the 
complexity and availability of social survey datasets grows, the need to develop more flexible 
imputation and modelling techniques that can accurately capture the behaviours of the variables 
being analysed becomes imperative. Misspecification in the imputation model’s underlying 
distribution can significantly affect the obtained empirical results, and hence, influence the 
decisions formulated by policy makers. This research illustrated the complications brought by 
missing data, especially if the incomplete variables do not follow the shape of the usually assumed 
normal distribution.  
With the recent availability of the East Laguna Village cross-sectional survey information 
spanning five decades, this research constructed a longitudinal dataset to improve its applicability 
for use in broader statistical analysis. Using some of the available cross-sectional village surveys 
from 1974 to 2007, the thesis formed a longitudinal dataset linking the various rice production and 
demographic information from all individuals and households in the village. The resulting 
incomplete information during the data linking inspired the methodological research on missing 
data covered in this thesis. Overall, the methodological discussions show that imputation methods 
that assume normal distribution are generally robust and reliable under mild cases of non-normality. 
However, when the continuous variable being imputed is highly skewed and has thick tails, 
applying techniques that assume normality may exacerbate biases in the substantive analysis. 
Assuming a Missing at Random mechanism governing the incomplete variables, naively applying 
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a normal distribution in the hierarchical imputation model’s residual and random components 
when directly modelling a severely non-normal dependent variable can lead to misleading findings. 
However, by introducing additional flexibility in the imputation model through the incorporation 
of the skew-t distribution, the missing data technique is able to obtain more correct inferences 
despite the non-normality and incompleteness in the dataset. Through these methodological 
extensions, this thesis highlighted the importance of addressing the missing data properly.  
Furthermore, the extended imputation approaches were applied to the East Laguna Village 
longitudinal dataset to improve its useability and obtain correct estimates when analysing the 
effectiveness of modern rice varieties, fertilizers, and herbicides in raising the levels of rice 
production in the village. The analysis using the imputed dataset strengthened existing studies 
supporting the effectiveness of modern rice varieties and rice production inputs in uplifting the 
rice productivity of farmers in the village, and these results can be widely applied to other rice 
producing contexts. 
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A.1. Reference R Code for the Direct Modelling of Non-normal Continuous 
Dependent Variable using HLM with Skew-t 
 
#This code is for Univariate DV with no missing information in the dataset 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
require("readstata13", "LaplacesDemon", "sn", "purrr") 
 
 
################################################ 
# Import Dataset. Should not have missing data # 
################################################ 
 
tubuan <- read.dta13("C:/Survey Dataset/TubuanFarmR_CC.dta") 
rice <- subset(tubuan[,c("prodn", "age",  "edu",  "wetseason",   
                         "yearedu",  "year",  "year2", "mv1",  "mv2",  "mv3",  "mv4", "traditional", 
                         "yearmv1", "yearmv2", "yearmv3", "yearmv4", "damweather",  "dampest", "dammanmade",  
"ferturea",  "fertoth",  "herbml", "hhmem", "hhedu",   
                         "foreignw",  "profwage",  "farmhelp", "parcels", "par2", "par3up", "pid")]) 
 
# specify main model of interest's dependent and explanatory variables 
# Main Model's Dependent Variable 
y <- as.matrix(c(rice = rice$prodn)) 
 
# Explanatory Variables  
X <-as.matrix(cbind(int=1, age=rice$age, edu=rice$edu, wet=rice$wetseason, 
                    yearedu=rice$yearedu, year=rice$year, year2=rice$year2,   
                    mv1=rice$mv1, mv2=rice$mv2, mv3=rice$mv3, mv4=rice$mv4,  
                    ymv1=rice$yearmv1, ymv2=rice$yearmv2, ymv3=rice$yearmv3, 
                    weather=rice$damweather, pest=rice$dampest, manmade=rice$dammanmade,  
                    ferturea=rice$ferturea, fertoth=rice$fertoth, herbml=rice$herbml, 
                    hhmem=rice$hhmem, hhedu=rice$hhedu, ofw=rice$foreignw,  
                    profwage=rice$profwage, farmhelp=rice$farmhelp, par2=rice$par2, par3=rice$par3up)) 
 
# identify id variable 
id <-rice$pid 
  n<-length(unique(id)); n  # Number of Groups 
  N<-length(id); N # Number of Total Obs 
 
 
###################################### 
# Define specs needed for the MAIN Model of Interest 
###################################### 
 
# No. of dependent variables in the Main model of Interest 
DV <- 1  #riceprodn 
 
# No of Covariates in the Main model of interest 
FI <- ncol(X) 
S <- list(); S <- map(FI, diag); names(S) <- paste("var", 1:length(S), sep = "")  
 
# No of Covariates with RANDOM terms(should be sorted in the first in few columns in X) 
# random terms = 1 = random intercept only 
RA <- 1 ; V <- diag(RA) 
 
#Define extra items needed for the main model 
VCV_ERR <- matrix(NA, DV, DV)    #Residual term's VCV matrix                  
VCV_ERR[upper.tri(VCV_ERR, diag=TRUE)] <- 1     
VCV_ERR[upper.tri(VCV_ERR, diag=FALSE)] <- 0 
VCV_RE <- matrix(NA, RA, RA)    #Random term's VCV matrix 
VCV_RE[upper.tri(VCV_RE, diag=TRUE)] <- 1 
 
 
 
##################################################### 
# Define parameter names to be included in the model 
##################################################### 
mon.names <- "LP" 
 
parm.names <- as.parm.names(list( 
  ybeta=rep(0, FI), VCV_ERR=VCV_ERR, 
  uskew=rep(0,DV), ukurt=30, VCV_RE = VCV_RE, 
  vskew=rep(0,RA), vkurt=30, gamma=rep(0,DV*RA) 
)) 
 
pos.ybeta <- grep("ybeta", parm.names); pos.VCV_ERR <- grep("VCV_ERR", parm.names) 
    pos.uskew <- grep("uskew", parm.names); pos.ukurt <- grep("ukurt", parm.names) 
pos.VCV_RE <- grep("VCV_RE", parm.names) 
    pos.vskew <- grep("vskew", parm.names); pos.vkurt <- grep("vkurt", parm.names) 
    pos.gamma <- grep("gamma", parm.names) 
 
   
PGF <- function(Data) { 
  ybeta <- rnorm(Data$FI) 
  VCV_ERR <- runif(length(which(upper.tri(diag(Data$DV), diag=TRUE)))) 
  VCV_RE <- runif(length(which(upper.tri(diag(Data$RA), diag=TRUE)))) 
  uskew <- runif(Data$DV, 0, 5) 
  ukurt <- runif(1, 15, 30) 
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  vskew <- runif(Data$FI, 0, 5) 
  vkurt <- runif(1, 5, 30) 
  gamma <- rnorm(Data$DV*Data$RA, 0, 1) 
return(c(ybeta, VCV_ERR, VCV_RE, uskew, ukurt, vskew, vkurt, gamma)) 
} 
 
Data <- list(y=y, X=X, DV=DV, FI=FI, RA=RA, PGF=PGF,  
             mon.names=mon.names, parm.names=parm.names,   
             pos.ybeta = pos.ybeta, pos.VCV_ERR = pos.VCV_ERR, pos.VCV_RE = pos.VCV_RE, 
             pos.uskew = pos.uskew, pos.ukurt = pos.ukurt,  
             pos.vskew = pos.vskew, pos.vkurt = pos.vkurt, pos.gamma = pos.gamma) 
 
Model <- function(parm, Data) { 
   
  ### Hyperparameters Main Model 
  gamma <- parm[Data$pos.gamma] 
   
  ### for main model y vcv 
  u <- parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR] 
  u[1] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[1]], 1e-100, Inf) 
  VCV_ERR <- diag(Data$DV); VCV_ERR[upper.tri(VCV_ERR, diag = TRUE)] <- u 
   
  VCV_ERR[lower.tri(VCV_ERR)] <- t(VCV_ERR)[lower.tri(VCV_ERR)] 
  if(is.positive.definite(VCV_ERR) == FALSE) 
    VCV_ERR <- as.positive.definite(VCV_ERR) 
  parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR] <- upper.triangle(VCV_ERR, diag = TRUE) 
  parm[Data$pos.uskew] <- uskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.uskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.ukurt] <- ukurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.ukurt], 1, 40) 
   
  ### for MOI's random component  
  v <- parm[Data$pos.VCV_RE] 
  v[1] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_RE[1]], 1e-100, Inf)   
  VCV_RE <- diag(Data$RA); VCV_RE[upper.tri(VCV_RE, diag = TRUE)] <- v 
  VCV_RE[lower.tri(VCV_RE)] <- t(VCV_RE)[lower.tri(VCV_RE)] 
   
  if(is.positive.definite(VCV_RE) == FALSE) 
    VCV_RE <- as.positive.definite(VCV_RE) 
  parm[Data$pos.VCV_RE] <- upper.triangle(VCV_RE, diag = TRUE) 
  parm[Data$pos.vskew] <- vskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.vskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.vkurt] <- vkurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.vkurt], 1, 40) 
   
  ### Parameters of model of interest 
  ybeta <- parm[Data$pos.ybeta] 
  gamma.prior <- sum(dnormv(gamma, 0, 100, log=TRUE)) 
   
  ### Log-Prior 
  ybetaRA.prior <- sum(dst(ybeta[1], xi=gamma, omega=VCV_RE, alpha = vskew, nu=vkurt, log=TRUE)) 
  ybetaFI.prior <- sum(dnormv(ybeta[2:27], 0, 100, log=TRUE))  
  VCV_ERR.prior <-sum(dhalfcauchy(VCV_ERR, 25, log = TRUE)) 
  VCV_RE.prior <-sum(dhalfcauchy(VCV_RE, 25, log = TRUE)) 
  uskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(uskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  ukurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(ukurt,  25, log=TRUE)) 
  vskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(vskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  vkurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(vkurt,  25, log=TRUE)) 
   
  ### Log-Likelihood 
  ymu <- matrix(0, nrow = nrow(Data$y), ncol = ncol(Data$y))  #define multivariate DV matrix 
  ymu <- tcrossprod(Data$X, t(ybeta))  
   
  LL <- sum(dmst(Data$y, xi=ymu, Omega=VCV_ERR, alpha=uskew, nu=ukurt, log=TRUE))  #model of interest 
   
  ### Log-Posterior 
  LP <- LL + sum(ybetaRA.prior, ybetaFI.prior, VCV_ERR.prior, VCV_RE.prior, uskew.prior,  
                 ukurt.prior, vskew.prior, vkurt.prior, gamma.prior) 
   
  Modelout <- list(LP=LP, Dev=-2*LL, Monitor=LP, 
                   yhat=rmst(nrow(ymu), xi=t(ymu), Omega=VCV_ERR, alpha=uskew, nu=ukurt), parm=parm) 
  return(Modelout) 
} 
 
Initial.Values <- GIV(Model, Data, PGF=TRUE)  
 
Initial.Values <-  
  c(rep(0, FI), rep(1, length(pos.VCV_ERR)), rep(0, DV), 30, rep(1, length(pos.VCV_RE)),  
    rep(0, RA), 30, rep(0, RA)) 
 
# #Run the code 
Result <- LaplacesDemon(Model, Data=Data, Initial.Values,  
                        Covar=NULL, Iterations=60000, Status=1000, Thinning=20,  
                        Algorithm="AMWG") 
 
 
############################################## 
#Analyse result and evaluate if longer runs are needed 
############################################## 
 
Consort(Result) 
plot(Result, BurnIn=500, Data, PDF=FALSE, Parms=NULL) 
Predict <- predict(Result, Model, Data=Data) 
summary(Predict, Discrep="Chi-Square") 
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A.2. Reference R Code for Generating MI using the Multivariate HLM with 
Skew-t 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
require("readstata13", "LaplacesDemon", "sn", "purrr") 
 
 
################## 
# Import Dataset # 
################## 
 
tubuan <- read.dta13("C:/Survey Dataset/TubuanFarmR.dta") 
rice <- subset(tubuan[,c("prodn", "age",  "edu",  "wetseason",   
"yearedu",  "year",  "year2", "mv1",  "mv2",  "mv3",  "mv4", "traditional", 
"yearmv1", "yearmv2", "yearmv3", "yearmv4", "damweather",  "dampest", 
"dammanmade", "ferturea",  "fertoth",  "herbml", "hhmem", "hhedu", "foreignw",  
"profwage",  "farmhelp", "parcels", "par2", "par3up", "pid")]) 
 
# List all the Explanatory Variables (include covariates with missing values) 
X <-as.matrix(cbind(int=1, age=rice$age, edu=rice$edu, wet=rice$wetseason, 
                    yearedu=rice$yearedu, year=rice$year, year2=rice$year2,   
                    mv1=rice$mv1, mv2=rice$mv2, mv3=rice$mv3, mv4=rice$mv4,   
                    weather=rice$damweather, pest=rice$dampest, manmade=rice$dammanmade,  
                    ferturea=rice$ferturea, fertoth=rice$fertoth, herbml=rice$herbml, 
                    hhmem=rice$hhmem, hhedu=rice$hhedu, ofw=rice$foreignw,  
                    profwage=rice$profwage, farmhelp=rice$farmhelp, par2=rice$par2,  
     par3=rice$par3up)) 
 
# identify id variable 
id <-rice$pid 
  n<-length(unique(id)); n  # Number of Groups 
  N<-length(id); N # Number of Total Obs 
 
# Identify which Variable has Missing and needs imputation.  
mis_data <- vector(, ncol(X)) 
    for (i in 1:ncol(X)) { 
      if(sum(is.na(X[,i]))>0) { 
      mis_data[i] <- 1 
    } else { 
      mis_data[i] <- 0 
    }} 
 
mis_data 
 
 
################################################################################### 
# Specify the data matrix where only variables with missing are retained. Call this XX 
# These Variables will be the DVs in our model. In this example, we retain both   
# the incomplete continous non-normal variables and incomplete binary variables 
################################################################################### 
 
XX <- X; XX <- XX[, apply(XX, 2, function(x) !all(is.na(x)==FALSE))] 
 
# Identify the individual set of predictor variable for the imcomplete DVs in matrix XX 
# and store it in ZZ. These predictor variables must not have missing values 
 
ZZ <- cbind(int=1, prodn=rice$prodn, wet=rice$wetseason,  
                     edu=rice$edu, age=rice$age, 
                     year=rice$year,  weather=rice$damweather,  
                     pest=rice$dampest, manmade=rice$dammanmade,  
                     ofw=rice$foreignw,  profwage=rice$profwage,  
                     hhedu = rice$hhedu, hhmem=rice$hhmem, 
                     farmhelp=rice$farmhelp, par2=rice$par2, par3=rice$par3up) 
 
 
###################################### 
# Define specs needed for the MAIN Model of Interest 
###################################### 
 
DV <- ncol(XX) #No of Dependent Variables in the Imputation Model 
 
# No of Covariates in the Imputation model 
FI <- ncol(ZZ) 
 
#Specify number of random components in each of the variable in the imputation model 
RA <- 1 #random intercept only for each incomplete DV 
 
 
 
#################################################### 
# Generate Missing Data indicator for the Model 
#################################################### 
M <- list() 
for (i in 1:ncol(XX)) { 
  M[[i]] <- ifelse(is.na(XX[,i]), 1, 0) 
} 
names(M) <- paste("Miss_DV", 1:length(M), sep = "")  
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#Define extra items needed for the model 
VCV_ERR <- matrix(NA, DV, DV) 
VCV_ERR[upper.tri(VCV_ERR, diag=TRUE)] <- 1 
VCV_ERR[upper.tri(VCV_ERR, diag=FALSE)] <- 0 
 
VCV_RE <- list() 
for (i in 1:ncol(XX)) { 
  VCV_RE[[i]] <- matrix(NA, RA) 
  VCV_RE[[i]][upper.tri(VCV_RE[[i]], diag=TRUE)] <- 1e-100 
} 
names(VCV_RE) <- paste("ivarDV_", 1:length(VCV_RE), sep = "")  
 
 
##################################################### 
# Define parameter names to be included in the model 
##################################################### 
mon.names <- "LP" 
 
beta_list <- list(); for (i in 1:DV) { 
  beta_list[[i]] <- rep(0, paste(FI)) 
} 
 
beta_mark <- unlist(map(beta_list, length)) 
 
vskew <- list(); for (i in 1:DV) { 
  vskew[[i]] <- rep(0, paste(RA)) 
} 
vkurt <- rep(0, (RA*DV)) 
 
parm.names <- as.parm.names(list( 
  beta=unlist(beta_list), VCV_ERR=VCV_ERR, uskew=rep(0,DV-4), ukurt=30, VCV_RE = unlist(VCV_RE),  
  vskew = unlist(vskew), vkurt=vkurt, gamma=rep(0,length(unlist(vskew))) 
)) 
 
# Note: the binary variables will have no extra skewness, logit trans, hence, uskew = c(0,0,0,0,DV) 
 
pos.beta <- grep("beta", parm.names); pos.VCV_ERR <- grep("VCV_ERR", parm.names) 
pos.uskew <- grep("uskew", parm.names); pos.ukurt <- grep("ukurt", parm.names) 
pos.VCV_RE <- grep("VCV_RE", parm.names); pos.vskew <- grep("vskew", parm.names) 
pos.vkurt <- grep("vkurt", parm.names); pos.gamma <- grep("gamma", parm.names) 
 
   
Data <- list(y=XX, X = ZZ, DV=DV, FI = FI, RA=RA, M = M, beta_mark = beta_mark, 
             beta_list=beta_list, mon.names=mon.names, parm.names=parm.names,   
             pos.beta = pos.beta, pos.VCV_ERR = pos.VCV_ERR, 
             pos.VCV_RE=pos.VCV_RE, pos.uskew = pos.uskew, pos.ukurt = pos.ukurt, 
             pos.vskew = pos.vskew, pos.vkurt = pos.vkurt, pos.gamma = pos.gamma 
) 
 
Model <- function(parm, Data) { 
   
  ### Hyperparameters 
  gamma <- parm[Data$pos.gamma] 
   
  # for imputation DVs vcv. Apply limit to the diagonal entries to be non-negative 
  u <- (parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR])      
    u[1] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[1]], 1e-100, Inf) 
    u[3] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[3]], 1e-100, Inf) 
    u[6] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[6]], 1e-100, Inf) 
    u[10] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[10]], 1e-100, Inf) 
    u[15] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[15]], 1e-100, Inf) 
    u[21] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[21]], 1e-100, Inf) 
    u[28] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR[28]], 1e-100, Inf) 
   
  VCV_ERR <- diag(Data$DV) 
  VCV_ERR[upper.tri(VCV_ERR, diag = TRUE)] <- u 
  VCV_ERR[lower.tri(VCV_ERR)] <- t(VCV_ERR)[lower.tri(VCV_ERR)] 
   
  if(is.positive.definite(VCV_ERR) == FALSE) 
    VCV_ERR <- as.positive.definite(VCV_ERR) 
  parm[Data$pos.VCV_ERR] <- upper.triangle(VCV_ERR, diag = TRUE) 
  parm[Data$pos.uskew] <- uskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.uskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.ukurt] <- ukurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.ukurt], 1, 40) 
   
  ### for random component (this case has RandomSlopes only) 
  v <- interval(parm[Data$pos.VCV_RE], 1e-100, Inf) 
  parm[Data$pos.vskew] <- vskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.vskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.vkurt] <- vkurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.vkurt], 1, 40) 
 
  ### Parameters of imputation model 
  beta <- parm[Data$pos.beta]  
   
  ### Log-Hyperprior 
  gamma.prior <- sum(dnormv(gamma, 0, 100, log=TRUE))   
 
  ### Log-Prior 
  betaRE.prior <- list() 
    betaRE.prior[[1]] <- dst(beta[1], xi=gamma[1], omega=VCV_RE[[1]], alpha = vskew[1],  
nu = vkurt[1], log=TRUE) 
    for (i in 2:Data$DV) { 
      Q <- sum(Data$beta_mark[1:i-1],1) 
      betaRE.prior[[i]] <- dst(beta[Q], xi=gamma[i], omega=VCV_RE[[i]], alpha = vskew[i],  
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nu=vkurt[i], log=TRUE) 
    } 
      betaRE.prior <- sum(unlist(betaRE.prior)) 
   
  betaFE.prior <- list() 
    betaFE.prior[[1]] <-sum(dnormv(beta[2:Data$beta_mark[1]], 0, 100, log=TRUE)) 
    for (i in 2:Data$DV) { 
         Q <- sum(Data$beta_mark[1:(i-1)], 2); R <- sum(Data$beta_mark[1:i]) 
         betaFE.prior[[i]] <- dnormv(beta[Q:R], 0, 100, log=TRUE)        
    } 
    betaFE.prior <- sum(unlist(betaRE.prior)) 
     
  VCV_ERR.prior <-sum(dhalfcauchy(VCV_ERR, 25, log = TRUE)) 
  VCV_RE.prior  <-sum(dhalfcauchy(unlist(VCV_RE), 25, log = TRUE)) 
  uskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(uskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  ukurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(ukurt, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  vskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(vskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  vkurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(vkurt,  25,  log=TRUE)) 
 
   
  ### Log-Likelihood 
   
  mu <- matrix(, nrow = nrow(Data$y), ncol = ncol(Data$y))  #define multivariate DV matrix 
  mu[,1] <- tcrossprod(Data$X, t(beta[1:beta_mark[1]])) 
  for (i in 2:Data$DV) { 
    Q <- sum(Data$beta_mark[1:(i-1)], 1); R <- sum(Data$beta_mark[1:i]) 
    mu[,i] <- tcrossprod(Data$X, t(beta[Q:R])) 
  } 
   
  X.imp <- matrix(, ncol=ncol(Data$y), nrow=nrow(Data$y)) 
  for (i in 1:ncol(Data$y)) { 
    X.imp[,i] <- ifelse(Data$M[[i]]==1, mu[,i], Data$y[,i]) 
  } 
 
 
  LL <- sum(dmst(X.imp, xi=mu, Omega=VCV_ERR, alpha=c(0,0,0,0,uskew), nu=ukurt, log=TRUE))   #imputation model 
  
   
  ### Log-Posterior 
  LP <- LL + sum(betaRE.prior, betaFE.prior, VCV_ERR.prior, VCV_RE.prior,  
                 uskew.prior, ukurt.prior, vskew.prior, vkurt.prior, gamma.prior) 
   
     
  Modelout <- list(LP=LP, Dev=-2*LL, Monitor=LP, 
                   yhat=rmst(nrow(mu), xi=t(mu), Omega=VCV_ERR, alpha=c(0,0,0,0,uskew), nu=ukurt), parm=parm) 
  return(Modelout) 
} 
 
 
Initial.Values <-  
  c(rep(0, length(pos.beta)), rep(0.5, length(pos.VCV_ERR)), rep(0, DV-4), 30, 
    rep(0.5, length(pos.VCV_RE)), rep(0, DV), rep(30, DV*RA), rep(0, DV)) 
 
##Run the code 
Result <- LaplacesDemon(Model, Data=Data, Initial.Values,  
                        Covar=NULL, Iterations=30000, Status=1000, Thinning=20,  
                        Algorithm="AMWG") 
 
Initial.Values <- as.initial.values(Result) 
CovRes <- Result$Covar 
rm(Result) 
 
Result <- LaplacesDemon(Model, Data=Data, Initial.Values, 
                        Covar=CovRes, Iterations=30000, Status=1000, Thinning=20, 
                        Algorithm="AMWG") 
 
 
############################################## 
#Analyse result and evaluate if results are stationary  
############################################## 
 
Consort(Result) 
plot(Result, BurnIn=500, Data, PDF=FALSE, Parms=NULL) 
 
 
############################################# 
# If satisfied, proceed with producing imputations for the incomplete DVs 
# 
# Customise the value of Iterations and Thinning to generate desired number of  
# multiple imputed dataset = Iterations/Thinning = number of MI 
############################################# 
 
Result <- LaplacesDemon(Model, Data=Data, Initial.Values, 
                        Covar=CovRes, Iterations=300, Status=1000, Thinning=20, 
                        Algorithm="AMWG") 
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Imputed <- predict(Result, Model, Data=Data) 
 
# Extract imputed values 
#Apply invlogit transformation to the binary covariates 
Imp.X <- list() 
Imp.X[[1]] <- invlogit(Imputed$yhat[1:N,]) 
Imp.X[[2]] <- invlogit(Imputed$yhat[(N+1):(N*2),]) 
Imp.X[[3]] <- invlogit(Imputed$yhat[(N*2+1):(N*3),]) 
Imp.X[[4]] <- invlogit(Imputed$yhat[(N*3+1):(N*4),]) 
Imp.X[[5]] <- Imputed$yhat[(N*4+1):(N*5),] 
Imp.X[[6]] <- Imputed$yhat[(N*5+1):(N*6),] 
Imp.X[[7]] <- Imputed$yhat[(N*6+1):(N*DV),] 
 
##################################################### 
# Merge observed data with imputed values for missing 
##################################################### 
 
Comp.X <- list() 
for (i in 1:DV) { 
  Comp.X[[i]] <- matrix(XX[,i], nrow=N, ncol=ncol(Imp.X[[i]])) 
} 
 
#if missing, replace with imputed values 
for (j in 1:DV) { 
for (i in 1:nrow(Imp.X[[j]])){ 
  Comp.X[[j]][i, is.na(XX[i,j])] <- Imp.X[[j]][i,]    
} 
} 
 
 
#################################################### 
# Now, merge this with the other covariates with no missing info and 
# and create a "completed" dataset with multiple imputation 
#################################################### 
 
X.mi <- list() 
for (i in 1:ncol(Imp.X[[1]])) 
X.mi[[i]] <- data.frame(subj=rice$pid, depvar=rice$prodn, age=rice$age,  
                        edu=rice$edu, wet=rice$wetseason, yearedu=rice$yearedu,  
                        year=rice$year, year2=rice$year2, weather=rice$damweather,  
                        pest=rice$dampest, manmade=rice$dammanmade, hhmem=rice$hhmem,  
                        hhedu=rice$hhedu, ofw=rice$foreignw, profwage=rice$profwage,  
                        farmhelp=rice$farmhelp, par2=rice$par2, par3=rice$par3up,  
                              mv1=Comp.X[[1]][,i],  
                              mv2=Comp.X[[2]][,i],  
                              mv3=Comp.X[[3]][,i],  
                              mv4=Comp.X[[4]][,i], 
                              ymv1=rice$year*Comp.X[[1]][,i],  
                              ymv2=rice$year*Comp.X[[2]][,i],  
                              ymv3=rice$year*Comp.X[[3]][,i],  
                              ferturea=Comp.X[[5]][,i],  
                              fertoth=Comp.X[[6]][,i],  
                              herbml=Comp.X[[7]][,i] 
) 
 
 
######################################################### 
# This MI dataset can now be used as an input to the model  
# of interest, combined using Rubin's Rule (see implementation below 
# using the mitools package) 
######################################################### 
 
library(mitools) 
 
ImputedDset <- imputationList(X.mi) 
 
if(require(lme4)) { 
  w <- with(ImputedDset, lmer(log(depvar) ~ age + edu + wet + yearedu + year + year2 + weather + pest +  
     manmade + hhmem + hhedu + ofw + profwage + farmhelp + par2 + par3 +                             
                               mv1 + mv2 + mv3 + mv4 + ferturea + fertoth + herbml + (1|subj), REML=FALSE)) 
 
  b <- MIextract(w,fun=fixef) 
  Var <- function(obj) unlist(lapply(diag(vcov(obj)),function(m) m)) 
  v <- MIextract(w,fun=Var) 
  Imputedresult <- MIcombine(b,v) 
} 
 
 
#Final Result here 
 
Imputedresult 
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A.3. Reference R Code for Analysing Incomplete Dataset using the 
Hierarchical SUR model 
 
 
rm(list=ls()) 
require("readstata13", "LaplacesDemon", "sn", "purrr") 
 
 
################## 
# Import Dataset # 
################## 
 
tubuan <- read.dta13("C:/Survey Dataset/TubuanFarmR.dta") 
rice <- subset(tubuan[,c("prodn", "age",  "edu",  "wetseason",   
                         "yearedu",  "year",  "year2", "mv1",  "mv2",  "mv3",  "mv4",  
      "traditional", "yearmv1", "yearmv2", "yearmv3", "yearmv4",  
                         "damweather",  "dampest", "dammanmade", "ferturea",   
                         "fertoth",  "herbml", "hhmem", "hhedu", "foreignw",  "profwage", 
   "farmhelp", "parcels", "par2", "par3up", "pid")]) 
 
 
# specify main model of interest's dependent and explanatory variables 
# Main Model's Dependent Variable 
y <- as.matrix(c(rice = rice$prodn)) 
 
# Explanatory Variables (include covariates with missing values) 
X <-as.matrix(cbind(int=1, age=rice$age, edu=rice$edu, wet=rice$wetseason, 
                    yearedu=rice$yearedu, year=rice$year, year2=rice$year2,   
                    mv1=rice$mv1, mv2=rice$mv2, mv3=rice$mv3, mv4=rice$mv4,  
                    weather=rice$damweather, pest=rice$dampest, manmade=rice$dammanmade,  
                    ferturea=rice$ferturea, fertoth=rice$fertoth, herbml=rice$herbml, 
                    hhmem=rice$hhmem, hhedu=rice$hhedu, ofw=rice$foreignw,  
                    profwage=rice$profwage, farmhelp=rice$farmhelp, par2=rice$par2,  
                    par3=rice$par3up)) 
 
# identify id variable 
id <-rice$pid 
  n<-length(unique(id)); n  # Number of Groups 
  N<-length(id); N # Number of Total Obs 
 
#check which one has missing 
# data for incomplete X 
mis_data <- vector(, ncol(X)) 
    for (i in 1:ncol(X)) { 
      if(sum(is.na(X[,i]))>0) { 
      mis_data[i] <- 1 
    } else { 
      mis_data[i] <- 0 
    }} 
 
# Create data matrix where only variables with missing are retained. Call this XX 
# This set of variables will be the DVs in the imputation model 
XX <- X; XX <- XX[, apply(XX, 2, function(x) !all(is.na(x)==FALSE))] 
 
#Define another data matrix that contain covariates that dont need imputation. Call this Xoth 
Xoth <- X; Xoth <- Xoth[, apply(Xoth, 2, function(x) !any(is.na(x)==TRUE))] 
 
 
# Identify the individual set of auxiliary variable for each of the covariates with missing (i.e. # those in 
XX). We'll store it in ZZ. Auxilliary variables must not have missing values 
 
paste("Define", sum(mis_data), "sets of auxilliary variables for each incomplete variable in data matrix XX") 
 
 
############################################################# 
# You can define individual specifications for each incomplete DVs in XX 
############################################################# 
 
ZZ <- list() 
ZZ[[1]] <- ZZ[[2]] <- ZZ[[3]] <- ZZ[[4]] <- as.matrix(cbind(int=1, prodn=y, 
                                 edu=rice$edu, age=rice$age, 
                                 year=rice$year,  weather=rice$damweather,  
                                 pest=rice$dampest,   
                                 prof=rice$profwage,  
                                 hhedu = rice$hhedu, hhmem=rice$hhmem 
                                  )) 
 
ZZ[[5]] <- as.matrix(cbind(int=1, prodn=y, wet=rice$wetseason,  
                        edu=rice$edu, age=rice$age, 
                        year=rice$year, par2=rice$par2, par3=rice$par3up))    
 
ZZ[[6]] <- as.matrix(cbind(int=1, prodn=y, wet=rice$wetseason,  
                      edu=rice$edu, age=rice$age, 
                      year=rice$year, par2=rice$par2, par3=rice$par3up))   
 
ZZ[[7]] <- as.matrix(cbind(int=1, prodn=y, wet=rice$wetseason,  
                      edu=rice$edu, age=rice$age, 
                      year=rice$year,  weather=rice$damweather,  
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                      pest=rice$dampest, man=rice$dammanmade,  
                      prof=rice$profwage,  
                      hhedu = rice$hhedu, hhmem=rice$hhmem, 
                      par2=rice$par2, par3=rice$par3up))  
 
 
###################################### 
# Define specs needed for the MAIN Model of Interest 
###################################### 
# No. of dependent variables in the Main model of Interest 
mDV <- 1  #riceprodn 
 
# No of Covariates in the Main model of interest 
# Any additional covariates to be generated within the model? In this case, yes, additional 3 
addtlX <- 3 
mFI <- ncol(X) + addtlX 
S <- list(); S <- map(mFI, diag); names(S) <- paste("mvar", 1:length(S), sep = "")  
 
# No of Covariates with RANDOM terms(should be sorted in the first in few columns in X) 
# random terms = 1 = random intercept only 
mRA <- 1 ; V <- diag(mRA) 
 
#Define extra items needed for the main model 
mVCV_ERR <- matrix(NA, mDV, mDV)    #Residual term's VCV matrix                  
mVCV_ERR[upper.tri(mVCV_ERR, diag=TRUE)] <- 1     
mVCV_ERR[upper.tri(mVCV_ERR, diag=FALSE)] <- 0 
mVCV_RE <- matrix(NA, mRA, mRA)    #Random term's VCV matrix 
mVCV_RE[upper.tri(mVCV_RE, diag=TRUE)] <- 1 
 
 
###################################### 
# Define specs needed for the IMPUTATION Model 
###################################### 
iDV <- ncol(XX) #No of Dependent Variables in the Imputation Model 
 
# No of Covariates in the Imputation model 
iFI <- list(); iFI <- map(ZZ, ncol); names(iFI) <- paste("ibeta_", 1:length(iFI), sep = "")  
#Specify number of random components in each of the variable in the imputation model 
iRA <- list(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1); names(iRA) <- paste("irvar", 1:length(iRA), sep = "")  
 
 
#################################################### 
# Generate Missing Data indicator for the Imputation model 
#################################################### 
M <- list() 
for (i in 1:ncol(XX)) { 
  M[[i]] <- ifelse(is.na(XX[,i]), 1, 0) 
} 
names(M) <- paste("Miss_iDV", 1:length(M), sep = "")  
 
#Define extra items needed for the model 
iVCV_ERR <- matrix(NA, iDV, iDV) 
iVCV_ERR[upper.tri(iVCV_ERR, diag=TRUE)] <- 1 
iVCV_ERR[upper.tri(iVCV_ERR, diag=FALSE)] <- 0 
iVCV_RE <- list() 
for (i in 1:ncol(XX)) { 
  iVCV_RE[[i]] <- matrix(NA, iRA[[i]]) 
  iVCV_RE[[i]][upper.tri(iVCV_RE[[i]], diag=TRUE)] <- 1e-100 
} 
names(iVCV_RE) <- paste("ivarDV_", 1:length(iVCV_RE), sep = "")  
 
 
##################################################### 
# Define parameter names to be included in the model 
##################################################### 
mon.names <- "LP" 
 
ibeta_list <- list(); for (i in 1:length(iFI)) { 
  ibeta_list[[i]] <- rep(0, paste(iFI[[i]])) 
} 
 
ibeta_mark <- unlist(map(ibeta_list, length)) 
 
ivskew <- list(); for (i in 1:length(iRA)) { 
  ivskew[[i]] <- rep(0, paste(iRA[[i]])) 
} 
ivkurt <- rep(0, length(iRA)) 
parm.names <- as.parm.names(list( 
  ybeta=rep(0, mFI), 
  mVCV_ERR=mVCV_ERR, 
  muskew=rep(0,mDV), 
  mukurt=30, 
  mVCV_RE = mVCV_RE, 
  mvskew=rep(0,mRA), 
  mvkurt=30, 
  mgamma=rep(0,mDV*mRA), 
  ibeta=unlist(ibeta_list), 
  iVCV_ERR=iVCV_ERR, 
  iuskew=rep(0,iDV), 
  iukurt=30, 
  iVCV_RE = unlist(iVCV_RE), 
  ivskew = unlist(ivskew), 
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  ivkurt=ivkurt, 
  igamma=rep(0,length(unlist(ivskew))) 
)) 
 
pos.ybeta <- grep("ybeta", parm.names); pos.mVCV_ERR <- grep("mVCV_ERR", parm.names) 
    pos.muskew <- grep("muskew", parm.names); pos.mukurt <- grep("mukurt", parm.names) 
pos.mVCV_RE <- grep("mVCV_RE", parm.names) 
    pos.mvskew <- grep("mvskew", parm.names); pos.mvkurt <- grep("mvkurt", parm.names);  
pos.mgamma <- grep("mgamma", parm.names) 
pos.ibeta <- grep("ibeta", parm.names); pos.iVCV_ERR <- grep("iVCV_ERR", parm.names) 
    pos.iuskew <- grep("iuskew", parm.names); pos.iukurt <- grep("iukurt", parm.names) 
pos.iVCV_RE <- grep("iVCV_RE", parm.names) 
  pos.ivskew <- grep("ivskew", parm.names); pos.ivkurt <- grep("ivkurt", parm.names);  
pos.igamma <- grep("igamma", parm.names) 
 
   
PGF <- function(Data) { 
  ybeta <- rnorm(Data$mFI) 
  mVCV_ERR <- runif(length(which(upper.tri(diag(Data$mDV), diag=TRUE)))) 
  mVCV_RE <- runif(length(which(upper.tri(diag(Data$mRA), diag=TRUE)))) 
  muskew <- runif(Data$mDV, 0, 5) 
  mukurt <- runif(1, 15, 30) 
  mvskew <- runif(Data$mFI, 0, 5) 
  mvkurt <- runif(1, 5, 30) 
  mgamma <- rnorm(Data$mDV*Data$mRA, 0, 1) 
  ibeta <- rnorm(length(unlist(Data$ibeta_list))) 
  iVCV_ERR <- runif(length(which(upper.tri(diag(Data$iDV), diag=TRUE)))) 
  iVCV_RE <- list() 
          for (i in 1:Data$iDV) { 
            iVCV_RE[[i]] <- runif(length(which(upper.tri(diag(Data$iRA[[i]]), diag=TRUE)))) 
          } 
  iuskew <- runif(Data$iDV, 0, 5) 
  iukurt <- runif(1, 5, 30) 
  ivskew <- list() 
          for (i in 1:length(unlist(Data$iRA))) { 
            ivskew[[i]] <- runif(Data$iRA[[i]], 0, 5) 
          } 
  ivkurt <- runif(ncol(Data$XX), 5, 30) 
  igamma <- rnorm(length(unlist(Data$ivskew)), 0, 1) 
return(c(ybeta, mVCV_ERR, mVCV_RE, muskew, mukurt, mvskew, mvkurt, mgamma,  
    ibeta, iVCV_ERR, iVCV_RE, iuskew, iukurt, ivskew, ivkurt, igamma)) 
} 
 
Data <- list(y=y, XX=XX, Xoth=Xoth, ZZ = ZZ,  
             mDV=mDV, mFI=mFI, mRA=mRA, iDV=iDV, iFI = iFI, iRA=iRA, 
             M = M, PGF=PGF, ibeta_mark = ibeta_mark, ibeta_list=ibeta_list,  
              
             #import parameter names 
             mon.names=mon.names, parm.names=parm.names,   
             pos.ybeta = pos.ybeta, pos.mVCV_ERR = pos.mVCV_ERR, pos.mVCV_RE = pos.mVCV_RE, 
             pos.muskew = pos.muskew, pos.mukurt = pos.mukurt,  
             pos.mvskew = pos.mvskew, pos.mvkurt = pos.mvkurt, pos.mgamma = pos.mgamma,  
             pos.ibeta = pos.ibeta, pos.iVCV_ERR = pos.iVCV_ERR, 
             pos.iVCV_RE=pos.iVCV_RE, pos.iuskew = pos.iuskew, pos.iukurt = pos.iukurt, 
             pos.ivskew = pos.ivskew, pos.ivkurt = pos.ivkurt, pos.igamma = pos.igamma 
) 
 
Model <- function(parm, Data) { 
   
  ### Hyperparameters Main Model 
  mgamma <- parm[Data$pos.mgamma] 
   
  ### for main model y vcv 
  mu <- parm[Data$pos.mVCV_ERR] 
  mu[1] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.mVCV_ERR[1]], 1e-100, Inf) 
  mVCV_ERR <- diag(Data$mDV); mVCV_ERR[upper.tri(mVCV_ERR, diag = TRUE)] <- mu 
   
  mVCV_ERR[lower.tri(mVCV_ERR)] <- t(mVCV_ERR)[lower.tri(mVCV_ERR)] 
  if(is.positive.definite(mVCV_ERR) == FALSE) 
    mVCV_ERR <- as.positive.definite(mVCV_ERR) 
  parm[Data$pos.mVCV_ERR] <- upper.triangle(mVCV_ERR, diag = TRUE) 
  parm[Data$pos.muskew] <- muskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.muskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.mukurt] <- mukurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.mukurt], 1, 40) 
   
  ### for MOI's random component  
  mv <- parm[Data$pos.mVCV_RE] 
  mv[1] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.mVCV_RE[1]], 1e-100, Inf)   
  mVCV_RE <- diag(Data$mRA); mVCV_RE[upper.tri(mVCV_RE, diag = TRUE)] <- mv 
  mVCV_RE[lower.tri(mVCV_RE)] <- t(mVCV_RE)[lower.tri(mVCV_RE)] 
   
  if(is.positive.definite(mVCV_RE) == FALSE) 
    mVCV_RE <- as.positive.definite(mVCV_RE) 
  parm[Data$pos.mVCV_RE] <- upper.triangle(mVCV_RE, diag = TRUE) 
  parm[Data$pos.mvskew] <- mvskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.mvskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.mvkurt] <- mvkurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.mvkurt], 1, 40) 
   
  ### Hyperparameters 
  igamma <- parm[Data$pos.igamma] 
   
  # for imputation DVs vcv. Apply limit to the diagonal entries to be non-negative 
  iu <- (parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR])      
    iu[1] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR[1]], 0.00001, Inf) 
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    iu[3] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR[3]], 0.00001, Inf) 
    iu[6] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR[6]], 0.00001, Inf) 
    iu[10] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR[10]], 0.00001, Inf) 
    iu[15] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR[15]], 0.00001, Inf) 
    iu[21] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR[21]], 0.00001, Inf) 
    iu[28] <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR[28]], 0.00001, Inf) 
   
  iVCV_ERR <- diag(Data$iDV) 
  iVCV_ERR[upper.tri(iVCV_ERR, diag = TRUE)] <- iu 
  iVCV_ERR[lower.tri(iVCV_ERR)] <- t(iVCV_ERR)[lower.tri(iVCV_ERR)] 
   
  if(is.positive.definite(iVCV_ERR) == FALSE) 
    iVCV_ERR <- as.positive.definite(iVCV_ERR) 
  parm[Data$pos.iVCV_ERR] <- upper.triangle(iVCV_ERR, diag = TRUE) 
  parm[Data$pos.iuskew] <- iuskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iuskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.iukurt] <- iukurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iukurt], 1, 40) 
   
  ### for random component (RandomSlopes only) 
  iv <- interval(parm[Data$pos.iVCV_RE], 1e-100, Inf) 
  parm[Data$pos.ivskew] <- ivskew <- interval(parm[Data$pos.ivskew], -10, 10) 
  parm[Data$pos.ivkurt] <- ivkurt <- interval(parm[Data$pos.ivkurt], 1, 40) 
 
  ### Parameters of model of interest 
  ybeta <- parm[Data$pos.ybeta] 
   
  ### Parameters of imputation model 
  ibeta <- parm[Data$pos.ibeta]  
   
  ### Log-Hyperprior 
  igamma.prior <- sum(dnormv(igamma, 0, 100, log=TRUE))   
  mgamma.prior <- sum(dnormv(mgamma, 0, 100, log=TRUE)) 
   
  ### Log-Prior 
  ybetaRA.prior <- sum(dst(ybeta[1], xi=mgamma, omega=mVCV_RE, alpha = mvskew, nu=mvkurt,  
                  log=TRUE)) 
  ybetaFI.prior <- sum(dnormv(ybeta[2:27], 0, 100, log=TRUE))  
  mVCV_ERR.prior <-sum(dhalfcauchy(mVCV_ERR, 25, log = TRUE)) 
  mVCV_RE.prior <-sum(dhalfcauchy(mVCV_RE, 25, log = TRUE)) 
  muskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(muskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  mukurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(mukurt,  25, log=TRUE)) 
  mvskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(mvskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  mvkurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(mvkurt,  25, log=TRUE)) 
   
  ibetaRE.prior <- list() 
    ibetaRE.prior[[1]] <- dst(ibeta[1], xi=igamma[1], omega=iVCV_RE[[1]], alpha = ivskew[1],    
    nu=ivkurt[1], log=TRUE) 
    for (i in 2:Data$iDV) { 
      Q <- sum(Data$ibeta_mark[1:i-1],1) 
      ibetaRE.prior[[i]] <- dst(ibeta[Q], xi=igamma[i], omega=iVCV_RE[[i]], alpha = ivskew[i],  
      nu=ivkurt[i], log=TRUE) 
    } 
      ibetaRE.prior <- sum(unlist(ibetaRE.prior)) 
   
  ibetaFE.prior <- list() 
    ibetaFE.prior[[1]] <-sum(dnormv(ibeta[2:Data$ibeta_mark[1]], 0, 100, log=TRUE)) 
    for (i in 2:Data$iDV) { 
         Q <- sum(Data$ibeta_mark[1:(i-1)], 2); R <- sum(Data$ibeta_mark[1:i]) 
         ibetaFE.prior[[i]] <- dnormv(ibeta[Q:R], 0, 100, log=TRUE)        
    } 
    ibetaFE.prior <- sum(unlist(ibetaRE.prior)) 
     
  iVCV_ERR.prior <-sum(dhalfcauchy(iVCV_ERR, 25, log = TRUE)) 
  iVCV_RE.prior  <-sum(dhalfcauchy(unlist(iVCV_RE), 25, log = TRUE)) 
  iuskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(iuskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  iukurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(iukurt, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  ivskew.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(ivskew, 25, log=TRUE)) 
  ivkurt.prior <- sum(dhalfcauchy(ivkurt,  25,  log=TRUE)) 
 
  ibetaFE.prior <- list() 
  ibetaFE.prior[[1]] <-sum(dnormv(ibeta[2:Data$ibeta_mark[1]], 0, 100, log=TRUE)) 
  for (i in 2:Data$iDV) { 
    Q <- sum(Data$ibeta_mark[1:(i-1)], 2); R <- sum(Data$ibeta_mark[1:i]) 
    ibetaFE.prior[[i]] <- dnormv(ibeta[Q:R], 0, 100, log=TRUE)        
  } 
  ibetaFE.prior <- sum(unlist(ibetaRE.prior)) 
   
   
### Log-Likelihood 
  imu <- matrix(, nrow = nrow(Data$XX), ncol = ncol(Data$XX))  #define multivariate DV matrix 
  imu[,1] <- tcrossprod(Data$ZZ[[1]], t(ibeta[1:ibeta_mark[1]])) 
  for (i in 2:Data$iDV) { 
    Q <- sum(Data$ibeta_mark[1:(i-1)], 1); R <- sum(Data$ibeta_mark[1:i]) 
    imu[,i] <- tcrossprod(Data$ZZ[[i]], t(ibeta[Q:R])) 
  } 
   
  X.imp <- matrix(, ncol=ncol(Data$XX), nrow=nrow(Data$XX)) 
  for (i in 1:ncol(Data$XX)) { 
    X.imp[,i] <- ifelse(Data$M[[i]]==1, imu[,i], Data$XX[,i]) 
  } 
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# form completed dataset and form interaction 
  X.completed <- as.matrix(cbind(Data$Xoth,     # this is for the covariates with no missing 
                       invlogit(X.imp[,1]),     # this is for the binary variables 
                       invlogit(X.imp[,2]), 
                       invlogit(X.imp[,3]), 
                       invlogit(X.imp[,4]), 
                       X.imp[,5],               # this is for the continuous variables 
                       X.imp[,6], 
                       X.imp[,7], 
                       Data$Xoth[,5]*invlogit(X.imp[,1]), # define interaction here 
                       Data$Xoth[,5]*invlogit(X.imp[,2]),  
                       Data$Xoth[,5]*invlogit(X.imp[,3]))) 
   
#Estimate MOI 
ymu <- matrix(0, nrow = nrow(Data$y), ncol = ncol(Data$y))  #define multivariate DV matrix 
ymu <- tcrossprod(X.completed, t(ybeta))  
   
LL <- sum(dmst(X.imp, xi=imu, Omega=iVCV_ERR, alpha=iuskew, nu=iukurt, log=TRUE),             
      dmst(Data$y, xi=ymu, Omega=mVCV_ERR, alpha=muskew, nu=mukurt, log=TRUE))   
 
 
### Log-Posterior 
LP <- LL + sum(ybetaRA.prior, ybetaFI.prior, mVCV_ERR.prior, mVCV_RE.prior, muskew.prior,  
           mukurt.prior, mvskew.prior, mvkurt.prior, ibetaRE.prior, ibetaFE.prior,  
           iVCV_ERR.prior, iVCV_RE.prior, iuskew.prior, iukurt.prior, ivskew.prior, ivkurt.prior,  
           igamma.prior, mgamma.prior) 
   
     
Modelout <- list(LP=LP, Dev=-2*LL, Monitor=LP, yhat=rmst(nrow(ymu), xi=t(ymu), Omega=mVCV_ERR,  
                 alpha=muskew, nu=mukurt), parm=parm) 
            return(Modelout) 
} 
 
 
 
#Initial.Values <- GIV(Model, Data, PGF=TRUE) # not possible due to missing values 
 
Initial.Values <-  
  c(rep(0, mFI), rep(0, mDV), rep(0, mDV), 30, rep(1, length(pos.mVCV_RE)), rep(0, mRA), 30, 
    rep(0, mRA), rep(0, length(pos.ibeta)), rep(1, length(pos.iVCV_ERR)), rep(0, iDV), 30, 
    rep(1, length(pos.iVCV_RE)), rep(0, iDV), rep(0, iDV), rep(0, iDV)) 
 
 
################ 
# Run the code 
################ 
 
Result <- LaplacesDemon(Model, Data=Data, Initial.Values,  
                        Covar=NULL, Iterations=30000, Status=1000, Thinning=20,  
                        Algorithm="AMWG") 
 
 
# Break and evaluate 
 
Initial.Values <- as.initial.values(Result) 
CovRes <- Result$Covar 
rm(Result) 
 
Result <- LaplacesDemon(Model, Data=Data, Initial.Values, 
                        Covar=CovRes, Iterations=30000, Status=1000, Thinning=10, 
                        Algorithm="AMWG") 
 
 
############################################## 
#Analyse result and evaluate if longer runs are needed 
############################################## 
 
Consort(Result) 
plot(Result, BurnIn=500, Data, PDF=FALSE, Parms=NULL) 
Predict <- predict(Result, Model, Data=Data) 
summary(Predict, Discrep="Chi-Square") 
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A.4. Varying Shapes Generated by the Skew-t Distribution 
 
 
 
 
 
*Note: Solid black line correspond to the density curve of the standard normal distribution with location (mean) and scale (variance) parameters equal to 0 and 1, respectively. 
For the simulated skew-t density curves, the location and scale parameters were also fixed at 0 and 1, respectively. 
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A.5. MCMC Convergence Diagnostics: Trace Plot, Posterior Density Plot, and Autocorrelation Plot 
         
         
Intercept 
Age 
Years of Schooling 
Wet Season Indicator 
Note: Convergence plots of parameters from the skew-t specified model in Table 7, column 1 / Table 5.3, column 3 
Year Indicator x Years of Schooling 
Year Indicator 
Year Indicator Squared 
Crop Damaged by Adverse Weather Condition 
Crop Damaged by Pests and Insects 
Crop Damaged due to Manmade/Resource Reasons 
Number of Household Members 
Median Years of Schooling of Household Members 
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Modern Rice Variety 3 
Modern Rice Variety 4 
Modern Rice Variety 2 
Modern Rice Variety 1 
Cultivating 3 or more land parcels 
Cultivating 2 land parcels Fertilizer (Nitrogen) 
Fertilizer (“Complete”, Organic, Others) 
Herbicide 
Number of HH Members Working Abroad 
Number of HH Members who are Professional Wage Workers 
Number of HH Members who are Farm Helpers 
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Year Indicator x MV 1 
Year Indicator x MV 2 
Year Indicator x MV 3 
Residual Scale Parameter 
Residual Skewness Parameter (alpha) 
Residual Degrees of Freedom Parameter (v) 
Deviance 
Log-Posterior 
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A.6. MCMC Convergence Diagnostics:Visualisation of the Hellinger Diagnostic Test  
 
 
 
 
*Note: Black/dark shade implies similar distribution (i.e. Hellinger Distance = 0).  
- Convergence is suggested when the general shade in the graph is largely dominated by black/dark shade. 
- Convergence plots of parameters from the skew-t specified model in Table 7, column 1 / Table 5.3, column 3 
- The variable names ybeta[1] to ybeta[27] translate to the same covariates in A.5 with the exact chronological order. 
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A.7. Differences in Key Parameter Estimates Resulting from Varying Missing Data Treatments  
(Selected parameter estimates from Chapter 7, Table 7.2) 
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Note: Black dots correspond to the mean value of the paremeter estimate and the solid line is the High Density Interval. 
 
 
 
 
Note: Black dots correspond to the mean value of the paremeter estimate and the solid line is the High Density Interval. 
